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introduction

1.1 about SYSTEMS THAT ARE SHARED IN USE
“Exclusive, private use of possessions appears in the literature as the normal, default mode
of material relationships, such that ‘sharing’ appears to be relatively rare or innovative, or
perhaps revolutionary. I say ‘appears’ because in reality […] Sharing resources has always
been the norm, and exclusive use of resources has always been relatively rare. In my own
life, unshared possessions include my eyeglasses, watch, toiletries, underwear, shoes, e-mail
accounts, and some bank accounts. But my major possessions such as house, car, money,
furniture, appliances, tools, computers, sports equipment, books, most clothes, and art are all
shared, as are the atmosphere, roads, parks, and other public properties that I use.”
– Floyd Rudmin (2016:199).
Most daily environments are shared. A family living room, a student kitchen, the openplan office and virtually every (semi-) public space – albeit temporarily, we co-inhabit most
environments with other people. Moreover, most of the objects and systems within those
environments are shared as well. This sharing has an important social function. Next to its
more utilitarian benefits of more economic use of resources, sharing is a communal act that
connects humans to other people. It goes hand in hand with feelings of solidarity, caring,
trust, and bonding (Belk 2010; Rudmin 2016). In fact, the notion of “feeling at home” might be
constituted by “certain taken-for granted sharing privileges.” (Belk 2010:724).
Perhaps because of its ubiquity, sharing is often overlooked and taken for granted: “the majority
of daily sharing of food, money, and possessions goes unnoticed and is invisible to most people for whom it
is routine.” (Belk 2010:717). This overlooking extends to literature: the reluctance to study
sharing that Rudmin expresses has been recognized in sociological, economic, and consumer
research (Belk 2010; Rudmin 2016), as well as in our own field of human-computer interaction
(Gruning and Lindley 2016). As a result, many of the objects that are shared in use, have been
designed with the individual user in mind. Not taking systems that are shared as part of their
primary functionality into consideration – such as collaboration software, communication
systems, systems that aim to increase social connectedness between people, social networks,
competitive or collaborative games – most other everyday systems seem to be designed for
personal use.
We expect that it can be beneficial to design interactions more explicitly for shared use,
for several reasons. Firstly, systems that are designed for shared use might make ubiquitous
sharing more visible and perhaps more appreciated. Secondly, it is likely that interactions
that are designed for the individual user do not optimally support people in sharing, since
“technology necessarily influences styles of cooperation, by making some things easier and other things harder
to do, or by changing or reinforcing power relationships and patterns of interaction between collaborators.”
(Easterbrook et al. 1993:2). Thirdly, sharing constrains use (Belk 2010; Gruning and Lindley
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2016): people are responsible for keeping the shared objects in good shape and shared goods
shouldn’t be damaged or overused, for example. These constraints in shared situations form
a risk for the benefits of personalization that many interactive technologies promise. It seems
that shared use needs to be considered in the design process to design interactions that match
people’s everyday social lives. To use the words of Bernheim Brush and Kori Inkpen: “As we
begin to think about the realities of using ubiquitous computing devices in a domestic environment, we are
immediately confronted with questions about whether these devices should support sharing and personalization.”
(2007:109–10).
In this dissertation, we investigate how to design interactions with systems that are shared in
use. In this chapter, we first define what we mean with ‘shared use’. We review research that
demonstrates the influence of interaction design on sharing practices, and we introduce our
application domain of shared lighting systems. We then explain the specifics aims of our
research and we position our approach. This chapter is concluded with an outline.

DEFINING SHARED USE OF INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS
Let us first explain what we mean with systems that are shared in use. Rudmin defines sharing
as “the simultaneous or sequential use of goods (e.g., cars, books, food, water), a space (e.g., living rooms,
gardens, decades, websites), or intangibles (e.g., experiences, beliefs, identities, heredity) by more than one
individual” (Rudmin 2016:198). In order to specify this definition for the ‘simultaneous or sequential
use of interactive systems’, we need to take a closer look at what ‘use’ of interactive technologies
entails. Canonical models of Human-Computer Interaction – such as Norman’s Action cycle
(1990:41) – are often based on an archetypal structure of the feedback loop: the user provides
input to the system, which changes the output of that system, which affects the user again.
The relationship between people and system that together describe ‘use’ thus has two sides:
input and output. Traditionally, input and output are closely linked: the person interacting is
also the one that is affected by the output and the people that are affected by the output can
also input to the system. As a result, shared use is often viewed as a property of the system:
systems can either allow multiple people to access and input into the system, making it a multiuser system; or the system has one access point, making the system individually used.
However, the nature of systems has changed in the past decades. Miniaturized electronics
and developments in wireless communication have lead to en-mass embedding of networked
computational devices in the ‘things’ surrounding us in our everyday lives (Bessis et al. 2013).
These objects are capable of connecting “Anytime, Anyplace, with Anything and Anyone, ideally using
Any path/network and Any service.” (Guillemin and Friess 2009:8). As a result of this Internet
of Things (IoT), contemporary systems become device ecologies: they form “collections of devices
interacting synergistically with one another, with users, and with Internet resources” (Loke and Ling
2004:1), and can easily change in setup, functionality, and interaction style depending on the
connections made at that moment. A second characteristic of contemporary systems is that
they are often embedded in the environment. Inspired by Weiser’s (1991) vision on ubiquitous
14
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computing, developers have been working on technologies that weave invisibly into fabrics of
our everyday lives and disappear in the background. This embedding of technology results
in blurred boundaries between the artifact, system, and the environment itself (Alavi et al.
2016), and results in ‘smart environments’ (Dooley et al. 2013). These two characteristics –
connectivity and integration into the environment – have an impact on the user-input-systemoutput cycle that we described and can result in different scenarios of shared use.
Firstly, most of our daily environments are shared. This makes that interactive systems that
are embedded in those environments or that affect those environments with their output,
become shared too. Regardless of whether multiple people can provide input to the system,
the change in output of the system that results from an interaction by one person affects the
other people in the shared space. For example, if one co-worker changes the lighting preset
everybody in that room is affected by the lighting change. Or if the host changes the music
playlist at a get-together of friends, this affects the atmosphere and thus the other people.
Secondly, input and output devices can be added or removed dynamically in device ecologies.
As a result, a system might grant access to only one input device at one moment, and to
multiple people at another time. For example, a smart TV can be connected to an individual
streaming account to get personal recommendations on what show to watch tonight. It can
also be connected to all the mobile phones of a group of friends to share YouTube videos or
holiday pictures at a gathering. Still it is difficult to characterize the TV as a ‘multi-user’ system,
since it is not always shared and its main functionality – providing a screen for entertainment
purposes – does not require shared use.
Thirdly, because of the connection over Internet, input and output of the system can be
decoupled in time and space in contemporary systems. An interaction that changes preprogramming of behavior rules does not necessarily direct influences the output – e.g., using
the If This, Than That platform (IFTTT n.d.) that allows people to connect different input
and output devices together with simple automated rules. And often smartphone applications
for home systems do not require people to be at home to make changes. For example, it is
possible to adjust the temperature of a connected thermostat from a completely different
location. This makes that the person that provides input to the system is not directly affected
by the output – although it is possible that other people are home and are affected by that
change.
The above examples show that most systems are often not always multi-user, or always singleuser systems. Instead, the number of ‘users’ depends on the devices that are connected and
the people that are present. As a result, shared use is not so much a system property, but a
contextual property in interactions with IoT systems. For this reason, we talk about ‘shared use’
instead of ‘multi-user interaction’ in this dissertation. We define systems that are shared in
use as systems that can potentially be used in situations where an interaction by at least one
person, impacts at least one other person. We also generally talk about ‘actors’ instead of
‘users’, to emphasize that people that are influenced by the system are not necessarily the ones
Introduction
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that have access to the interface. Actors include any person that is involved in the system – be
it on the input side, the output, or both. Whenever we refer to a user, we mean a person that is
directly interacting with the system through the interface.

INTERACTION DESIGN FOR SHARED USE
Within the field of HCI, ethnographically-inspired research has investigated sharing of
personal technologies, such as personal computers (Brush and Inkpen 2007; Frohlich, Dray,
and Silverman 2001; Frohlich and Kraut 2003) and smartphones or tablets (Jacobs, Cramer,
and Barkhuus 2016; Kawsar and Brush 2013; Mazurek et al. 2010). These studies highlight
how technologies can encourage or inhibit sharing, depending on their physical configuration
or the way they are designed. One of the most interesting findings is the tension between
personalization and integration – the ability to personalize can have benefits for the individual, but
can make sharing more difficult (e.g., Brush and Inkpen 2007; Randall 2003).
Brush and Inkpen (2007) distinguish two common interaction models that represent the
two ends of the personalization and integration spectrum: the appliance model and the
profile model. Devices based on an appliance model can be used by anyone and rely on
social protocols to mediate sharing (think of shared TVs with one remote, refrigerators,
and traditional lamps). Devices that use the profile model ask individual users to identify
themselves and present personalized options. At the time that the research was conducted the
profile model was primarily used in shared desktop computers. Since then, the proliferation of
smartphone applications and the promise of tailoring and personalization in IoT technologies
have brought many more profile-based interactions into people’s everyday lives. To give some
examples, access to entertainment services including music, movies, and series requires a
personal Spotify (n.d.) or Netflix (n.d.) account. Environmental conditions such as lighting,
temperature, and window blinds can be controlled through personal smart phone applications,
e.g., in the Nest (n.d.), Hue (Philips n.d.), and iBlinds (n.d.) systems. Even washing clothes
(Samsung n.d.), cooking (Anova n.d.), or driving a car (CarChabi n.d.) can require profilemodel-style interactions.
Although these examples all offer personalization as a valuable benefit, it seems that the
tension between personalization and sharing of the interactive systems remains unresolved.
Grinter and colleagues (2005) show that one-account devices such as mp3 players can lead
to dominance of the primary user over other people. They also describe that recommender
systems that only allow for one profile can lead to tensions between family members with
divergent viewing habits. Gruning and Lindley (2016) show how shared digital possessions
(e.g., e-books photographs) are often stored in personal accounts, which makes that owners
cannot access their possessions. And Adams and Williams (2013) describe a large number
of scenarios where supposedly individual accounts for e-books, Facebook, email, and bank
accounts, are in fact shared in certain situations and lead to difficulties for the account owner.
Based on such studies, Jacobs and colleagues (2016) make a distinction between intentional and
16
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unintentional sharing practices. In intentional sharing – or explicit not sharing – the owner(s) or users
of the technologies are in control of sharing practices. However, all to often, the design of the
interaction can unintentionally give other people access or can inhabit access to others that are
entitled to use the technology as well.
While the research referred to above all critique one-account systems, there are technologies
that allow multiple accounts to connect and provide input to the system simultaneously. A
current field of research is investigating how to handle those different accounts – especially if
the input from different people results in conflicts in the system (e.g., Al-Bin-Ali 2004; Chuang,
Chen, and Lee 2015; Resendes, Carreira, and Santos 2014). In general, these approaches
give a more active role to the system in mediating between the different actors in the system.
Common strategies to handle multiple profiles include for example Profile Merging, where
a common profile is generated based on distance minimization over the individual inputs
(Chuang et al. 2015; Hasan et al. 2009; Park, Lee, and Hyun 2005; Shin and Woo 2005).
Alternatively, some people can be given priority over the system. For example, by using
Weighted Alternative rules that take the weight or importance of every person or of their
preferences in use into account, or by using Majority rule where individual votes are counted
(Shin, Dey, and Woo 2010). The priority can be given over the whole system, or if resources
can be split up, it can also be provided spatially or temporally (Huerta-Canepa and Lee 2012;
Shin and Woo 2009). While these approaches are interesting, especially from a technical
perspective, it can be questioned whether the system can know what solution might be best.
Also, we have seen little empirical evaluations of such approaches during actual use.
In sum, research has shown that the design of interactive technologies can impact people’s
everyday sharing practices. Although many situations that result in problems have been
identified, there still seems to be little attention to shared use in the design of the interactions
with these technologies, judging by the proliferation of the profile model. In this research, we
investigate how to design interactions with everyday systems in such a way that they better
support people in their desired ways of sharing.

SHARED USE OF CONTEMPORARY LIGHTING SYSTEMS
An example of a contemporary system that is shared in use is a lighting system. Since it is
difficult to shield oneself from the lighting, the output of a lighting interaction is shared
in shared environments: interaction by one actor can easily impact other people. Where
traditional lamps can only be turned on or off and dimmed occasionally, developments in
LED and networking technology resulted in the introduction of interactive lighting systems.
These systems consist of connected lighting devices that allow for control over detailed
lighting parameters such as color, intensity, spread, and dynamics. The Hue system (Philips
n.d.) was the first interactive consumer lighting system for the home and consists of retrofit
LED light bulbs that can be addressed wirelessly. It offers control over color and luminous
intensity of individual lamps (light location), and allows for dynamic changes to the setting, or
Introduction
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pre-programmed behavior. Since the introduction of the Hue in 2012, many similar systems
have rapidly appeared, such as the WeMo (Belkin n.d.), Avea (Elgato n.d.), and TRÅDFRI (Ikea
n.d.) systems. Also in office buildings, people are starting to get personal control over their
lighting environments, with the recent introductions of, e.g., Connected Lighting (Philips n.d.) and
Lightify Pro (Osram n.d.).
More detailed tailoring of lighting by the people using the light has many proven benefits. For
example, Escuyer and Fontoynont (2001a) and Moore et al. (2002), show that the presence of
lighting controls leads to a higher degree of satisfaction with the lighting conditions, compared
to situations where people are not given any control – a finding that is also confirmed for
control over office blinds (Meerbeek et al. 2016). Veitch et al. (2010) demonstrate that
individually-controllable lighting in cubicles results in better appraisal of the environment and
office, which indirectly influences job satisfaction. And numerous studies have demonstrated the
opportunities of personal control to decrease energy consumption (Boyce, Eklund, and Simpson
2000; O’Brien and Gunay 2014; Williams et al. 2012) – although admittedly, the opposite has
also been argued (e.g., Dounis and Caraiscos 2009; Jennings et al. 2000).
Despite its many benefits, however, it seems that real personal control is an illusion in lighting.
Because of the effect of the light setting on the shared environment, system settings are often
not determined individually but rely on consensus. Although the large majority of research
on lighting control has investigated individual settings, there are some researchers that
have looked at shared use. For example, Chraibi et al. (2016) investigate whether lighting
control over clusters of lamps in the office still leads to the benefits that personal control
promise. They find that consensus control still results in an improved light environment for
the individual office workers, but also indicate that there is an influence of shared use on
interaction: participants were aware of the other people, and changed their interaction based
on those people. This influence of shared use on people’s interactions can also been found in
the work of Bordass et al. (1993), who stress that particularly in multi-tenant buildings, systems
are often left on ‘just in case’, causing considerable energy waste. And Moore and colleagues
(2000) demonstrate – based on observation of dimmable lighting systems in 14 open-plan
office buildings – that occupants can be discouraged from using controls when they expect to
risk a conflict, which leads to a more negative perception of the luminous environment. The
risk of conflict increases with bigger clusters of luminaires, ill-fitting distribution of zones
over the office spaces, and when people have limited local control possibilities. These studies
highlight the need to consider shared use when developing interactions with the lighting
systems, in order to fulfil the potential benefits that personal control can offer.
Although the output of lighting systems is often shared, the default interaction with most
contemporary lighting system is through personal input devices, such as mobile phone,
tablet, and/or smart watch applications. And even though the need to consider the social
context when designing interfaces has been loosely noted by interaction design researchers
in the lighting field (Aliakseyeu et al. 2016; Lucero et al. 2016; Offermans, Essen, and Eggen
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2014; Westerhoff et al. 2012), few works specifically discuss the implications of their design
considerations on shared use and vice-versa. Therefore, lighting seems to be a suitable
application domain to study how interactive systems can better support shared use. In this
dissertation, we will primarily focus on interaction with lighting systems, although we will reflect
upon a broader implementation of our findings, to interactive systems in general.

Scenario

Personal interfaces in situations of shared lighting use
It is dinnertime when John comes home from work. While opening the door to the living
room, he habitually shakes his smart watch to turn on the lights. When he looks up, he sees
the startled eyes of his girlfriend Emily. The table, lovely decorated and full of plates filled
with what will turn out to be his favorite food, is bathing in cold white light.
This example illustrates how interfaces that are designed for individual use can lead to socially
awkward situations. Would John have known that Emily had just spent effort in creating a
romantic dinner setting, he would have never adjusted the lighting. It is unlikely that this
situation will result in a crisis: people are experts in dealing with unexpected situations. In
this case, Emily might make a joke about how John just ruined their cozy night by turning
their dinner table into an office canteen. And John will rush to the hallway to get his phone
that he had left in his jacket, open the application, and select a sufficiently applicable setting
from their loaded presets. Yet, we expect that such encounters do not only influence people’s
experience of using the system negatively, but that it also leads to less interactions with the
system overall. John will be more careful next time, and probably won’t change the lighting
at all anymore to prevent the risk of conflict. And Emily might not bother to spend effort on
making a nice light setting: she’ll just go with a preset instead.
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1.2 ABOUT THIS RESEARCH
In this research, we aim to critically re-think what shared systems and shared interactions are
and how we should design for them. This research is part of the so-called Lighting Flagship: a
joint long-term research program on lighting between the Intelligent Lighting Institute of
the Eindhoven University of Technology and Philips Lighting (now Signify). Therefore, we
primarily look at interactions with lighting systems. Our main research question is:
How to design interactions with lighting systems that are shared in use?
Answering a question that aims to inform design requires three steps: understanding the
current situation, identifying the role of design, and enabling other designers to manipulate
this situation for the better. More specifically for this research, we first require a better
understanding of how people interact with systems that are shared in use. Secondly, we need
to identify the role of the interface and the influence of interface characteristics on shared
use. Thirdly, once we have identified how shared use can be influenced, we have to make this
knowledge operable to other designers, so that they can design interactions that better match
with people shared use of everyday systems. These three aspects form our sub-questions:
RQ1: How do people interact with lighting systems that are shared in use?
RQ2: How can design choices in interfaces influence shared lighting use?
RQ3: How to design interactions that support people in coordinating shared lighting use?

POSITIONING
We position ourselves in the practice paradigm in HCI research (Kuutti and Bannon 2014).
The Practice paradigm looks at interactions with technology as practices that develop, that
are situated in time and space, and are interwoven with environmental, cultural, and social
factors. It “requires us to ‘decenter’ the privileged position of interaction […] and to consider this humanmachine interaction as only one factor among several that are interesting and important.” (Kuutti and
Bannon 2014:3544). Also, instead of aiming for (professional) productivity and functionality,
our research is aimed at enhancing experiences in ‘everyday life’ in the broadest sense (Pierce
et al. 2008; Rogers 2004; Tolmie et al. 2002). As a result, our research can be characterized as
exploratory, based on real-life insights, and design-oriented.
Since the everyday consists of routine-like behaviors and of latent motivations, goals, and
needs (Tolmie et al. 2002), opportunities have to be discovered before they can be investigated
(Fallman 2007). Therefore, our research is exploratory: we explore the topic of shared use in its
breadth, and we start with broadly scoped research topic that we re-scope along the way. The
research aims to contribute understanding of underlying motivations, habits, and behaviors
around shared use, formulated as design-oriented and operational knowledge. Rather than
conclusive solutions, the research is aimed at identifying new opportunities.
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Secondly, our research is largely based on real-life insights. Finding good research methods
when studying the everyday can be a challenge. The richness and diversity of everyday life
make it a place where many theoretical factors collide into complex interdependent networks.
Because of that, studying cognition in the lab is known to yield different results than in the
‘messy’ world, where motivations are different, unrelated activities and objectives interfere,
use is more long-term, and where there is no supervision by a researcher (Kuutti and Bannon
2014; Rogers 2004). As a result, theories developed in controlled situations cannot simply be
lifted out of one field and then used to explain seemingly related phenomena in a different
domain: they first require translation based on real-life insights (Rogers 2004, 2011). Moreover,
while within HCI research laboratory conditions could suffice in some cases for testing motor,
perceptual, and cognitive aspects of single-user interactions; it is less suitable to capture the
complex social dynamics of multiple people (Grudin 1994). And since we investigate new
technological possibilities of contemporary systems, integration of new systems in people’s
routines requires time (Rogers 2011), especially when those routines are about people’s
coordination of shared use (Grudin 1994). Therefore, in-situ and longitudinal evaluations are
indispensible for our topic.
Thirdly, we take a design-oriented approach (Fallman 2007), also commonly referred to as researchthrough-design (van den Hoven et al. 2007; Zimmerman, Forlizzi, and Evenson 2007). Designoriented research uses methods known in design practice in order to obtain generalizable
knowledge. Such an approach fits our aim (to obtain knowledge that can be used within
the design process) and our targeted audience (interaction designers and interaction design
researchers). Moreover, design-oriented research is especially suitable for practice-based
exploratory research, since “design research is framed as research on a condition that arises from a number
of phenomena in combination, rather than the study of a single phenomenon in isolation.” (Zimmerman et
al. 2007:496). And design – by “consciously creating something which was not previously there” (Fallman
2007:195) – makes it possible to alter the current situation and to explore a future reality
possibilities outside current paradigms (Fallman 2007; Zimmerman et al. 2007). We will make
use design activities throughout this research.
The three characteristics of this research – being exploratory, focused on real-life insights, and
design-oriented – will likely affect the generalizability of the findings. The exploratory approach
explores opportunities rather than conclusive answers, for example. Also, in ‘in-the-wild’
studies, the “locus of control shifts from the experimenter to the participant” (Rogers 2011:59), which
makes it impossible to rule out all the influencing factors. And knowledge resulting from
research-through-design is conditional rather than general (van den Hoven et al. 2007). So we
are aware that “there is no instant rationality in research” (Koskinen et al. 2011:63) – especially not to
our type of research. Nevertheless, we aim to make our findings generalizable and operational
to range of application domains – not just to interaction design for lighting systems. The
reason for this is that we recognize a tension between personalization and shared use in most
contemporary systems, as we have explained, and it would be useful if our insights can inspire
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provides motivation for...
feeds knowledge into...

attention to shared use in a broader range of systems. To make this translation from lighting to
shared use of contemporary interactive systems in general, we aim to compare our in-context
insights to more mature and validated theory from literature throughout this research.

APPROACH AND OUTLINE
The aims and positioning of this research meet each other in our approach, which consists of
four main phases: scoping, exploring, evaluating, and formalizing. These four phases are reflected
in the four body chapters of this thesis: Chapter 2 describes the scoping activities, Chapter 3
presents design explorations, in Chapter 4 we evaluate our scope and designs, and in Chapter 5
we formalize the insights to make them more generalizable. Figure 1.1 summarizes structure
of this dissertation, and gives a visual overview of the relations between our theoretical
background, research activities, and contributions in the four phases.
Chapter 2: Scoping
Our research aims are broadly formulated: the question of how to design interactions with lighting
systems that are shared in use can result in many different answers, depending on the direction
that is taken. It therefore requires further scoping. In this dissertation, we look at interactions
as a process of decision-making, which makes choice theory and conflict our theoretical
starting points. However, as argued, this theory requires translation to our specific domain.
We therefore start this research with an exploration of these two strands of theory within
interaction with lighting systems, with the aim of scoping our research. In Chapter 2, we present
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Figure 1.1. A visual outline of the dissertation, including the theoretical background, research
activities, and contributions per chapter. Modeled loosely after Mackay and Fayard (1997).

three explorative studies. The first study investigates how lighting interface characteristics
can influence people’s preferences and decision-making during individual interactions. In
the second study, we aim to identify common causes of lighting conflict between couples
living in single-room apartments. The third study investigates conflict resolution strategies in
family living rooms. We reflect upon the combined results of the three studies to develop a
perspective on interaction design for shared use. This perspective is based on designing for
awareness – i.e., providing people with the required (social) information to inform decisionmaking during interaction – and will be central to the rest of this research.
Chapter 3: Exploration
We continue with an exploration of what our new scope means for interaction designers.
For this, we aim to use different design activities that have two main aims. First of all, our
research aims to contribute design knowledge: an understanding that can be used by the
interaction design community to develop interfaces that can better support shared use. By
getting our hands dirty and exploring how to design for shared use ourselves, we want to get a
feeling for the challenges that designers face when designing for shared use. This should help
to shape our target outcomes of the research. Secondly, by reflecting upon the designs that
result from the explorations, we aim to further shape our understanding of how interfaces
might influence shared use to identify opportunities for further investigation. In Chapter 3, we
present a variety of design activities that jointly lead to over 130 conceptual lighting interfaces
to analyze. In the design processes that lead to the interfaces, we recognize three common
steps that could benefit from additional design support: determining the need to support
shared use, identifying people’s information and control requirements, and visualizing the
Introduction
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required awareness information in the interface. We also describe expectations about the
relations between interface characteristics and coordination of shared use. These expectations
form the basis of the design of three lighting interfaces for a shared office environment, which
vary systematically in the type of awareness information they present and in their overall
interaction style.
Chapter 4: Evaluation
The expectations resulting from our explorations require evaluation, which forms the third
phase in our research. As explained, investigating shared use of a new system requires an incontext and longitudinal study setup, since routines and coordination mechanisms take time
to develop. Therefore, in Chapter 4, we present a longitudinal evaluation of the three lighting
interfaces that developed in Chapter 3, in a real-life shared open-plan office. We present three
different analyses on the qualitative results of the study. The first analysis investigates how
people interact with the shared system, regardless of the interface design. Specific attention is
given to decision-making during interactions – both for the person interacting and the people
that are impacted by an interaction – and what information is required to feed decisionmaking. In the second analysis, we evaluate how people used and appraised the three types
of explicit social information that could be communicated through the interface. In the third
analysis, we look at how the interaction style influences how people coordinate shared use.
Chapter 5: Formalization
In the last phase, we want to make the insights that we gathered available to other interaction
designers. This requires generalization of the findings, which we aim to do by comparing our
in-context insights to theory again. To make the insights operational in the design process,
we align the formalizations with the challenges and steps that we identified in Chapter 3. We
formalize our insights in two ways in Chapter 5. Firstly, we develop a model that describes
how people interact with systems that are shared in use. The model specifies the relations
between people’s considerations and awareness, exploration of the context, and actions with
the system. It can be used to analyze and understand the context, confirm the need to design
for shared use, and identify information and control requirements. To support designers in
translating the required information in an interface, we present the Designing for Awareness
in Shared Systems (DASS) framework, which forms the result of an extensive literature review
on design for awareness in CSCW. The framework consists of relevant considerations and
background information that can inform design decisions when designing interfaces based
on awareness.
Chapter 6: Conclusions
We conclude this dissertation in Chapter 6 by reflecting upon our research aims. We
present our conclusions on three research questions and discuss the contribution, validity,
generalizability, and completeness of the answers we give. We also highlight opportunities
to improve and extend this work, which form an invitation to the HCI community to further
investigate interaction design for shared use.
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abstract
In this chapter, we start this research with three explorative studies. Together, these studies have
two aims: to explore the role of preferences and conflict theory within shared lighting use; and to
further scope our research. In the first study (Section 2.3), we investigate individual interactions
with a lighting system through the lens of preference construction theory. The insights disclose
relations between interface characteristics and people’s choice strategies, which confirm that
the interface can influence people’s preferences and implies that interfaces can be designed to
support decision-making. The second study (Section 2.4) is an in-situ investigation of lighting
conflicts – situations in which people have different preferred outcomes that are potentially
interfering with each other – between couples living in single-room apartments. Using probes
followed by dyadic interviews, we find that people take each other into consideration during
shared use of lighting, avoid manifestation of conflict, and easily compromise. Resolution of
conflicts seems to largely rely on pre-established agreements, made as early as when purchasing
the luminaires. In the third study (Section 2.5), we take a more disruptive approach. Using
technology probes, we provoke lighting conflicts in family living rooms to observe conflict
resolution strategies. The results show that people mostly seem to apply conflict-avoiding and
accommodating strategies. If there is a risk that others are negatively affected by an adjustment,
people rather not interact with the system at all. This confirms that preferences are adjusted
according to the social setting, and emphasizes the relevance of designing for shared use.
We conclude this chapter with a reflection upon our findings in the three studies, to come to a
refined approach towards designing interactions with shared systems (Section 2.6). We argue
that coordination of conflict and shared use should be left up to people, since systems can easily
evoke conflicts by mediating in un-manifested conflict situations. Moreover, we conclude that
instead of focusing on resolving situations of conflict, interfaces should provide people with
the confidence to interact with the system in shared situations. We hypothesize that interfaces
should provide people with awareness of right information at the right moment, so that people
can make a more informed decision.

Parts of this chapter are based upon:
Karin Niemantsverdriet, Harm van Essen, Berry Eggen (2017) ‘A Perspective on Multi-User Interaction Design Based on an Understanding of Domestic Lighting Conflicts’. Personal and Ubiquitous Computing,
volume 21, issue 2, p. 371-389.

scoping

EXPLORING
INTERACTIONS
WITH SHARED
LIGHTING SYSTEMS

The standard light setting when having dinner
for couple 2 in study 2 (Section 2.4).
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2.1 INTRODUCING THIS CHAPTER
Many contemporary IoT systems, including lighting systems, offer more detailed control than
their predecessors. This increases the possible system states and thus the alternatives to choose
from during interaction. An increase in options challenges people’s decision-making abilities:
“As technology has evolved, many complex, dynamic systems have been created that tax the abilities of humans
to act as effective, timely decision makers when operating these systems.” (Endsley 1995:32). As a result,
it can become more difficult to describe one’s preference or to have confidence in the result
of an interaction. Moreover, when more options can be chosen, there is a bigger chance that
people do not agree amongst each other about what the best setting is. We therefore start with
an investigation of two strands of theory: on preferences and on conflict.
As we have argued in Chapter 1 (Section 1.2), it can be difficult to directly translate findings
and theory from one area of research into another (Rogers 2004). Decision-making and
preference construction have been thoroughly studied in controlled experiments on clear
choices, such as casino bets or buying prices (Lichtenstein and Slovic 2006; Payne, Bettman,
and Johnson 1993). Nevertheless, it can be expected that decision-making in such controlled
choice tasks is not one-on-one comparable to preference construction with light. In lighting,
for example, alternatives are often not clearly distinguishable (how many alternatives does a dimmer
provide?) and lighting is usually not an objective in itself but contributes to another activity (a
cozy evening or working concentratedly). Similarly, most of the conflict literature aims to inform
organizational or managerial practices. It can be expected that conflicts occurring in societal
or work-related decisions have different consequences than a disagreements about a certain
light setting. Therefore, our theoretical background requires translation.
In this chapter, we aim to explore the theoretical background through real-life insights, in
order to further scope our research. To do so, we present three explorative studies. In the
first study, we look at preference construction in interaction with lighting systems. To get a
better insight into how the theory on preference construction relates to lighting interaction,
we investigate how people select and evaluate lighting alternatives to come to a preferred
setting, and what the role of the interface is in this process. In the second study, we move to
a real-life context to study shared lighting use. By an investigation of people’s current habits
and routines around shared lighting use in single-room apartments, we aim to identify causes
of lighting conflict. The third study looks at family living rooms and takes a more disruptive
approach to study conflict resolution strategies and coordination of shared use between the
family members.
In Section 2.2, we start with a theoretical background on decision-making and conflict, after
which we present each of the three studies separately in Section 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. We briefly
discuss and conclude based on our findings within the study sections, but the main discussion
is presented in Section 2.6 where we combine the insights of the three studies to reflect upon
their implications for our research scope.
EXPLORING INTERACTIONS WITH SHARED LIGHTING SYSTEMS
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2.2 BACKGROUND: PREFERENCES
AND CONFLICT
Throughout the second half of the twentieth century, research on choice and conflict has
proliferated in the fields of social and cognitive psychology. To provide a basis for our studies
later on, we start this chapter with an overview of this theoretical background.

ABOUT PREFERENCE
There is something intuitive about viewing preferences as inherent: optimal pre-programmed
solutions that can be elicited from the mind when a decision is faced. However, research
has shown that viewing preferences in this way is incorrect. Instead, people construct their
preference for every choice task (Lichtenstein and Slovic 2006; Slovic 1995). While preferences
can become stable with often-encountered conditions (I personally have a long-standing stable
preference for pistachio ice cream), these stable preferences should not be mistaken for static
or inherent ones. Stable-appearing preferences can easily change, for example, when new
alternatives are introduced or in a different context (Bettman, Luce, and Payne 2008). For
example, on a hot day, I might go for an occasional scoop of yoghurt ice cream. Therefore,
instead of an inherent property, preferences form a temporary property that result from a
construction process that is guided by, e.g., the context and objective of the decision maker.
To distingish between preferences on side, and a more general like or dislike for a certain
feature that is built up from previous experiences and possibly influences the in-the-moment
preference on the other, Pauws and Eggen (2003) use ‘preference’ and ‘taste’ in their music
Figure 2.1. An illustration of our understanding of the preference construction process.
People define their main objective, define and rank attributes, select a choice strategy, and
evaluate alternatives based on the strategy to derive their preference (grey field). These steps
of the process are influenced by contextual and system properties (arrows). Throughout the
process, shortcuts can be taken or process steps can be revisited (dashed arrows).
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recommendation system. Where preference is a temporary property resulting from the context
and objective of the decision maker, they define musical taste as the much more general
“slowly evolving long-term commitment to a particular music idiom.” (Pauws and Eggen 2003:222). We
will use the same distinction throughout this disseration.

Preference Construction
Preference construction is a process of choice: a preferred alternative is selected amongst
available alternatives. The process of preference construction is terminated once a preferred
alternative is selected, and it is lead by the objective of the decision-maker in a certain situation
(Lichtenstein and Slovic 2006; Payne et al. 1993). In Figure 2.1, we show an illustration of
possible steps in the construction process. People define their main objective, define and rank
attributes or requirements, select a choice strategy which defines the way in which the choice
is made, and explore alternatives based on the strategy. Throughout the process, shortcuts can
be taken and process steps can be revisited, until a preference is reached. The steps of the
process are influenced by contextual and system properties, such as the time of day, outside
lighting conditions, mental resources available, and the lighting alternatives to choose from.

Scenario

Preference Construction in Lighting Interaction
You’ve just finished dinner and your partner and you have settled down on the couch. You reach for
the book you’ve been dying to finish. By now, the sun has set and it is slowly getting darker, so you
consider adjusting the light.
In this very simple lighting interaction scenario, a choice has to be made on whether to interact, and if so,
what to adjust. Looking at the elements of a preference construction process, the objective of the decisionmaker (you) might be to ‘have a pleasant evening while reading a book’. This objective prescribes certain
attributes: requirements that are important to reach the objective. Considering lighting interaction, the
attributes might be: ‘having enough light see the letters on the page’, ‘being in a cozy atmosphere’, and
‘not bothering your partner with the light’. And since you are so comfortable on the couch, you might
add ‘not having to stand up’, and ‘signalling to your children that you don’t want to be disturbed’.
The alternatives (the options to choose from) are given by the lighting system. Since you only have one
traditional luminaire with a light-bulb that can be turned on or off standing within reach from your
position on the couch, there are just two alternatives to choose from: the lamp can be on or off. After
weighing your options (using a certain choice strategy), you decide for your preferred alternative and switch
on the lamp.
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Choice Strategy Characteristics
Decision-making requires different cognitive actions, such as examining attributes, comparing
alternatives by attribute, eliminating alternatives, and providing the next alternative. The order in which
these actions are executed is determined by the choice strategy. Many different choice strategies
have been described in research, and examples include weighted additive rule, the equal weight
heuristic, and lexicographic heuristic (reviewed in Payne et al. 1993); the satisficing rule (by Simon
1956); and the recognition heuristic, take-the-last heuristic, or QuickEst (presented in Gigerenzer,
Todd, and The ABC Research Group 1999). Which strategy is selected depends on properties
of the decision, the objective of the decision maker, contextual constraints, and the social
environment (Payne et al. 1993). Roughly, the strategies can be distinguished based on four
characteristics:
•

Complete or incomplete. Complete evaluations evaluate all (known) alternatives before making
a decision. Incomplete evaluations stop evaluating as soon as a satisfactory outcome has
been found.

•

Consistent or selective. Consistent strategies use equal amounts of attention for all alternatives.
So the same amount of information is used in each evaluation. Selective strategies divide
attention over the information.

•

Alternative-based or attribute-based. Alternative-based strategies evaluate multiple attributes
of a single alternative before moving to the next. Attribute-based strategies evaluate all
alternatives on a single attribute: they jump between options.

•

Compensatory or non-compensatory. In compensatory strategies, a desirable attribute of an
alternative can compensate for undesirable ones. In non-compensatory strategies no
trade-offs can be made.

Accuracy, Effort, and Experience
Depending on their characteristics, choice strategies differ largely in how accurate they are
likely to be. This makes the preferred alternative not necessarily the one that fits the attributes
best. Depending on the choice strategy that people deployed, shortcuts might have been
made and alternatives might not have been evaluated. This means that a preference is not
perse the optimal alternative. Instead, it should be seen as the alternative deemed satisfying
by the decision-makinger (Simon 1956). Another dimension on which the strategies differ
– that could be seen as forming a trade-off with accuracy – is the mental effort that they costs.
For example, retrieving all possible alternatives, and consistently evaluating them on several
attributes while compensating for their weights can quickly become an impossible task.
Because of the inevitabiliy of constraints in time, information, and mental effort, the more
processing-heavy strategies have been critiqued for viewing “the mind as if it were a supernatural
being possessing demonic powers of reason, boundless knowledge, and all of eternity with which to make
decisions.” (Gigerenzer and Todd 1999:5). We personally do not discard the more effortful
strategies – some decisions are so important that people make lists of all options, requirements,
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and evaluation scores with weights, to calculate a preference. Nevertheless, it is likely that in
everyday decisions people mostly rely on what Gigerenzer and Todd (1999) call ‘fast and
frugal’ heuristics: i.e., incomplete and selective choice strategies.
Incomplete and selective strategies are low in accuracy (Payne et al. 1993). Nevertheless,
research has shown that they perform surprisingly well, even when compared to much
more processing heavy strategies such as the Bayesian heuristics (Gigerenzer et al. 1999). An
explanation for this can be given by people’s previous experiences and understanding of the
system’s abilities. Experienced people already have built up an understanding of attributes,
an overview of alternatives, and can fall back upon previously-made evaluations and default
information captured in schemata of the environment (Betsch and Haberstroh 2005; Klein
1993). “Experience enables a person to understand a situation in terms of plausible goals, relevant cues,
expectancies, and typical actions.” (Klein 1993:147). This also explains why often-encountered
conditions can result in stable preferences (Bettman et al. 2008). However, as we have
mentioned, these stable preferences are still constructed; the choice process is just likely to
have been ‘fast and frugal’ with many shortcuts and use of default information.

ABOUT CONFLICT
If the preferences of different people that share a system do not align, conflicts can come to
exist. Research on conflict has primarily taken place in three research areas: in computer science,
in sociology, in social psychology (Easterbrook et al. 1993), and each area has its own classifications
and definitions. In computer science, conflict is studied from the system’s perspective and includes
any type of conflicting state that can occur within a system, including conflicts resulting from
different applications, conflicting sensor data, or conflicting choice attributes within one
users’ profile. Resendes et al. (2014) classify all these conflicts based on source, time of detection,
solvability, or intervenient. The interpersonal conflicts that we are interested in form only a small
part of the intervenient class in Resendes’ overview. Taking a human perspective, common
way of classifying conflicts is according to the parties that are involved in the conflict (Fink
1968). In Galtung’s classification (see Table 2.1), conflicts can take place on an individual or
on a collective level, and parties can be intersystem or intrasystem. The collective perspective – also
called conflicts within or between sectors, societies, of supracietal parties (Dahrendorf 1959) – has
been central to sociological research on conflict.
Table 2.1. Galtung’s classification of conflict based on the involved parties (table adapted
from Fink 1968). We focus on interpersonal conflicts in this dissertation.
Intrasystem conflict

Intersystem conflict

Individual level

Intrapersonal

Interpersonal

Collective level

e.g., Intranational

e.g., International
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The conflicts at Galtung’s individual level correspond with the focus on conflict in social
psychology, where cognitive aspects of conflict are studied. This perspective is most related to
our research. We see intrapersonal conflicts (conflicts within one person, resulting, e.g., from
conflicting roles or conflicting attributes) as part of decision-making, where certain attributes
have to be viewed compensatory or non-compensatory way. Therefore, whenever we refer to
conflict in this dissertation, we refer to interpersonal conflicts.
In line with Putnam and Poole, we define interpersonal conflict as “the interaction of interdependent
people who perceive opposition of goals, aims, and values, and who see the other party as potentially interfering
with the realization of these goals.” (cited in Easterbrook et al. 1993:2) This rather broad definition
of conflict highlights three characteristics: interaction, being interdependent, and incompatible
goals. First of all, without interaction, there is no conflict. Since in shared systems part of this
interaction between people is mediated by the system, this characteristic emphasizes the
interplay between interaction design and conflict. Secondly, interdependence of the people
in a conflict ensures that there is a benefit in constructive resolving of conflict. Thirdly, an
important condition for conflict is that the involved parties have an incompatibility in certain
goals, resources, or values. In more detail, conflict can result from an inequality of control over
resources, difference in preferences and nuisance, an opposition of values, dispute over beliefs, or the
nature of the relationship between parties (Deutsch 1977).

Conflict Development & Resolution
Conflict could be seen as a process that has different stages: they can be latent, perceived or felt,
and manifested (Pondy 1967). Latent conflicts are situations in which the conditions for conflict
are there but where people are not aware of the existence of this potential conflict. A perceived
or felt conflict is noticed, either cognitively or affectively, by some or all parties, but is not
explicated as a manifested conflict is. Manifested conflicts are expressed in behavior and need to
be addressed. Based on Offermans et al.’s (2014) finding that people’s lighting needs are latent
and that people have fixed routines in lighting, it can be expected that most lighting conflicts
remain latent. While looking at conflict as a process with consecutive stages has been critiqued
for being vague and having limited empirical evidence (Easterbrook et al. 1993), we find the
distinction between latent, perceived, and manifested conflicts useful to make. Yet, we do not
suggest that the steps are sequential – that conflict necessarily must be perceived before it is
felt, and felt before acted on – nor that every conflict develops accordingly. Instead, conflict
can be felt by one person even though the conditions are not in place, and people can choose
to make the conflict public or to avoid confrontation (Pondy 1967), for example.
In contrast to the negative connotation that conflict has, manifestation of conflict is not
necessarily negative. Many researchers have highlighted the productive qualities of expressed
conflict, in the sense that it can stimulate curiosity and reflection, constitute relations, prevent
stagnation, and lead to change (Deutsch 1977; Pondy 1967; Putnam 1994). However, for such
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positive outcomes to happen, the manifested conflict needs to be resolved in a satisfying way:
“conflict is not the opposite of cooperation, but a phenomenon that may arise whether people are cooperating or
not. Successful cooperation depends on how the conflicts are handled.” (Easterbrook et al. 1993:3)
Resolution Strategies
A common way of looking at resolution is through a taxonomy of five conflict resolution
strategies. Different words have been used to describe resolution styles and different dimensions
have been used to map the styles upon (see Daves and Holland 1989 for an overview). We
follow the presentation by Thomas (1992; first introduced in 1976). The taxonomy (Figure
2.2) presents five strategies that are classified on the two dimensions of assertiveness (the attempt
to satisfy ones own concerns) and cooperativeness (the attempt to satisfy the concerns of others).
In competing mode, a person pursues his/her own concerns at the expense of someone else’s. At
the far opposite, accommodating strategies are self-sacrificing: a person neglects his or her own
concerns to satisfy those of someone else. Compromising strategies are an in-between solution;
they aim to find an acceptable solution that partially satisfies both. Lowest in cooperativeness
and assertiveness is the avoiding mode, where a person decides not to confront the conflict,
which results in a pursuit of neither a person’s own concerns, nor the concerns of the other
person. The last mode, collaborating, forms the complete opposite of avoiding. In collaborative
strategies, both parties collaborate to construct a new preference, based on a redefinition of
objectives and/or attributes, that forms an optimal solution for both.
The five resolution modes are not good or bad in themselves. Which strategy is most optimal
mainly depends on situational factors. For example, although the collaborative strategy might
sound most desirable, the competitive mode may be preferred when unpopular actions are
perceived as necessary for important issues; avoidant strategies might be appropriate where
the potential disruption would outweigh the benefits of resolution; and sharing strategies
might be most fruitful when goals are directly opposed. Note that the taxonomy only describes
the intention of an individual regarding conflict resolution: the development might change in
interaction with the other party and the other party might perceive the resolution differently
(Daves and Holland 1989).

Figure 2.2. Taxonomy of conflict-handling
modes. Adapted from Thomas (1992)
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2.3 STUDY 1: DECISION-MAKING IN
INDIVIDUAL INTERACTIONS
We start with looking at how people make decisions about their interactions with lighting
systems, and what role the interface plays in this process. Since the applied choice strategy is
known to be dependent to the response mode used to express the preference (Slovic 1995) and
since the effort and complexity that interaction action takes is known to influence people’s
lighting routines (Escuyer and Fontoynont 2001b; Offermans et al. 2014; Sadeghi et al.
2016), it can be expected that more relations between interface characteristics and the choice
strategy can be found. A better understanding of such relations would allow us to design
interactions that support people in finding better suited lighting conditions in a more satisfying
way. Moreover, if we indeed find that people preferences in lighting are constructed in the
moment, it becomes likely that the social context also influences interactions. Therefore, we
start with an investigation of decision-making when interacting with lighting systems.
Although we are interested in shared use in this disseration, this first investigation looks at
decision-making in an individual setting. We expect that having insight into people’s individual
preferences leads to a better understanding of negotiation and conflict resolution later on. We
present a qualitative study where we observe people in their process of setting ‘pleasant light’,
using three different interfaces. By observing people’s actions and asking them to reflect upon
Figure 2.3. The lighting laboratory (photo courtesy of Serge Offermans)
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their activities and the outcomes, we aim to get a better insight into how people select and
evaluate lighting alternatives to come to a preferred setting. We pay specific attention to how
different interface features influence the choice strategy characteristics we found in literature:
complete or incomplete, consistent or selective, alternative- or attribute-based, and compensatory or noncompensatory (see Section 2.2).

STUDY SETUP
A total of eleven participants took part in the study. They were recruited amongst graduate and
undergraduate students with a background in interaction design. We invited the participants
to a lighting laboratory in our department (Figure 2.3). The laboratory is a room equipped
with five ceiling tiles that can be changed in luminous intensity and color temperature and with
wall-wash colored RGB lights over the length of two opposite walls (for a detailed description,
see Offermans et al. 2012). No daylight enters the room. Participants were located on the
couch, such that they had a good overview of the room and the lighting condition. None of
the participants had prior experience with the lighting laboratory or with the three interfaces.

Three Interfaces
During the study, the participants were asked to set the light to a pleasant setting three times,
using three different interfaces: the Activity Cube (Figure 2.4A), the Cozy/Lively interface (2.4B),
and the Room Application (2.4C). These interfaces have been designed by Serge Offermans
as part of his doctoral research (2016) and are fully functional within the laboratory. The
interfaces were chosen because they provide a large range of novel interaction styles. Since
they are not familiar to people, this limits the use of pre-developed schema’s or shortcuts in people’s preference construction process. Moreover, it requires people to search for
information to base their decisions upon, instead of providing people with given information
about alternatives and attributes and thus eliminating the search aspect from decision-making,
which is a common limitation of experimental choice tasks (Gigerenzer and Todd 1999). The
three interfaces vary on four aspects that are expected to have an influence people’s preference
construction process (see Table 2.2):
•

awareness of alternatives: whether the number of available light settings are known to people
by looking at the interfaces

•

relative or absolute adjustments: whether the interface presents absolute alternatives that can
be selected or allow for adaptations that are made relative to the current light setting

•

continuity of parameters: whether the interfaces allow for a continuous control over the
value for a certain light parameter, or present a user with a limited number of values per
parameter (step-wise control)

•

combination of parameters: whether people control multiple parameters concurrently, or
sequentially address separate parameters
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The Activity Cube
The Activity Cube (Offermans 2016:197) is a cube with icons representing a certain activity
on each side (Figure 2.4A). The six icons correspond with lighting presets: complete settings
with fixed values per parameter that can be controlled at once. The presets that were used
in this study were chosen to be highly distinct with a large difference in color, intensity, and
color temperature. When the cube is rotated, the lighting preset corresponding to the top
activity icon is applied to the lamps. Looking at the interface aspects we are interested in in
this study (Table 2.2), the Activity Cube is expected to give high awareness of the number of
alternatives: six sides of the cube give a total of six lighting alternatives to choose from. The
presets themselves offer limited control: they are step-wise and combine parameters in single
presets that concurrently affect all lamps. The interface presents absolute choices, that can be
retrieved by rotating the cube to the corresponding icon again.
The Cozy/Lively Interface
The Cozy/Lively interface (Offermans 2016:196) is a controller with two rotating knobs: one to
control cosiness and one to control liveliness of the current light setting (Figure 2.4B). Coziness
influences the intensity and color temperature of the lamps in the lighting laboratory: the
more cozy, the warmer the colors and more dimmed the ceiling lights. Less cozy settings are
brighter, cooler of temperature and with more green and blue colors. Liveliness has an effect

Figure 2.4. The three interfaces designed
by Serge Offermans (Offermans 2016):
(A) the Activity Cube, (B) the Cozy/Lively
interface, and (C) the Room application

A

B
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on the color variation and saturation of the RGB wall lights and and on the intensity of the
ceiling lights. Less lively settings have one uniform color and dimmed lighting, while more
lively settings present a variation of colors with higher saturation and brighter light. In the
interaction with the Cozy/Lively interface, parameters are combined into the two controls
that concurrently affects all lamps in the room. The lighting is always adjusted relatively to the
current light setting in a continuous way. Because of this continuous adjustment, the number
of possible lighting alternatives (resulting from combinations of cozy and lively) is high, but
the user is likely to have little awareness of the number of options. Furthermore, because of
the relative adjustments, light settings are difficult to retrieve.
The Room Application
In the Room Application (Offermans 2016:194), people can freely ‘draw’ light settings onto
different areas of the room (Figure 2.4C). The lighting laboratory is split up into four areas:
near walls, near ceiling lights, far walls, and far ceiling lights. Near, in this setup, includes all
lamps within a radius of three meters from the couch where the user is located. Far includes all
other lights in the room. A light setting can be created in two steps. First, the desired values for
color, brigthness, variation, and saturation are set using the color wheel and sliders on the left
side of the interface. Second, the created light setting can be applied to the room areas (near
walls, near ceiling lights, far walls, and far ceiling lights) by ‘drawing’ them in the desired location
on the right side of the interface. The Room App offers limited awareness of alternatives: the
number of alternatives deriving from the combinations of parameters is almost endless. The
light adaptation is absolute, since the same position of the parameters results in the same light
setting. Control over the different areas is sequential as they can be adjusted individually.

Table 2.2. The way in which the three interfaces vary on four aspects that we
expect to have an impact on the preference construction process
Activity Cube

Cozy/Lively interface

Room application

Awareness of
alternatives

High awareness of
six alternatives

Low awareness of
number of alternatives

Low awareness of
number of alternatives

Relative
or absolute
adjustments

No adjustments can
be made, six discrete
presets are presented
that are easily retrievable

Control of the two parameters
is relative to the current
light setting, settings are
not easy to retrieve

Adjustments can be
made but not relative
to the current setting.
Settings can be retrieved

Continuity of
parameters

Parameters (presets)
are discrete

Continuous control over
the two parameters

All parameters can be
controlled continuously

Combination
of parameters

Parameters are
combined into six
complete presets

Lamp parameters are
combined into two
parameters, which can
be controlled at once

Parameters (including
settings for separate
lamps) are sequentially
adjusted
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Procedure
Our study consisted of an individual session with each participant, which took approximately
30 minutes. During the session, the participant was asked to set ‘pleasant light’ three times,
each time using a different interface. People could take as long as they wanted to set the
light, and they were asked asked to think aloud (Ericsson and Simon 1980) while doing so.
The interviewer would at times interrupt the participants to encourage explanation from
the participants or to clarify the usage of the interface where needed. After the participants
indicated to be satisfied with the light, we asked people to summarize their actions, to explain
what they tried to accomplish with their adjustments, and to express their satisfaction with
the setting. We also asked the participant to write down all the attributes (requirements) that
they used in the process. For each attribute, we asked them to indicate the importance of that
attribute and their satisfaction with the outcome on a scale from 1 to 10. The lighting was then
reset to the initial condition (of bright white light).
We refer to one complete cycle with one interface as a choice task. In total, participants were
asked to perform the choice task three times: one time per interface. The interfaces were always
presented in the same order: first the Activity Cube, secondly the Cozy/Lively interface, and
thirdly the Room application. This specific order was chosen to have a build-up in complexity:
the Activity Cube has the simplest in interaction and the Room application is most elaborate.
The interview protocol and the requirement forms can be found in Appendix A.

Data and Analysis
The sessions were captured with permission, using audio and video recordings. We analyzed
the video recordings through a coding scheme, where we kept track of the exploration time
and number of evaluated alternatives. The exploration time was counted as the time between
the first interaction with the interface and the moment that the user expresses satisfaction,
minus the time participants enquired about the workings of the interface. The number of
evaluated alternatives was counted as instances when users look up from the interface to
evaluate the lighting in the room (see Table 2.3). The large differences in exploration time
and number of evaluated alternatives can be explained by the increasing complexity of the
interfaces from the three choice tasks. The number of attributes and the scores for satisfaction
remained more or less the same during the different choice tasks.
Table 2.3. The results from coding scheme and from the attribute forms, averaged over the participants
Activity cube

Cozy/Lively

Room app

Active exploration time (seconds)

58 seconds

92 seconds

230 seconds

Number of evaluated alternatives

11.3

18.8

33

Number of attributes

3.8

3.4

3.7

8.1 / 10

7.9 / 10

7.6 / 10

Satisfaction with the resulting preference
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The audio recordings were transcribed and used in a thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke
2006) using qualitative analysis software MaxQDA (MAXQDA n.d.). We selected a total of
682 quotes from the transcriptions and forms. We then first used a subset of the quotes (ca.
200) to determine the basic clusters and then iteratively refined the existing structure by fitting
in the remaining quotes. The result is a total of 36 themes, combined in 5 thematic clusters
(process, evaluation, light descriptions, strategies, and interfaces). The analysis was done in the original
language of the interview (Dutch or English). The Dutch quotes that are used for illustration
in the findings sections were translated after analysis.

FINDINGS
In this study, our aim is to get insights into how people make decisions in their interactions
with lighting systems, by observing people’s process of setting ‘pleasant light’. We present
our findings in two sections. The first section describes general observations about decisionmaking when setting the light and evaluation of alternatives to come to a preference. The
second section describes the influence of the interface characteritics on the choice strategy.

Decision-making and Evaluation of Alternatives
People found it difficult to describe how and why they choose for a specific light setting. “Well, I
choose somewhat intuitively. First I just searched for the available options, and this one was quite all right for the
situation. So yeah…” (p6). Search criteria, requirements, and arguments for their decisions were
difficult for people to give. Roughly speaking, we distinguished two approaches in how people
explored alternatives during the study: a playful, or searching approach. In playful approaches,
people interacted with the interface until a reasonable setting was reached that could be finetuned to reach a preference. In searching approaches, people had a certain light setting in
mind that they tried to (re-)obtain. Of the people that searched for specific setting, only few
people searched for an imaginary setting that they had not seen before: “And then I thought,
maybe some really white sterile light would be cool. But when I found it, I didn’t like it that much anymore.”
(p5). Instead, the vast majority of people (8 out of 11) tried to retrieve light settings that they
had seen in a previous choice task: “I was searching for the setting I had before” (p10). Interestingly
though, the first interface (the Activity Cube) only offered six rather extreme alternatives to
choose from. It is therefore quite unlikely that the preferred alternative from the first choice
task represents the participants’ ideal light setting.
Stability of Requirements
People found it difficult to explicate their requirements since they had little understanding of
what the system could do: “This is difficult… it is so unknown to me that I don’t really have boundaries.
I wouldn’t know what else I could do with it. Maybe I would if I could play with it a bit more.” (p3). The
number and type of requirements that people expressed for the light remained similar in the
first and second choice tasks. But during the third choice task the Room application gave
the participants the opportunity to change the distributions of light in the room, which was
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not possible in the other two interfaces they had used before. None of the participants had
expressed the desire to change the distribution during the first two choice tasks. However,
after the third choice task a number of participants (4 out of 11) adjusted their requirements
to include the location of the light. “I took the location to make hybrid setting. Far away, the light is less
important to me. But nearby, I used a opener, more productive, brighter color.” (p2). This observation shows
that attributes are not necessarily present on forehand. They seem to be adjusted during the
decision-making process, based on people’s understanding of the system’s capabilities.
Evaluation of Alternatives
People generally found it difficult to explain why they liked or disliked a certain lighting
alternative. Reasons were generic if not completely absent: “This just feels good.” (p6). The
majority of comments in the evaluation of alternatives were formed by comparisons to other
light settings: “I don’t like this, I want it more evenly spread like I had before.” (p2). Larger or unexpected
differences between succeeding alternatives often led to strong negative reactions, as this quote
illustrates: “Wow! This might be because of the big difference but this is way too bright!” (p6). This was
sometimes even the case when that same lighting setting had been evaluated positively before.
In general, most evaluations seemed to be about dislikes rather than preference. Instead of
naming improvements (e.g., “I would like more bright colors”) people mostly formulated their
evaluations negatively, about the element they disliked in the alternative. For example: “this
is too bright” (p11) and “this is too blue” (p2). Such negative formulations were also observed in
people’s requirements for the light, as can be seen from this list of requirements from P1: “I
do not want it to be socially awkward”, “no bright light in the afternoon”, and “no distracting lights”. All of
these attributes are undesired lighting features, which strengthens the idea that they are resulting
from a negative evaluation rather than from a search for an envisioned light setting. As one of
our participant described: “Usually you just try something and think: ‘Yes this is better’. It’s not like you
actively search for this or that. You try something and from there on it is trial and error.” (p1).
In general, people were quite satisfied with their resulting light setting. All resulting settings
scored between 6 and 9 out of 10, with an average of 7.9 (see Table 2.3). People did find
it difficult to express their satisfaction in a grade, especially the first time. After the second
and third task this became a little easier, as people could again compare their setting to the
previous outcome: “I would give it a 6 [out of 10], because I don’t like it as much as the previous one.”
(p9). Once satisfaction with the light setting was expressed, the participants found it difficult to
name further improvements to their chosen preference. Again, improvements mainly resulted
from remaining dislikes. “Difficult to say [how this can be improved]. Maybe a little darker, then it would
be just right.” (p6). So overall, it seems that a positive evaluation seems come from the absence
of dislikes, rather than from the optimal lighting quality.

Influence of the Interface on the Choice Strategy
In this second section, we look at whether our findings disclose possible relations between
interface aspects and choice strategy characteristics. To reiterate, our interfaces varied on four
aspects: the awareness the interfaces give of the number of alternatives, their relative or absolute
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adjustments, their continuity in control, and concurrent or sequential addressing of lamps and
parameters (see Table 2.2). And in Section 2.2, we introduced four characteristics of choice
strategies, which are complete or incomplete, consistent or selective, alternative- or attribute-based, and
compensatory or non-compensatory.
Awareness of Alternatives
The biggest difference in the awareness of the number of alternatives can be seen between
the Activity Cube, where the awareness is high (six sides means six alternatives) and the Room
application, where alternatives are virtually endless. In comparing the two, we noticed a
difference in the completeness of the evaluation. With the Activity Cube, every participant
evaluated at least five out of six alternatives, and most participants evaluated all six. More
importantly, all participants mentioned that they first ‘would like to try them all’, where with
the Room application none of the participants expressed a desire for completeness.
So there seems to be a relation between awareness of the number of alternatives and
completeness of the evaluation. However, we observed that when the number of alternatives
that is offered by the interface increases, the number of alternatives that are evaluated also
increases (Activity Cube has a mean of 11, while the Room application has a mean of 33
evaluated alternatives). So while no participant expressed the desire to be complete, they
did evaluate more alternatives. Also, the Activity Cube is the only interface that gives high
awareness of alternatives, but it only offers the limited number of six alternatives. Naturally,
having more alternatives make completeness more difficult, no matter how high the awareness.
Combination of Parameters
In the study, people seemed to use more alternative-based strategies with the Activity Cube and
in the Cozy/Lively interface. In alternative-based strategies, an alternative is evaluated on
multiple attributes before the next alternative is considered. Since adjustments in the Activity
Cube and in the Cozy/Lively interface concurrently affect different parameters of multiple
lamps, people evaluated the alternative as a whole. In contrast, the Room application offers
sequential control: the new setting is only applied to the selected area (e.g., to the near ceiling
lights). With this interface, we observed a more systematic attribute-based approach: “First I tried
to get a nice light from the lights on the ceiling. Not too bright […] And then I was choosing the far away wall to
have a nice orange, and I chose the one closer to me to be a bit darker.” (p7). This quote shows how people
separately evaluated intensity, color temperature and location.
With the Room application, people linked the lamps to the different attributes. For example,
they mentioned setting the desired luminous intensity with the ceiling lamps and the desired
atmosphere with the wall-washers. “I’m first trying to get those [ceiling] lamps to the right intensity […]
And now I just want some more relaxing colors.” (p10). Once people reached satisfaction in one of
the sequentially set parameters, they did not seem to re-evaluate this element again later in
the process. So even though the wall-washers also influence the overall brightness of the room
and even though the color temperature of the ceiling lights also affects the atmosphere, we did
not observe any re-adjustments of previously satisfying lamps.
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Continuity of Parameters and Relative or Absolute Adjustments
Step-wise interfaces offer separated alternatives to the user: there is a clear distinction between
one light setting and the next. Turning the Activity Cube, for example, leads to a clearly
distinct lighting situation, which requests evaluation. In the continuous interfaces, such as
the Cozy/Lively interface, alternatives fade more fluently into one another. For example, by
turning the cozy knob, the light setting gradually becomes a little cozier. We observed that
this continuity made it difficult for the participants to determine when evaluation was needed.
The Cozy/Lively interface is also relative: adjustments are made relative to the current light
setting, which makes it more difficult to retrieve an alternative. “I used to have a better [lighting
setting] but I moved passed it. Now I cannot retrieve that other, better setting.” (p2). So in this case the
evaluation happened too late: the user had already moved on to a different alternative and
since adaptations happen relative to the current lighting setting that preferred setting could
not be retrieved again. So, conversely, step-wise and absolute interfaces seem to help the user
in structuring their decision-making process: the distinction of alternatives helps to structure
evaluation and a preferred alternative can be retrieved easily after comparison to other
alternatives.
Consistent and Compensatory Strategies
Independent of the interface, we did not recognize any consistent strategies during this study,
only selective ones. Consistency in evaluation means using the same amount of information
in the evaluation of each alternative. Since people seemed to be guided by dislikes mainly,
and since attributes were constructed and changed during the decision-making project, we
expect that consistent strategies are unlikely to be applied in preference construction with
light. Similarly, we only observed non-compensatory strategies. In compensatory strategies,
desirable attributes can compensate for undesirable ones. However, the majority of attributes
in the observed choice tasks were phrased negatively. Also, people did not seem to know
their desired lighting situation, but seemed to be guided by resolving dislikes in their process.
Therefore, there seems to be no real opportunity for trade-offs, which makes it likely that
common choice strategies are non-compensatory.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The study that we presented clearly comes with limitations. Firstly, the thinking aloud method
(Ericsson and Simon 1980) results in selective information and people’s concious observations
of their own actions probably biased their decision-making process (Dix et al. 1993). We also
found that people had difficulties with explaining their process of selecting a certain light
setting. For these reasons, we did not discuss people’s preference construction process in detail
and we did not try to identify the used choice strategies or heuristics. In future studies, we will
refrain from relying mostly on thinking aloud and instead make use of, for example, observations
and cooperative evaluations (Dix et al. 1993).
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Secondly, we decided to use the same order of interfaces in every session to have a build-up in
the complexity of the interfaces. This undoubtedly has influenced our results. For example, we
are uncertain if the same reproduction of preferences would also happen when the interfaces
in the second or third choice task would have offered fewer alternatives. Similarly, it can be
questioned if the few alternatives of the Activity Cube would still be satisfying when it would
have been used after the interfaces that offer more freedom.
Thirdly, it was a rather small study with only 11 participants, which were all students in
our department. This sample selection based on convience allowed us to execute the study
relatively quickly, yielding fast insights to start this research. However, this homogeneity and
the small sample size are likely to have reduced the variability in our results (Patton 1990).
We purposefully selected participants that did not have prior experience with lighting system
in the laboratory and we used unfamiliar interfaces in this study, to avoid that people would
use shortcuts in their decision-making process based on prior knowledge. We also decided not
to introduce the interfaces extensively to avoid biasing of their process by lying out all pieces
of information, as warned for by Gigerenzer and Todd (1999). However, these two decisions
together resulted in a lot of attention to the interface during the session. Many participants
had to be reminded of the choice task multiple times while they were exploration of the
interface, which could have biased the relations we found between interface characteristics
and the choice strategies.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we wanted to gain insights into how people make decisions when interacting
with a lighting system. More specifically, we were interested in what factors influence people’s
decision-making and what the role of the interface can be in this process. Below, we present
three aspects that we found can influence people’s resulting preference: previous experience with
the system, the initial condition, and interface characteristics. For each aspect, we reflect upon possible
impliciations of this finding for interaction designers.
The Role of Previous Experience
Looking at the result of our study, it seems that decision-making is not a very conscious or
systematic process. People found it difficult to explain their actions. They did not seem to form
clear objectives or attributes on forehand, judging from our observation that attributes changed
based on newly discovered system functionalities. Moreover, people often reconstructed
preferences from previous choice tasks and mainly seemed to evaluate alternatives within
the range of possibilities that they are acquainted with. We can therefore conclude (in line
with Betsch and Haberstroh 2005; Gigerenzer et al. 1999; Klein 1993) that having previous
experience with the system plays a big role in people’s preferences. For lighting systems, this
means that the systems should invite people to gain an understanding of the broad range of
alternatives that are offered.
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The Role of the Initial Condition
Instead of searching for a certain envisioned lighting condition, we found that people mainly
seem to respond to what they dislike in the current situation. People’s dislikes influenced
people’s selection of the next alternative, as well as the number of attributes and weight of
those attributes during the remaining search. It seemed that when dislikes are resolved, the
preference is reached and the search is terminated. This correspond with choice strategies that
are based on satisificing, rather than optimising (Simon 1956). As a consequence, the resulting
preference, the alternatives that are evaluated, the attributes that are used to evaluate them,
and the weight of the attributes, are all dependent on the order in which alternatives are
evaluated: the first light setting that is encountered is optimized and the dislikes in that first

Design Case
Darwin

Darwin is a conceptual interface for a connected lighting system. In Darwin, the manually
applied light setting evolves during the time it is selected, by slowly and subtly adjusting
the hue, saturation, and intensity of the individual lamps. Upon the next interaction, people
can decide to save or ignore the new alternative that has developed over time.
An impression of Darwin. (A) The central icon represents the applied preset, as selected by the
user. (B) The applied preset evolves over time. On the next interaction, the user can choose to ignore
the evolution (default), to update the original preset or to save the evolution as a new preset.

A
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light setting determine attributes and weights. The resulting preference becomes a variation
of the initial condition that is sufficiently satisfying and, therefore, a different initial condition
could result in an incomparably different light setting as preference. This finding forms an
opportunity for interaction design, since people are likely to explore different alternatives if
they are introduced to a new initial condition. So by altering the initial lighting condition on
purpose, interaction designers could invite people to broaden their understanding of different
lighting alternatives (see Design Case Darwin).
The Role of the Interface
In our study, we found multiple ways in which people’s choice strategy was influenced by
the interface carachteristics. For example, we found that the completeness of the search – so
the number of alternatives people evaluate before making a decision – is influenced by the
awareness of the number of alternatives, and by number of alternatives itself. There also
appears to be a relationship between concurrent control (where multiple parameters are set at
once) and the use of alternative-based strategies (where multiple attributes of one alternative
are evaluated at once); and between sequential interfaces (where parameters and lamps are
controlled in sequence) and the use of attribute-based strategies (where people evaluate
alternatives on a single attribute and jump between options). Furthermore, step-wise control
helps people to separate alternatives and reminds them of the need for evaluation. Step-wise
and absolute interfaces – where alternatives are easy to retrieve – therefore seem to result in a
more structured decision-making process.
When combining these findings, it is likely that interfaces that (1) present few alternatives
and high awareness over the number of alternatives, that (2) offer step-wise control, and that
(3) concurrently address all lamps at once, lead to a more structured and more room-based
evaluation, and to more confidence in the preference – i.e., higher experienced control (Skinner
1996). However, such interfaces limit alternatives and the detail of manipulable parameters,
and thus constrain objective control. In contrast, interfaces that continuously adjust individual
lamps sequentially and relative to the current light setting lead to a more scattered and more
focused evaluation that leaves people uncertain about their choice. This type of interface can
easily drown the user in possibilities and might ask for a too high level in expertise – they offer
more objective control but result in a descrease in experienced control (Skinner 1996). So both
of these interface types have their advantages and disadvantages.
We see opportunities for combining both strategies into one interface, to support people in
reaching a more structured process of preference construction, while maintaining a high level
of objective control and flexibility in lighting use. Interfaces could invite its users to make a
rough selection first and then allow for fine-tuning of this rough setting. Presenting stepwise and
concurrent interaction and a high awareness of alternatives can trigger the rough selection.
Fine-tuning can be done through continuous and relative controls. The resulting interfaces
offer flexibility of lighting use through a larger variety in alternatives, while maintaining the
confidence that a complete search provides (see Design Case Roots).
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Design Case
Roots

Roots is an application that presents different levels of control in a structured manner.
The application consists of four layers: presets, room controls, area controls, and lamp controls.
On the highest level, people can scroll through light settings that they constructed before
(presets) and apply them to the room. On the second level, people can adjust the overall
light setting in the whole room, on the brightness and the intensity – a combination
of brightness, variation, and saturation – of direct and ambient lighting. On the third
level, people can adjust areas: combinations of lamps that together describe a certain
part of the room (e.g. the dining area, the lounge area, and the study area) in brightness,
color temperature, and variation in color between lamps per area. On the lowest level,
individual lamps can be adjusted in hue, saturation, and brightness.
Roots offers effortless but more
general lighting interaction in
the higher levels, and highly
accurate but more effortful
interaction in the lower levels.
Relations between the levels
are directly visible: high-level
alterations influence all levels
below, while alterations on
a lower level have a much
smaller effect.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this first study, we have gained insights into how people make decisions in their interactions
with lighting systems by observing people’s process of setting ‘pleasant light’. In line with our
expectations, we noticed many factors that can influence people’s decision-making process, their
resulting preference, and their satisfaction with that preference. Such influencing factors include
people’s understanding of the system’s ability, the initial lighting conditions and context,
and interface characteristics. These findings indicates that preferences should not be seen as
generic ‘optimal’ light settings but as ‘sufficiently satisfying’ settings for that moment. This
finding has consequence for system designers: the idea that systems can learn to automatically
act according to people’s preferences – which are built up by learning from people’s previous
actions – is central to the research on context-aware computing (e.g., Al-Bin-Ali 2004; Chuang
et al. 2015; Kota Gopalakrishna 2015; Shin and Woo 2005). However, we found that people’s
input only represents a momentary satisfying alternative; not an optimal setting. Therefore, a
system that learns from this input is more likely to learn habit than preference.
The relations between the interface and choice strategies, that we identified, do imply that
interfaces can be specifically designed to support people in making decisions themselves.
Depending on their characteristics, interfaces can invite users towards a certain type of
preference or construction process and optimise satisfaction with the decision that people
make. While we have to be careful with building solely upon the results of this study because
of limitations in the study setup, we see various opportunities. Interfaces could, for example,
alter the initial conditions, introduce new alternatives, change the order in which alternatives
are presented, or help people in a more structured search by offering first rough control and
later finetuning.
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2.4 STUDY 2: CAUSES OF CONFLICT IN
SINGLE-ROOM APARTMENTS
In the previous study, we learned that people’s lighting preferences are likely to be constructed
in the moment, rather than being general ‘optimal’ settings. We found influences of people’s
understanding of the system, the current lighting conditions, and the interface characteristics
on the resulting preference. However, the previous study was done in an artificial environment,
with a lighting system that people were unfamiliar with, and with a hypothetical choice task.
These characteristics of the setup make that the findings are rather distanced from lighting
interactions in daily life. Moreover, the first study looked at interaction in an individual setting,
which does not match our interest in shared use. We therefore continue with an in-context
investigation of people’s current habits and routines around shared lighting use. We specifically
focus on conflict: “the interaction of interdependent people who perceive opposition of goals,
aims, and values, and who see the other party as potentially interfering with the realization
of these goals.” (see Section 2.2). When thinking about situations of lighting use in which
conflict might appear, the imagined scenarios become rather artificial in nature. Therefore, in
this study we want to identify real-life conflict scenarios. To classify these scenarios, we will –
inspired by Deutsch (1977) – look at common causes of lighting conflict.

STUDY SETUP
Our aim is to identify real-life lighting conflicts. To do so, we use a combination of probes and
dyadic interviews to study lighting conflicts between couples living in single-room apartments.
In single-room apartments there is only one space in which all activities take place, which
means that people are always influenced by each other’s lighting interactions. We expect this
context to lead to a higher number of conflicts.
Since the home environment is difficult to observe first hand and since interacting with lighting
is usually done unaware (Offermans et al. 2014), we make use of probes. Probes are “items or
activities intended to prompt reflection on aspects of daily life” (Poole, Comber, and Hoonhout 2015:13).
First introduced as cultural probes by Gaver, Dunne and Pacenti (1999), they have proliferated
in HCI research. However, the way in which the probes should be used and analyzed is still a
topic of debate. Following the classification presented by Boehner et al. (2007), we use probes
in this study as a means of data collection and as a participatory method – which is different from
Gaver’s original use of probes as sensibility (Boehner et al. 2007). Since probes are based
on self-documentation, data collection through probes provides the possibility for in-situ, yet
instantaneous collection of an event (Mattelmäki 2005). Especially in more intimate contexts
like the home, probes provide less obtrusive way of data gathering (Carter and Mankoff 2005;
Lucero et al. 2007). In addition, since people are given control over what to log, the data is
curated and “may implicitly indicate the importance a participant attributes [to that data].” (Carter and
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Figure 2.5. The probe set, consisting of two workbooks and a floor plan
Mankoff 2005:901). This relates to our second way of using probes as a participatory method:
they sensitize for dialogue (Boehner et al. 2007; Graham, Cheverst, and Rouncefield 2005).
Probes aim to make participants aware of more latent and implicit needs, habits, and believes
and “invite or provoke users to reflect on and verbalize their experiences, feelings and attitudes, and to visualize
their actions and contexts.” (Mattelmäki 2005:83). This makes that participants play an important
role in interpreting their own practices.

Procedure
In this study, eight participants (four couples) took part. For the sampling of participants,
we used a combination of critical case and homogeneous sampling strategies (Patton 1990). As
a critical case, as explained before, we selected couples living in single-room apartments.
Since they will always affect each other with their lighting adjustments, we expect to observe
more conflicts, following the logic: ‘if conflicts do not happen there, they might not happen anywhere’.
To ensure some overlap between participants in despite of the small sample, we selected
a homogeneous group of couples, that all live in two duplicate neighbor buildings in
Eindhoven, The Netherlands. The buildings are newly renovated and have a homogenous
group of renters: young couples with work in the creative industries and medium income.
Recruitment was done by acquaintance and through the building’s Facebook page. The
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Figure 2.6. Exercises from the workbook (in Dutch): (A) the exercise about habitual light settings for activities,
and (B) the timeline exercise, where people report their activities and lighting adjustments on a specific day.
couples that participated in this study are all mixed-gender and are aged between 23 and 27
(median = 25). They all recently started living together (max 1,5 years). Participation in this
study was completely voluntarily. Participants received a symbolic token of appreciation for
their participation in the study. The study was performed in November and December of
2014. During these months, the sun rises around 8:30 a.m. and sets around 4:30 p.m., which
ensures maximal use of artificial lighting.
The Probe Set and Exercises
The probe set that we used consists of two workbooks – one per person – that contain playful
exercises (Figure 2.5). The workbooks serve two purposes: to make the participants aware of
their usage, control, and preferences in light (sensitizing); and to find differences in answers
between the two partners that might hint at conflict. The workbooks were all in Dutch.
The complete list of exercises in the workbooks (in Dutch) can be found in Appendix B. The
workbooks consist of three different types of exercises (see Figure 2.6 for an impression):
•

Start-up exercises to get people acquainted to the topic of lighting use (e.g., drawing a floor
plan of the apartment and indicating the main use and satisfaction for each lamp)

•

Exercises about specific events that happened during the week of the study (e.g., conversations,
disagreements, and habitual light settings for certain activities)

•

Exercises that had to be made on a specific date (e.g., a timeline exercise).

The Interview
Participants had 7 to 10 days to complete the exercises, after which the study was concluded
with a dyadic interview. To prepare for the interview, we collected the booklets two days
before and compared the answers between the two partners. The interviews were held in the
apartments of the couple, took 50–80 min, and followed a semi-structured approach. We
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asked people about their evaluation of the overall lighting setup, about how they selected their
lighting and lamps, and about their lighting requirements. We also asked the couples to reflect
upon their lighting routines and usage, and about living in single-room apartments in general.
Furthermore, we asked about specific differences that we noticed between the answers in the
two workbooks. One of the interviews was in English, since one of the participants – although
able to do the exercises in Dutch – was more comfortable with speaking English. All other
interviews were in Dutch. The interview protocol can be found in Appendix B.

Analysis
From the transcribed interview recordings, we extracted 199 fragments (between 37 and 66
per interview) by reading through the printed-out interviews multiple times and marking all
relevant passages. Fragments (referred to as quotes from here on) consist of sections about one
topic, and can include multiple comments by both participants. The quotes were cut out and
used in an inductive thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke 2006). We started by clustering
quotes into general clusters, and we divided each topic into smaller and more specific subthemes. The clustering process was done iteratively and resulted in a total of six themes
(see Table 2.4). The analysis was done in Dutch. The quotes that we present in the findings
were translated after analysis. The quotes are coded to show their origin: P2a is the female
participant in couple 2; P4b is the male participant in couple 4.
Table 2.4. An overview of the themes resulting from the thematic analysis. The
table shows the name, the number of quotes per theme (#), how many of the four
households are represented in the quotes (spread), and one example quote.
Theme

#

Spread

Example quote

Lighting
conflicts

27

4/4

P2a: “I need some light, otherwise I get the feeling that it is
night and that I should be sleeping. But that is a general
thing: you want it darker and I want it lighter.”

Conflict
resolution

22

4/4

P2a: “There are some settings where we take each other into
account. For example when I go to bed earlier and
you turn the lights down a bit as a compromise.”

Importance
of light

14

3/4

P2a: “It is just not that important. Usually, I just
turn on a setting and that is all.”

Single-room
apartments

16

4/4

P2b: “I guess everyone thinks about [being able to live in one
space] before moving here. We also discussed it on forehand.”

Lighting use

17

4/4

P1b: “When you want to make use of an area you
will turn on the lamps there. But when we
come in late we just push any button.”

Selection &
installation

18

4/4

P1a: “For me [buying a luminaire] is about understanding the
space: what do you do where and what light do you need?”

Total

104
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FINDINGS
In this study, we aim to identify real-life lighting conflicts between couples living in within
single-room apartments. However, our participants self-reported very few conflicts. Only one
couple, for example, filled in the exercise about disagreements. Also the conversation exercise
turned out to be difficult: people mentioned that conversations or contention about light are
rare. Even during the interview, talking about light felt unnatural to people. However, by
comparing the results from the booklet and confronting people with the differences during the
interview, we identified multiple conflicts per couple. This suggests that light conflicts remain
latent: even though some conflicts appear, people do not seem to experience conflicts as such.

Causes of Conflicts: Preference, Activity, Attitude
We identified three different types of conflicts, caused by a difference in people’s preferences,
activities, or attitudes. The preference conflicts are situations where the couples are engaged in the
same activity but prefer a different light setting for that activity. In most cases, people mentioned
a general preference for brighter or dimmer light, or for a certain color temperature when
comparing to their partner. Some preference conflicts occurred because of different opinions
about the use, quality, or importance of a certain luminaire.
P1b: “I like the cinema feeling you get when all lights are turned off.”
P1a: “But I find it really difficult to watch TV when it is dark. […] I easily fall asleep.”
Activity conflicts arise because people simultaneously engage in different activities that have
different lighting requirements. The most prominent examples are when one person goes to
bed while the other still wants to read or when one person gets up earlier than the other. Less
noticeable activity conflicts are, for example, when one person is watching TV while the other
is reading:
P3b: “When I’m reading on the couch the ceiling light is not enough, so then I turn the big lamp
on. But you don’t mind, right?”
The third cause of conflict can come from a difference in attitude. Where the previous two
types of conflicts looked at the resulting light setting, this conflict comes from a difference in
attitude towards using light. For some people, energy awareness is more important than light
quality, where for others the light quality is valued higher. For example, where one partner
wants to turn off the lights they do not use for energy savings, the other partner finds it more
important not to have any dark corners. In two of the four couples, we saw this difference
between the partners leading to contention:
P3a: “Yesterday I was working here and you turned the lamps off. I like to have some extra light
while working”
P3b: But there was enough daylight!”
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Next to energy usage, we observed another type of attitude conflict that is more related
to the effort in interaction. In couple 3, one partner (P3b) had an interest in developing
new technologies and had developed a light system where LED strips were connected to a
smartphone application. His partner, however, thought that the application was too much of
a hassle to open, resulting in a situation where P3a always asked P3b to turn the LED strips
on or off, which he did not always appreciate:
P3a: “When we go to bed at the same time, then you’re the one who turns the [LED strip]
beneath railing on and off.”
P3b: “Yes, you never do.”
P3a: “Nope.”
P3b: “Well, that’s why I said the other day: ‘Just use the flash light of your phone instead!’”

Conflict Impact and Resolution
Since people seem to have little awareness of lighting conflicts, observing resolution strategies
was difficult. Lighting conflicts do not feel as very impactful to the social situation: the
participants directly weakened any conflicts that came up in the interview. However, in the
anecdotes and in the roles that they described for themselves and their partners, we were
able to identify some distinctions between the three conflict types in resolution strategies and
impact. Of the three types, preference conflicts seem to occur most often but seem the easiest
to resolve:
P2a: “Whoever is bothered the most by the light is the one that wins (…)”
P2b: “Yes, when we watch television and you say: ‘it is too dark, I’m falling asleep’, we turn on
some lamps.”
When there is no difference in influence, the preference of the first person that set the light
or that wants to put effort into adjusting the light is being used. Changing each other’s light
setting does not lead to conversations and seems to be fully accepted.
In activity conflicts, we see two different resolution strategies: changing activity and
compromising for a less preferred light setting. Usually, people know who cannot compromise
(for example, when someone has to finish something for work and has to work late). It is up to
the other person to change the activity in that case:
P2b: “If [my partner] has to work late I stay up too, because I cannot sleep with the light on”
If such differences in activity happen over longer periods of time, people adjust their daily
rhythms to match each other. The amount of influence that the difference in activity has on
the other person determines its impact. In situations where the other person is less influenced
by the light, compromising for a certain setting suffices. The attitude conflicts about energy
saving are the only conflicts that we observed leading to disagreements or arguments: it can
be difficult to compromise on a difference in values.
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Established Agreements about Lighting Use
From the habits exercise, we could see that people have little variation in the way that they use
lighting. Most people use one standard setting for their main lamps during the whole evening,
and add one specific lamp per activity to that setting (e.g., the kitchen lamp while cooking, or
their desk lamp while working). This little variation in lighting use makes that few conflicts
occur. It seems that the general use of lighting is established already in the process of selecting
and buying lamps. In this process, people divide the room into functions and select luminaires
that match these functions.
P1a: “For me [buying a luminaire] is about understanding the space: what do you do where and
what light do you need?”
So with the selection process, the main preference and activity conflicts seem to be resolved:
compromises are made between the different lighting preferences and the main function of a
lamp (reading, watching TV, cooking) is defined. Because of this, people know what lighting
they are entitled to use for each activity, which results in fewer conflicts:
P2a: “This is our compromise-lamp. I bought it to read in bed while [partner] wants to sleep. Our
regular bedside lamp is too bright for that.”

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
We chose specifically chose this context of single-room apartments as a critical case: since
people always share each other’s light, we expected more lighting conflicts to occur. However,
all couples mentioned that living together in a single room takes flexibility and less need for
privacy or personal space. This could have influenced the low importance that people gave
to the light, the few conversations, and the low awareness of conflicts. Furthermore, because
of the popularity and fashionable style of the apartment building, the participant might have
spent more time than average in decorating. This could mean that the importance of the lamp
selection and buying process is higher in this specific target group.
Our main goal with this study was to identify realistic lighting conflicts. We do not necessarily
aim to be complete in the conflict causes – the modest number of participants and the
homogeneous nature of the participant group makes the list of identified causes unlikely to
be all-embracing. Especially because the identified causes of conflict are related to people’s
routines and life-style (activities), personal preferences, and attitudes; it is likely that different
conflict causes arise in different types of contexts and with different participant groups. How
important people found the conflicts to be is also likely to be context dependent, and should
not be generalized beyond the chosen context of single room apartments.
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CONCLUSIONS
In study 1 (Section 2.3) we identified a multitude of factors that influence people’s lighting
preference, including people’s understanding of the system’s abilities, interface characteristics,
and initial lighting conditions. The study presented in this section clearly adds another factor
to this list: shared use. People mentioned many ways in which they took each other into
consideration in their lighting use.
In this second study, we aimed to identify real-life conflict scenarios with their causes and
resolution strategies. In our findings, we were able to distinguish three different causes for
lighting conflicts, resulting from a difference in preference, activity, or attitude. Preference conflicts
seem to happen most often. They result from a different lighting preference while doing the
same activity, and are similar to Deutsch’s preferences and nuisance conflicts (Deutsch 1977).
Looking at Thomas’ conflict-handling modes (Thomas 1992), they seem easy to resolve by
compromising. Most of these compromises seem to be made already in the lamp selection and
buying process (when a certain lamp is bought for that activity). They dictate lighting use and
conflict resolution from then on, reducing future preference conflicts. Activity conflicts can
have big impact when the lighting needs for people’s different activities are further apart (e.g.,
when one person wants to go to bed and prefers to have no light at all). They can be resolved
by compromising in the lighting use or by matching activities or routines (e.g., going to bed later).
Attitude conflicts – similar to a combination of Deutsch’s conflicts from values and beliefs
(Deutsch 1977) – have less to do with the light setting and more with value differences on,
for example, energy saving vs. light quality or control vs. easy access. They became manifested more
often, and were difficult to resolve.
It seems that little lighting conflicts occur or that they mainly remain latent, since manifested
lighting conflicts were rare in our study. This could be because of the relative low importance
that people give to their lighting preferences. Another explaination could be that people
varied little in lighting use. They base their lighting routines upon agreements that were preestablished, seemingly as early as in during the lamp selection process.
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2.5 STUDY 3: CONFLICT RESOLUTION
STRATEGIES IN FAMILY LIVING ROOMS
In our previous study, we observed lighting conflicts between couples in single-room
apartments. Because of the little variation in use, limited control possibilities of traditional
lamps, and flexibility of the specific sample group, not many lighting conflicts occurred,
or they remained latent and were resolved based on long-made agreements. This made it
difficult to study people’s ways of resolving conflict. Therefore, we present a follow-up study
that specifically focuses on people’s coordination of shared use and conflict resolution.
In this study, we use a more disruptive approach (Poole et al. 2015). We want to have a higher
chance of capturing people’s resolution strategies and overall strategies for coordination of
shared use. To increase the chance at conflict, we change our study setup in three ways: we
increase the number of people involved, increase the impact of a lighting adjustment on other
people, and experiment with different control distributions. Firstly, to increase the number
of people involved, we switch to a different context: from single-room apartments with
couples to family living rooms. Secondly, in our previous study, the impact of an adjustment
was generally rather low. Since people could control lamps in different areas separately, a
compromise could easily be found. In this study, we only give people control over all lamps in
the living room at once, to increase the impact of an adjustment on other people. Thirdly, in
our previous study everyone had access to the control over the lamps. In this study, we aim to
vary control distributions. We expect that by, for example, giving a single person a dominant
role, the likelihood that conflicts become manifested increases.
The general approach of the study is based on technology probes (Hutchinson et al. 2003).
Technology probes form a spin-off method of probes as introduced in Section 2.4. In this
method, technical probes – in our case consisting of a lighting system with controllers – are
released in a real-life context to understand the needs and desires of users. Technology probes
are designed to be flexible, adaptive, and open for interpretation: they do not embody a viable
and realistic concept. Instead, they are meant to be disruptive and to interfere with normal
routines to make people reflect upon their behavior, values, and attitudes (Hutchinson et al.
2003; Poole et al. 2015).

STUDY SETUP
In total, four families consisting of 4 to 5 persons each (2 parents and 2 or 3 children) took
part in this study, resulting in a total of 17 participants. The families were chosen based
on homogeneity (Patton 1990) again, with similar family compositions, similar children age
ranges ( between 3 and 11, median = 7) and an even gender spread (female = 8). Recruitment
was done by word-of-mouth. The study was executed in March, when the sun rises around
7 AM and sets at 6:30 PM. The system is, therefore, mainly used from the early evening on.
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Figure 2.7. The probe set, consisting of a Philips Hue set, one mobile
dimmer controller per participant, and a workbook.
Our technology probe (Figure 2.7) consists of a connected lighting system with mobile
dimmer controllers. For the lighting system, we used a Philips Hue set. 4 to 6 Hue bulbs
replaced the original living room’s light sources for the week of study. Where possible, people’s
regular fixtures were used, complemented with extra luminaires if needed. The number of
light sources and the location of the luminaires were decided by the parents on installation.
The mobile dimmer controllers were made specifically for this study to control the Hue light
bulbs. One set consists of four or five dimmer controllers with unique colors: one for every
family member. The controllers consist of a large scroll wheel on a wearable pendant. By
turning the wheel, people can adjust the luminous intensity of the lamps relatively to the
current intensity. As said, the controllers can only be used to adjust all lamps simultaneously;
the light bulbs are all set to the same intensity at all times. In this way, lighting adjustments
influence all other family members. The controllers communicate through XBee with a
Processing sketch running on a laptop, which in its turn communicates through Wi-Fi with
the bridge of the Hue bulbs (see Figure 2.8). The sketch logs date and time, controller ID, and
the sent values for each interaction.
Figure 2.8. A schematic layout of the system setup.
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Procedure
We specified three scenarios of use, which present three different control distributions (see
Figure 2.9). During scenario one (shared and fixed; Figure 2.9A), participants are asked to store
all controllers but one and to choose a fixed location for this controller. This scenario is most
similar to the current usage of light switches. In the second scenario (personal and mobile; Figure
2.9B), every participant had a controller. With this setting, we aim to identify the different
roles between the family members in lighting use. We also wish to see if individual and mobile
control influences the threshold for making adjustments to the light. In the third and final
scenario (shared and mobile; Figure 2.9C), all controllers but one are stored again. The family
was asked to select one person to wear the available controller and the other members had to
ask this person to adjust the light for them. With this scenario, we aim to trigger conversations
about light.
The families experimented with each scenario for two fixed days (Tuesday and Wednesday
for the first scenario, Thursday and Friday for the second, and Saturday and Sunday for the
third). We specified the days because we expect the weekend to have different routines and
therefore different lighting use. By making sure that each family used the same scenario on
similar days, we can compare the findings.
In order to capture personal experiences instantaneously, we supplied a diary-style workbook
with exercises. The exercises in the three chapters of the workbook correspond to the three use
scenarios. The family was asked to fill in exercises together on the last day of each scenario (so
on Wednesday, Friday, and Sunday). Exercises vary per chapter but always include drawing a
conversation about light (Figure 2.10A) and drawing a timeline (Figure 2.10B). The complete
list of exercises from the workbook can be found in Appendix C.

Figure 2.9. (A) In the first scenario, shared and fixed, one controller has a fixed location. (B) In
the second scenario, personal and mobile, every family member has its own mobile controller. (C)
In the third scenario, shared and mobile, only one family member has a mobile controller. These
drawings were used in the workbook to explain the scenarios of use to the participants.
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Figure 2.10. Two of the exercises from the workbook (in Dutch): (A) reporting on a conversation about
light (“I want to read here on this side of the couch. Can I control this lamp separately?” - “No” “That’s a shame, but it’s convenient when going to bed.”), and (B) the timeline exercise, indicating daily
activities per family member (e.g., ‘waking up’, ‘going to school’, ‘dinner’, ‘grandmother visits’)

As preparation for the interview, we collected the probe set and analyzed the results from the
workbook and from the log data (Figure 2.11) to get an understanding of the lighting use.
The interviews – all held in Dutch – were held with the whole family together. They lasted
approximately 30 minutes and followed a semi-structured approach. We asked the family
to compare the three different use scenarios, to explain remarkable instances from the log
data and the workbook, and to discuss requirements for future lighting systems. The detailed
interview protocol can be found in Appendix C. At the end of the interview, the family
received a symbolic token of appreciation for their participation in the study.

Analysis
The recorded audio from the interviews was transcribed. We extracted a total of 143
fragments (between 33 and 39 per interview) by reading the printed-out interviews multiple
times and marking all relevant passages. Fragments could again contain comments by multiple
participants about one topic. The marked quotes were cut out, and used in a thematic analysis
without pre-defined coding scheme (Braun and Clarke 2006). We started with clustering the
quotes into bigger clusters (control, lighting appreciation, social roles, etc.). From there, we divided
each larger cluster into smaller and more specific sub-areas. The clustering process was done
iteratively and resulted in a total of eight themes (Table 2.5). Just as with the other studies,
analysis was done with the original Dutch quotes. The quotes that are presented in the findings
have been translated after analysis.
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Theme

#

Spread

Rules of use

9

4/4

Mother 1: “We did not want any disco playing. Normally,
they are not allowed to play with the light, so we decided
that during this study they should not either.”

Social
behavior

25

4/4

Boy 1: “My sister used it more often than dad, because whenever
I turned the light off, [my sister] would turn it on again.”

System use

19

4/4

Father 1: “There is a difference between children and adults. Children turn
the knob, while adults adjust the light. We don’t play like children do.”

Lighting use

14

4/4

Father 3: “When I come home it is dark so the lamps are
already turned on. There should be a practical reason to change
the light otherwise it is just fine. It is just turned on.”

Simultaneous
control

12

4/4

Father 3: “We didn’t change [the light] that much, because adjusting
one meant that all would change. So then you just leave it like that.”

Mobile &
fixed control

22

4/4

Boy 3: “This one [scenario 1] was easier. […] I guess
because you know exactly where it was.”

Individual &
shared control

16

4/4

Boy 1: “If I have a controller for myself, I think
about [adjusting the light] more.”

Limitations

26

4/4

Mother 2: “It has to respond instantaneously. Now it often took too long.”

Total

Example quote

143

Table 2.5. An overview of the themes resulting from the thematic analysis. The
table presents the theme, the number of quotes per theme (#), how many of the four
families are represented in the theme (spread), and an example quote.

FINDINGS
In this study, we focus on people’s strategies for conflict resolution and coordination of shared
use in general. Despite of the more disruptive setup, compared to the previous study, we again
found little variation in the way that people used lighting. In general, it seemed that the parent
that was home controlled the light most often. After the lamps were turned on, we observed
very few adjustments in the log data – apart from the adjustments done by children playing
around, which we will come back to later.
We expected that the simultaneous control over all light bulbs would increase the number of
lighting conflicts, since it enlarges the influence that people have on each other with individual
lighting interaction. What we observed, however, is that it led to even less use of the system:
sometimes because of energy consumption (turning on one lamp turns on all other lamps, so
they waited until it got really dark to turn the lights on) but, more interestingly, also because
people did not feel entitled to adjust lights that are also used by others and did not want to
influence others negatively.
Father 3:
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Figure 2.11. Two graphs showing examples of the log data:(A) the graph of Thursday (use
scenario 2) from family 2 and (B) the graph of Sunday (use scenario 3) from family 4. The
color of the bar represents the color of the controller that was used. The height of the bar shows
the intensity setting of the lamps (0-255). The width of the bar represents the time in which
the setting was left unchanged. So in A, moments of rapid changes to the light setting can be
observed (disco-playing), while in B there are only very few interactions with the light.

Conversations and Conflicts
Similar to the previous study, people found it difficult to talk about the lighting use in the
interview. Again, few conversations were reported in the workbooks. We expected that use
scenario three (presenting shared and mobile control; see Figure 2.9C) would inspire conversation
about the light, since people had to ask each other to make adjustments. However, none of the
conversation exercises about scenario three were filled in. From the other exercises it became
clear that very few adjustments were requested during the third use scenario: in the three
families where one of the parents had the controller (family 1, 3 and 4), there were in total
only two requests from other people during the two days of the scenario. People mentioned
that the lighting adjustment did not matter enough to bother others with the request and that
it felt unnatural to ask for an adjustment:
Father 1:
Boy 1:

“When I had the controller, nobody asked me to change the light.”
“No, because that is stupid. We never ask you to change the light.”

Of the conversations that were filled in, most talked about the system’s usability. Simultaneous
control over all lamps, reaction time, and the size of the controller were the main topics in
7 out of 12 reported conversations. Of the remaining five conversations, four were about
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interpersonal disagreement. Of those, two had more to do with playing around with the
system than with the lighting, but three talked about lighting conflicts. One conversation
described a difference in liking of a certain setting (a preference conflict):
Father 1:

“this light is way too bright.”

One conversation described different lighting needs for simultaneously performed activities
(an activity conflict):
Father 3:

“I want to read here, on the couch. Can’t I change this lamp individually?”

And one conversation described a disagreement about energy use (attitude conflict):
“May I turn the light on at my desk?”
Girl 4:
Mother 4: “No honey, because that will make the other lamps turn on as well.”
So in total we identified three instances of lighting conflicts; one per conflict cause.

Hierarchy and Rules of Use
When looking at the log data from the families, we can identify two distinct ways in which
the lighting system was using. With two of the families, there was very little variety in the
lighting use (Figure 2.11B), while with the other two families we observed several hours of
rapid changes in the light setting, especially for the controllers owned by the children (Figure
2.11A). In the interviews, this difference was explained. Two families (family 3 and 4) had
made the rule during the first days that playing with the light was not allowed. The other two
families (family 1 and 2) decided to let their children play with the system for the sake of the
study. Important to note is that this was seen as an extraordinary situation:
Father 1:

“We did let go of the children a bit for this week. The time was relatively short, and
you come home at 6, it gets dark around 6:30, and the first ones go to bed already at
7:30.”

This difference in rules of use had a big consequence on the quantitative data and on the
impact of the use scenarios on the use of lighting. In the families without rules, the system was
used more often and the difference between the use scenarios was larger, especially during use
scenario two (personal and mobile control). The rules of use illustrate the strict hierarchy in lighting
use we observed within the families. Parents had the final say in the light setting and in the way
that the children used the lighting system during the study. The children were aware of this
difference in roles and knew what was expected of them.
“When one person is reading in the corner and the other is watching TV, one wants
darkness while the other one wants light.”
Interviewer “So how would that situation be solved?”
“The person that is reading would win, because that is usually dad.”
Girl 3:
Boy 3:

It seems that possible conflicts – where the children, for example, potentially have a different
preference than the parents – were resolved before they were manifested: the children knew
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that they wouldn’t be allowed to change the light, which seemed to make them refrain from
even evaluating their preference at all. Interestingly, none of the parents preferred to have a
system that would limit control possibilities of the children (as represented by use scenario
three). They mentioned that defining the lighting adjustments that their children are entitled
to make would be too difficult. The use is too dynamic for fixed hierarchies.
Mother 2: “The control doesn’t have to be shielded off from the children. We make sure ourselves
that they will stay away from it. And if they are playing in the back, and controlling
the lights themselves, I am also fine with that”

Control Distributions in the Use Scenarios
During the week of the study, the families experimented with three different use scenarios,
representing three different control distributions (Figure 2.9). We wanted to see if the
distribution of control influences lighting use and could trigger conflicts. The scenarios
differed in mobility and ‘sharedness’ of the controller. Looking at the mobility, use scenario one
prescribed a fixed controller location, where scenario two and three presented mobile control.
We found that mobile control reduced the effort to change the light setting. Also, its presence
reminded people of the ability to control the light. Because of both these factors, the light was
adjusted more often:
Mother 2: “If [the controller] had been located at the table, I probably wouldn’t have adjusted it.
(…) When I see the controller, it reminds me that the light is actually a bit too bright
and that it could be dimmed down a bit.”
Looking at the distribution of the controller, scenario two gave each of the family members an
individual controller, where in scenario one and three control was shared. These variations
in distribution did not really lead to changes in lighting use. Especially the parents noted little
variation:
Father 1:

“In the end I use it in the same way. If I want to change the light, I turn the knob
and that’s it.”

The individual control did seem influence the children’s use of the controller. Having individual
control seems to lead to a feeling of ownership and, therefore, to more interaction:
Boy 1:

“When I have a controller for myself, I think about [adjusting the light] more.”

The parents did not appreciate this increase of interaction:
Mother 1: “Well at some point you set a certain intensity of the light, but that can be changed
back within seconds. In real life it is not really like that. The threshold to change the
light is much bigger then.”
However, this effect seemed to diminish over time. The parents already noticed a decrease in
interest from the children during the two-days of the use scenario:
Father 2:

“In the end we found a nice setting for the light. (…) Playing disco is only fun for a
while.”
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To summarize, the control distributions that were presented through the different use
scenarios (mobile vs. fixed location, and individual vs. shared) did seem to have an influence on
the lighting use, especially in the feeling of ownership and entitlement for the children, the
number of interactions, and the availability of the controller. However, these effects seemed
to be overshadowed by the rules of use defined by the parent-child hierarchy.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The low number of conflict can have a multitude of alternative explanations. Since the parents
all have been living together for a while, preferences might be aligned. Also, the timeline
exercises showed that the parents hardly performed different activities simultaneously in the
living room. Therefore, activity conflicts were less likely to happen. Between children and
parents differences in simultaneously performed activities did occur, but here the hierarchy
resolved the conflicts, perhaps even before they became manifested. The rules of use –
especially whether playing with the light was allowed or not – had a major influence on the
way in which the system was used. For this study, we do not mind this effect, since it gave us
insights about the family structure and hierarchy. However, now that we know this influence,
it might be good to give more instruction to the families about the expected behavior in future
studies.
More problematic were the technical limitations of the system. Our lighting system depended
on the Internet infrastructure of the families (as explained in Figure 2.8), which with 2 out of
4 families resulted in an undesired delay between interaction and lighting response. With one
family, the response time was exceptionally long and could sometimes take up to 5 seconds.
Participants mentioned that this malfunctioning lead to less interaction with the light out of
frustration. In future studies, we intend to use a lighting system that does not depend on the
local Internet infrastructure for its communication.
Even with the families where the system functioned well, we observed less interaction with the
system than expected. We implemented certain features like the simultaneous control in the
lighting system to provoke conflicts between the family members. What we observed, however,
is that these features often raised conflicts and contention between the family as a whole and the
system. People sometimes did not seem to bother adjusting the light, since they would probably
not be able to adjust it to their likings anyway. In retrospect, this finding shows that if we want
to use disruptive methods again, we have to take care not to exaggerate this aspect.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we aimed to observe the triggers, social implications, and resolution strategies
for lighting conflicts within the home environment. Since study 2 (Section 2.4) indicated that
lighting conflicts in the home environment normally seem to be rare and invisible, we wanted
to provoke conflicts. We did so by increasing the number of people involved, by increasing
the impact of a lighting adjustment on other people in the living room, and by experimenting
with different control distributions.
In light of our disruptive approach, the most remarkable result of this study is that still few
lighting conflicts became manifested. A strong hierarchy between parents and children,
resulting in pre-defined rules of use strictly control the overall use of the light system. This
hierarchical relationship between parents and children is in line with findings from previous
studies on home technology sharing (Brush and Inkpen 2007; Frohlich and Kraut 2003).
Clearly defined roles, as we observed in the families, are known to reduce conflict (Baker
1981).
Because of the designed impact through simultaneous control over all the lamps, people
interacted even less with the light to avoid possible conflicts or undesired influence on others.
Such conflict-avoidant behavior in lighting use is confirmed by findings by Offermans et al.
(2014). The interpersonal conflicts that were noted, even though small in number, did match
the conflict types that were defined in the previous study: we observed one conflict caused by
a difference in preference, one by a difference in activity, and one by a difference in attitude.
Resolution strategies were mainly based on hierarchy – parents decide – which corresponds to
the dominant strategy in the classification by Thomas (1992).
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2.6 REFINING our SCOPE: PREFERENCE AND
CONFLICT IN SHARED LIGHTING USE
In this chapter we have presented three studies, which jointly had the aim to further scope
our research by exploring our theoretical framing in real-life situations. In this section, we use
our newly gained understanding on decision-making in individual interactions, preferences,
coordination of shared use, and conflict to develop a perspective on designing interactions with
shared systems. We first project our findings about the current role of conflict on contemporary
IoT-like systems to identify the role that conflicts should play in interaction design. We then
describe how we expect that providing users with social information during interaction could
aid them in conflict resolution. Based on this strategy, we hypothesize what information could
be helpful for each of the identified conflict types, resulting from a difference in preference,
activity, and attitude.

THE ROLE OF CONFLICT
The two studies on conflict indicated a general low number of manifested lighting conflicts
in the home environment. This is perhaps not surprising, given people’s latent lighting needs
(Offermans et al. 2014), the relatively low importance that people gave to their preferences
in study 1, and their stable everyday use of lighting found in study 2 and 3. People’s lighting
routines seemed to be pre-determined to a large extent by agreements on how certain lamps
are supposed to be used. In study 2 we found that these agreements were made very early
on: when purchasing new lamps, people seemed to already have made compromises about
light source, fixture, and location, and motivation for needing this lamp that from then on
determine use.
There are changes in modern systems, however, that might impact the practices around
conflict that we observed in our studies. Firstly, connected lighting systems offer more detailed
control than traditional light bulbs which increases the number of possible preferences and
possibilities for conflict. When lights can only be switched on or off there is little room for
disagreement, but when options include color, saturation, intensity, and distribution of the
light, the preferences resulting from decision-making in interaction might become further
apart, which could potentially increase of conflict. Especially when new possibilities raise
people’s expectations of the lighting output. However, for this increase to occur, people should
become sufficiently aware of the alternatives offered by the system in order to experience
control and build up such strong preferences, as study 1 demonstrated. Secondly, the flexibility
of contemporary lighting systems removes the need for negotiation on purchase and increases
the importance of coordination in the moment. Where a traditional light bulb had to be
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carefully selected before purchase on desired color temperature and luminance intensity, a
contemporary connected light source can instantly switch between cool and warm light of
any intensity. This might make it more difficult to establish agreements: since intensity, color,
and possibly even spread, direction, or focus can be adjusted at any moment; decisions can be
revisited any time. As a result, we expect that compromises to conflict that are currently preestablished have to be made in the moment of use. Since all three studies showed that people
were not familiar with talking about their lighting needs, people might negotiate less about
their lighting use in general when negotiation at purchase is no longer required. This could
result in less awareness of each other’s needs and tastes.
Although having little contention and few conflicts might seem positive, it is also important to
note that manifested conflicts can have benefits as well. As Deutsch (1977) describes, conflict
can stimulate creativity, result in a better understanding of each other’s needs and wishes, and
is the start for change in habit and practices. These are all desirable effects in new lighting
systems, especially because it could potentially result in a better understanding of other
people’s needs and wishes (which makes finding a compromise easier) and of the system’s
abilities (which as study 1 showed can lead to more qualitative preferences). However, for these
positive effects to take place, the conflicts need to be known to the actors (manifested). Study 2
and 3 showed that conflicts do not regularly manifest themselves since people do not like to
disturb others with their lighting adjustments – a finding that is confirmed by Offermans et
al. (2014). We found, especially in study 3, that people often avoid conflict by not adjusting
the lighting at all when there is a risk that they might impact others. This finding indicates an
important risk for contemporary lighting systems that have flexible lighting use as their main
benefit: when the number of conflicts increases but people avoid manifestation and resolution
of those conflicts, then the lighting is likely not to get adjusted at all.
We expect that these changes in the potential of conflict to occur and in conflict resolution
practices are not unique to lighting interactions. Having personal control, more manipulable
parameters, and/or more flexible use is a promise of most systems within the IoT domain.
This make similar effects likely to occur, like having more alternatives to choose from but less
confidence in a decision, less ability to rely on pre-established agreements and more focus on
coordination in the moment of use, and an overall increase of conflict. As an example, we
can consider at home entertainment systems. Where purchasing or renting a DVD required
a conscious selection of content on forehand, streaming services such as Netflix or Apple TV
require people to choose when they want to watch a movie. Since the alternatives are endless,
preferences between viewers are likely to become further apart and expectations of finding
the best film are likely to increase. Although conflicts regarding use of home entertainment
systems might get manifested more easily than in lighting and taste might be more explicit,
this example illustrates that our described challenges around preference and conflict are likely
to be generalizable beyond lighting.
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HOW TO APPROACH CONFLICT IN SHARED USE
We have argued that people’s normal practices of conflict-avoidant behavoir are either likely to
change in contemporary systems, or that they can form a treath to the benefits of contemporary
systems in terms of their increased possibilities and personalizability to preferences. This raises
the question of how to approach conflicts when designing the interactions with contemporary
systems: can we find ways to make the most of the potential benefits of conflicts? And can we
help people to resolve conflicts in other ways than through avoidance?

Limitations of Automated Approaches
In HCI and computer science, much attention has been given to systems that can mediate
between people in a scenario of conflict. There are two common approaches: to recognize
the potential conflicts and resolve them automatically, or to avoid conflicts through preestablished roles and agreements. The first approach aims to recognize potential conflicts by
building up a user profile of common settings and tastes (e.g., Amato et al. 2013; Chuang et al.
2015; Despenic et al. 2017; Hasan et al. 2009; Shin and Woo 2005). If people’s preferences do
not align according to the profiles, the system can decide or recommend on what the solution
should be, based on different strategies. For example, the system might propose compromises
based on distance minimization algorithms (e.g., Hasan et al. 2009; Park et al. 2005; Shin
and Woo 2005). Or the system could propose more dominating solutions by giving priority
to certain people (Despenic et al. 2017; Shin et al. 2010). By limiting the interaction for some
users over others and presenting different users with different control permissions (Morris et
al. 2004; e.g., Petrushevski 2012; Shin et al. 2010), conflict can be resolved competitively.
While these approaches are interesting from a technical perspective, they might not fit the
social complexities of real-life decision-making and conflict. In study 1, we found that people’s
preferences should not be seen as ‘optimal’ lighting settings. Instead, they form ‘sufficiently
satisfying’ alternatives that depend on many factors, including the effort people want to put in,
their knowledge of available alternatives, and the initial condition. At best, they represent a
local optimum. These findings are in line with looking at preferences as results of a constructive
process (Lichtenstein and Slovic 2006; Payne et al. 1993). In study 2 we also found that people
take each other into consideration: their decisions and resulting preferences seem highly
influenced by the needs and wishes of other people. These insights describe a risk for conflictmanaging systems that aim to automatically resolve conflicts. First of all, it is not certain that
the preference that was learned by the system represents a satisfying setting for that person in
this moment. And second, if a system adjusts the light to mediate between user preferences in
profiles while people have already adjusted their preference to resolve that conflict amongst
each other, these systems might actually create conflicts they intend to resolve. Looking at the
second strategy that is based on permissions, we also foresee difficulties. Ethnographic research
on family routines suggests that family life has a dynamic character and that – seemingly
stable – routines are in fact continuously adapted (Davidoff et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2006). This
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makes that programmed permissions are probably too rigid. As the parents in study 3 stressed,
there are often exceptions to static permissions. For example, when children are alone or when
they are playing in a separate area of the living room, they might be perfectly allowed to
perform certain interactions they would not have permission for in a shared family situation.
On top of all these risks of automated conflict resolution being wrong in their interpretations,
we also have the feeling that automated conflict resolution is unnecessarily complex. As
described, we did not find many manifested conflicts, and a difference in lighting needs did
not lead to contention or arguments with our participants. It seems that resolving potentially
arising conflicts through agreements, conversation, and intervention is what humans are
incredibly good at. Therefore, we believe that recognizing and resolving conflicts – and
coordination of shared use in general – should be left to the people that use a system.

Conflict Situations Require Social Information
Leaving coordination of shared use up to the users does not mean that Interaction Designers
do not have to pay attention to shared use at all. While estimating socially accepted behavior
for different contexts might be very difficult for a computer, people are very skilled in estimating
what behavior is found appropriate (Erickson 2002). Humans possess highly developed social
skills to interpret behavior and intentions of other people, compare opinions and needs, and
adjust behavior accordingly (Erickson and Kellogg 2000). But to do so, they require information
about the context and other people.
We noticed that people have the tendency to not adjust the lighting because of the risk of
evoking conflicts. This indicates a lack of information: people need to be informed about
each other’s needs and preferences and about the impact an individual adjustment has on
other users, to remove the insecurity of having a negative impact while adjusting the light.
In the words of Randall: ‘‘Issues of control […] include not only the individual’s sense of being able to
use the technology but also the sense of control that comes from knowing what others are doing or have done
with the same technology. It appears that significant feedback is necessary if that sense is to be maintained.’’
(2003:243). This feedback is contextual information that people retrieve from the environment:
“Information search is usually thought of as being internal, performed on the contents of one’s memory. But it
is important to recognize that much information search is external, looking through the knowledge embodied in
the surrounding environment.” (Gigerenzer and Todd 1999:10).
The interface can play a role in providing this information. Especially in research on distributed
interactions (where the different actors in the shared systems are not in the same room but
geographically distributed), many design-researchers have aimed at supporting people in their
interactions by communicating contextual information through the interface – to help them
in getting a better understanding ‘what is going on’ (Endsley 1995:36). Although we will present
a more extensive overview of this literature in the next chapter (Section 3.2), the overall
strategy is nicely summarized by Erickson and Kellogg (2000) in their Social Translucence
framework. It describes that by providing required information through the interface, a user can
EXPLORING INTERACTIONS WITH SHARED LIGHTING SYSTEMS
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get awareness about social context based on which s/he can better estimate what impact his/
her adjustments will have on others, and thus what behavior is accepted. When the awareness
is mutual – so when other people also know that this user is aware of their presence, needs and
wishes – people are able to coordinate shared use amongst themselves by holding each other
accountable for inappropriate behavior (Erickson and Kellogg 2000). This approach is generally
referred to as designing for awareness.
Based on the results of our studies, we can conclude that designing for awareness is not only
valuable in distributed interaction but also in collocated shared situations, where people need
to estimate whether their behavior is appropriate based on an understanding of the social
context. Presenting people with information about the needs and preferences of others might
also give more insight into existence of latent conflicts. Being able to better recognize the
potential of conflicts could perhaps not only help people in to resolving them, but can also give
people the confidence to interact in situations where there is no conflict occurring. Increasing
awareness could thus support people in using the system to its full potential. To summarize,
we hypothesize that by providing people with the right information at the right moment their
insecurity in interacting can decrease, leading to better lighting conditions, more flexible use,
and fewer conflicts.

Speculating about Relevant Information Types
In line with, e.g. (Endsley 1995; Erickson and Kellogg 2000; Randall 2003), we see a promising
direction in providing people with information about other users. Such information might
help to both raise awareness of the existence of latent conflict so that people can resolve
and learn from them, and to give people the confidence to interact when there is no risk of
conflict. But what information could lead to this understanding? To speculate about how our
newly defined perspective could be applied to lighting use, we revisit the three conflict types
that we identified in study 2 (see Section 2.4).
Each of the conflict types identified in study 2 – preference, activity, and attitude conflicts – can be
viewed as situations that require coordination, and that could thus be supported by information.
Starting with preference conflicts, we noticed that they happen when people have a different
preferred lighting alternative while performing the same activity. The preference conflicts
that occurred in study 2 were relatively easy to resolve, either by favoring the person who put
in the most effort, or by favoring the person that is most bothered by the other alternative.
Hypothesizing about what information might be relevant in such situations, we think that
seeing the importance of the lighting for the person that created the current setting, and the
amount of effort that was put in might be helpful. Or the system could provide information
about what setting others might like, based on their often-used color palettes or presets.
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Activity conflicts arise when people simultaneously engage in different activities that have different
lighting requirements, and are currently resolved by compromising in lighting setting or by
synchronizing activities. To support such compromises, information can be provided about the
types of activities that are taking place. For example, if presets are labeled as activities as is often
done, the selected preset could indicate the intention people have with the selected light setting.
Since the compromise strategies often look at priorities of certain activities over others, people
might deem adjustments to the ‘watching TV’ less important than adjustments to the ‘study’
preset, for example. Also, since anticipation to changing activities seems important in activity
conflicts, the predicted time during which a setting is needed might be shown. If an activity only
takes a little while, people might not be bothered with less optimal lighting conditions while
longer activities might require another compromise.
Attitude conflicts are the result of differences in values. Currently, these conflicts seemed to be
most difficult to resolve and lead mostly to contention. Interfaces could play a role in raising
awareness of the difference in attitude and can help people in gaining understanding of each
other’s point of view. For example, in attitude conflicts resulted from contrasting values about
the importance of lighting quality and energy consumption, energy data could be visualized
to make a more informed decision. Perhaps a dim light to brighten up dark corners does not
consume as much energy as expected, or maybe turning off the bright hallway light saves so
much energy that leaving it on seems more of a waste.
The above speculations confirm the expected relevance of our approach towards designing for
shared use, since convincing information requirements can be drawn from the real-life conflict
scenarios that were observed in study 2. In Chapter 3, we will further explore representations
of these and other types of information in interfaces.
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2.7 CONCLUDING THIS CHAPTER
In this research, we investigate how to design interactions with lighting systems that are shared
in use. To do so, we argued that we need a better understanding of the current way in which
people interact with systems that are shared in use. In this chapter, we presented three studies
that jointly aimed at getting first insights into such an understanding, by looking at real-life
situations through the lens of theory on preferences and conflict. Study 1 (Section 2.3) showed
that people’s decisions during individual interactions are influenced by previous experience
and understanding of the system’s abilities, the initial lighting condition, and interface
characteristics. Study 2 (Section 2.4) demonstrated that conflicts can result from a difference
in preference, activity, or attitude. Most lighting conflicts seem to remain latent, since manifested
lighting conflicts were rare. This can be explained by people’s pre-established agreements
about use. In study 3 (Section 2.5), we found that people seem to prefer avoiding conflict, by
not even considering adjusting the light in situations where they might impact other people
negatively.
Based on this better understanding of lighting preferences and conflicts, we defined a
perspective on the role that design can play in shared use (Section 2.6). We confirmed the
importance of leaving conflict resolution up to people, to not create the conflicts that people
already resolved. To help people in using lighting systems to their full interactive, detailed, and
flexible potential, the interfaces need to inform people about the social context. We expect
that providing people with the right information at the right moment, can lead to better
lighting conditions, more flexible use, and fewer conflicts. We have hypothesized about what
the ‘right information’ might be, based on the three identified types of lighting conflicts, but
this requires more investigation.
To summarize, we expect that interfaces can support people in sharing, by increasing their
awareness of the social context during interaction. This focus on awareness will form the
scope of our research from this point on. We want to get a better understanding of what
designing for awareness is and what such interfaces might be like, evaluate our expectations
that increasing awareness can lead to better coordination of shared use, and – if the approach
is proven successful – support other designers in designing for awareness. As a first step, we
start by exploring how to design for awareness in the next chapter.
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MAIN INSIGHTS
•

People’s decision making during interactions with lighting systems can be
influenced by experience, initial conditions, and interface characteristics. This means that
people’s preferences should be perceived as ‘sufficiently satisfying’ light settings for
that moment, rather than as generic ‘optimal’ light settings (Section 2.3).

•

In shared situations, people often rely on established agreements about use (Section
2.4). In dynamic systems this might become more difficult, which makes in-themoment coordination more important (Section 2.6).

•

People take each other into consideration in their decision for a certain light
setting. Strategies are mostly conflict avoidant (Section 2.5). To take each other
into consideration, people require (social) information to make an estimation of
the impact of their interaction (Section 2.6).

•

Interface characteristics influence people’s choice strategy (and thus their
preference). Furthermore, interfaces could support people in shared situations by
providing social information for people to base their decisions upon. This social
information could for example be about the main causes of lighting conflict we
identified, resulting from differences in preferences, activities, or attitudes (Section 2.6).
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abstract
In the previous chapter, we have defined an approach towards designing for shared use, by
increasing people’s awareness of the social setting. In this chapter, we explore this approach
through design.In Section 3.3, we present a number of design activities, through which we
gather conceptual (lighting) interface concepts that embody awareness information. By
reflecting upon our own thought process during the design activities, we specify three common
steps: (1) determining whether the system can be shared, (2) defining information and control requirements for
situations of shared use, and (3) designing the required information and control in the interaction. We
expect that designers that want to design for shared use might be most helped by design support
for these three steps. By reflecting upon the outcomes of the design activities – the conceptual
interfaces – we identify aspects that might have a role in shared use. These aspects include the
type, explicitness, abstraction, and placement of information, granularity of control, pre-evaluation, and
retrievability.
To investigate the influence of interface design on shared use more systematically, we use our
first insights to develop three more mature interfaces that are suitable for longitudinal and incontext evaluation (Section 3.4). The interfaces – called Floorplan, Pointer, and Canvas – are
all designed for an open-plan office lighting system. They systematically vary in the type of
information they allow people to share amongst each other, in their distribution over space and
ownership, in the interaction modality, and in their interaction sequence. The three interfaces are
designed to be physicalized hypothesis: they can be compared in situations of real use, to evaluate
the relations between interface characteristics and sharing.

This chapter is based on the following publications:
•
Karin Niemantsverdriet, Mendel Broekhuijsen, Harm van Essen, Berry Eggen (2016)
‘Designing for Multi-user Interaction in the Home Environment: Implementing Social Translucence’. In
Proceedings of the 2016 Conference on Designing Interactive Systems (DIS’16), ACM, New York,
NY, USA, p. 1302-1314.
•

Thomas van de Werff, Karin Niemantsverdriet, Harm van Essen, Berry Eggen (2016)
‘Designing Multi-User Lighting Interfaces : Four Strategies to Implement Social Translucence’. In
Companion Proceedings of the 2016 Conference on Designing Interactive Systems (DIS’16), ACM,
New York, NY, USA, p. 137-140.

•

Thomas van de Werff, Karin Niemantsverdriet, Harm van Essen, Berry Eggen (2016)
‘Evaluating Interface Characteristics for Shared Lighting Systems in the Office Environment’. In
Proceedings of the 2017 Conference on Designing Interactive Systems (DIS’17), ACM, New York,
NY, USA, p. 209-220.
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3.1 INTRODUCING THIS CHAPTER
In this dissertation, we investigate how to design interfaces for interactive systems that can
be shared in use. In Chapter 2, we have scoped our research based on theory and real-life
insights. We argued that to help people in using (lighting) systems to their full interactive,
detailed, and flexible potential, people need awareness of the social context and other users.
This awareness of other people lays at the basis of social behavior (Clark and Brennan 1991;
Gutwin and Greenberg 2002; Searle 1990) and allows people to coordinate actions amongst
each other: “Whether it is wrapping up a talk when the audience starts fidgeting, or deciding to forego the
grocery shopping because the parking lot is jammed, social information like this provides the basis for inferences,
planning, and coordination of activity.” (Erickson and Kellogg 2000:60). Therefore, interfaces that
present the user with this social information can help people to coordinate activities amongst
each other, and to do actions in the right order, at right time, and in the right way (Erickson
and Kellogg 2000; Gutwin and Greenberg 2002).
As a next step in this research, we aim to explore what the described approach means when
designing interfaces for contemporary IoT systems. To do so, we want to start by gaining
insights through the act of designing. We expect that design explorations in this stage of the
process will be beneficial for two reasons. Firstly, although designing interfaces that increase
awareness – by allowing people to share social information amongst each other – is not new,
most known implementations of this are in interfaces for collaborative work and learning. It
can be expected that collaboration systems have different characteristics than the everyday
interactions with, for example, lighting systems that we focus on in this research. We would
like to explore what IoT-like interfaces based on this approach could look like and shape
expectations for the evaluation phase in Chapter 4. Secondly, the need for additional support
for designers on how to design for awareness has been mentioned: “Faced with a blank slate for
each new application, designers must reinvent awareness from their own experience of what it is, how it works,
and how it is used in the task at hand.” (Gutwin and Greenberg 2002:412). By getting our hands
dirty ourselves – that is, by engaging in design activities and reflecting upon our process – we
might be able to identify what the challenges are when designing for awareness.
We start in Section 3.2 with a background on awareness, where we review what awareness is,
how it has been addressed in the HCI community, and the available knowledge on how to design
for awareness. In Section 3.3, we explore what designing for awareness looks like in lighting
interfaces. Through different design activities we build up a body of conceptual interfaces,
which we can use to reflect upon commonalities in interface characteristics and in the design
processes. In Section 3.4, we use these insights from the explorations to design three lighting
interfaces for an open-plan office. These interfaces are meant to be physicalized hypotheses
(Koskinen et al. 2011): they embody systematic variations on characteristics that are expected
to impact sharing behavior. The chapter is concluded in Section 3.5 with our main insights
and an outlook to the next step: formal evaluation of the three interfaces in a real-life setting.
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3.2 BACKGROUND: AWARENESS
In the previous chapter, we reviewed literature on decision-making (Section 2.2). An important
aspect when making decisions is to retrieve all the relevant information given a certain choice
task (Gigerenzer and Todd 1999). In our studies on conflict (Section 2.4 and 2.5), we found
that when this information is not available people tend to refrain from interaction, since the
consequence of the interaction on other people becomes difficult to predict. Therefore, HCI
researchers working on distributed interactions have since the early 90’s started to investigate
how to provide the relevant information in the interface, to support people in building up
awareness of the (social) environment. In this section, we first present our understanding of
what awareness is, followed by an overview of designing for awareness in HCI. Since in this
dissertation we aim to support other designers in designing interfaces for systems that are
shared in use, we also review design knowledge about how to design for awareness.

ABOUT AWARENESS
In order to act, people need an understanding of “what’s going on” (Endsley 1995:36). This
understanding is also called awareness: people’s knowledge of the state of an environment
“created through interaction between an agent and its environment” (Gutwin and Greenberg 2002:416).
It is only because of awareness of their environment that people are able to understand a
situation, anticipate, form goals, act, and evaluate outcomes (Endsley 1995; Neisser 1978). An
important aspect – perhaps the most important aspect (Gigerenzer and Todd 1999) – of an
agent’s environment are the other actors within. Having awareness of other people lays at the
basis of any social behavior, including communication, cooperation, and collaboration (Clark
and Brennan 1991; Gutwin and Greenberg 2002; Searle 1990).
There are many ways in which socially salient information can support people in coordinating
activities amongst each other, and in doing actions in the right order, at right time, and in the
right way (Erickson and Kellogg 2000; Gutwin and Greenberg 2002). It supports seamless
shifting between individual and shared activities (Dourish and Bellotti 1992; Gaver 1991;
Gutwin, Greenberg, and Roseman 1996) and it can help people to anticipate on actions or
conflicts (Gutwin and Greenberg 2002; Tang 1989). Moreover, when awareness is mutual –
when “it is not just that I am aware of you and you of me, but we are mutually aware of each other’s
awareness” (Yuill and Rogers 2012:1:8) – people become accountable for their behavior. This
accountability, in turn, can lead to the establishment of more formal coordination mechanisms,
such as norms and customs: “It is through such individual feelings of accountability that norms, rules, and
customs become effective mechanisms for social control.” (Erickson and Kellogg 2000:62).
Awareness needs to be maintained to make it corresponds with the dynamic context: “Social
environments are characterized by the speed with which they can change” (Gigerenzer et al. 1999:361).
This makes awareness both a product (a state of knowledge) and a process (Gutwin et al. 1996;
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Salmon et al. 2008). The process of maintaining awareness is well-described by Neisser
in his Perception-Action Cycle (1978). The cycle describes that information retrieved from the
environment modifies people’s knowledge of that environment. This knowledge in turn
directs action, which has an impact on the environment, resulting again in a modification of
people’s knowledge. Information and action thus continuously flow in the model (Smith and
Hancock 1995).
People can obtain the information from the environment through different mechanisms,
including direct communication or more implicit consequential communication, feedthrough
of objects, and environmental feedback (Clark and Brennan 1991; Gutwin and Greenberg
2002; Norman 1993). These more implicit mechanisms are what Taylor et al. (2007) call ‘the
smartness of objects’: the ways in which people induce their environments with intelligence by
manipulating the physical world to provide information and in this way guide routines and
social arrangements. They give a common example of how fridge surfaces are appropriated
by households for complex communication: “The ways in which people use fridge surfaces shows
how some things matter more than others; how some things will matter tomorrow but not today; and how other
things do not matter at all and yet are thoughtfully placed there for everyone to see.” (Taylor et al. 2007:392).
Similar examples are presented by, e.g., Crabtree et al. (2003) about placements of mail to
indicate status, and by Rouncefield and Tolmie (2011) about the location of books indicating
appropriate use to others. Based upon such findings, Rodden et al. (2004) argue how spaces
do not simply contain action, but are completely interwoven with action. All of this research
emphasizes how the characteristics of spaces or artifacts influence to what extent they can
provide information, and thus support awareness in shared situations. Based on this, we can
assume that the design of the interface also plays a role in awareness “by determining how much
information can be acquired, how accurately it can be acquired, and to what degree it is compatible with the
operator’s SA [Situation Awareness] needs.” (Endsley 1995:51).

AWARENESS IN HCI RESEARCH
Awareness has started to appear as a topic in HCI research from the late 1980’s on. Around
1985, the research on distributed interactions caught on. By that time, networking technologies
had become sufficiently inexpensive to be available to the general office worker and HCI
research had sufficiently matured in single-user interface design to be up for a new challenge
(Grudin 1994). In geographically distributed interactions – where the different users are not
located in the same space – much of the implicit information that people normally retrieve
from environments is not available. This makes that the information had to be designed
explicitly in the interface. Since then, design for awareness has proliferated in HCI research.
But although similar in terminology, not all application domains are equally influential to
our work. We see a divide in the literature, based on whether systems have providing of
information as a primary or as a secondary goal. Below, we explain the two domains and why our
own research is most related to the second.
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Information as a Primary Function: Awareness Systems
Within HCI, many different strands of research have focused on designing so-called awareness
systems: displays that make people aware of certain information. Inspired by Weiser & Brown’s
(1997)vision on ‘Calm Technology’ – saying that if ubiquitous computing technologies want
to be come part of our everyday lives, they should require less focused attention – many
researchers have started to develop information displays that can be perceived within the
periphery of attention. Examples include peripheral displays (Matthews et al. 2004), ambient
information systems (Pousman and Stasko 2006), and ambient media (Ishii and Ullmer 1997). What
the awareness is about depends on the application area. For example, in Jerimienko’s Dangling
String, the movement of a string on the ceiling visualizes data use in a shared network to
indicate when downloading is appropriate or not (Weiser and Brown 1997). Pinwheels (Ishii,
Ren, and Frei 2001) show the amount movement in a physical space through their spinning
patterns. And Data Fountain displays money currency rates in the height of the water streams
(Eggen and Mensvoort 2009).
Social awareness systems (Markopoulos, De Ruyter, and Mackay 2009) form a specific type of
awareness display. Social awareness systems aim at “increasing people’s sense of social connectedness
by providing them with peripheral awareness of information about people from their social network (e.g.
presence, availability, activities).” (Visser, Vastenburg, and Keyson 2011:129). Early examples give
indications of the whereabouts of distributed co-workers. For example, in Polyscope (Borning
and Travers 1991), Portholes (Dourish and Bly 1992), and ShadowViews (Hudson and Smith
1996) video streams of remote colleagues are shared to give a sense of community and
togetherness. Later examples focus more on remote relationships with loved ones and family
members. For example, in Feather (Strong and Gaver 1996), a small box can be opened to see a
picture of a loved one. Opening the box causes a feather to drop into a glass tube on the other
side. In Snow Globe, an LED light shines brighter when it sees movement in a connected living
room (Visser et al. 2011). And SyncDecor (Tsujita, Tsukada, and Siio 2008) synchronizes pairs
of daily appliances that are tied to specific activities, such as desk lights, trash boxes, and TV’s.
What all of these systems have in common, is that providing information is their ‘raison
d’être’. In contrast, in our research, the information is a secondary goal: it is a way to support
people in using a shared system in accordance with the social context. Although we can learn
from the way that the information is visualized in awareness systems, the separate displays of
information are, therefore, not directly related to this work.

Information as a Secondary Function: Coordinating Shared Activity
Another strand of research that has looked at awareness aims to design systems that provide
information only as a secondary function. These systems are used for another primary task,
but support people in fulfilling this other task through increased awareness. This view on
awareness research has been central in the research on Computer-Supported Collaborative Work
(CSCW). To inform the design of distributed collaboration systems – so-called groupware –
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CSCW researchers started to observe collaboration in off-line scenarios (e.g., Gutwin et al.
1996; Heath and Luff 1991). It was found that successful collaboration requires coordination
of activities for which people use various (non-verbal) social cues. The awareness gained from
these social cues helps to simplify communication, allows for anticipation and assistance, and
helps to coordinate switching between individual and shared activities (Gutwin et al. 1996).
Since these social cues are generally not visible in digital and distributed interaction scenarios,
CSCW researchers started to design interfaces in such a way that they render certain aspects
of activity visible. For example, Stefik et al. (1987) noted very early on that when designing
distributed meeting tools, it is important to ensure that everyone can see the same information
and where others are looking – this was called WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I See). They
implemented their design considerations on space, time of display, subgroup population, and
congruence of view in digital chalkboard BoardNoter. This early work was continued and refined
in later collaboration and meeting software, such as the radar views of Gutwin et al. (1996) that
give miniature overviews of other collaborator’s interactions in a shared digital workspace.
And the recent gaze visualizer for distributed meetings by Xu et al. (2017) give local participants
awareness of the attention of the remote participants. Another line of work focused on
designing separated visualizations called social proxies for different types of online services.
See, for example, the social proxies for chat rooms, online lecture rooms, and auctions (all in
Erickson and Kellogg 2003) or of editing histories in Wikipedia (Nunes, Ribeiro, and David
2008; Suh et al. 2008; Wattenberg, Viégas, and Hollenbach 2007) and Github (Dabbish et
al. 2012). Insights from these research endeavors have become commonplace in today’s
commercial interfaces. Think, for example, of the blue check marks in messaging application
Whatsapp that indicate that the recipient has read your message (WhatsApp n.d.). Or of the
personally-assigned cursor in Google docs that communicates where coworkers are editing
text in shared documents (Google n.d.).
While the development of design for awareness to support coordination of activity took place
in interfaces for distributed interaction, designing for awareness later also started to appear
in collocated collaboration scenarios. One reason for this is that not all possibly relevant
information is automatically available in collocated settings. For example, the Conversation
Clock (Bergstrom and Karahalios 2007) and Second Messenger (DiMicco et al. 2007) display
participation patterns in face-to-face discussion to get more equity between participants.
Another reason to design for awareness in collocated settings is that many of the visual cues
from analogue and physical interactions disappear with digital interactions becoming more
prevalent (Hornecker and Buur 2006). This can lead to more difficulties in coordination of
activities, as for example demonstrated for collaborative interactions on a shared displays or
on touch-sensitive tabletops (Hornecker et al. 2008; Morris et al. 2004; Rogers and Rodden
2003). Related to this, Reetz and Gutwin (2014) investigated the visibility of collocated
gestural interactions for personal mobile devices, and Tse et al. (2007) designed gesture
commands for multi-modal tabletop interfaces that provide consequential communication to
other collocated people.
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Despite these large research efforts in CSCW-related research, designing for awareness is still
not common in interaction design for other systems than those aimed at direct collaboration or
that have providing information as their sole purpose. As argued in Section 2.6, we think that a
much broader implementation of design for awareness in HCI is needed, with contemporary
systems becoming more complex and increasingly shared as a consequence of dynamic use.

DESIGN KNOWLEDGE ABOUT AWARENESS
Designing for shared use is not easy. In the words of Grudin: “it has all the interface design challenges
of single-user applications, supplemented by a host of new challenges arising from its direct involvement in
group processes.” (1994:95). Therefore, when designing interactions that aid awareness, one
would like to build upon the extensive knowledge that has been acquired by the CSCW
community. Here, we review three types of design knowledge that is available when designing
for awareness and we indicate the need for a new design tool.
Many researchers have highlighted design implications based on personal design experiences.
For example, Erickson (2003) presents six claims on how to design visualizations of social
activity, based on his social proxies. The claims are that everyone should see the same thing, that
the visualizations should portray actions instead of interpretations, that they should allow for
deception, be ambiguous, support various level of detail (micro/macro readings), and present
information from a third-person perspective. Ackerman and Starr (1995) present informal
lessons they learned from a comparison of different activity indicators for a chat system. They
conclude that simplicity in the visualization is key; bar charts are most useful for simple types
of information, and network diagrams offer the most potential for representing complex states.
Beaudouin-Lafon and Karsenty (1992) present a number of functionalities that are necessary
in real-time groupware, based on their design of multi-user drawing tool GroupDesign. Realtime groupware should present echo (a representation of a user’s action upon other users’
interface), age (time since the last modification), and history (what modifications were done),
and should allow for localization (a way to align views with other users) and identification (of other
users). And Grudin (1994) describes eight challenges for groupware designers. He advises
designers to base their design upon real-life insights, to ensure that all potential users benefit from
using the system, to be sensitive about violation of social taboos and political structures, to keep the
system open to improvisation and exceptions, to allow for unobtrusive accessibility of functionality, and
to mistrust designerly intuition. All the insights from personal experience that we reviewed here
are invaluable to other designers, since the lessons are understandable and directly related to
design features and design examples. At the same time, however, these close ties to the designs
that the implications derived were from can also make it difficult to translate the implications
to other designs. Moreover, the literature can be fragmented and difficult to combine.
There are also awareness frameworks available that combine insights from multiple researchers.
For example, Rodden (1996) presents a model of awareness for shared cooperative applications,
based on an earlier model by Benford and Fahlén (1993). The model describes that actions
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of users can be represented and made available to other users of the application, and that
the level of awareness is a function of focus (area of attention of the receiver of information)
and nimbus (area of effect of the sender of the information). Gutwin and Greenberg (2002)
offer a descriptive framework of workspace awareness, organized around three problems that
designers of groupware face: what information to gather and distribute, how to present the
information, and when the information will be most useful. They review literature on each
of these problems. Yuill and Rogers’ framework (2012) consists of three core mechanisms of
behavior that underlie collaborative tasks on shared table tops: awareness (the degree to which
users’ on-going actions and intention is made visible moment-to-moment), control of action (the
extent of each user’s control over actions and decisions), and availability of information (the ways
in which background information is available on request). Although all these frameworks are
highly relevant to help designers in better understanding what awareness is and why it is useful,
they are less supportive to how to design for awareness. Their descriptive and abstract nature
can make it difficult to operationalize the knowledge in a design process.
To combine a strong relation to design examples but not only rely on personal experience, some
researchers have presented design spaces that compare concepts to specific dimensions. For
example, Hincapié-Ramos et al. (2011) present a design space for availability-sharing systems,
based on abstraction (from one-dimensional motion sensor values to multi-media), presentation
(discrete to continuous), delivery of information (always there to on request), symmetry, disruptiveness
(focal to peripheral), and temporality (information from past, present, or future). Markopoulos’
(2009) design-space taxonomy for social awareness systems describes seven dimensions, that
are formulated as design choices. These choices are on the type of information (awareness of
place or awareness of people), the precision, accuracy, and disruptiveness (notification level) of this
information, how the information is retrieved (input automation), and privacy (private or shared, and
user control over information sharing). This combination of making choices explicit and providing
examples about each choice seems very valuable and easy to operationalize when designing.
However, the dimensions are specific for the particular type of awareness system. For example,
the choice between ‘place or people’ in Markopoulos’ framework is specific to social awareness
systems and does not directly generalize to designing for consequential shared use.
To conclude, people require an understanding of the (social) context to base their decisions
upon in situations of shared use. This awareness can be supported by rendering important
information visible in the interface. Although designing for awareness is a common strategy
in HCI, it has mainly been applied to systems that either have providing information as a primary
aim or that are shared as part of their primary functionality (e.g., collaboration) whereas we
would like to apply it to interaction with everyday IoT systems (especially lighting), which
makes providing information a secondary aim. Moreover, we found that it can be difficult to
find a good starting point in this research when wanting to build upon the design knowledge.
The works that have reflected upon how to design for awareness are numerous, but can be
fragmented, rather anecdotal, difficult to operationalize, or difficult to generalize. This opens
up opportunities for the development of new design tools to support designing for awareness.
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Related work

Lighting Interaction Design
Connected lighting systems are becoming more common in the home environment and many
commercial systems are available (e.g., Hue (Philips n.d.), WeMo (Belkin n.d.), Avea (Elgato n.d.), and
TRÅDFRI (Ikea n.d.)). Default interaction with most of these commercial systems is through mobile
phone applications. Often connection to home automation systems can be made (Amazon n.d.; Apple
n.d.; Google n.d.) to open up a range of alternative interaction styles, including sensors and speech.
And some companies have developed a dedicated physical control. For example, the Hue Tap (Philips
n.d.) presents three buttons for easy access to often-used presets. TRÅDFRI works with a remote control
offering access to 5 levels of intensity and 5 preprogrammed color temperatures (Ikea n.d.). Other
interesting commercial lighting interfaces that are currently no longer in production include M!Qbe
(a cube where presets can be preprogrammed to its six sides (M!Qbe 2015)), Goldee (a wall controller
which responds to in-air gestures (Goldee 2014)), and Fonckel One (a table lamp that can be controlled
through touch gestures on the back of the lamp (AestheticInteractions 2012)).
In research, many lighting interfaces for the home environment have been proposed. Brumitt & Cadiz
(2001) compare a number of different lighting interactions in a smart home lab. They compare plain text
computer displays, graphical user interfaces, voice control, and gestural interactions; all worked out into
Wizard of Oz prototypes (Dahlbäck, Jönsson, and Ahrenberg 1993). Ross and Keyson (2007) present
a tangible interface consisting of a rotating carousel through which people can change the ambient
lighting in a living room. Sørensen et al. (2015) present in-air gestural controls with their Tangible lights,
which are inspired upon giving a light beam physical qualities. And the Reality Editor (Heun 2015) maps
graphical user interface elements directly on top of a real-time video capture of the lamp.
Connected lighting systems for the professional work environment are an even newer development.
Connected Lighting (Philips n.d.) and Lightify Pro (Osram n.d.) are starting to be installed in office
buildings. So far these commercial systems work with implicit (automated) interaction based on motion
sensors, or mobile phone applications. Also in research, interface proposals for the office environment
are less common than for the home. Magielse and Offermans (2013a) present a range of interfaces for a
breakout area within the office, consisting of a preset-cube for atmospheric light, a touchpad to control
direct light, and multiple screen-based apps for more detailed lighting control. Their interfaces are
described in more detail in (Aliakseyeu et al. 2016). The Bolb (Magielse, Hengeveld, and Frens 2013) is
a portable handheld device for workers in shared office spaces that lets people create a personal ‘light
bubble’ that follows them around
(A) Bolb by Magielse et al. (2013), (B) Reality Editor (www.valentinheun.com), and (C) Hue Tap (www2.meethue.com).
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3.3 EXPLORING HOW TO DESIGN
FOR AWARENESS
Although awareness has received much attention in HCI research, examples of interfaces for
modern IoT systems like lighting that are explicitly designed with a focus on awareness are, to our
knowledge, non-existent. Therefore, we want to start with design explorations. By designing
interfaces for contemporary IoT systems from first hand, we explore what such interfaces might
look like, and what considerations come up when designing them. We have two different aims
for this exploration. Firstly, we want to gain insights into which interface characteristics might
impact sharing behavior. Secondly, we aim to identify what the challenges are when designing
for awareness: what are the difficult steps to take that could benefit from additional support?
To address these two aims, we organized different design activities. In some of these activities,
we designed interfaces ourselves and in others, we involved other designers to get new insights
and ideas into the process. Together, these activities aim at building up a collection of conceptual
interfaces that together represent a wide range of interaction styles and representations of
awareness information. By reflecting upon the commonalities and differences in outcomes,
we aim to identify what aspects of interfaces that might impact sharing behavior and thus
require consideration by designers. Note that these insights are primarily aimed at shaping
our expectations, to inform a more formal evaluation later on – the outcomes are not meant
to stand on themselves. Next to the reflection upon the outcomes, reflecting upon the design
processes that lead to the interfaces is expected to give insights into the type of support that
can be helpful to designers that design for interfaces for shared use.

DESIGN ACTIVITIES: COLLECTING CONCEPTS
We performed different complementary design activities, which together resulted in a large
number of lighting interface concepts. Firstly, we started with two more elaborate design cases,
which focused on identifying important steps in the design process. Secondly, we organized
three consecutive creative sessions involving other designers, which formed explorations of
what strategies might be to visualize awareness information in lighting interfaces. The process,
aims, and results of these activities are explained in more detail below1.

1

Throughout this PhD research, we have also proposed cases for a variety of educational activities in our
department. We provided the case study for a Master’s course on ‘Designing for Peripheral Interaction’ organized
by Saskia Bakker in the fall of 2014 and 2015, where students were asked to develop lighting interfaces that
could be interacted with without requesting focused attention from the user (reported in detail in Bakker and
Niemantsverdriet 2016). We also proposed several semester-long design projects on interacting with shared systems (in
2017 and 2018) and on lighting interaction design (from 2014 to 2017) for both graduate and undergraduate students.
The results of these student projects are not a formal part of this dissertation, which is why they are not discussed
in detail. Nevertheless, the discussions with students have been invaluable to shape our thoughts on designing
interactions with systems that are shared in use. Two of the resulting designs – sLight (page 95) and ‘the untold value’
(page 91) – are presented as an illustration in this chapter.
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Figure 3.1. An impression of Orbit: a lighting interface for a family living room.

Two Design Cases
Together with fellow design-researcher Mendel Broekhuijsen2 two design cases were done,
where we redesigned interfaces for domestic interactive systems that are potentially shared
in use. The two cases each focus on a different type of interactive IoT-like technology. In the
first design case, we stayed close to the topic of this dissertation by designing an interface for
a connected domestic lighting system. In the second case, we redesigned the interaction with
media streaming devices (e.g., Google Chromecast, Apple TV), to better support photo sharing.
In both cases, we followed a similar approach. We started with a brainstorm session involving
six fellow design researchers, that had experience in interaction design but no particular
experience with lighting, photo sharing, or shared use. In the brainstorm, we asked the
participants to reflect upon their own experiences with scenarios of shared use of contemporary
interactive technologies at home. We then introduced the social translucence framework
(Erickson and Kellogg 2000) and asked the participants to imagine what would be relevant
information when interacting with the two technologies we focus on – lighting interaction
and photo sharing. Finally, we asked participants to come up with as many ideas as possible
for new interfaces that would represent this information. After the brainstorm, Mendel and I
clustered the results from the brainstorm and further developed the promising directions in in
quick mock-up prototypes made with scrap materials. The different concepts were assessed on
their interaction qualities and on the clarity of the information and further refined to come to
one conceptual interface for each of the two technologies. Below we present the results of the
two design cases. More details can be found in (Niemantsverdriet et al. 2016).

2
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The collaboration with Mendel Broekhuijsen came about because of a shared realization. Mendel’s work on
digital photo sharing surfaced that although a primary purpose of creating photos is the social sharing of
memories, current tools often seem to emphasize individual use. Since I had a similar insight about lighting
interaction, we decided to explore together how domestic interactive technologies could be designed to support
shared use. For me, this collaboration formed a validation of the previously defined scope of awareness and an
exploration of a case outside of the application domain of lighting. Mendel’s main interest was the design case of
Shoto, as an exploration of how to support collocated photo sharing experiences. The results of the collaboration
are described in more detail in (Niemantsverdriet et al. 2016).
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Figure 3.2. Interaction with Orbit. (A) By turning the selection ring on the global display, people
can scroll through the presets that are uploaded to Orbit. Pressing the ring activates the preset in all
connected areas. (B) By pulling an area display away from the global interface, the area does not
respond to global lighting adjustments anymore. (C) Separate areas can be set to a different preset.
Orbit
Orbit is a tangible light interface for the living room (Figure 3.1). The interface is wallmounted and consists of a global display that can be used to select global lighting presets, and
smaller local area displays that can be used to select lighting presets that are only applied to
lamps in a specific area in the room (e.g., the lounge area, open kitchen, study area, or play
corner). Control over the lighting happens through presets, which can be created using a
corresponding mobile phone application and can then be uploaded to the central interface.
By turning the selection ring around a display, people can scroll through the available lighting
presets (Figure 3.2A). By pressing the selection ring, the preset is applied to the lamps that
correspond to the display: presets that are selected on the global display are applied to all
lamps in the room; presets that are selected on an area display are only applied to that area. By
default, the area displays take over the global setting, but they can be pulled away to become
disconnected (Figure 3.2B). Disconnected displays do not respond to global adjustments.
In Orbit, people in the room can disconnect their area display to communicate that they prefer
to have the current light setting unchanged. This might transfer some of the responsibility
from the person interacting to the other people in the room: when an undesired light change
is made for the global setting, consumers can only hold others accountable when they
disconnected their area first. The activity presets in Orbit can give information about why the
lighting has been set in the current way and what the intention of the previous actor might
have been. Furthermore, when an area is disconnected from the global display but not actively
used in the intended specific way (e.g., the ‘study’ preset is loaded for the desk area, but the
study books are gone from the desk), the area display can be reconnected again. Because of
the two-step selection process in Orbit – people first select a preset by its preview and icon
and then apply it to the room – people might become more aware of the effect of the planned
lighting adjustment, especially because the division in areas makes it easier to estimate the size
of the impact. We expect that this can lead to less unintentional adjustments and mistakes.
In case that a mistake does occur, this mistake can be easily resolved, since personally created
presets are all stored on Orbit. This makes that everyone can retrieve the same presets.
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Shoto
Shoto is an application for digital photo sharing on a shared central screen. The interface
consists of two parts: a personal interface on participant’s mobile phones and a shared
interface on the bigger screen (Figure 3.3). After connecting their phone to the shared screen,
people can browse through their photo collection in their personal interface, and select images
for later sharing by dropping them onto the stack. Images can be selected by dragging them
from the scroll wheel, and dropping them onto the stack. Photos can be dragged onto the
canvas to make them public. The interaction elements on the personal devices correspond to
the interaction elements in the shared interface, where the scroll wheel and stack (with blurred
thumbnails of the photos) show the activities that people engage in on their personal devices.
Compared to common sharing applications (e.g., using apple TV or Google Chromecast) that
only allow full-screen sharing, people have more action possibilities when sharing photos with
Shoto. For example, a new story line can start by placing a new photo on top of the previous
photos, photos can be shared as comparison or addition by placing them besides each other,
and importance can be expressed in the relative size of the photo. Since the scroll wheel of
people that are browsing in their personal interfaces moves along in the shared interface, their
intention to share in the near future becomes visible and the size of the stack gives information
about the expected size of the contribution. Lastly, since shared photos remain on the canvas,
sharing interactions can be undone and previously shared images can be retrieved.

Figure 3.3. The personal and central interface of Shoto: (A) the scroll wheel can be used to
select a photo from the personal collection, (B) drop the photo onto the stack to save it for later
sharing or (C) drag the photo onto the canvas to share the photo directly. Photos can be placed
besides (C1) or on top of the previous photo (C2) and resized by dragging out the corners.
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Design Case

The Untold Value
designed by Xander Meijerink
In this lighting interface, three different parameters of the lighting can be
separately controlled through three rotating knobs, controlling brightness, Hue,
and Saturation. After setting a certain parameter, the beam on which the knob
is located can be disconnected and turned down, to hide the button from view.
This indicates to other people that the parameter should be left unchanged.
This interface is the result of a semester-long Master project about designing shared interfaces
for the Philips Hue system. Coaching by Karin Niemantsverdriet. More information: http://
xandermeijering.com/project/the-untold-value/
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Figure 3.4. Example concepts. (A) By looking through the
monocular, people can adjust the light in the area of view.

(B) People can claim an area by drawing an
area and applying their activity presets to it.

Three Creative Sessions
In the spring of 2016, we organized three creative sessions3. In the first session, Thomas van
de Werff and I created 17 mock-up lighting interfaces for an open-plan office. We discussed
the prototypes on what strategies they used to make awareness information available, to find
interesting new directions to explore further. Examples of directions that were identified are:
time-constraints, where people are allowed to dominate the light setting for a certain amount
of time before control is released to others again; information overlays, where people’s view of
the area they are about to adjust is augmented with information; and boundaries, where people
can express their range of tolerance. These directions resulting from session one formed the
starting point for the second session. In this second session, we explained the directions briefly
to two fellow design researchers and together generated new variations of interfaces in each
of the directions. Together, this resulted in 60 sketches of lighting interfaces.
The third session was a one-day workshop with 18 students that were engaged in one of
the semester-long projects on shared lighting interactions design (see page 78 for an impression).
To prepare for the workshop, students performed one-week context-mapping investigations
(Sleeswijk Visser et al. 2005) on lighting use in their context of choice (home or office). The
students were asked to identify information requirements and potential conflicts based on
their in-context insights. During the workshop, they were asked to design lighting interfaces
that would make this required information available during interaction, using scrap materials.
The session resulted in 49 mock-up prototypes of lighting interfaces. In total, the three sessions
resulted in 126 lighting interface concepts, of which four are presented in Figure 3.4.

3
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These three sessions were organized in collaboration with Thomas van de Werff, since they formed a preparation
to the design of three interfaces for an office lighting system that will be presented in Section 3.4. Mendel
Broekhuijsen assisted in the third session where we used the four-step process that Mendel and I defined together
(reported in Niemantsverdriet et al. 2016). The results of the three sessions (Figure 3.4) were analyzed together
with Thomas again, which resulted in four strategies to implement awareness information in lighting interfaces:
to direct attention towards the context, to present information about previous interactions, to make information about needs and wishes
explicit, and to facilitate pre-evaluation of a light setting and its impact (see Werff et al. 2016 for details).
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(C) Boundaries can be set to inform the next
user by moving the ends of the sliders inwards.

D
(D) A small light beam within the lamp
gives a preview of the new light setting.

REFLECTIONS: DESINGING FOR AWARENESS in SHARED USE
The aim in the design activities was to get experience with designing for awareness in lighting
interfaces and to gather a wide range of conceptual lighting interface concepts. Although
none of these interfaces have been evaluated, they can serve as input for speculation to shape
our expectations of relevant considerations when designing interfaces for shared use. In this
section, we first reflect upon the characteristics in the interface concepts that might have an
impact on shared use. Secondly, we look at commonalities in the thought steps, to identify
considerations and challenges that can come up when designing for shared use.

Interface Characteristics that Could Affect Shared Use
By comparing the various interfaces on differences and commonalities, we see some interesting
patterns occur. These patterns relate to decisions on certain features or characteristics in the
interfaces that might have a role in shared use. Below we describe such characteristics that we
identify in our conceptual interfaces, and that seem interesting to investigate further through
more formal evaluation. These characteristics include the content, explicitness, abstraction, and
placement of information, granularity of control, pre-evaluation, and retrievability. Just to be clear:
this section is based on speculation and should primarily be read as evidence of our growing
insights into what awareness is and how one could design for it, not as conclusions or guidelines.
Information about the Past, Present, or Future
In the interfaces, we see differences in interfaces that show information about the past, about
the present, and about the future. The distinction between past, present and future information
– or historical, recent, current, and predicted information – is also described by HincapiéRamos and colleagues (2011) in their design dimensions for availability systems. Starting with
the past, many interfaces show information about the previous interaction. For example, the
design case sLight shows with how much precision – or effort – the previous setting was created.
And the activity icons in Orbit and in the interface in Figure 3.4B both show the intention that
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the previous actor had for the setting that is about to change. Other interfaces – such as the
monocular interface in Figure 3.4A and in Shoto – show more factual information about the
present: how do people use the current setting? And what activities are other people engaged
in? The boundary interface in Figure 3.4C and the preview interface in Figure 3.4D show
information about the future: the acceptance of future changes or the impact that a future
light setting might have on others. Showing information about the past might be relevant
since the author of that previous setting might have had good reasons to create the setting that
about to change. The benefit of information about the present might be that it is most relevant
at this moment in time: information about the past might be outdated, and information about
the future might be too speculative. Also, there might be benefit in the combination between
past and present, for example. If in the interface in Figure 3.4B, the previous user set the light
in an area to ‘brainstorm mode’ but this area is no longer used for a brainstorm, the current
user might decide that the light setting is no longer relevant and could feel more encouraged
to change it. Similarly, when a previous actor claimed a large area but only a small part is
used, the current actor could decide to apply a new light setting to the unused part of the area.
Explicitness of Information
In many interfaces the information that is provided is rather factual and needs to be interpreted
by the user. For example, the effort that the previous user spent in the interaction (in sLight)
could be an indication of the appreciation of the current setting. Some interfaces allow
people to communicate more explicit information about their needs and wishes, such as their
appreciation of light settings (for example, how much users like a preset), the appropriateness
or importance of light for certain activities (for example, reading might always need a higher
brightness level), or the extent to which people accept future adjustments. For example, in
design case ‘The Untold Value’, people can shield the controls for certain parameters from other
people. A less discrete way of indicating acceptance is shown in Figure 3.4C. In this interface,
people can limit the range of parameters to set boundaries to the adjustments that other
people can make. What is interesting about more explicit information, is that it might shift
responsibility from the person that is making an adjustment to the people that have to provide
the information: an actor can hardly be blamed for making an inappropriate adjustment if
the information saying that it is inappropriate was not provided first.
Privacy and Abstraction of Information
A common topic in awareness research is the trade-off between awareness and privacy
(e.g., Erickson and Kellogg 2000; Hudson and Smith 1996; Pedersen and Sokoler 1997).
In Shoto, we handled the issue of privacy by only showing information about an interaction,
instead of information about the content. The scrolling wheel on the shared interface presents
blurred thumbnails of the photos and only the photos that are placed on the stack – and are
thus intended for sharing – become recognizable to others. This case shows that it might
be interesting to abstract information to protect privacy. Also, all interface examples show
information to all users in the same way and people can see the information that is shared
about them in the same way that other people see this information. This is in line with
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Design Case
sLight

designed by Eef Lubbers, Jesse Meijers and Tom van ‘t Westeinde
sLight is a tangible interface for the Philips Hue system. The interface consists of a square surface with
ascending corners and wooden sticks each representing one lamp. To distinguish the different sticks, they
vary in color and length where colors represent the area of the room in which the lamps are located (e.g.,
all lamps in the open kitchen area). The three lower corners of the surface each can be set to a lighting
preset. When a stick is placed in a corner, the corresponding preset is applied that lamp. The one higher
corner of the surface can be used to set the lamp to white light of different brightness: the higher the
stick is positioned on the slope, the brighter the white light in that lamp will be.
Interesting about sLight is that the layout of the sticks does not only give a visual representation of the
current light setting but also of the effort that was put into that light setting. For example, if all sticks
pertaining to the lounge area are specifically placed on a certain preset or brightness (see Figure C);
this might indicate that the lounge area has been intentionally set in a certain way and should be left
unchanged but that the other areas can be freely adjusted.
sLight resulted from the 2014 edition of the Master course on ‘Designing for Peripheral Interaction’ by Saskia Bakker and
me, where students were asked to design a peripheral lighting interface (see Bakker and Niemantsverdriet 2016).

Interactions with sLight: (A) Move all sticks to change the lighting in the whole room to a certain preset. (B) Move sticks of a single
color to apply a preset to one area of the room. (C) The highest corner can be used to set lamps to white light of a certain brightness.

A

B

C

Erickson’s (2003) third-person perspective approach.
Placement of Information
The concepts also differ in the placement of information. Some interfaces represent most
information in the interface itself, such as Shoto. However, the context can already contain
much of the required information. Instead of translating all necessary information into the
interface, some of the concepts direct people’s attention to the implicit information that is
available in the context. An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.4A. In this monocular
interface, people can look through the monocular to the area that they want to adjust, and
turn the rings to make adjustments to the lighting. In this way, people’s the area of impact is
within people’s visual focus, which makes it difficult to miss important information about who
might be impacted, the use of space, the atmosphere, or on-going activities. So it might be
interesting to search for interaction styles that direct people’s attention towards natural sources
of information.
Granularity of Control
While traditionally design for awareness mainly concerns the visibility of information, it
seems that shared use requires alteration of people’s action possibilities as well. Awareness of
others is only useful if people can act differently based upon that awareness, which requires
more fine-grained control. For example, if Orbit would only allow people to choose between
(1) adjusting all lamps at once or (2) leaving all lamps unchanged, there is little opportunity
of taking others into account: one of the users will need to settle. Therefore, we added the
global and local control possibilities in Orbit, which opens up more detailed possibilities. This
makes it possible to compromise by adjusting only some lamps and leaving others unchanged.
In Shoto, this is reflected in the ability to place photos with different sizes and in different
positions, instead of only full-screen.
Pre-evaluation of the Impact
Even if people are aware of the needs and wishes of others, it might be challenging to find
a light setting that suits the social context, especially since detailed lighting control is rather
new to people. Interfaces could support people in estimating what impact an adjustment
might have on others by facilitating pre-evaluation of an envisioned light setting, before the
adjustment is applied to the space. Such a two-step process might prevent people from making
mistakes by offering safe way to experiment with light. In Figure 3.4D, a preview of the
envisioned light setting is shown in a small part of the local lighting before the user applies
the light setting to the overall lighting in the space. Another possibility would be to add an
augmented preview layer to the context, to show the impact of an adjustment on others in
the space. This could, for example, be added to the monocular interface in Figure 3.4A. More
abstract – but perhaps also more realistic – Orbit previews the color scheme of the preview in
the display before selection.
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Returning to Previous Settings
Even when people know what the outcome of their interaction is, mistakes are of course
still possible. In those cases, it might be necessary to allow people to return to a previous
setting. While the necessity of ‘undo’ options in order to correct system’s actions has been
mentioned in research (Bellotti et al. 2002), it might also be important to help people recover
from undesired adjustments made by other users. In Orbit, this is resolved by having all presets
available to (and thus retrievable by) all users.

Process Steps and Design Considerations
Looking at the design processes that lead to the interface concepts, there are certain
commonalities in the steps that were taken and the questions that were considered. As a first
step, we – and the other designers we involved – often looked at the roles that people can
have in their interaction with the system, for different scenarios of use. In Shoto, for example,
people can browse, share, narrate, or spectate. Note that not all of these roles involve active users:
spectators in Shoto might not even have the application installed; yet they should be seen as a
user of system. Defining the roles that people can have within the system makes it possible to
determine whether people’s interactions might have an impact each other, and thus whether
there is a possibility that the system become shared in use. If a certain interaction does not
impact any of the other roles, there is no need to pay special attention to shared use for that
particular action.
For every interaction where there can be a potential impact on others, we then tried to specify
the information requirements that people might have. For example, the person interacting
needs to be able to estimate what behavior is appropriate given the social context, and need
to be able to estimate the impact of a planned adjustment. And after the lighting conditions
have changed, other people might need to know who adjusted the light to be able to hold
that person accountable for undesired adjustments. We found that being specific about what
information is required is more useful, since providing too much information could lead to
privacy issues (see the reflection on Privacy and Abstraction). Next to information requirements,
there might also be a need for additional control possibilities, to make it possible for people to
take each other into consideration (see the reflection on Granularity of Control).
Lastly, once the information and control requirements are defined, they need to be made
available in the interface. In this step, the before discussed reflections on the interface
characteristics – explicitness, abstraction, and placement of information, pre-evaluation, and
retrievability – require consideration in order to visualize the right information in the right away
during interaction. In Table 3.1, our steps and the related considerations are summarized for
each of the three steps.
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Process Step

Design Considerations

1 Determine
whether the
system can be
shared in use

What roles can people have in their interaction with the system?
Is all interaction active or is the resulting state
of a system also ‘used’ passively?
Are people using the system simultaneously or are they taking turns?
For every control possibility, is there an impact on other people?

2 Define the
information
and control
requirements

What information requirements do people have?
What information is already available?
Can compromises be made with the available
control possibilities that people have?

3 Visualizing
the required
information and
presenting the
required control
in the interaction

How explicit should the information be?
Considering user privacy, is all (detail in the) information necessary?
Where should the information be placed?
Is pre-evaluation possible?
Can people retrieve previous settings?

Table 3.1: Our process steps and considerations.
The answers to the considerations in Table 3.1 are not trivial. Step one requires a thorough
insight into the context of use. This is why we asked the students in session three to perform
a context-mapping investigation as preparation to the workshop. Although these insights
into the context also helped in determining what information requirements people might
have, the second step was often mainly based on speculation. In order to get to new ideas of
information streams, we used Bellotti and Edwards’ list (2001) of ‘human-salient details’ –
presence, identity, arrival, departure, status, availability, and activity – for inspiration. Yet it
could still be difficult to reason what the effect of having certain information would be. The
third step takes the biggest leap of the three: this is where all the design decisions are made.
Although the considerations – resulting from the reflections on interface characteristics – can
help in making the decisions explicit, it seems that the considerations do not all have ‘best
outcomes’. Considering the content of the information, for example, we can name potential
benefits of presenting information about the past, about the present, and about the future.
Also, the different considerations sometimes represent trade-offs. For example, although more
detail could perhaps lead to increased awareness, it might also inflict privacy. Therefore,
it seems that for every design decision, the potential positive and negative impacts of that
decision on shared use need to be balanced out.
The challenges that we faced in these three steps – determining whether the system is shared in
use, defining information and control requirements, and visualizing the required information
in the interaction – highlight the need for additional support. Developing design tools that
can support designers in these three steps forms one of our main aims from this moment on.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this section, we investigated how to design for awareness by engaging in different design
activities. We presented two more elaborate design cases (resulting in Orbit and Shoto) and
three creative sessions, which all had the aim of gathering a diverse body of conceptual
interfaces that can increase their users’ awareness of the social context. We presented two
different reflections on these outcomes of the design activities. By looking back at the processes
that lead to the designs, we specified three common thought steps: we generally started
by determining whether the system can be shared, then defined information and control
requirements for situations of shared use, and thirdly tried to design the required information
and control in the interaction. Since the considerations within these three steps are not trivial,
we expect that designers could benefit from support for these three steps.
The other reflection focuses on the differences and commonalities between the interfaces, to
identify interesting features that might have an impact on shared use. These characteristics
include the content of information (past, present, or future), explicitness of information (factual
vs. explicit about needs and wishes), abstraction level (detail of information in relation to privacy),
placement of information (in the interface or in the context), the granularity of control (in relation
to the available alternatives to choose from), possibility of pre-evaluation (to allow for exploration
without impacting others), and retrievability of previous settings (to recover from mistakes). The
effect of the characteristics on shared use derived from conceptual interfaces that have not
been empirically evaluated, which makes the presented relations between characteristics and
sharing behavior speculative. Therefore, rather than as design guidelines, these insights should
be seen as our expectations that require further investigation. Therefore, in the next section,
we plan to formalize them further in relation to literature and capture them in new interface
designs that are suitable for evaluation.
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3.4 DESIGNING THREE COMPARABLE
INTERFACES FOR SHARED LIGHTING USE
In the previous section, we have shaped our expectations on how to design for awareness in
lighting interfaces, based on the conceptual results of different design activities. As a next step,
we aim to formalize these expectations and prepare a systematic evaluation of some of the
relations between interface characteristics and sharing behavior. We aim to develop a number
of mature interface designs that capture our expectations, and that can be compared during
longitudinal use. If interfaces that have different characteristic result in different sharing
behavior given similar circumstances, this would provide evidence for the influence of certain
design decisions on shared use. Therefore, the interfaces that we want to design in this chapter
should be seen as physical hypotheses: research tools that “have sufficient product qualities to draw valid
and relevant conclusions from.” (van den Hoven et al. 2007:114).
In this section, we aim to develop three lighting interfaces4 that systematically vary on a
number of characteristics that we expect to be of influence on shared use. To ensure that
the interfaces become systematically related, we start by formalizing design requirements:
we explicitly state on which characteristics we want the interfaces to vary and which aspects
should be controlled, to make the interfaces comparable to each other. We then present the
three interfaces that were designed to match these requirements: the Floorplan, the Pointer, and
the Canvas.

INTERFACE DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
To ensure that the interfaces that we develop are comparable to each other, we start with
defining the ways in which we want the interfaces to vary (the variables we manipulate) and the
aspects that we want to keep consistent (controlled variables). These design requirements for the
interfaces come from our expectations that resulted from the reflections upon the conceptual
interfaces in Section 3.3, in combination with findings from literature. Below, we explain the
requirements in detail.

Manipulated Variables: Information and Interaction Style
We start by listing the ways in which we want the interfaces to differ. Variations between the
interfaces on a specific characteristic allow us to study whether that interface characteristic has
an effect on shared use of the lighting system. First of all, related to our interest in designing
4

The three interfaces in this section were designed in collaboration with Thomas van de Werff. Thomas’ research
investigates the opportunities of new office lighting technologies – of which personal control over lighting to
office workers forms a main benefit. In this dissertation, we only present our expectations about the relations
between interaction style and sharing behavior. However, we also formulated expectations about the relations
between interaction style and appraisal of personal control over the lighting system, which are more related to
Thomas’ research and are reported in (Werff et al. 2017).
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for awareness, we want the interfaces to vary in the type of social information they allow people
to communicate amongst each other. Secondly, we want the interfaces to vary in their overall
interaction style to prove that even when designers do not intentionally design interfaces for
shared use, their design decisions still impact how the systems are used in shared contexts.
This interaction style can be characterized as a difference in distribution and ownership of the
interface, dedication of the device, modality of the interaction, and the sequence of steps in the
interaction. Below, we describe for each of the characteristics why we expect it to be of
influence on sharing behavior, and which variations we want to compare. For a summary, see
Table 3.2.
Type of Information
In Section 2.6, we hypothesized about what relevant information types could be to resolve
different types of lighting conflicts. In the explorations in Section 3.3, we speculated about the
differences between communicating information about the past, the present, or the future and
about the explicitness of that information. To really understand what information could be
relevant, we need to investigate how having awareness of different types of social information
can influence actual shared use. Therefore, we want each of the three interfaces to present a
different type of social information.
We chose to represent the following types of information: intention (people’s reason for choosing
a certain light setting), authorship (the identity of the person that made the current light setting),
and preference (preferred alternatives of the people in the space). There are different reasons
why these particular types seem interesting to investigate. Firstly, intention and preference
are expected to help people in resolving conflicts that result from a difference in activity or
preference (see Section 2.6) and knowing authorship is known to increase accountability
(Jessup, Connolly, and Tansik 1990). Authorship and intention both represent information
about the previous interaction, while preference information relates to the future. Furthermore,
intention and preference form more explicit information types, while authorship is factual.
Lastly, these three types of information are all common in awareness information taxonomies
(e.g., Gutwin and Greenberg 2002; McDonald, Gokhman, and Zachry 2012) and form the
three types of information that appeared most frequently in the concepts in Section 3.3.
Ownership, Distribution, and Dedication
The current default in interaction with most commercial IoT-like systems is to interact using
an application running on personal and mobile devices (e.g., laptops, smart phones, smart
watches and tablets). This choice of interaction style defines a particular combination of
ownership (personal), distribution (fine-grained), and dedication (multi-purpose), which might
have impact on shared use. For example, distribution and location of the interface are known
to be of influence on lighting interaction. Offermans et al. (2014), found that the location of
the interface greatly influences effort, and thus the willingness to interact: people often do
not bother to move in order to adjust the light. They also describe an interesting paradox of
smart phones in relation to effort: although personal mobile devices are generally close-by and
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ready at hand, finding and opening an application still requires effort and time (Aliakseyeu
et al. 2016; Offermans et al. 2014). Moreover, the location of technologies is also known to
influence perceived ownership and sharing behavior (Brush and Inkpen 2007; Frohlich and
Kraut 2003; Gruning and Lindley 2016). The distribution of objects are known to influence
communication (Crabtree et al. 2003; Elliot, Neustaedter, and Greenberg 2005) and mobile
objects allow people to make meaningful spatial arrangements (Crabtree and Rodden 2004;
Rodden et al. 2004; Taylor et al. 2007).
We want to investigate further what effect ownership, distribution, and dedication of the interaction
can have on shared use. Therefore, in the interfaces, we aim to make three distinct combinations
of variations in distribution (at hand, nearby, and central in the room), ownership (personal,
shared with a small group, and shared with everyone), and dedication (single- or multi-purpose).
Interaction Modality
Related to the above characteristics, we also expect the interaction modality to influence
shared use and the availability of awareness information. Tangible interaction is known
to have potential advantages over screen-based interaction styles. For example, in tangible
interfaces the state of the system can generally be directly read from the manipulated object
(van den Hoven et al. 2013; Ullmer and Ishii 2000). This might lead to feedthrough of
awareness information (Gutwin and Greenberg 2002; Hornecker and Buur 2006; Ullmer
and Ishii 2000). Moreover, tangible and gestural interfaces “rely on embodied interaction, tangible
manipulation, physical representation of data and embedding in real space” (Hornecker and Buur
2006:437). This makes that they allow for expressive gestures and non-verbal communication
(Hornecker and Buur 2006; van den Hoven and Mazalek 2011; Nacenta et al. 2007): “being
able to see another’s physical actions can enhance awareness, which in turn can support fluid interaction and
coordination.” (Hornecker et al. 2008:167). And as mentioned in the reflection on placement
of information, we expect that gestural interfaces might help to harvest information from
the context. Advantages of screen-based approaches on the other hand, are the ability for
higher complexity in information and interaction elements and information is perhaps more
scalable and adaptive in screen-based interfaces (van den Hoven et al. 2013). Also, people are
accustomed to this type of interaction nowadays, as screen-based interfaces are omnipresent.
We want to compare three types of modalities to investigate how these benefits of the different
modalities influence lighting control and shared use. We therefore aim to design one tangible,
one tangible-gestural, and one screen-based graphical user interface.
Sequence of Interaction
As argued in the reflections, it might be challenging for people to correctly estimate the impact
of their adjustment on others. We therefore expect that a two-step interaction sequence,
where people can pre-evaluate a light setting before applying it, might be beneficial to shared
interactions. In communication systems, for example, this revisability is known to lead to lower
repair cost of possible faults (Clark and Brennan 1991). However, having a two-step sequence
will increase the effort that interaction takes. We want to compare a one-step sequence (where
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the interaction has an immediate effect on the lighting) and a two-step sequence (where the
effect can be revised before confirming the interaction and applying the new setting to the
space) in our interface designs.
In summary, we aim to design three interfaces that vary on a number of characteristics that
we expect to influence shared use of the lighting system. Table 3.2 shows an overview of how
the variations are clustered together. These combinations were formed such that the three
interfaces represent three common interaction styles: an application, a remote control, and a
central tangible interface.
Characteristics

Interface 1:
application

Interface 2:
remote control

Interface 3:
central tangible

Type of information

Intention

Authorship

Preference

A personal interface
on a personal,
mobile device

Distributed
interfaces shared
with a small
group of people

One central,
shared interface

Dedication

Multi-purpose
device

Dedicated device

Dedicated device

Interaction modality

Graphical user
interface

Tangible-gestural
interface

Tangible interface

Two-step sequence
(evaluate & confirm)

Two-step sequence
(evaluate & confirm)

One-step sequence
(direct effect)

Ownership and
distribution

Sequence of interaction

Table 3.2. An overview of the design requirements for the three interaction concepts

Controlled Variables: Context, System, and Control
We have so far presented the ways in which we want the interfaces to differ. However, to
make the comparison fair, we also need to keep certain characteristics consistent between the
interfaces. We want to evaluate the three interfaces in the same research context with the same
people, to exclude the possibility that the differences in shared use come from interpersonal or
contextual differences in social norms. Moreover, we want the interfaces to function with the
same lighting system and to offer the exact same control over the lighting, to ensure that differences
are caused by the way that the interfaces are designed; not their functionality. Below we give
arguments for our choice in research context, lighting system, and control parameters.
Research Context
Up to now, we have mostly focused on shared lighting use in the home environment. However,
joint use of systems is not limited to the home, and there are advantages to evaluation of
the interface in the office environment. Recently, open-plan offices have become increasingly
common in the Netherlands (de Kok 2016). In open-plan offices, a larger space is shared
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amongst a varied group of co-workers, doing different activities and potentially having
different lighting needs and tastes. Since desks are often not personally allocated, the use
of space is flexible and dynamic and the group of people is more varied than in, e.g., the
home environment where people are more homogenous and relationships are closer. Also,
first examples of commercial interactive lighting systems have only recently started to appear
in the office (e.g., Osram n.d.; Philips n.d.). All these characteristics make it likely that shared
use has not settled into the established norms and routines we found in the home environment
(see Section 2.4).
Lighting System
As a platform for our prototypes, we use a prototype of an office lighting system originally
developed by the Enlight consortium (Enlight consortium n.d.), which Thomas van de
Werff re-designed to function with custom interface prototypes. The system comprises 22
LED luminaires and a server PC. The light output of the luminaires can vary in intensity (03800 lumen) and color temperature (1700-8000 Kelvin). Each luminaire can be individually
addressed by the server, using the Zigbee protocol for wireless communication. The server PC
runs a Processing sketch that converts the messages from the interfaces – through Zigbee or
Wi-Fi – to usable commands.
Lighting Control Parameters
We are interested in evaluating the impact of the design of the interfaces on shared use – not of
their functionality. Therefore, we want all three interfaces to provide the exact same control over
the light. Since most people are unfamiliar with detailed lighting control (Lucero et al. 2007,
2016; Offermans et al. 2014), it is important to consider how the lighting control parameters
are presented to the user. Control over lighting can be offered on different levels, as described
by Offermans (2016:134). On the lowest level, lamp parameters refer to technical settings of the
individual lamp (e.g., hue, saturation, brightness). While this layer offers most direct control
the user – parameters are set directly without translation by the system – it can be effortful
and difficult to understand. On the highest level are context parameters, which are abstracted
commands – about activity or ambience, for example – that are then translated to lighting
parameters by the system. Although this high-level approach is common in lighting and has
been recommended (Lucero et al. 2007), it presents quite some system interpretation on what
‘appropriate’ settings are, which might result in pre-established social norms (e.g., always use
the ‘brainstorm’ preset during brainstorms).
Therefore, in our interfaces we want to offer control over the middle layer in Offermans’
framework: the lighting parameters. In this layer, direct control is offered on lighting control
parameters but for multiple lamps simultaneously to balance effort. To specify the parameters
further, we want to allow people to control the color temperature (1700-8000 Kelvin) and the
luminous intensity (0-3800 lumen), separately in different areas (i.e., clusters of luminaires that
are controlled as one).
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THREE INTERFACES FOR AN OFFICE LIGHTING SYSTEM
Based on the design requirements, we iteratively designed three interfaces for an office lighting
system. When designing interfaces for research, there is an interesting balance between making
the interfaces comparable and making them relevant as a concept: “On the one hand, the more
seriously researchers take design, the more difficult it becomes to draw unambiguous theoretical conclusions. On
the other hand, when the theoretical frame and the aims of the study guide prototyping, a good amount of design
relevance is sacrificed.” (Koskinen et al. 2011:62). In this particular case, we regarded making
a believable and convincing alternative more important than controlling all variables. As a
result, the interfaces are quite distinct from one another, and they might also embody more
variations than only the ones specified. Nevertheless, the social norms surrounding shared use
of the system are rather subtle and implicit, as found in Section 2.4 and 2.5. We expect that
only interfaces that are taken seriously enough will bring them out.
The three resulting interfaces are the Floorplan, the Pointer and the Canvas interface (see
Figure 3.5). The Floorplan corresponds with the requirements in interface 1 in Table 3.2,
and the design is a further-developed version of the interface concept in Figure 3.4B. It is
an application that can be used on personal devices and that shows intention. The Pointer –
corresponding with Interface 2 in Table 3.2 – is a remote control-like interface that is shared
with people located in one area. It communicates authorship. The Canvas – interface 3 in
Table 3.2 – is a wall-mounted tangible interface located in a central location. It allows for
expression of preference and forms a variation of the concept in Figure 3.4C. Below, we
describe for each interface how people can interact with the interface, how the requirements
are reflected in the interface, and how the prototype was made functional5.
Figure 3.5. The three interfaces: (A) the Floorplan application, (B) the Pointer remote
control, and (C) the Canvas interface. See page 109, 152, and 158 for larger photos.

A
5

B

C

Technical development of the interfaces was for the most part a collaborative effort between Thomas van de
Werff and me. However, the programming of the Floorplan application was primary done by Thomas and the
circuit boards in the Pointer are based on an earlier prototype made by Serge Offermans.
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The Floorplan
The Floorplan (Figure 3.5A) is a graphical user interface that can be used on personal devices
such as a laptop or smartphone. Interaction with the Floorplan starts with a map of the
space in which the user can select one or more areas where s/he wants to adjust the light
(Figure 3.6A). After selecting the area, a control menu comes up where the intensity and
color temperature of the light can be adjusted, relative to the current setting (Figure 3.6B).
By pressing the preview button in the center, the new light setting is applied to the luminaires.
People can choose to add an activity icon to their light setting to communicate their intention
with the new setting to other people, by pressing the corresponding icon (Figure 3.6C). In this
way, intention – i.e., the intended activity with a light setting – is made visible (e.g., in Figure
3.6D the light has been set for a meeting). Activity icons can be changed or removed manually,
without altering the light setting.
The Floorplan application was made using Processing, and then exported as an application
for Windows, Apple OS, and Android devices. The application communicates with the
local server PC over Wi-Fi, which then sends the lighting adjustments to the corresponding
luminaires over Zigbee. The server uses broadcast messages to make sure all instances of the
Floorplan application are in sync with each other, and keep the information in the interface
up-to-date.

A

B

C

D

Figure 3.6. Interaction with the Floorplan. (A) Select areas on the map. (B) Adjust intensity and
color temperature with the sliders and press the preview to apply. (C) Select an activity icon to
show intention to other people. (D) All applications are in sync to show the current setting.
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The Pointer
The Pointer (Figure 3.5B) is a tangible-gestural remote control-like interface. One Pointer
with a distinct color is located in each area in the room, and one receiver per area is mounted
on the ceiling above the tables. The Pointers have two sliders to adjust the intensity and color
temperature. A preview of the new light setting is shown in the button on top of the remote
(Figure 3.7A). People can apply the new setting to the lights in the space by pointing at the
receiver in the area they want to adjust and pressing the button (Figure 3.7B). The indicator
light in the receiver takes on the color of the remote that was used to set the light in that area
(e.g. Figure 3.5B shows that the orange area has been adjusted by the blue Pointer). In this way,
authorship – i.e., which table group is responsible for the current light setting – becomes visible
as a consequence of interaction (in contrast to the Floorplan and Canvas, where providing
social information forms an explicit additional step).
The controller consists of an infrared (IR) LED (TSAL6100), two analogue linear slider
potentiometers, a Lithne board (Magielse and Offermans 2013b), and a button with an
integrated RGB LED, in a laser cut MDF casing with acrylic cover. The receiver comprises an
IR receiver (TSOP32438), a Lithne board, and an RGB LED with diffuser; all integrated in a
cardboard ceiling tile. When the button on the controller is pressed, the ID of the controller
is transmitted to the targeted receiver in the ceiling using a coded infrared (IR) signal; and the
light setting is sent to the server through Zigbee. The targeted receiver sends the controller ID
to the server. In turn, the server can then infer which area was target by which receiver, and
sends the new light setting to the corresponding luminaires.

A

B

C

Figure 3.7. Interaction with the Pointer interface. (A) Adjust the sliders for intensity
and color temperature. (B&C) Point to an area and press the button to apply the
setting. The indicator light in the receiver takes on the sender’s color.
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The Canvas
The Canvas (Figure 3.5C) is a tangible interface, which can be wall-mounted at a central
location in the space. The four table groups are represented by four tokens, which can be
distinguished from each other through the icon on top (representing the table layout in the
area) and their color (using the same color coding as the Pointer). The tokens can be moved
around the canvas to change the light at the corresponding table group: vertical movement
to adjust the intensity, and horizontal movement to adjust color temperature. The gradient
on the canvas shows a graphical indication of the new light setting (Figure 3.8A). People
can draw a boundary around tokens using a laser stylus (Figure 3.8B). In this way, preference –
i.e. acceptance of new adjustments – is communicated to possible future users (e.g., the red
boundary in Figure 3.8B might indicate that the intensity can be adjusted but that the color
temperature should be left unchanged). Boundaries can be removed with the stylus or by
moving the tokens out of the boundary.
The Canvas interface consists of passive tokens (made of MDF and magnets) on a photo
frame with a semi-translucent print between two layers of acrylic. The tokens on the front of
the frame are connected by magnets to markers on the back of the frame. Sliding a token over
the Canvas thus makes the magnetic marker on the back follow. The position of the markers
is detected by a webcam connected to a PC running a Processing sketch. Whenever a change
in position is noticed, the corresponding light setting is send to the server PC over Wi-Fi,
which in turn updates the corresponding luminaires. The boundary stylus is a laser pointer
that can be tracked by the webcam by detecting differences in pixel color. The boundaries are
projected again from the back onto the Canvas. The interface is placed in an open doorframe
to hide the projector, webcam and computer from sight.

A

B

Figure 3.8. Interaction with the Canvas. (A) Area tokens can be moved freely over
the canvas: vertical to adjust intensity and horizontal to adjust color temperature.
(B) Using the stylus, boundaries can be drawn to indicate preference.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this section, we presented three interfaces: the Floorplan application, the Pointer remote
control, and the Canvas tangible interface. By designing the interfaces to reflect pre-defined
design requirements, we ensure that they systematically vary on a number of characteristics
that we can investigate their influence on shared use (type of information and interaction style), while
keeping others controlled to allow for a fair comparison (context, system, and lighting control). The
interfaces have been developed into mature prototypes that are fully functional, to make them
ready for evaluation in a real-life office environment.
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3.5 CONCLUDING THIS CHAPTER
Although designing for awareness is a common strategy in HCI, it has mainly been applied to
systems that either have presenting information as primary aim or that are shared in use as part
of their functionality (e.g., collaboration). It can be expected that collaboration systems have
different characteristics than the everyday interactions with, for example, lighting systems
that we focus on in this research, which makes that the current design knowledge requires
translation when applying it interactions with systems that are shared as consequence of use.
In this chapter, we have therefore started with exploring what ‘designing for awareness’ might
look like when designing interfaces for interactive systems that are shared as a consequence
of use. We engaged in different design activities to develop a variety of interface examples –
ranging from conceptual in Section 3.3 to more mature in Section 3.4. These explorations
first of all presented us with insights into the challenges that come up when designing for
awareness. We identified three common steps of consideration:
•
•
•

Determining the need to support shared use
Identifying people’s information and control requirements
Visualizing the required awareness information in the interface

Since the outcomes are highly context-dependent, these steps have to be considered anew
in every design process. Therefore, we seek to develop support for designers in finding the
optimal solutions to these considerations for their specific context in this research.
A second result of the explorations is that they helped to sharpen our expectations about
the relations between interface characteristics and sharing behavior. We identified a number
of aspects that seem important to consider when designing interfaces for shared use. These
aspects include the content, explicitness, abstraction, and placement of social information that the
interfaces portray; the granularity of control that they offer; and whether they allow people to
pre-evaluate the impact or result of an interaction and to retrieve previous settings after mistakes. We
expect that pinpointing such considerations and their potential impact on shared use could
help designers in making more informed decisions (especially in step 2 and 3 listed above).
However, since they derive from reflections on conceptual interfaces that have not been
evaluated, the aspects and considerations are speculative for now. Therefore, we captured
systematic variations of the aspects in three interfaces for an open office lighting system. The
Floorplan, Pointer, and Canvas are comparable in context, system, and control, but not in
their communication of awareness information and overall interaction style. This makes them
suitable research vehicles to further investigate and formalize our expectations on the relations
between interface characteristics and sharing behavior.
Our next step will be to compare shared use of the three interfaces longitudinally in a real-life
office environment. Through such an evaluation, we can validate our scope on awareness in
shared use, and further investigate the role of interface design in sharing behavior.
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MAIN INSIGHTS
•

Interfaces can be designed to support awareness by rendering important social
information visible. This is a known strategy in design of collaboration systems
and groupware, and could be implemented broader to all systems that are
shared as a consequence of use (Section 3.2).

•

When designing for awareness, there are common steps of consideration that
can be challenging: determining whether the system can be shared, defining
information and control requirements, and designing the required information
and control in the interaction (Section 3.3).

•

The content, explicitness, abstraction, and placement of social information, the
granularity of control, possibility of pre-evaluation, and retrievability of settings are
all aspects that require consideration when designing interactions with systems
that can be shared in use, since they are likely to impact sharing behavior.
Common design decisions – on the distribution and location, ownership, dedication
of the device; interaction modality, and sequence of interaction – are likely to be
of influence on these aspects; and thus on shared use (Section 3.3 and 3.4).
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abstract
In the previous chapters, we have defined an approach towards interaction with shared systems
based on providing people with awareness. We captured the preliminary insights into three
interface designs for a shared office lighting system: the Floorplan, Pointer, and Canvas. In this
chapter, we evaluate the three interfaces during longitudinal use in an open-plan office. The
evaluation aims to confirm and specify the role of awareness in people’s interactions with
shared systems and to investigate to what extent the three interfaces can support this awareness.
We present three separate analyses on qualitative results of the study. In the first analysis
(Section 4.3), we refine our understanding of decision-making when interacting with a shared
lighting system. We identify three common considerations that people had when deciding on
how to interact: people considered their reasons to interact, the expected impact on others, and
how to balance one’s own concerns and the concerns of others. For each consideration, people
use different types of information to come to an answer. These insights confirm that the lighting
system was perceived as shared, that people do take others into account in most interactions,
and that awareness of others can support people in interacting in more collaborative ways.
In the second and third analyses, we zoom into the differences between the three interfaces.
In analysis 2 (Section 4.4), we look at how people use and appraise the three types of explicit
social information in the interfaces. We find that although intention, authorship, and preference form
potentially useful information types, this usefulness can be compromised by the way in which
the information is visualized in the interface. Especially timing, detail, ambiguity, and accuracy of
the information require careful consideration when designing. In analysis 3 (Section 4.5) we
look at the influence of the interaction style on coordination of shared use. We find that the
distribution, ownership, and modality affect the amount of verbal communication during interaction,
the extent to which people take each other into consideration, and the perceived level of accountability.
These relations emphasize the importance of considering shared use when designing interfaces.
Based on all three analyses, we confirm that designing for awareness would make a valuable
approach to designing lighting interfaces, since (1) people take each other into consideration
in their interactions with the lighting system, (2) these considerations are both supported and
triggered by awareness information, and (3) decisions made during the design process of the
three interfaces influenced the availability of this awareness information (Section 4.6).

Parts of this chapter are based upon the following publications:
•
Thomas van de Werff, Karin Niemantsverdriet, Harm van Essen, Berry Eggen (2016)
‘Evaluating Interface Characteristics for Shared Lighting Systems in the Office Environment’. In
Proceedings of the 2017 Conference on Designing Interactive Systems (DIS’17), ACM, New York,
NY, USA, p. 209-220.
•

Karin Niemantsverdriet, Thomas van de Werff, Harm van Essen, Berry Eggen (2018)
‘Share and Share Alike? Social Information and Interaction Style in Coordination of Shared Use’. In
Proceedings of the 2018 International SIGCHI Conference on Computer-Human Interaction (CHI’18),
ACM, New York, NY, USA, p. 303:1-14.
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4.1 INTRODUCING THIS CHAPTER
In this dissertation, we investigate how to design interfaces for interactive systems that can
be shared in use. In Chapter 2, we have argued that people require awareness of the (social)
situation in order to coordinate shared use amongst each other. In Chapter 3, we have explored
different ways in which awareness information could be visualized in interfaces and what other
interface characteristics might impact shared use. We have captured our expectations in three
interface designs for an office lighting system: the Floorplan, the Pointer, and the Canvas interface
(Figure 3.6), which systematically vary in their interaction style and the type of information
they represent. In this chapter, we want to observe longitudinal use of the three interfaces in
a real-life open plan office environment. The overarching goal for this investigation is that we
want to evaluate whether designing for awareness is indeed a valuable approach to designing
interactions with systems that are shared in use.
We have three more specific aims. Firstly, we aim to further refine our understanding of
how people interact with a lighting system that is shared in use, regardless of the interface
design. We want to specify in what way other people are taken into consideration, and identify
the role of awareness in this decision-making process. Such insights build upon the findings
in Chapter 2. Looking at the differences between the interfaces, they each allow people to
communicate a different type of explicit social information. In the Floorplan, people can
communicate their intention with the current light setting by adding an activity icon to the
area they adjusted. The Pointer shows which controller is responsible for creating the current
light setting (authorship) through the color of the indicator lights. And in the Canvas, people
can draw boundaries around the tokens to express their preference for that area to future users.
As a second aim, we wish to evaluate how people use these types of information during their
interactions, and whether they appraise the way in which the information is visualized. Next
to the type of explicit information they visualize, the interfaces also differ in their overall
interaction style: the Floorplan application is a GUI that can be used on personal devices, the
Pointer remote control is a tangible-gestural interface that is distributed per area, and the Canvas is
a shared tangible interface in a central location in the room. In Section 3.4, we speculated about
how these interface characteristics might influence shared use. Our third aim is to evaluate
how the differences in interaction style influence how people coordinate shared use.
To address the aims, we performed a qualitative study1 in which the interfaces are used for
multiple weeks each to control the lighting in an open-plan office environment. In Section 4.2,

1

The study was done in collaboration with Thomas van de Werff, who investigates the impact of new office
lighting technologies on all stakeholders. Thomas’ interest in the outcomes of the study are primarily on how to
design interactions with office lighting systems (best reflected in Werff et al. 2017), whereas my interest is in how
to design for shared use (see Niemantsverdriet et al. 2018). The study itself is an equal collaborative effort: from
the design of the interfaces and the study setup, to the data preparation, general analysis, and paper writing; all
steps in the setup and in analysis 2 and 3 were jointly executed. Analysis 1 only looks at shared use and does not
take the interface designs into consideration: this analysis was primarily executed by me.
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we give a detailed overview of the setup of the study. The following three sections each present
a separate analysis of the qualitative accounts of 31 participants that jointly performed over
1500 interactions with the shared lighting system. The sections correspond with our three
aims. In Section 4.3, we address how people interact with systems that are shared in use
and identify the role of awareness. In Section 4.4, we discuss use and appraisal of the three
types of explicit awareness information. And in Section 4.5, we analyze relations between the
differences in interaction style and differences in how people coordinate shared use. In Section
4.6, we conclude this chapter with a discussion of whether designing for awareness seems a
valuable approach, based on the findings of this study. We also give overview of our main
insights and present a brief outlook to Chapter 5, where we plan to formalize the findings of
this study to make them more generalizable.

Figure 4.1. The research context: an open-plan student workspace.
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4.2 METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, we want to observe how people interact with a shared lighting system, and
identify whether the various differences between the interfaces influence these interactions and
how people coordinate shared use. Accomplishing these aims brings various requirements for
the setup of the study. Firstly, since it takes time to establish social norms and routines (Grudin
1994; Rogers 2011), we aim for a longitudinal evaluation. Secondly, to rule out differences in
coordination between different groups of people, we want to compare the interfaces within
participants. We combined multiple variations per interface (Section 3.4) and we expect that
differences in shared use are subtle and implicit. In a setup where the same participants use
all three interfaces, we can ask participants to co-reflect upon the differences between the
interfaces, which might make relations clearer and might also bring subtle effects to light.
Thirdly, to make the comparison clearer the interfaces should be used separately. However,
this sequential use of the interfaces is likely to give an order effect: since we know that people’s
understanding of the system build-up from previous experiences can influence use (Section
2.2), people might interact differently with the first interface than with the last. Therefore, we
want to conduct the study twice so that we can vary the order of the interfaces. In this section,
we describe how these requirements are reflected in the setup of the study.
Context
We expect that open-plan offices form an interesting context for studying shared lighting
use. In open-plan offices, a larger space is shared flexibly amongst a varied group of coworkers. Therefore, needs, wishes, activities, use of space, and group dynamics are likely to
vary between people and over time. Moreover, since personal control over office lighting is
rather new and since relationships are not as tight as in, e.g., the home environment, it is likely
that shared use has not yet settled into established norms and routines in this context (also see
Section 3.4).
To ensure long-term access and quick response to any potential technical issues, we went for
a close-by implementation. We equipped an open-plan workspace in our department with
the connected lighting system introduced in Section 3.4. This workspace is one of many
similar spaces in the department, and is occupied daily by undergrad and graduate students
of Design who are allocated to this space for the duration of a semester but are also free to
work at different locations. The space is used for a variety of activities, and people work both
individually and in teams. Students can come whenever they want: the space is not actively
used for a particular course and there is no formal supervision by staff. In this way, the space
is used comparably to a general open-plan office space with flex-desk policy. The workspace
(Figure 4.1 and 4.2) measures 88 m2 and provides working space for up to 28 people at the
same time, distributed over four table groups. We restricted control to four areas to ensure that
coordination is required between people working in one area.
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Figure 4.2. The floor plan of the
workspace, showing the position of
the desks (white), the luminaires
(grey), the control areas in which
the luminaires are clustered
(dashed lines), and the position of
the Floorplan tablet (A) and the
Canvas (B). The photo in Figure
4.1 is taken from position C.

A

C
B

Planning
To address the expected order effect and potential influence of group dynamics, the study was
conducted twice. In session A, the system was used for a total of 14 weeks between September
and December 2016. These are the dark months in The Netherlands, thus ensuring a need
for artificial lighting in the space. The study was repeated in session B for a shorter period of
6 weeks, between January and March of 2017. This second session was shorter because of
the shift to daylight saving time at the end of March and the start of an exam period, which
limited the need for artificial lighting and decreased presence of participants in the space.
During the two sessions, the interfaces were each used for 1/3rd of the total time. In session
A, the Floorplan was introduced first in week 1. In week 6, the Floorplan was removed, and
the Pointer interface was introduced. The Canvas interface was introduced last in week 11.
The order of the interface was reversed in session B where the Canvas was introduced first,
the Pointer second, and the Floorplan third (respectively in week 1, 3, and 5).
Participants
A total of 17 participants completed the study in session A and 14 participants in session
B. We used an intensity sampling strategy (Patton 1990), where participants were recruited
amongst students that were allocated to the space for a semester because of their involvement
in a project about lighting interaction design. This involvement in the project made that the
participants became sensitized about lighting use, which results in more information-rich
interviews since people can find it difficult to talk about lighting (Lucero et al. 2007; Offermans
et al. 2014). Participation was voluntarily and in no way part of the educational process. Also,
the researchers had no role in assessing the students. Our study took place in a real-life context
and the use of the space was in no way restricted during the study. Since not all students that
were allocated to the space signed up for participation, and since the office was open for all
students in the department, other people could also interact with the lighting system.
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Date
A

B

Interface ParticiOrder
pants

Sept-Dec Floorplan

17

14 weeks

age 20-30

Pointer
Canvas

F=5

Data
collection

Logdata

Audio Quotes

Log data

1059

14:54
hours

3 interviews (A1-3) interactions
Floorplan (27%)
11 surveys
1 comparative
interview (A3)

Pointer (40%)

498 interactions 9:43

Canvas (33%)

FebMarch

Canvas

14

Log data

age 20-30

3 surveys

6 weeks

Pointer

Floorplan (17%)

Floorplan

F=6

1 comparative
interview (B)

Pointer (46%)

Total 20 weeks

31
F = 11

1171
quotes

hours

682
quotes

Canvas (37%)

1557
interactions

24:37
hours

1853
quotes

Table 4.1. An overview of the setup and data collection in the two study sessions

Data Collection
In this study, we are interested in people’s decision-making process during interaction
(analysis 1), the influence of the interface on how they make decisions, think about other
people, and orchestrate shared use (analysis 3), and their personal appraisal of the social
information (analysis 2). All of these interests require subjective and rich descriptions of
people’s interactions. Therefore, the most important data for our analyses were gathered
through interviews. We also used surveys with quantitative scales at various moments, but
this was primarily used to trigger more detailed reflection during the interviews. There are
differences in data collection between session A and B, because of the difference in duration
of the two sessions. Below, we describe for each of the sessions what data was collected and
how this was done. For an overview, see Table 4.1. For the exact list of questions in the surveys
and interviews, see Appendix D.
Session A: 11 Reminder Surveys and 3 Interviews
In session A we planned a total of 11 weekly reminder surveys, 3 interviews about the
individual interfaces, and one comparative closing interview. Every week, we sent out a survey
to every participant per email. The survey requested a description of one specific instance
of interaction. The resulting answers were often not specific enough to be used directly in
analysis. However, this was also not the aim of the surveys, which mainly served as a weekly
reminder of the ongoing study and as a way to trigger reflection upon specific scenarios.
Also, the scenarios of interaction that were described in the surveys were used as input for the
interviews, where we asked participants about the scenarios.
During the last week in which an interface was used, we held a semi-structured interview
with each participant (interview A1-A3). The interviews took between 15 and 40 minutes per
participant. We started with general questions about people’s presence in the space and use
of lighting, such as ‘How often were you present?’ and ‘How often did you interact with the lighting?’.
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We then asked about specific moments of interactions (e.g., ‘at what moments did you adjust the
lighting?’, ‘did you ever consider interacting but then didn’t?’, ‘did other people ever adjust your setting?’) and
we referred back to people’s answers in the surveys. We concluded with questions about the
specific interface features. To give input to this conversation, we presented the interviewees with
a five-point Likert scale survey with scales about their appraisal of the interface. For example,
‘How enjoyable was the interface?’, and ‘How much effort did interaction take?’. We asked participants
to think aloud while rating and to refer back to instances of interaction and examples. We
concluded the third and final interview A3 with an additional 30-minute comparative closing
session. To get more detailed insights into the experienced differences between the interfaces,
we asked the participants to directly compare the interfaces on different aspects. Participants
positioned magnetic images of features of each interface on 5-point scales (Figure 4.3). The
relative differences were used to start a conversation about detailed interface aspects.
In session A, 15 out of 17 participants participated in all interviews, participant p4 missed the
second interview (A2) and p2 missed the concluding interview (A3) but the other interviews
with these participants were included in analysis. All interviews were audio-recorded with
permission. The interview protocols and Likert scale surveys can be found in Appendix D.
Session B: 3 Interface Evaluation Surveys and 1 Interview
In session B, the use periods were shorter, namely two weeks instead of five. Since reminders
were not needed in the short two-week spans, the weekly surveys were not used. Instead, we
sent out one survey at the end of each interface use period (at the end of week 2, 4, and 6).
This survey contained the same Likert-scales that were used in the three interviews of session
A. In session B, we held one interview with each participant at the end of the study. In this
interview, participants were asked to reflect upon their experiences with the system and each
Figure 4.3. In the comparative interview, participants were asked to compare certain features of the
three interfaces on a number of 5-point scales. The results were used as input for discussion.
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of the interfaces, describe specific interactions, and compare the interfaces using the same
physical scales as in the concluding interview of session A (Figure 4.3). In session B, 3 out of
17 originally registered participants could not make this interview, and where excluded from
the analysis.
In both sessions, log data was saved for every interaction (time and date, interface ID, adjusted
light parameters and social information). As said, other people that were not participating in the
study could also interact with the system. In the log data, it is impossible to distinguish between
interactions by participants and others.

Validating the Study Setup and Data
Before starting with session A, we piloted the study setup with seven fellow PhD students
that were asked to work in the living lab for one week. During this week, they used only the
Floorplan interface to control the light and received three reminder surveys (one per day). At
the end of the week, five participants received a closing questionnaire (like in session B) and
two were interviewed (like in session A). The pilot resulted in minor adjustments in the design
of the Floorplan interface and helped to detect and resolve stability issues. We also refined the
questions in the survey and the explanation of the interface based on the pilot.
After completing session A, we performed a preliminary analysis to evaluate people’s appraisal
and understanding of the three lighting interfaces. This preliminary analysis was aimed at
validating the quality of the gathered data. After all, studying the impact of the interfaces
on shared use is only possible if people understood the interfaces, interacted sufficiently with
the lighting system, and recognized the characteristics that we varied in the interface. We
only used the log data and the recordings of comparative interview – so the second part of
interview A3 – for this preliminary analysis, since people talked most explicitly about the
interfaces there. We transcribed the interviews verbatim, and performed a thematic analysis
on the transcripts (Braun and Clarke 2006). First, relevant quotes were selected from the 16
interview transcriptions, resulting in 173 unique quotes. The quotes were coded and clustered,
resulting in the following themes: General Use (29 quotes), Interface Evaluations (43 quotes), and
the interface characteristics (74 quotes on Ownership, Distribution, and Dedication; 17 on Interaction
Modality; 54 on Sequence of Interaction). Below, we briefly present the findings on how people used the
lighting system and how they appraised the interfaces and conclude that it would be useful to continue
with session B. More details can be found in (Werff et al. 2017).
Use of the Interfaces and Lighting System
During session A, participants interacted 1059 times with the system which makes an average
of 16,5 times per day. The number of interactions is not evenly spread over the days: the
Pointer interface was used more often than the Floorplan interface (46% against 17%, see
Table 4.1) and there was a strong decrease in usage over time for each interface (Figure 4.4A).
However, all interfaces were used at least once every day. In the Floorplan interface, we can
identify the author of an interaction through the IP address that the adjustment was sent
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A
Figure 4.4. (A) The number of interactions per day, per interface in session A.

from, which makes that we know the number of interactions per person. There were between
1 and 25 interactions per person with the Floorplan during the five-week period (Figure 4.4B).
This large variation can be explained by interpersonal differences in the interest in the lighting
system, as well as by the variance in presence between participants. Over the whole study
period of session A, 67% of the participants were in the space at least a couple of times per
week. People indicated that they usually interacted at least once with the system on the days
that they were present. Together, this log data shows that people used the system sufficiently,
and that people on average saw a value of the personal control over the lighting.
Appraisal of the Interfaces
The Floorplan matched people’s understanding of interaction through applications. “[The
Floorplan] is not hard to interact with [...] Because you use applications and stuff all the time, so it’s not
hard. It is just less fun.” (p6-A3). For some participants, the area selection through drawing on
the Floorplan gave the illusion of control over individual lamps instead of the predefined
clusters. People generally valued the possibility of controlling light on a personal device: 12
participants installed the Floorplan on their laptop, of which 10 also used the application on
their laptop. And 9 out of 10 participants that installed the application on their phone also
used the application on their phone. 10 out of 17 of the participants used the application on
the central tablet (location Y in Figure 4.2). However, taking out the phone to change the light
was seen as effortful: “It is funny that I find it more difficult to get my phone than to walk across the room.
I just don’t like getting my phone out at all.” (p6-A3), and people often forgot about the interface,
leading to less interactions with the system. The Floorplan interface had some stability issues
at times after which the application had to be re-launched, which could result in a decreased
feeling of control.
Most of the participants enjoyed the Pointer interface, especially because of its physical
presence and nearby location on the table they were working on. Directing and clicking –
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B
(B) The number of interactions with the Floorplan interface for each participant in session A.

‘shooting’ – was enjoyable and playful. “You could shoot with it, which was fun. [...] Personally, I liked
the Pointer the best, because it was there in the middle of the table: anyone could take it easily. It was clear
what you were adjusting with that preview light, and it was not overly complicated.” (p17-A3). Participants
mentioned that it could be difficult to precisely target the receiver, leading to some trial and
error: “Sometimes [...] I had to press the button a number of times.” (p1-A3).
The Canvas was also well received by the participants. It was described as surprising and
engaging, and participants enjoyed playing with the physical tokens. The size and location (Z
in Figure 4.1) of the interface made it visible from anywhere in the space. “I enjoyed the [Canvas]
most. It did take a bit more time but it invites you to play, to change something. It also gave a bit more precision;
or maybe not precision but it is more visual.” (p4-A3). Most participants mentioned that walking up
to the interface was effortful, especially in comparison with the Pointer that was closer by. In
contrast, the interaction itself was seen as less effortful because of the one-step interaction
sequence: “The light changes immediately when moving [the token on the Canvas]. [With the Floorplan] you
need to change the light a bit and apply the setting again if you are not satisfied with [the light setting]. That
is easier with [the Canvas]” (p11-A3).
To conclude, we confirmed that people found use in personal lighting control. Some control
issues did come up with the interfaces and, as expected, there were differences between
how the three interfaces were perceived – especially in how effortful, precise, and engaging they
are (see Van de Werff et al. (2017) for more details). However, all three interfaces were well
understood and evaluated positively: when asked how enjoyable interaction was on a scale of 1
(not enjoyable at all) to 5 (highly enjoyable), 75% of the participants rated the Floorplan 3 or
higher (mean: 3.6) and the Pointer and Canvas a 4 or higher (mean: 3.9 and 4.3). Moreover,
we can conclude that the variations in interface characteristics were successfully represented
in the three implementations, as participants were able to recognize and evaluate them.
Together, this gave enough confidence in the study setup to continue with session B.
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GENERAL QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
After gathering all the data from session A and B, we performed a general thematic analysis
on the qualitative data. This analysis aimed to create workable thematic clusters from the
large amount of qualitative data: over 24 hours of interview recordings. To prepare the
interview recordings for thematic analysis, the audio recordings were transcribed verbatim in
the original language of the interview (English or Dutch). Quotes were translated to English
after the analysis was completed, to avoid misinterpretation.
The majority of the analysis was done inductively, which means that the topics within the
clusters are strongly related to the data itself (Braun and Clarke 2006). To derive themes
from the data, we first used printouts of 6 interviews (approximately 10% of the total amount
of data) to jointly develop a first version of a coding structure. Based on this common
understanding, quotes were selected in the remaining transcripts and coded with the labels
from this preliminary coding structure using qualitative analysis software MaxQDA. One
theme was predefined and therefore part of a deductive analysis (Braun and Clarke 2006),
namely the theme about information. In this theme, we clustered quotes that indicated which
types of awareness information people took into consideration during interaction. For
example: “Your first reaction is to look up [when someone adjusts your light], to see if it really changed. And
then you start looking around you to see: Who did this? What happened?” (p21-B). This quote shows that
when responding to an adjustment made by someone else, people use information about the
content (what has changed?) and the author (who did this?) of the new setting.
In total, 1853 quotes were selected and labelled. Quotes are interview sections that talk about
one specific topic and can contain multiple sentences. The quotes can have overlap and a
single sentence from the transcript can therefore have more than one label attached. Also, all
quotes that are about a specific interface were given a label of the corresponding interface
name, so that we can compare the interfaces later on within the themes. There were 157 quotes
specifically about the Floorplan, 211 about the Pointer, and 227 about the Canvas interface.
To finalize the clusters, Thomas and I collaboratively reviewed each quote and adjusted the
labels where needed to come to an agreement. Together, the clustering process resulted in
four overarching themes: Reasons to Interact, Views on Shared Use, Scenarios of Coordination, and the
pre-defined Information theme.
In Table 4.2, we present these themes and their corresponding sub-themes, together with the
number of quotes and an example quote per sub-theme. Note that the total number of quotes
in the table (1772) does not represent the total number of quotes (1853): some quotes were
only coded with an interface label, and there was an Other category which is not included. The
table provides a structured summary of the results of the study. The more specific analyses in
the upcoming three sections are all based on further structuring of the quotes in the themes in
Table 4.2. We explain which themes form the basis of the presented findings at the beginning
of every section.
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Table 4.2 Results of the thematic analysis, with the number of quotes and an example per sub-theme.
Themes
Reasons to
Interact

(reasons and
benefits of
interacting with
the system)

Views on

Shared Use
(people’s general
views upon
shared use &
social norms)

Scenarios of

Coordination
(specific scenarios
in which people
coordinated
shared use in a
certain way)

Information
(information
people used
in their
considerations)

Sub-

themes

#

Example quote

Taste
(evaluative)

103 “Usually I wanted it a bit more blue. Well, somewhere between blue
and orange, but I don’t like the orangey colors.” (p5-A2)

Activity
(evaluative)

55

“The light was a bit dark with a warm color. We made it brighter and
whiter so that we could make photos of our prototype.” (p8-A1)

Energy
(evaluative)

3

“I pay for my own electricity. Also, my parents have taught me from early age
on: ‘when you leave the room, make sure you turn of the lights’” (p22-B)

Interaction
(affective)

157 “Sometimes, when we were stuck during a brainstorm we noticed the Pointer
and just started to play around a bit, to do something else.” (p19-B)

Shared system

79

“That’s the thing in shared spaces: you have to accommodate a bit
because you can’t all have your light setting.” (p8-A3)

Social norms

80

“Whoever wants to get up and change it, gets the biggest say in what it
is going to be. And since we want to make a compromise anyway, it is
going to be within the limits of what is acceptable.” (p12-A3).

Affecting
other people

170

“I don’t like to change something for another person. Not that I think it is going to ruin
anything, but… I don’t know. I don’t think it’s very polite in a way.” (p16-A2).

Accepting
adjustments
by others

115 “Of course, it depends on what you are working with and how
concentrated you are. If you are really into something than you get more
irritated if someone comes and changes your light.” (p16-A3)

Verbal
within area

81

“And then when people left earlier, I looked at [colleague X] and said:
‘I think it’s a little bit dark here. Can I turn it up?’” (p12-A1).

Non-verbal
within area

25

“Just spontaneously turning the brightness up. Usually my team-mates
don’t mind. They’re fine with just about everything.” (p24-B)

Verbal outside
of area

57

“I was changing it when someone said: ‘please do not change it all
the time. It’s fine if you adjust it, but don’t go up and down, up and
down like that. I can’t work that way.’ Well, alright.” (p27-B)

Non-verbal
outside of
area

43

“it is not like someone goes up and changes it and goes back. You go up to it and
change it and look, and I look as well to see what is happening.” (p12-A3)

Mistakes

27

“when you accidentally changed something for someone
else, you’d just correct it again.” (p25-B)

Types of
information

518 “[The areas] were all pretty dark and they were each set individually.
That made me think that they were sort of claimed. And it was still pretty
early, so those people couldn’t have been there long.” (p15-A1)

Embodiment

107 “Why would you set [an activity icon in the Floorplan]? If you look around
the space you can clearly see what everybody is doing.” (p20-B)

Timing &
visibility

57

“People noticed what you were doing [with the Pointer] because you had
to point upwards. That did form a bit of a threshold, compared to the
Floorplan. [The Floorplan] was more like an ATM: people behind you
cannot see what you are doing. You shield it with your body.” (p3-A3)

Providing
information

50

“I don’t mind if they know that I was the one who made the adjustment.” (p17-A3)

Desired
information

45

“I don’t think it matters as much to me as for people who really care about the light.
So that would be good to know: how much you care about the light setting.” (p14-A3)

4.3 ANALYSIS 1: CONSIDERATIONS AND
AWARENESS IN INTERACTIONS
In this first analysis, we aim to refine our understanding of how people interact with a lighting
system during situations of shared use. With this analysis, we follow up on our investigations
in Chapter 2, where we studied interactions as a process of choice. We are interested in
whether people perceive the system as shared and if so, how this shared use influences people’s
decision-making during interaction. In other words, whether and how other people are taken
into consideration. We also want to identify the role of awareness in this decision-making, and
aim specify the types of information people use to base their decisions upon.
In people’s descriptions of their interactions we noticed a common pattern of three steps,
where people first considered interacting, then tried to assess the impact of this interaction
on others, and lastly aimed to balance their own concerns with the concerns of others. The
first consideration, in which people are triggered to evaluate what the potential benefit of
interacting with the lighting could be for them, was recognized in the quotes in the Reasons to
Interact theme. The second consideration, where people consider the potential impact that their
planned action would have on others, emerged from the theme Views upon Shared Use, and more
specifically, the sub-themes on Social Norms and Affecting Other People. The third consideration –
where people balance their own concerns with the concerns of others to approach interaction
– was identified in the quotes in the theme Scenarios of Coordination and in the sub-themes
of Shared System and Social Norms. The three considerations all belong to the person that is
planning to make a lighting adjustment him or herself. We also investigated the considerations
that people had when they were affected by an adjustment made by someone else, by looking
at the sub-theme Accepting Adjustments of Others. To identify types of information that people
use during their decision-making, we looked at overlap between the above-mentioned three
considerations and the quotes in the Information theme. Since we are not interested in the role
of the interface in this specific analysis, all quotes were used regardless of what interface that
they refer to.
In this section, we first present our findings in which we look at the three identified considerations
in more detail and illustrate them with quotes of the participants. We discuss the findings in
relation to the aims of this analysis: how shared use influences people’s interactions, and what
information they use in their interactions. We also discuss the limitations of the study for the
specific aims of this analysis.

FINDINGS
The findings are presented in four different sections that relate to the four topics of
consideration we identified: to consider interacting, to consider the impact on others, to balance between
concerns, and to respond to an adjustment of others.
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To Consider Interacting: Reasons and Triggers
A logical start in the interaction was to evaluate the potential benefit that people expect
interacting with the lighting systems could bring. We heard different reasons to interact with
the system, which can be clustered into two types: evaluative and affective reasons (Table 4.2). In
evaluative reasons, people’s expected benefit related to the result of the interaction. For example,
most people had a general taste for a particular light setting, such as a certain intensity, a
slightly warmer color temperature, or an even distribution of lighting over the space. Another
common evaluative reason related to the lighting requirements that people had based on the
activity that they were doing: “The light was a bit dark with a warm color. We made it brighter and
whiter so that we could make photos of our prototype.” (p8-A1). Less common but also mentioned
a few times, were benefits about other results of the interaction than light output, such as
energy usage. In affective reasons, the benefit related to the experience of interacting itself.
Examples include enjoyment of the interface, searching for a distraction, or investigating the
system possibilities. Affective reasons often resulted in more playful use, such as teasing others
or exploring possibilities. “Sometimes, when we were stuck during a brainstorm we noticed the Pointer and
just started to play around a bit, to do something else.” (p19-B).
People mentioned different triggers that made them consider the possible benefit of
interacting. The strongest triggers came from a noticeable change in the light setting because
of interactions that are done by other people. “I was thinking when I’ve been using the system but I
guess that is mostly when other people make an adjustment that I don’t like. I retrieve old settings more often
than that I change something for myself.” (p31-B). The change in lighting could also be caused by a
change in outside lighting conditions: “[we interacted at] one point yesterday when it started getting dark.
We needed more light.” (p14-A3). Some people created their own internal triggers for interaction,
by developing habitual routines about evaluating the light. A common moment to consider
interaction was when entering: “When you walk into the space, you quickly check: Is this chill? Should
I do something about it?” (p25-B). Another common trigger was to simply notice the interface at
an opportune moment: “and you just passed by the [Canvas Interface] every now and then, and then you’d
think: let’s make an adjustment” (p7-A3).
The experienced benefit of evaluative and affective interactions seemed to change over time.
When the interface was newly introduced, there were more interactions with the system per
day than in the later weeks: the average number of interactions per week dropped from 120
in week one and 92 in week two, to 32 and 27 in week four and five (see Figure 4.4A for the
data of session A). People mentioned more affective evaluations when an interface was newly
introduced, which was triggered by the novelty and playfulness of the interface and the wish
to explore the new possibilities. In the later weeks, the more functional evaluative motivations
remained: “Then the fun and the novelty is gone and then it mainly becomes functional” (p18-B). Also,
people’s taste in lighting evolved based on their increased understanding of the system’s
abilities: “I’m often the first one in. […] I turn it on to a morning setting, which is slightly warm and ¾
intensity. I generally like cold light for working, but I now realized that I do want a little warmer light in the
morning. That was a revelation.” (p12-A2). This quote shows that evaluative motivations require
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people to have an understanding of the system’s abilities, as well as previous experience.
Without experience it can be difficult to estimate what potential benefit a different light setting
could bring.
Naturally, not all benefits were equally important. The potential benefit that could be reached
with an interaction depends on how big the planned adjustment is – the difference between
the current and the desired setting. However, since people’s lighting needs were most of the
time not very specific, the current light setting was often ‘good enough’: “Most of the time when I
didn’t change anything it was because I was satisfied. And whenever I changed it I became very satisfied. […]
It should be noted that I’m not very needy in terms of light.” (p67-A1). It seemed like people often did
not find that the benefit of an interaction lived up to the effort that interacting would take:
“[The Canvas] did invite but it had that barrier of getting up and going there. So, it was easier to say: ‘OK,
it is fine as is’.” (p12-A3).

To Consider the Impact on Other People
The second topic of consideration was the impact on other people in the space. People seemed
to consider the other people present in almost every interaction: “The first thing I need to consider
is how many people sit near me.” (p10-A3). All participants agreed that people in the area where
the lighting would be adjusted had to be considered, since they would be impacted by the
lighting change. “When there are only people in other areas, you can adjust your own because that doesn’t
affect them. But if there are people in your own area, at the place where you want to make an adjustment, then
you have to ask them or at least mention: ‘guys, I’m turning up the brightness.” (p8-A1). The impact of
an adjustment in one area on people sitting in other areas was generally seen as limited, but
people did take the other areas into account when considering the overall lighting distribution:
“…you do pay some attention to it. When everyone has an orangey setting, you don’t just overthrow that with a
bright blue setting in your corner. But apart from that, you don’t really have to take it into account.” (p29-B).
Next to the people sitting in a certain area, people often wanted to take the creator (author)
of the light setting that would be adjusted into account in their interaction, since that person
might have had specific reasons for setting the light in a certain way: “If you have put thought into
the lighting, then others just have to respect that.” (p11-A3). The author of the previous setting was,
however, often difficult to identify. “…you don’t know if the person who set the light is still around. And
that made it a bit unclear: can I change it or not?” (p31-B). However, the design of the interface plays
a large role here, as we shall see in analysis 2 (Section 4.4). People that were the author of the
previous setting generally also expected to be consulted before a new interaction would take
place, if they were still using the light setting with its original intention: “If someone is going to
adjust my light setting I’d like to be consulted, because it has been set specifically for my activity.” (p4-A1).
Assessing the Acceptance of Change
That other people are influenced by an adjustment is not necessarily problematic, since the
new lighting state might be better for everyone. The most important information that people
used to assess the acceptance of their planned adjustment was the relevance of the current
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light setting: if the current setting is still actively used by the people that are present, they are
probably less likely to accept adjustments. This relevance was assessed based on the time since
the last adjustment: “if a student set it just 5 minutes ago, then maybe let them have their light a bit longer
before I barge in and do what I want.” (p6-A1). The specificity of the created setting also mattered:
“But let’s say that one area was set bright blue, and was turned on fully […] then I’d know: this has been set
consciously, I’d better not touch it.” (p8-B).
A second aspect that influenced the potential acceptance of change was the expected difference in
settings and the disruption of the change. The size of an adjustment – i.e., the difference between
the current light setting and planned the light setting – affected the risk that other people
would experience the adjustment as negative. Smaller adjustments were more likely to be
accepted: “If I’d really turn someone’s lighting off, they’d say something about it. But a bit less bright, a bit
brighter, that wouldn’t cause any reactions.” (p24-B). The disruptiveness of the lighting change itself
at the moment of interaction was also considered: “I was changing it when someone said: ‘please do
not change it all the time. It’s fine if you adjust it, but don’t go up and down, up and down like that. I can’t work
that way.’ Well, alright.” (p27-B). Whether interaction was seen as disruptive depended especially
on the duration of that interaction (as the previous quote illustrates) and on the concentration
of other people: “I’d feel bad if I’d be changing someone else’s light while he’s in a good brainstorm session
at that moment. That they’re in this train of thought and that I’d then be like ‘oh sorry, my mistake!’. Then I’d
think, ‘oh no, what have I done’.” (p22-B). Because of this, interactions that had an affective reason
were more often leading to conflict than interactions that had an evaluative motivation, since
they generally involved more explorative behaviour and more lighting adjustments.
Assessing the Importance of Taking the Impacted People into Consideration
Even when other people were probably impacted negatively by an interaction, not every
person was seen as equally important. People seemed to differentiate to what extent the
opinion of an impacted person was taken into consideration, based on information about the
impacted people or about the ways in which impacted people used the light setting. Firstly, the status of
the people who are impacted matters. Participants mentioned being more hesitant to adjust
lighting that is also used by a staff member or a senior student: “if the staff set it I would be much
more hesitant to change it.” (p6-A1). Next to status, people took into consideration how well they
knew the people that they were going to impact with their adjustment: “Of course it depends on
how well I know a person” (p27-B). Changing the light for someone they knew better was easier:
“I never [adjusted the light] for someone I didn’t know. I would never change light in a space where I don’t know
people.” (p10-A3). Having a relationship made interaction easier because it made that people
had more information available about people’s taste or needs. Moreover, people seemed to
be less hesitant to risk a negative impact with people who knew them better, because they
expected more understanding: “But these are people that I know very well, so then it’s not so much of
a problem. No one would mind if you would change it to a different setting than they might want” (p31-B).
Secondly, people tried to estimate what priority the reasons of the other people had in relation
to their own. For this, people look at the way that the light setting is used at the moment.
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People that set the lighting for more focused and formal activities were seen as having higher
priority: “coming into the workspace to be productive has higher priority, so I think I would feel more at liberty
to be like: hey guys, I know you are having your coffee break but I need to build this prototype” (p6-A1). People
also often tried to estimate the importance of good lighting for others: “But maybe they care about it
more than me. Then I’d be afraid to make a mistake. If someone would turn my lighting to red or blue all of a
sudden, I really wouldn’t mind, I’d just laugh about it.” (p20-B).

Balancing between One’s Own and Other People’s Concerns
In the previous two steps, people considered their own reasons to interact and the possible
impact of their interaction on others. When assessing the impact, people formed an
expectation about the concerns of other people in the space. So how did they generally
balance their own needs and those of other people? We clustered people’s accounts based
on the five conflict-handling modes of Thomas (1992) – avoiding, accommodation, competition,
compromise, and collaboration – which are mapped on two dimensions: the extent that people
attempt to satisfy one’s own concerns (assertiveness) and/or other people’s concerns (cooperativeness). For
more information, see the explanation of Conflict Development in Section 2.2.
In general, people seemed to be little assertive in satisfying their own lighting needs. In the
far majority of situations, participants decided to avoid risk of conflict and refrained from
interaction at the slightest chance of having a negative impact on others: “I’m always quite wary
of not disturbing others […] I guess people are quite open to light settings and changes in this specific lab, since
we do work with lighting. But it is not something that I would test.” (p14-A2). This was even the case
when the light setting that they were planning to create was likely to be beneficial for other
people too, as this quote from a presentation setting illustrates: “I thought: now would be a good
moment to dim those two clusters, since they were giving a presentation and that would make the screen more
visible. But because there are so many people in the space, you think: never mind. […] Who am I to make
that adjustment? But later I was thinking: I should have just done that.” (p4-A1). In some cases, people
avoided conflict by postponing the interaction until other people had left: “I came in the other day
when [colleague X] was busy with the lights. The space was completely dark and there were only three lamps
on in the back. So I doubted whether I’d be allowed to change anything […] So I went away to get something
to drink and to go to the toilet. When I came back she was gone, so then I could turn on the lights” (p17-A1).
In the cases where people did proceed to interaction, most people compromised between
others people’s concerns and their own. The most common compromise was to only adjust
the lighting in the area in which the person was located, to avoid impact on people in areas.
“When I’m by myself, I adjust the whole space because no one can be bothered by it. When there are people
sitting in other areas, I only adjust my own part.” (p15-A1). And indeed, in more than half of the
interactions (58.5%), people only adjusted their own area. In 23.7% of interactions, people
adjusted all areas at once, mostly when being the first to enter the space or the last to leave.
Two or three areas were adjusted in very few interactions, and in those it was often because of
an affective interaction (exploration, playful teasing, or demonstration).
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Another way of compromising was to make smaller adjustments to the lighting parameters, but
it could be difficult to know what a satisfying compromise would be. Therefore, collaborative
strategies – where personal concerns and other people’s concerns are both maximized –
almost always required verbal negotiation: “So the lack of visibility of who has controlled it and how
comfortable they are with change makes that you have a bit of social interaction. Because it is unclear and
you have to talk to people.” (p6-A3). However, starting this discussion could form a threshold to
interaction, since starting the conversation felt as rather disruptive: “I don’t really feel like asking
‘can I change the light?’ when they have their earphones in. Then I’ll just think: never mind” (p3-A1). To
avoid having to start a conversation, some people went for a more competitive approach
where they first acted based on their own motivation and then waited for a response of others:
“…if there were people their reaction would be important. If there were no reactions, then fine, then I would
focus on the light. But if they look up and they kind of notice that I’m doing something, I would take their
reaction into account.” (p12-A1). Such competitive approaches were more popular in the more
anonymous interfaces like the Floorplan, as we shall see in Section 4.4.
In general it was seen as better manners to consult others before adjusting the light and
impacting others. “…the best way to change something as a group is always to discuss about it and talk
about it.” (p16-A3). Even when people had already made their own estimation of whether their
light adjustment should be accepted or not: “I’d always ask first, at least when the other person would
be influenced by my adjustment. And let’s say he’s having a break and he says ‘no [you cannot adjust the light]’
then that would be a bit awkward because he doesn’t really need [any particular light setting] at that moment.
But I’d still be polite and I wouldn’t adjust it then.” (p8-A1).

Responding to Adjustments by Others
While people mostly were often careful not to influence other people negatively, situations
in which other people did not agree with an adjustment made by someone else did occur.
Sometimes, this was caused by a mistake of the person interacting and caused by, for example,
an unintentional wrong estimation about the impact on others, a lack of information, or too
little knowledge about the system. In such a case, it was common for the person interacting
to restore the original setting “But that’s part of a new interface, that’s not really a problem. As long as
it gets back to where it was before.” (p12-A3). Mostly, mistakes were not seen as an issue, as this
previous quote illustrates. However, the tolerance for mistakes did seem to decrease with time:
“[Somebody] took all the tokens and moved them to orange, just like that. [...] She’d done that by accident.
And we completely flipped at her: ‘WHAT ARE YOU DOING?!’ But she was clueless, even though she
already knew how it worked.” (p3-A3). When people were expected to know how the interface
functioned, mistakes became less accepted.
Sometimes, intentional adjustments could result in a conflict with the people that were
impacted by this interaction. When people were sitting in the area where the lighting
adjustment was made, they generally felt like they were entitled to respond. “Let’s say that
I’m working concentrated and the light is being set to a soft orange, nice and cosy light. Then I don’t think
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that I’d just leave it like that for the rest of the day. I’d have the guts to change it back” (p25-B). When
the adjustment was made in other areas, people did not feel like that they had the right to
intervene. Instead, they mentioned compromising solutions that didn’t require negotiation
with the person interacting, such as changing the lighting in their own area to compensate the
adjustment of the other area: “There was this one group that used this super warm, orange light setting.
To still get my preferred setting, I’d compensate by setting my light a bit colder.” (p4-A3).
We heard a few cases where impacted people just re-adjusted the light again without
negotiation. Such competitive strategies weren’t perceived as a particularly nice way of
handling conflict. It mainly seemed to be triggered by a lack of social information about,
for example, the identity of the person interacting: “[With the Floorplan] you don’t really know
who changed the light. So, you cannot really talk to him and say: ‘maybe we can do like this, maybe we can
choose a brightness and colour together’. My experience [with the Floorplan] was that people change light, I
change it back, they change it back, I change it again. It was not a good dialogue because it was sentence and
answer...” (p28-B). In the interfaces where interaction was visible, it became easier to respond
and to have more collaborative ways of handling conflict: “I often noticed that, it is not like someone
goes up and changes it and goes back. You go up to it and change it and look, and I look as well to see what is
happening and comment on that. So there is a lot of communication around it.” (p12-A3). Nevertheless,
just as when interacting, most people just avoided conflict all together by not responding: “if
other people change the light, maybe I don’t like that light but I also cannot change it again because that could
annoy people.” (56-A1).

DISCUSSION
In this analysis, we aimed to refine our understanding of how people interact with a lighting
system that is shared in use. We identified three common steps in the considerations that
people had when deciding how to interact with the system during situations of shared use.
Similar considerations can be identified in other studies of lighting use. For example, people’s
weighing of effort and benefit was also identified in earlier research on lighting interaction
(Offermans et al. 2014; Sadeghi et al. 2016) and interactions with heating systems (Von
Grabe 2016). And the three types of evaluative motivations that we identified in this study
– relating to taste, activity, and energy use attitude – correspond with the causes of lighting
conflict identified in study 2 (Section 2.4). The other two considerations concern other people
and thus show the difference between decision-making in individual and in shared situations.
This prominence of considering others was also found by Bordass et al. (1993), Moore et
al. (2000), and Chraibi et al. (2016). Moreover, all three of these studies also confirm that
avoiding conflict and accommodating preferences of others as common strategies. This conflict
avoiding behaviour, as well as people’s hesitation to talk and negotiate about lighting use, also
correspond with our findings in study 3 (Section 2.5). The prominence of the considerations
about other people indicate the importance of taking these considerations into account when
designing and evaluating interfaces for systems that are potentially shared in use.
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Awareness Information Requirements
A second aim in this analysis was to specify what types of information people use to base their
decisions upon. The considerations that we reviewed are closely connected to information,
albeit implicitly. Let us, for example, look at the following quote: “I definitely take into account how
many people are there and what the setting currently is. [...] for some people I know the light settings better than
for others, because they complain about it. If it is [colleague X] and I, I pick a slightly warmer setting. So, I do
some mediation between the stakeholders” (p12-A2). This quote highlights the relevance of knowing
the identity of others, the content of the setting and system state, and other people’s preferences in
order to decide how to interact.
When looking at the considerations described in the findings section, there seems to be an
on-going interplay between people’s considerations and their awareness of the situation:
awareness of certain information can trigger consideration, or a consideration can steer
exploration for certain information. When considering the potential benefit of an interaction,
people mentioned looking at the current light setting, in relation to the adjustments they knew
they could make (abilities of the system). Whether an adjustment is worth the effort depended on
the importance of lighting for their activity, for the planned duration in which the light setting
is needed, and the location of the interface. When considering their impact on others, people
looked at the use of space: who is located where, and in what activities are people engaged? To
assess whether the impact could be negative, they looked at the relevance of that setting (based
on the time since the last interaction, and current use of the lighting), the size of the planned
adjustment (in comparison to the current setting), and the potential disruptiveness of the change
(based on the current activity of impacted people). And to assess to the extent to which the
concerns of impacted people should be taken into consideration, people look a person’s status,
reason to require the current light setting, the importance of lighting for this person (based on
the current activity of impacted people and their taste and preferences), and how familiar they
are to this person. When considering responding to a lighting adjustment made by someone
else, the impacted people used similar information about the author of that adjustment.
To assess whether to start a conversation or negotiation, people also looked at the potential
disruptiveness of starting a conversation, depending, for example, on whether others were already
paying attention to the lighting. We have summarized all the identified types in Table 4.3.
Although the interface design was not the focus of this analysis, it is likely that the availability
of information is influenced by the interface design: “The way in which information is presented via
the operator interface will largely influence SA by determining how much information can be acquired, how
accurately it can be acquired, and to what degree it is compatible with the operator’s SA needs.” (Endsley
1995:51). We expect that Table 4.3 can therefore be of inspiration to other interaction
designers, when specifying information requirements and identifying the availability of the
information in their designs. Also, the information we designed in the three interfaces – intention
(type of activity) in the Floorplan, authorship in the Pointer, and preference (or current lighting
requirements) in the Canvas – are all named in Table 4.3. They thus seem to be potentially
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relevant based on this first analysis. In the next section (Section 4.4), we will analyse how
this information was used and appraised to further investigate the role of the interface in
supporting awareness.

About the system

About other people

About the
environment

Persistent

System’s abilities

Status

Purpose

(Information that
can build up with
experience)

Functioning of
the interface

General lighting taste

Atmosphere

Importance of lighting

Layout

Temporal

Author of the setting

Location

Time of day

(Information about
this moment)

Time since last
interaction

Lighting requirements

(Outside) lighting
conditions

Familiarity / Relationship

Reason for the
current setting
The setting (content)

Activity
Type of activity
Importance of the activity
Level of formality

Table 4.3. The information requirements identified in the study, clustered by their subject (the
system, other people, or the environment) and relevance over time (persistent, or temporal).

LIMITATIONS
There are certain ways in which the study setup has influenced the validity and generalizability
of our findings in this analysis. Firstly, the study context (a student workspace) and participant
group (students involved in a lighting interaction project) have affected the results. Although the use
of the student space is comparable to a general open-plan office in terms of diversity of tasks,
flex-desk usage, and in how familiar people are with one another; the student population
might have resulted in a less formal working atmosphere. The participants were involved
in an educational project about lighting interaction, which ensured sufficient interactions to
analyse and which sensitized our participants for the interviews. However, it probably also
increased people’s interest in lighting, resulted in more affective interactions, and perhaps
raised the number of conversations. As one participant also noted: “We all have affinity for
lighting […] and I think that makes that you use it differently than people that are less conscious of it. […]
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Of course, every student here has an interest in technology, otherwise you won’t be at this university. […] I’m
certain that that will influence the findings.” (p18-B). Nevertheless, we would expect that this choice
of context and participant group has made consideration of others less prominent in shared
use: participants mentioned that the informal environment made them less hesitant about
changing the light, and if everyone knows that an interaction is functional for the project it
is likely that adjustments are more accepted. That we still found that people took others into
account in almost every interaction, therefore suggests that this consideration would be even
stronger in other contexts.
Secondly, studying a cognitive process from interview data comes with its limitations. Since
we experienced in study 1 (Section 2.3) that thinking aloud while interacting biases decisionmaking, we chose for reflective post-interaction interviews this time. We feel that the examples
and anecdotes that people told are much more natural than in study 1. However, it is likely
that participants do not have an accurate overview of their cognitive processes during an
interaction, which makes it impossible to know whether the considerations are complete.
Also, it is likely that the time between interaction and interview has lead to a loss of detail
in participants’ accounts, to over-generalization, and to over-representation of unusual
incidents. On the other hand, this hindsight reflection might have also given us insights into
our participants’ values. Since participants are given time to prioritize, their accounts may
implicitly indicate the importance that participants attribute to the consideration of other
people and to the different types of information.
Thirdly, we combined multiple aims in one study. In this first analysis, we were interested
in how people interact with a shared system in general – regardless of the interface design.
Therefore, the differences between the interfaces were not taken into consideration.
Nevertheless, the introduction of a new interface every few weeks also proved to be beneficial
for the aims of this analysis, since the new interfaces (1) resulted in a renewed interest in the
system and an increase in the number of interactions to analyze and discuss and (2) made that
people had to reconsider their newly established coordination routines with every interface
that was introduced. However, the interfaces might have also affected people’s perception
of the system. Since the three interfaces were each designed specifically for shared use, it
is possible that the interfaces directed people to seeing the system as shared and interacting
accordingly. Moreover, the interfaces allowed people to communicate social information
through the interface, which might have triggered reflection upon certain types of information
and thus established certain social norms through the interface designs. This makes that the
considerations that were identified should not be seen as a considerations that always apply to
shared lighting use, but rather as considerations that can possibly occur.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this section, we have investigated how people interact with an office lighting system that is
shared in use. We had two aims for the presented analysis: to specify in what way other people
are taken into consideration when interacting with the system, and to identify the role of
awareness when doing so.
Concerning consideration of others, the results of the analysis show that people perceive the
lighting system as shared, and that this shared use influences the way people interact with
the system. Of the three common aspects that people mentioned to consider during their
interactions, two concern other people. These three considerations are about the reason to
interact (what benefit it would bring, and how much effort it would cost), the expected impact on
others (who might be impacted, to what extent, and whether the impact would be negative),
and how to balance their own concerns and the concerns of others (whether to adjust the planned
interaction, and whether to involve others in that interaction).
In order to identify the role of awareness, we specified different types of awareness information
that people use to make estimations for each consideration. This information can be about
the system, about other people, and about the environment, and can be about the current
moment, or persistent in time. Having the awareness of the required information can
trigger and inform considerations, and thus lead to more collaborative ways of interacting
with the shared system. We expect that the interface can play a role in either concealing this
information, or rendering it visible. In the next analysis, we will further investigate this relation
between the design of the interface and shared use.
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4.4 ANALYSIS 2: USE AND APPRAISAL
OF SOCIAL INFORMATION
In the previous analysis, we looked at how people interact with a shared lighting system
without taking the differences between the three interfaces into consideration. In this analysis
and the next, we zoom into how the interface designs influenced the way in which people
used the system and coordinated shared use amongst each other. We start with a focused
evaluation of how people used and appraised the three types of information that they could
communicate to each other through the interfaces: intention in the Floorplan, authorship in the
Pointer, and preference in the Canvas.
Based on study 2 (Section 2.4) and the design exploration in Chapter 3, we have formed
expectations on how the three information types can aid people’s decision-making during
interaction:
•

The intention information in the activity icons in the Floorplan might help people in
estimating the importance of a light setting (good lighting is more important for my focus group
than for your coffee break), or in evaluating whether the current light setting is still relevant (the
light was intended for a meeting but I only see people reading, so adjustments can be made).

•

Knowing authorship in the Pointer might stimulate people to consult the author of a light
setting before making an adjustment, which could help to avoid conflict. And seeing that
the light in one’s own area has been set by people in another area might assure people
that they are allowed to make an adjustment.

•

Expressing preference to others might help people to take the wishes of previous actors into
consideration in their interactions. The absence of specific preference information might
assure people that adjustments are allowed.

To investigate these expectations, we further clustered the quotes that both belong to the
sub-theme Types of Information (Table 4.2) and that have one of the three interface labels
attached. This resulted in 61 quotes about intention and the Floorplan, 72 about authorship and
the Pointer, and 120 about preference and the Canvas. In this section, we first present our findings
per interface, illustrated with quotes of the participants. We then discuss the implications of
these findings for the design of explicit visualizations of awareness information. Since the
limitations of the setup for this analysis and the next analysis largely overlap, we discuss them
jointly at the end of Section 4.5.
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FINDINGS
The three interfaces each allow people to communicate a different type of social information:
intention in the Floorplan, authorship in the Pointer, and preference in the Canvas. In this section,
we describe how the information was used and appraised.

Intention (Floorplan)
With the Floorplan, people could communicate their intention with the light setting by adding
an activity icon. The activity icon was added to a setting in 26.3% of all interactions. We
expected that knowing this original intention of the author with the light setting would help
other people to estimate the importance of that light setting. As also identified in analysis
1, some people indeed mentioned that they perceived some activities as more relevant than
others: “If they are working concentrated, they of course have priority over someone who’s just drinking coffee”
(p9-A1). However, the activity icons were often found to be too generic to communicate this
relevance, especially because the activities that people used the workspace for seemingly did
not vary much amongst each other: “I assume that [...] 90% of the people just filled in ‘work’. [...] that
is what the space is for.” (p21-B). As a result, the icons were often interpreted as discrete indicators
of importance: if someone had put in the effort to add an activity to the current setting, this
was interpreted as that the light setting should not be adjusted at all. “... at that moment one person
was sitting in the space who had added a ‘laptop’ icon [...] so that really showed: I do not want the light to
change” (p3-A1).
We also expected that people would use the intention information to evaluate whether the
current setting was still relevant – i.e., to see if people were still performing the activity that
the setting was intended for. However, people mentioned that the link between activity and
light setting is often not that rigid: “I never really added an [activity icon], because I was doing so many
different activities.” (p3-A1). Moreover, the information was often not up-to-date, since the far
majority of people did not remove or change icons after completing a certain task: “I don’t think
anyone would say: ‘I am not writing, I am brainstorming. Let’s change [the icon]’.” (p18-B). This made
the information about the current situation that can be seen by looking around much more
important than the intention communicated in the interface: “Why would you set [an activity]? If
you look around in the space you can clearly see what everybody is doing.” (p20-B).
Interestingly, the information in the Floorplan interface became less useful to people because
it is not visible at the right moment. In the Floorplan, information becomes only visible after
opening the application. However, people mentioned that they only opened the interface after
they made the decision to adjust the light setting – that is, after completing all considerations
described in analysis 1 – whereas the information would be most useful earlier on in the
decision-making process, as this quote illustrates: “At first you might ask ‘Can I adjust the light?’ and
then he might say ‘No, I am working on something for which I need this light’ or Yes, go ahead’. Then you open
up the app and adjust the light. So, at that moment the icons do not matter anymore.” (p8-A1).
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Authorship (Pointer)
With the Pointer, authorship information is visualized in the color of the indicator lights, by
showing which controller was used to create the setting. Since this information is automatically
captured and shown by the system, it was visualized in every interaction.
As also highlighted in analysis 1, people often wanted to take the author of the current setting
into consideration when making an adjustment: “when you see that the light has been set by the blue
table, then you would first look and think: ‘oh, who’s sitting there? Would they really need [this light setting]?’”
(p23-B). This quote indicates that knowing the author makes it possible to infer other types
of information about that person, such as the relevance and importance of the setting to the
author, and his/her intention and taste. Unfortunately, the indicator lights did not provide
enough detail to know the identity of the person who made the adjustment: “Actually, you can
only see which controller was used. Then you still don’t know who it was” (p2-A2). As we expected,
people did feel more like they were allowed to make an adjustment in their own area if the
current setting was made by people sitting in another area: “if someone in the space had adjusted
all three areas, you would know that he doesn’t really need that. And then you can just change it.” (p5-A3).
But because not many people adjusted other areas apart from their own, this situation did not
occur often.
For the impacted people, knowing who made an adjustment helped to respond to undesired
adjustments by others: “I once saw that the light at the big table was adjusted by another table. It suddenly
changed from really bright to really dark. And we were like ‘what is happening?’ [...] And then you can directly
look in their direction: ‘Hey, you did this!’” (p22-B). However, people mentioned that the indicator
lights were often superfluous in those situations, because interacting with the Pointer was quite
expressive and visible as a result of its interaction style: “you can also see someone pointing upwards.”
(p24-B) – an insight we will further elaborate on in the next findings section. There were some
moments in which the indicators lights were found helpful. This was especially during the
somewhat chaotic situations when the Pointer was used in affective playful interactions: “If
multiple tables are pointing, you do look at the color of the remote and the color of the [indicator] lights at the
ceiling. That did help to locate the person.” (p24-B).

Preference (Canvas)
In the Canvas interface people could draw a boundary around a token to indicate their
preference to others. In total 223 boundaries were drawn in the 33 days in which the Canvas
was used, of which 39 boundaries remained on the Canvas for longer than one minute. The
short-lasting boundaries were likely to be part of exploration: “I mainly used [the boundaries]
because it was fun to play with.” (p4-A3).
We expected that the boundaries would help people to express their preferences to others in a
low-threshold manner. For some people this was indeed the case: “Yes, it was useful to draw a line
around the [light setting] you liked, or your table liked. Because in the morning, one of the tables always wanted
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very bright light. I am not a morning person, I’d rather have a little less light. [...] in the end, our [token] wasn’t
touched at all. Maybe the [boundary] contributed to that.” (p22-B). However, many people mentioned
that their preferences were often not very explicit. And since most people took each other into
account during an interaction – as described thoroughly in analysis 1 – the resulting settings
were often within an acceptable range: “Let’s say that people go to the extremes a lot, then the boundaries
would have been better. [...] Now I don’t feel like I need them because [the light] is going to be somewhere in
my general tolerance area.” (p12-A3).
We also expected that the boundaries would not only be used to restrict others, but also to
express that adjustments are acceptable (for example, by drawing a bigger boundary). This
indeed occurred: “I didn’t want it to become whiter or bluer. But I didn’t mind it a bit brighter or less
bright. So, I drew some sort of ellipse around it, from the top down.” (p19-B). Most people, however,
perceived any type of boundary as an indication that the token should not be moved at all:
“When a [boundary] was added I did not feel like I was permitted to move the token within that [boundary].
It felt more like somebody drew a [boundary], so I wouldn’t touch it.” (p22-B). As a result of this discrete
interpretation, people became hesitant to draw boundaries because they felt that their
boundary could limit other people in their interactions: “especially if you add a [boundary] it could
be a bit touch-and-go. Is everyone going to be OK with this?” (p19-B).
Even though most people did not use the boundaries often, many did appreciate the preference
information: “The boundaries as a feature was a useful thing because it made people think about changing
the light within other’s boundaries. It wasn’t used that much but the presence of it had an effect.” (p12-A3).
However, the fact that the boundaries stayed on the Canvas for the whole day had a big impact
on its perceived usefulness. The boundaries were automatically removed when the token was
moved out of that boundary and every day at night the whole canvas was cleared but in all
other cases, people had to remove the boundaries manually. Since this was not commonly
done, the relevance of the boundaries on the canvas became very difficult to estimate: “You
don’t know who set [the boundary] and you don’t know whether that person already left. So, you don’t know if
it still important to keep [the tokens] within [the boundary]. That is confusing.” (p31-B).

DISCUSSION
A main premise of our research is that interfaces can be designed to aid awareness by
rendering information visible in the interface. In this analysis, we evaluate how people used
and appraised the three types of information that they could communicate to each other
through the interfaces.
Our findings in analysis 1 (Section 4.3) already indicated that intention, authorship, and preference
are all potentially relevant types of information for coordination of shared use (see Table 4.3):
people consider it important to know the relevance of a setting for other people’s intended
activities, like to consult the author of a previous setting, and want to take other people’s
preferences into account. However, as we have seen, the way in which the information was
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visualized in our interfaces limited the potential usefulness at times. Below, we reflect upon
considerations that could be important when designing such explicit information visualizations.
Timing and Presence of the Information
When communicating information through the interface, it seems important to consider at
what moment the information should become available, to be most useful to feed people’s
considerations. In the Floorplan, the activity icons were only available after people took out
their phone and opened the application. However, at that moment people had already decided
that they would want to interact. In contrast, the boundaries in the Canvas interface and the
indicator lights in the Pointer were both visible at glance from anywhere in the room at any
moment, which made that the information was retrievable in the moment of decision-making.
In literature from CSCW, we find similar insights: researchers have stressed that it is important
not to hide information in manipulable views (Stefik et al. 1987) or behind menu-structures
(Gutwin et al. 1996) to make it available when needed. Perhaps in collocated IoT interactions,
the information should not even be presented in the interface if that interface is not available
at glance. Instead, it might be useful to design separate information displays that are available
in the context, like we did with the indicator lights of the Pointer.
The Right Level of Detail
As discussed in Chapter 3, privacy is a big concern when designing for awareness. In the
Pointer interface, we showed which controller was used to set the current light setting instead
of the identity of that person. This could be seen as an abstraction of the information, which
is a common strategy to safeguard privacy (Hudson and Smith 1996; Pedersen and Sokoler
1997). Unfortunately, in the Pointer, this made the information less useful. People wanted
to know the authorship to infer other information about the person behind the setting (e.g.,
intention and taste) – not only to know location and activity, as we expected. This shows that
overly abstracted information might fail of its purpose, and that the level of detail should thus
be chosen carefully.
Accuracy of the Information
In the Pointer interface, the information was gathered as an automatic consequence of
interacting, since the authorship information was automatically displayed in the targeted
area. In the Canvas and Floorplan, in contrast, the information was intentionally provided
by people. This had consequences for the accuracy of the information. Where in the Pointer
interface the accuracy was ensured, the Canvas and Floorplan required people to keep the
information up-to-date (e.g., by removing their boundary or changing their activity icon).
Since most people did not change or remove their information, it was often not possible to
estimate whether the boundaries or icons still applied to the current moment, which made the
information much less useful. This shows that if information is not gathered as a consequence
of interaction, extra design effort is needed to help the user to assess the relevance of that
information. For example, we could have added a timer in the Floorplan of how long ago the
activity icon was set.
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Ambiguous Information
In many cases, people did not change settings with a boundary or an activity icon, even when
those boundaries or icons were meant to indicate that changes would be accepted. Because of
this discrete interpretation, providing information could feel as limiting future users and often
people did not add explicit information at all. This again led to another confusion: where
we expected that a lack of information (e.g., not having a boundary) would be interpreted as
‘change is accepted’ it could now also mean ‘I didn’t dare to add a boundary’. In other words:
having no available explicit information became a multi-interpretable state, which made
that most people choose for the safe option of not adjusting anything. It seems that multiple
interpretations to the same information – especially when they are about restrictions to others
– lead to difficulties and perhaps should be avoided. In the Canvas this could be done, for
example, through an intentional action that explicitly indicates that changes are allowed.

CONCLUSIONS
The Floorplan, Pointer, and Canvas interface each allow people to communicate a different
type of explicit social information: intention, authorship, and preference. In this section, we have
evaluated how people use and appraise these three types of explicit social information in the
interfaces. We found that although all types of information are potentially useful, this usefulness
was compromised for people because of the way in which the information was visualized
in the interface. The intention information in the Floorplan was useful as an indication of
how important people found their own activity and lighting setting, but the icons were too
generic, not visible at the right moment, and often not kept up-to-date. The authorship in
the Pointer did not show the right level of detail and authorship was often already visible
because of the expressive interaction style. However, the indicator lights were useful in more
chaotic moments. The boundaries in the Canvas were appreciated, but were often interpreted
discretely: tokens with a boundary were not adjusted at all. Moreover, it was difficult for people
to assess the relevance of the boundaries, since most people did not remove the boundaries
when leaving the space. The insights indicate that when designing explicit visualizations of
awareness information, the detail, timing, accuracy, and ambiguity of the information need to be
carefully considered: the information has to be present with the right level of detail and at the
right moment, people should be able to assess the accuracy of the information, and multiinterpretable information should perhaps be avoided.
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4.5 ANALYSIS 3: INTERACTION STYLE AND
COORDINATION OF SHARED USE
In this third analysis, we aim to investigate how the differences in interaction style influence
how people coordinate shared use amongst each other. The interfaces vary in ownership,
distribution, dedication and interaction modality and sequence to come to three commonly used
interaction styles: an application, a remote control, and a central tangible interface. Based on
literature and our own explorations, we expect that such characteristics can influence shared
use (see Section 3.4 for details):
•

The distribution of physical objects is known to influence communication (Crabtree et al.
2003; Elliot et al. 2005), by allowing people to make meaningful spatial arrangements,
for example (Crabtree and Rodden 2004; Rodden et al. 2004; Taylor et al. 2007). In
addition, the location of technology and interfaces are known to influence perceived
ownership and sharing behavior (Brush and Inkpen 2007; Frohlich and Kraut 2003;
Gruning and Lindley 2016).

•

Tangible and tangible gestural interfaces could lead to feedthrough of awareness information
(Gutwin and Greenberg 2002; Hornecker and Buur 2006; Ullmer and Ishii 2000) and
can facilitate non-verbal communication through expressive gestures and movements
(Hornecker and Buur 2006; van den Hoven and Mazalek 2011; Nacenta et al. 2007)

•

A two-step interaction sequence, where people can revise a light setting before applying it to
the space might be beneficial to shared interactions because it can lead to lower repair
cost of possible faults (Clark and Brennan 1991).

To identify the differences in coordination of shared use, we looked at the overlap between
the Views on Shared Use theme and the individual Interface labels. We found differences on three
aspects of coordination: the amount of verbal communication, people’s consideration of others,
and perceived accountability. The quotes in the theme Scenarios of Coordination were then used to
confirm whether these differences in people’s beliefs also correspond with actual use scenarios.
As in the previous sections, we first present the findings, after which we discuss how interfaces
characteristics and differences in interaction style can influence shared use. We reflect upon
the implications of these insights for interaction designers. We end with a discussion of the
limitations of the evaluation of the three interfaces.
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FINDINGS
In this section, we describe differences between the interfaces on three aspects of coordination
of shared use: the amount of verbal communication, people’s consideration of others, and the level of
perceived accountability.

Verbal Communication
As highlighted in analysis 1, people found verbal communication important. It was seen as
good manners to consult others before making an adjustment: “And maybe you like it, but others
might like it less at that moment. So, I don’t know, it’s just more sociable to ask.” (p22-B). However,
starting up this conversation was not always easy and could discourage interaction with the
system: “If someone is working really focused on his computer – and especially if it is a third-year student that
I don’t know personally – then I wouldn’t touch [the system]. Neither would I ask ‘Would you mind if I change
the light?’” (p20-B). The extent to which people talked to each other during their interactions
with the lighting system differed between the three interfaces: people communicated more
when using the Pointer and Canvas, than when using the Floorplan: “I don’t remember any
conversation I had with the digital interface...” (p6-A2). We identify two main roles that the interface
can play in verbal communication: it can show who to address and it can externalize and
visualize discussion.
Knowing Who to Address
The differences between the Floorplan, Pointer, and Canvas in distribution, dedication, and
modality (Table 3.2) resulted in a difference in visibility of an interaction. Seeing that someone
is interacting lowered the threshold of verbal communication, both for the impacted person
and for the person interacting. For the people that were impacted by an adjustment of
someone else, knowing who is interacting made it possible to respond and start a negotiation.
This was easier with the Pointer and Canvas – where pointing to an area or walking up to the
interface is visible to others – than with the Floorplan – where actions are hidden in people’s
smartphone or laptop. “[With the Floorplan] you don’t really know who changed the light. So, you cannot
really talk to him and say: ‘maybe we can do like this, maybe we can choose a brightness and color together’.
My experience [with the Floorplan] was that people change light, I change it back, they change it back, I
change it again.” (p28-B). As mentioned, in chaotic situations the indicator lights of the Pointer
provided additional support to locate the author but during general use, this information was
sufficiently visible in the more tangible and centrally located interface.
For the person interacting, being visible to other people made it easier to start up a conversation
and consult others: “I was at the central interface and [person X] was sitting by the window and I changed it
and he looked up. And the fact that he looked up and noticed me, made me enter into a negotiation with him and
we talked about how it should be.” (p12-A1). With the Pointer and especially with the Canvas, the
intention to start an interaction was visible even before the lighting was affected. This made it
possible to intervene. Moreover, this prepared other people for a potential conversation, which
lowered the threshold again for the person interacting: “If you pick up the Pointer, other people at
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the table notice that right away, which makes it easier to start a conversation. With the Floorplan application
other people do not see that you are interacting with the light, which makes it awkward to start a conversation
about the light.” (p11-A3).
Externalizing & Visualizing Discussion
The three interfaces differ in their expressiveness – i.e., their ability to communicate the effect of
an interaction. In the Floorplan the small sliders disappeared after selection and in the Pointer
the sliders could have been adjusted since last interaction, while in the Canvas the settings
of all areas remained visible. This expressiveness helped people in their consideration of the
potential benefit of interacting (see analysis 1), since they could assess how much the light
could still be changed by looking at the position of the token in relation to the canvas: “The
[Canvas’ printed preview] was my favorite because I could just glance up at it and see not only the current state
as in the LED [preview of the Pointer], but the current state in relation to the possibilities. So, ‘it’s quite warm’,
for example. Or ‘it could be warmer’, or ‘this is as warm as it can go’.” (P6). Next to easier assessment
of the benefits, expressive interfaces made it easier to ask for consent of others: “[with the
Floorplan] you didn’t show your phone and asked: ‘Is this good or not?’ It didn’t really send a message about
how the light would be. You couldn’t really show it. And [with the Pointer] you can, not only with the preview
light but also by showing the sliders.” (p16-A2).
The tangible tokens of the Canvas also served as a record of the outcome of the negotiation
– also called externalization (Hornecker and Buur 2006): “[With the Canvas] it is nice that you’re able
to see how everything is set. To me that seems to make it easier to talk about it with someone: ‘you have [your
token] over here, I want it here, let’s put it in the middle’. Without the interface, it becomes way more difficult to
have that conversation.” (p27-B). One person mentioned that he would have liked this to be even
more explicit in the interface and to persist: “It would be pretty cool if you could see how one token had
moved throughout the day. […] I think the history of the room would tell a lot about the room. Let’s say it has
been changed three times before you came in. I think you can see from how the light has been, how much people
have dared to change it before, how daring, what kind of people are in this room.” (p16-A3).
When the interface is used as a tool in discussion, its size and position determine who is
included. The Canvas was bigger and more centrally positioned than the tablet of the
Floorplan, which helped to involve other people; also those slocated on the other side of the
space: “you can discuss from a distance with the people sitting there. [...] with a small tablet on the wall that
you stand in front of talking about ‘put it a little bit more up or down’ is much more difficult.” (p25-B).

Consideration of Others
Analysis 1 (Section 4.3) showed that people took other people into consideration in every
interaction, most often by compromising “Of course if I was with my group we would decide together
and it would be more blue and white light. [...] if I would be by myself I would choose a more relaxed
[light setting].” (p28-B). However, the prominence of this consideration of others differed per
interface, depending on whether interactions were perceived as individual or communal decisions,
and the direction of attention towards size and impact of the adjustment.
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Individual or Communal Decision-making
Although the lighting system was perceived as shared, the ownership over the interfaces differs:
The Floorplan runs on a personally owned device, the Pointers are shared with people at the
same table, and the Canvas is shared with everybody in the space. This influenced the extent
to which a decision was perceived as personal or communal and whether people involved
others in this decision-making: “the fact that you need to share [the Pointer] makes it that you don’t just
go with your own vote, but that you need to negotiate: ‘Is it OK like this?’ But if it would be yours, you would
want your preferred light.” (p3-A2). We found that shared interfaces resulted in more cooperative
interactions – “With the canvas, you can go there together and discuss ‘How are we going to solve this?’.
And with [the Pointer] it is more like ‘I want it like this’, ‘No, I want it like that’.” (p27-B) – while
personally-owned interfaces provoked more individual interactions: “I always consulted others,
except with the [Floorplan]. I did say something to others, but in the end, you do it alone. And with [the Pointer
and Canvas] you do it together.” (p17-A3). With the Pointer interface, people consciously played
with this aspect by keeping the interface close to them, to inhibit other people from making
adjustments: “... [with the] Pointer, placing it close to me would make me feel like the owner of the area.
So, someone reaching out and taking it to control the light would feel like an intrusion in my area.” (p12-A3).
Considering Size and Impact of an Adjustment
In general, people preferred to make small adjustments to the current setting to minimize the
impact of their interaction on others: “[I took into account] how the other areas were set to make sure I
wouldn’t disturb others too much.” (p3-A3). Seeing the position of the tokens on the Canvas allowed
people to make adjustments relative to the current setting. This was more difficult with the
Pointer since the sliders could have changed after the setting was applied: “[With the Canvas]
it is very easy to think: ‘OK, it is on that intensity, let’s change it from there’. And with the Pointer, you would
start all over with setting the light. You don’t really have a reference.” (p20-B). The Canvas is the only
interface that shows the current light parameters for all areas at once, which made it easier
to take people in adjacent areas into account: “Suppose the table next to you has a completely different
setting, you will notice that anyway. [...] So then it is nice to see how [all areas] are set.” (p27-B).
With the Pointer, people were most inclined to adjust only one area (69.7% of the interactions),
compared to the Floorplan and Canvas (46.8% and 53.5% respectively). People were most
inclined to adjust all four areas at once with the Floorplan (done in 35.4% of the interactions
with the Floorplan against 9.3% with the Pointer). These differences can be explained by
the sequence of interaction and the focus of attention. The Floorplan allows people to select
multiple areas at once, which invited for making bigger adjustments: “With the [Floorplan] I was
more inclined to adjust the whole space, [...] it is tempting to just select everything since it’s the same action
anyway.” (p24-B). In contrast, people were more considerate when adjusting other areas with
the Pointer, because the interaction made them pay attention to the location that they were
about to adjust: “it is almost as if you are shooting at people, you’re pointing at them. Yeah, you’re not
going to do that.” (p26-B). Compared to the Canvas and Floorplan, the Pointer made people
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more aware of the presence of others, which reduced the chance of affecting other people
by mistake: “With [the Pointer] you were clearly aiming at somebody else’s table. You are very consciously
changing the light of someone else instead of your own. Whereas [with the Canvas] you are not looking at the
table you’re adjusting. So it is easy to move everything around without paying attention to which table you are
actually affecting.” (p29-B).

Accountability & Conflict Resolution
As noted in Section 4.3, interaction could lead to conflict in some cases. The extent to which
people held each other accountable for undesired actions and the extent to which they felt
accountable for their own actions differed between the interfaces. People felt least accountable
with the Floorplan, and most accountable with the Canvas: “What I’m going to say now is a bit
exaggerated, but it is almost a walk of shame when you have to walk back [from the Canvas] to your table while
nobody likes your setting.” (p19-B). These differences can be explained by the level of exposure
and vigilance due to the visibility of an interaction, and by the ease with which a previous
setting can be retrieved in case of conflict.
Exposure and Vigilance
Visibility of the interaction seems to be a prerequisite for accountability: people felt less
accountable for their action when their identity was unknown to others. “I know that I adjusted
it, but other people don’t. So, then I don’t feel responsible for it.” (p8-A3), “I could screw up the lights and no
one will know.” (p3-A3). In the more visible interactions, increased accountability resulted in
more cautious consideration of others and raised a threshold to interact: “Everybody is looking:
‘Is he taking off a token? What is he doing with my light?’ It’s like being in front of a classroom. [...] You’re not
going to do anything stupid.” (p24-B). Moreover, having shared ownership over an interface also
resulted shared accountability: “For the Pointer interface, I felt like every time we made changes we did it
is as a group. So, I felt like the group is accountable for it.” (p16-A3). Other people recognized this and
held a group as a whole accountable for undesired actions: “And with the Pointer, you could easily
say: ‘Hey, you guys at that table, cut it out!’. You just address the whole table.” (p22-B).
Being able to hold others accountable for undesired adjustments also resulted in increased
attention to actions of others, which sometimes felt like a burden: “With the Canvas I was
constantly thinking [...] oh no, someone is standing at the Canvas again. – sigh –” (p22-B). On the
other hand, not knowing who to hold accountable made people refrain from responding to
interactions of others, since it made conflict resolution impossible: “One time somebody changed
my light because he wanted to try it out [...], but I didn’t know who. Of course, I could’ve changed it back but
for all I know it gets adjusted again in one minute.” (p19-B). Generally, people appreciated having
some level of accountability, despite the fact that the exposure sometimes raised a threshold
to interact and that vigilance could feel like a burden: “a social threshold to changing someone else’s
light seems like a good thing to me. [...] It’s some sort of lighting etiquette.” (p29-B).
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Retrieving Settings
In the case of an undesired adjustment or conflict, a common resolution strategy was to
restore the original setting (Section 4.3). Retrieving the original setting was easiest with the
Canvas, because of its expressive qualities: “[placing back a token] was easier since you remember its
visual location without having to think about it. This was more difficult with the [Pointer], like ‘umm, what
was it like again?’” (p27-B). Knowing that a setting can be retrieved easily felt reassuring and
resulted in more explorative behavior: “Just assume that I [adjust the light] and someone disagrees.
Then it is easy to undo my change [with the Canvas] which makes me feel less guilty than if someone else’s
perfect light setting is irretrievably lost.” (p27-B). For the impacted people, knowing that a setting
could be retrieved easily eased the previously explained burden of vigilance somewhat: “with
[the Pointer] I wasn’t afraid that people would touch it. I could just change it back if I wanted to.” (p24-B).

DISCUSSION
In this analysis, we investigate the influence of the interaction style on the coordination of
shared use. We identified a range of relations between the interface characteristics and the
amount of verbal communication, the level of consideration, and the level of accountability.
To summarize:
•

Visibility of the interaction: Distribution, ownership and dedication of the interface all have
an effect on the visibility of the interaction. Knowing who is interacting can lowers the
threshold to start a conversation – both for the people impacted because they know who
to address, and for the person interacting who draws attention and primes others for the
conversation. When the actor is exposed during an interaction, this makes interfering
before the action took place possible. Moreover, visibility of interaction is a requirement
for holding others accountable for undesired actions.

•

Ownership: With a personally owned interface, people tend to make more individual
decisions. With a shared interface, people tend to involve others more in the decisionmaking process. Involving others and interacting with a shared interface can raise a
threshold to interact, but did feel more pleasant to the person interacting. In shared
interactions, responsibility and accountability also becomes shared, which increased the
vigilance of the interface.

•

Attention to Context: If people look at the location where they are planning to make an
adjustment – e.g., by making the interface gestural – they tend to consider the impact
on others more. They are also less likely to make mistakes during their interactions.
This finding confirms the strategy ‘directing attention towards the context’ described in
Section 3.4.
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•

Expressiveness: Expressing the current parameter values in an interface aids discussion and
negotiation, since it makes it easier to talk about preferred settings. It also makes it easier
to make adjustments relative to the current setting, which results in smaller adjustments
and helps to make compromises. Moreover, interfaces that express the settings historically
over time might make governing social norms more explicit.

•

Verification: A two-step sequence in the interaction – where people first change the
parameters before applying it to the system – makes the risk of mistakes smaller since
people can consider the size of their adjustment and potential impact on others. However,
it does result in more effortful interactions.

•

Retrievability: If previous settings are easily retrievable, people tend to be more explorative
in their interactions. For the person being impacted by an interaction, it limits the
impact of mistakes and eases vigilance. Expressiveness is linked to retrievability, because
expressive interfaces make it easier to remember the pervious setting.

The relations that we identified confirm our expectation that common design decisions have
an influence on how people use the shared system later on. Therefore, designers need to
carefully consider the potential consequence on people’s coordination of shared use for the
design decisions that they make. It seems impossible to state in general which coordination
style would be better: even our participants did not agree on whether more or less verbal
communication, more or less consideration, or more or less accountability would be more
desirable. For example, although playful teasing with the Pointer could be annoying in some
situations and for some participants, it also functioned as an icebreaker to discuss tastes and
lighting use. It is therefore likely to be impossible to formulate general design guidelines about
designing for awareness. Instead, we recommend designers to consider coordination strategies
that could be desirable in the context they are designing for, and to make decisions accordingly.
This insight will have consequences for our next chapter, in which we aim to formalize the
findings: design considerations are probably a more relevant format than design guidelines.
In the second and third analyses (Section 4.4 and 4.5), we have discussed the ‘explicit
communication of information’ and the ‘effects of the interaction style’ as if they are separate
aspects. However, this distinction is not so rigid. Although perhaps not explicitly designed as
information, the design decisions that are explained above can also be seen as ways to obscure
information or to render it visible. For example, exposing the actor leads to availability
of information about authorship and identity, directing attention towards the context makes
information about other people more prominent, expression of parameters shows information
about the preference of the previous actor, and a preview in the verification step visualizes the size
of the impact. So instead of seeing awareness information as a separate feature in the interface,
it can also be a property of the interaction. If the interface does not implicitly provide all
relevant information through its interaction style, more explicit visualizations could be added.
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LIMITATIONS
Looking at the generalizability of the evaluation of the interfaces, it is likely that the limitations
that applied to analysis 1 (Section 4.3) also played a role in the results of the second and
third analysis (Section 4.4 and 4.5). For example, the more informal working atmosphere and
our participants’ interest in lighting interaction are likely to have increased the number of
interactions and number of conversations about the lighting. However, because we compared
differences between the three interfaces and since it is likely that these aspects influenced
all three interfaces in the same way, we think the effects on the results are limited. Also, our
participants’ background in design has likely favored the alternative interaction styles of the
Pointer and the Canvas interface over the more standard Floorplan application. Evidence
for this difference in appraisal is also found in the difference in number of interactions per
interface in session A and B: when the Floorplan was used last (session B), it was only used
in 17% of the interactions against 27% when it was introduced first. Nevertheless, since
evaluation of the interfaces was not our aim in this study, we do not expect this to be of much
influence.
What is likely to have impacted our results is that we compared a multitude of different
characteristics at the same time (see Table 3.2). To make it possible to connect specific features
of the interfaces to specific effects, we took two measures in this study. Firstly, we varied
the interfaces systematically and also defined on which aspects they should not differ to
have a fair comparison. Secondly, we have asked the participants to reflect directly on these
differences and to link their experiences to features of the interface in the final comparative
interview. While these two aspects of our approach help to make sense of the effects that we
see, it still remains difficult to clearly parse out what design characteristic resulted in a certain
outcome. Especially because it is likely that the interaction between different combinations
of characteristics also influenced each other – for example, the low visibility of intention
information in the Floorplan is likely to come from the combination of design choices on
location, size, and the screen-based modality of the tablet. For these reasons, one should be
careful to use the identified relations to rigidly when designing interactions, especially when
looking not at the effects of the overall interaction styles (application, remote, and central
tangible) but at the individual characteristics (distribution, ownership, modality, sequence of
interaction). More systematic research is needed to validate each of the relations that we
identified.
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In this study, we looked at shared use of a lighting system. Although we would like to think
that our considerations are to a large extent translatable to other types of systems, there are
ways in which this generalizability might be limited. Firstly, tastes and preferences might be
different in lighting than in other types of IoT-like systems. For example, lighting needs are
known to be latent (Offermans et al. 2014) and lighting preferences are less explicit than, for
example, preference for music or movies. We expect this to have an impact on the role of
interface design in coordination of shared use. If preferences are strong, conflicts are likely to
manifest (Deutsch 1977; Easterbrook et al. 1993) but if preferences are latent, the interface
might play a bigger role in keeping conflicts hidden (as with the Floorplan) or bringing them
out (as with the Canvas). This makes it likely that the interaction style plays a greater role in
shared use of lighting systems, than in other systems where preferences are stronger. Secondly,
when generalizing our findings to include systems that are shared as consequence of their
primary functionality (e.g., collaboration or communication systems; see Section 3.2), it seems
that the way the information is visualized is more crucial in systems that are shared as a
consequence of use. In systems that are shared as a consequence of use, the attention to
the awareness information is likely to be less, and interaction is likely to be less frequent,
continuous, and synchronous. This makes that the presence of the information should be
carefully designed in such systems.

CONCLUSIONS
In this section, we have investigated how the differences in interaction style between the
interfaces influence how people coordinate shared use amongst each other. We found that
common design decisions in the interface – on ownership, distribution, dedication and
interaction modality and sequence – can stimulate or discourage verbal communication and
negotiation, can help or prevent people to take each other into consideration and adjust their
interactions accordingly, and can increase or decrease feelings of accountability. For example,
the distribution, ownership and dedication of the interface all affect whether the person that
is interacting is visible. This visibility of who is interacting can lower the threshold to start
up conversation, and increases the perceived accountability. Also, more expressive interfaces –
depending on the size, location and modality – can serve as a discussion tool, make it easier
to compromise, and increase retrievability of previous settings. Such relations emphasize the
importance of considering shared use when designing interfaces for everyday systems.
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4.6 CONCLUDING THIS CHAPTER
In this chapter, we have presented a qualitative study, where we deployed the three interfaces
that we designed in Chapter 3 longitudinally in a real-life open-plan office. The study has
been used to investigate three specific aims in three specific analyses of the data. In analysis
1 (Section 4.3), we aimed to refine our understanding of how people interact with a lighting
system that is shared in use, by specifying how other people are taken into consideration,
and by identifying the role of awareness in this decision-making process. We described three
common considerations that people have when interacting with the system: people consider
what their reasons to interact might be, what impact their interaction is likely to have on other
people, and how to balance between their own concerns and the concerns of others. To make
estimations on each of these considerations and come to a decision on how to interact, people
require awareness of the situation. We identified a range of information types that people can
take into consideration during interaction, which can be about the system, about other people, or
about the environment. In analysis 2 (Section 4.4), we evaluated the communication of explicit
social information in the three interfaces. We wanted to see how people use and appraise
these information types during their interactions. Although all three types of information
were potentially useful, we found that the way that the information was visualized – and
particularly choices on the detail, timing, accuracy, and ambiguity of the information – could
compromise this usefulness. In analysis 3, we looked at how the differences in interaction style
influenced how people coordinated shared use amongst each other. We found that variations
in interface characteristics – on ownership, distribution, dedication and interaction modality
and sequence – can lead to differences in the amount of verbal communication and negotiation, the
extent to which people take each other into consideration and adjust their interactions accordingly, and
the perceived level of accountability.
These insights in these three specific analyses all contribute to the overarching goal in this
chapter, which is to evaluate whether designing for awareness is indeed a valuable approach
when designing interactions with systems that are shared in use. This depends on three
questions:
•
•
•

Do people perceive systems as shared and do they take other people into consideration?
Can awareness support people in their interactions with a shared system?
Does the interface play a role in providing people with awareness?

To answer the first question: two out of three common considerations that we identified
concern other people. This confirms that people perceive the lighting system as shared and
that other people play a role in their interactions.
The second question – can awareness support people in their interactions with a shared system? – received
attention in analysis 1 (Section 4.3), where we identified the role that awareness plays in
interaction with a lighting system. The considerations that people have during interaction
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specify awareness information requirements. And the other way around, perceiving
information can trigger consideration. For example, we noticed that interfaces that direct
attention towards the context made people more considerate of their impact on others (see
Section 4.5). Based on this interplay between awareness and consideration, people decided
how to proceed with the interaction. In their interaction strategies, most people avoided
conflict or they accommodated to (their interpretation of) the preferences of others. The
most preferred strategies, however, were based on compromise and collaboration but required
knowledge about, for example, other people’s tastes and preferences (to know what a good
compromise would be) and their activities and concentration (to know how disturbed they
would be). All these examples confirm that increased awareness – of the system state and
abilities, other people and their preferences, and the use of the environment and activities within –
can support people in their use of the shared lighting system.
The third question concerns the role of the interface in providing people with awareness.
Analysis 3 (Section 4.5) demonstrated that different interaction styles can lead to differences
in availability of implicit information, which again impacted how people interacted with the
shared system. For example, interactions that expose who is interacting can lower the threshold
to start a conversation, interfaces that are shared result in more communal decision-making,
and interfaces in which the previous setting are easily retrievable lead to more explorative
behavior and less vigilance.
Together, these findings confirm that designing for awareness can be a valuable approach
when designing interactions with lighting systems that are shared in use. Moreover, they
emphasize the importance of considering the potential impact on shared use of each decision
during the design process. This chapter discloses many insights that could potentially fuel such
design considerations. However, these insights are currently inseparable from the type of system,
context, and three specific interface designs. Therefore, as a next step, we aim to formalize our
findings and make them more generalizable.
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MAIN INSIGHTS
•

When interacting with a lighting system that is shared in use, people consider
what the expected benefit is of interacting, whether there is a chance that other
people are impacted negatively by their interaction, and how to balance their
own and other people’s concerns. To answer such considerations, people use
awareness that is built up by information about the system, other people and
the environment. The interplay between considerations and awareness result
in a decision on how to interact with the lighting system (Section 4.3).

•

The interaction style of the interface can influence how people coordinate
shared lighting use, by increasing or decreasing the ease of verbal communication
during interaction, the extent to which people take others into consideration,
and the perceived level of accountability (Section 4.5). This means that common
design decisions can impact later shared use, and thus emphasizes the
importance of considering shared use when designing interfaces for everyday
systems.

•

The interface can play a role in supporting awareness by visualizing information.
This information can become available implicitly, as a consequence of the
interaction style: e.g., by exposing the person interacting, expressing current parameters,
showing a preview of the expected impact, or directing attention towards the context
(Section 4.5). When the interaction style does not make important information
available, this information can be visualized explicitly in the interface. Doing
so requires careful consideration of the desired detail, timing, interpretation, and
accuracy of the information (Section 4.4).
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abstract
One of the main aims in this research is to find a way to support interaction designers in
designing for shared use, by increasing people’s awareness during interaction. In this chapter,
we formalize our insights in two ways: we construct a model that describes how people interact
with systems that are shared in use and we develop a framework of design considerations when
designing for awareness.
The exploration-action model (Section 5.2) aims to support designers in identifying the need
to support shared use by increasing people’s awareness, and in specifying what information
people need in their interaction. We start with generalizing our findings from Section 4.3 by
comparing them to interaction models in literature. From the parallels – between our own
findings from Section 4.3, the Theory of Planned Behavior, the model of Situation Awareness and the
Perception Action Cycle – we construct a new model that describes interactions with systems that
are shared in use from the perspective of an individual actor. We expect that the explorationaction model can be used to describe shared use, and help to analyze scenarios of use, to identify
the awareness information that people need, and to propose improvements to exploration or
action possibilities.
The Designing for Awareness in Shared Systems (DASS) framework (Section 5.3) aims to support
designers in making the required information available in the interaction by presenting a
comprehensive overview of design considerations. We start with a literature review of design
considerations known in the field of CSCW, which we thematically analyze and compare to our
own design considerations to come to the DASS framework. The framework consists of three
overview tables of important design considerations, structured based on three overarching
questions: what information is needed for awareness, how can the awareness information be embodied, and
how can the awareness be used effectively in interaction? The design considerations can help designers
to reflect upon their interface proposals and to consider the consequence of design decisions on
the availability of awareness information.

This chapter is partly based upon:

•

Karin Niemantsverdriet, Harm van Essen, Berry Eggen. ‘Designing for Awareness in
Interactions with Shared Systems’, Currently under review at Transactions of ComputerHuman Interaction (TOCHI).
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5.1 INTRODUCING THIS CHAPTER
In this dissertation, we investigate how to design interactions with lighting systems that are
shared in use, with the aim of informing other interaction designers and interaction design. In
the previous chapter, we compared longitudinal use of three different interfaces for an office
lighting system. The findings confirmed that designing for awareness would make a valuable
approach to designing lighting interfaces, since (1) people took each other into consideration
in their interactions with the lighting system, (2) these considerations were both supported
and triggered by awareness information, and (3) decisions we made about the designs of the
three interfaces influenced the availability of this awareness information. But designing for
shared use and visualizing awareness information in the interfaces is not trivial as we found
in Chapter 3. In section 3.4, we identified three steps that were challenging when designing
interactions for systems that are shared in use:
•
•
•

Determining the need to support shared use
Identifying people’s information and control requirements
Visualizing the required awareness information in the interface

In this chapter, we aim to formalize and generalize our insights in this research, so that they
can offer useful support to interaction designers when engaging in the above three activities.
The first and second step – determining the need to support shared use, and identifying
information and control requirements – both rely heavily on the designers understanding
of the context and system s/he is designing for. Therefore, we think that these two steps
would benefit from a better overview of the concept of shared use and the ways in which
system sharing influence people’s interactions. In Chapter 4, we have already presented
detailed insights into people’s considerations and the role of awareness when interacting with
shared lighting systems. To make these insights applicable to a broader range of contemporary
interactive systems, we plan to compare our findings to interaction models from literature.
From the parallels between theory and our real-life insights, we want to develop a new model
that describes how people interact with systems in situations of shared use. We expect that such
a more structured overview in the shape of a model could be of use to interaction designers
when analyzing scenarios or observations, to identify the awareness information that people
need, and to propose improvements.
Once the need to consider shared use and the possible information requirements are
identified, this information needs to be made available in the interaction (step 3). Doing so
requires a different type of support that is less descriptive and that has a closer relation to
specific design examples. Throughout this dissertation, we have been formulating preliminary
implications and considerations for design (for example, in Section 2.3, 3.3, and 4.4),
illustrated with interface design examples (e.g., in Section 2.3, 3.3, and 3.4). Moreover, in
Chapter 4, we learned that when communicating information explicitly into the interface,
aspects like timing, presence, detail, accuracy, and ambiguity require careful consideration.
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We also noticed that information can become available implicitly, as a result of the interaction
style. This means that smart decision-making on interaction characteristics can resolve many
of the problems of shared use, but doing so requires a good overview of the relations between
interface characteristics and sharing behavior. Although Chapter 4 provides insights in such
relations, we are certainly not the first ones to investigate how to design for awareness. We
would like to present a more comprehensive and formal overview of design considerations
that combine our own insights and lessons learnt by other researchers.
In this chapter, we aim to construct two new design tools that formalize our previous findings.
In Section 5.2, we construct a new model that describes interaction with shared systems, based
on the parallels between interaction models from literature and our own findings in Chapter
4. In Section 5.3, we create the Designing for Awareness in Shared Systems (DASS) framework. The
DASS framework is the result of from a thematic clustering of CSCW literature, and gives an
overview of detailed design considerations that are relevant to consider when designing for
awareness. We conclude this chapter in Section 5.4 with a discussion on how the two tools can
be used together when designing for shared use.
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5.2 the exploration-action model
In Chapter 4, we presented our insights on how people interact with lighting systems that
are shared in use, from the perspective of individual actors. We found that the impact that
a planned interaction might have on other people, makes people adjust their preferences to
match those of others and often avoid potentially conflicting interactions altogether. This
makes it crucial for designers to understand people’s considerations and thoughts during
interaction, especially because Section 4.4 and 4.5 confirmed that interface designs can play
a role in supporting people to apply more collaborative interaction strategies. Yet there seems
to be little principled knowledge available about how people interact with systems that are
shared in use. Interaction models (e.g., Endsley 1995; Von Grabe 2016), as well as research on
the effect of personal control on behavior (e.g., Escuyer and Fontoynont 2001a; Heydarian et
al. 2015; Veitch et al. 2008), mostly investigate individual situations. We expect that a more
structured overview of shared use could be beneficial to interaction designers when analyzing
scenarios or observations, to identify the awareness information that people need, and to
propose improvements to the interaction to get a better user experience in shared use.
In this section, we aim to build up a model describing interactions with shared systems. We
start by comparing our findings from Chapter 4 with interaction models from literature, to
identify commonalities and gaps in existing models for the purpose of our topic (shared use)
and aim (supporting interaction design). We then present the new model and its components. We
conclude with a discussion of how the model can be of use when designing interfaces for
interactive building systems.

REVIEWING THEORY ON CONSIDERATIONS AND AWARENESS
In the analysis in Section 4.3, we identified three main considerations that people had
during their interactions with the shared system. People considered the expected benefit in
interaction in line with the effort this might cost, the impact they might have on others and
to what extent that should be taken into account, and their strategy to balance concerns
and approach interaction. These considerations remind us of components in the Theory of
Planned Behavior: attitude and perceived control, subjective norm, and behavioral intention.

Considerations when Interacting: Planning Behavior
The Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) was developed as a response to the observations that
people’s attitudes towards an object are a low predictor for their actual behavior. Instead,
people’s attitude towards the behavior with respect to that object is a much better predictor for
the actual behavior (Ajzen 1991). Therefore, the most important determinant of behavior in
TPB is the behavioral intention. This intention is, in turn, guided by three components: attitude,
subjective norm, and perceived control (see Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1. The Theory of Planned
Behavior, adapted from (Ajzen 1991).

The attitude component in TPB is determined by two aspects: people’s “beliefs about the outcomes
or attributes of performing the behavior”, which are then “weighted by evaluations of those outcomes or
attributes” (Montaño and Kasprzyk 2008:71). So people’s attitude consist of what they believe
the benefit of a certain interaction to be, and how important they think that benefit is to
them. This is what we described as the reason or benefit in our findings, which we found could
be evaluative (e.g., a person might believe ‘that cooler bright light will wake him/her up in the
morning’) or affective (e.g., the believe that ‘playing around with the interface’ will result in a
better understanding which might lead to better light settings in the future).
The subjective norm component “is determined by [people’s] normative beliefs, that is, whether important
referent individuals approve or disapprove of performing the behavior, weighted by his or her motivation to
comply with those referents.” (Montaño and Kasprzyk 2008:71). This also corresponds with
our findings. We found that our participants first considered whom they might impact with
their intended interaction, which matches ‘determine important referent individuals’ of the TPB
subjective norm component. They then assessed the expected acceptance of the change for
the impacted people, which is the ‘evaluation of approval’. Based on this information, we found
that people decided how important it was to take the concerns of these impacted people into
consideration, which is their ‘motivation to comply’.
The third component – perceived behavioral control – refers to people’s ability to perform
the behavior. People’s control beliefs refer to the extent to which people believe that they can
influence their behavior. This is what Skinner calls experienced control (1996). In our case,
this refers to people’s understanding of the system’s functionality and interaction style – i.e.,
to what extent people believe that they can improve the light setting. This is weighted by the
perceived power: how easy or difficult people think interacting with the system is. In our study,
we saw the perceived power considerations reflected in our participant’s weighing of the effort
that an interaction would take, and the importance of having prior knowledge of the interface.
The Theory of Planned Behavior is a predictive model, that is widely used to predict the
likelihood that people will adopt a certain behavior (Montaño and Kasprzyk 2008). It has
mainly been applied to prediction of the success of interventions in long-term habit changes
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such as quitting smoking, healthy eating, exercising, undergoing preventive clinical screenings,
or driving safely (see Godin and Kok (1996), Montaño and Kasprzyk (2008), and Suh an
Hsieh (2016) for overviews). And the more design-oriented implementations of TBP look
at longitudinal technology use and acceptance (Hornbæk and Hertzum 2017; Venkatesh et
al. 2016). The long-term focus of such application areas is different from the near-future
interactions that we focus on in this research. Our interactions with systems are much more
instantaneous: the intention to interact is often directly followed by an action. Therefore,
while the components of TPB match with the considerations that were identified in the study,
we miss a contextual factor in the theory that better describes which attitudes, social norms,
and control beliefs are applicable at the moment of planning an interaction. This contextual
factor can be found in the role of awareness.

Awareness: Information Required for the Considerations
In Chapter 4 we identified different types of information that people use to build up awareness,
which included information about other people, about the environment, and about the
system. From the interplay between this awareness and the considerations, people come to a
decision on how to proceed with the interaction. The most commonly-used model to describe
awareness is the model of Situation Awareness by Endsley (1995), which emphasizes this role of
awareness in decision-making (Figure 5.2). It describes how situation awareness – together with
system characteristics on one side and personal abilities and goals on the other side – inform a person’s
decisions, which in turn leads to actions that influence the state of the environment again.
Another way of looking at awareness is through the Perception-Action Cycle (PAC) by Neisser (1976).
The PAC (Figure 5.3) describes how information that is retrieved from the environment modifies

Figure 5.2. A simplified version of the model
of Situation Awareness in Dynamic Decision
Making (adapted from Endsley 1995).
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Figure 5.3. The perception-action cycle (Neisser
1976), with a separate inner cycle of exploration
activities to sample information, and an outer
cycle of actions that modify the environments
(adapted from Gutwin and Greenberg 2002).
people’s knowledge of that environment. This knowledge directs action which has an impact
on the environment, resulting again in a modification of people’s knowledge. Information
and action thus continuously flow in the model (Smith and Hancock 1995). Gutwin and
Greenberg (2002), inspired by Adams et al. (1995), have created an additional loop where they
distinguish between two types of actions. The outer cycle describes goal-oriented actions that
modify the environment, while the inner one describes actions as explorations. Explorations are
actions that are aimed at sampling information from the environment to update knowledge.
They should be seen as secondary actions that do not contribute to the actor’s primary goal,
but that are aimed at maintaining awareness in order to inform primary actions.
In view of our aim – describing interactions with systems that are shared in use – there are
benefits to both models. Both take the perspective of an individual actor within a shared
environment, which matches the perspective of the accounts in Chapter 4. However, Endsley’s
model places more of an emphasis on decision-making. Also, the distinction between decision
and action in Endsley’s model resembles the distinction between behavioral intention and behavior
in TPB, which brings opportunities for combining the two models. Moreover, Endsley’s model
recognizes the influence of system characteristics on awareness and on decision-making. This
fits with our design aim and matches our findings in Section 4.4, where we found that the
interface design influences coordination of shared use On the other hand, the continuous
flow of the Perception-Action Cycle (PAC) emphasizes the dynamic nature of awareness well.
We also find the distinction between information-oriented exploration and goal-oriented action
useful, because enabling exploration and action opportunities are likely to require different
design efforts. Therefore, we base ourselves on a combination of the two models of awareness:
we use Endsley’s definition of awareness as a product that informs decision-making; but we
place it within the information, exploration, and action flow described in the PAC.
It should be noted that the three models that we reviewed in this section – and that we aim
to use in the construction of a new model – are rather different in nature. TPB is a predictive
model. It consists of empirically validated causal relations. Endsley’s SA model and the PAC,
on the other hand, are descriptive: they present conceptual abstractions that make it easier
to understand how awareness builds up through interaction with the environment (PAC) and
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how it feeds into decision-making (SA). We aim to construct a model that describes how
people interact with systems that are shared in use, and what global components play a role
in that process. This means that the nature of our model is more a resemblance of SA and
PAC than of TPB.

CONSTRUCTING THE EXPLORATION-ACTION MODEL
In Figure 5.4, we present the exploration-action model: a new interaction model that presents a
conceptual abstraction of interactions with shared systems. It combines elements from Theory
of Planned Behavior, Situation Awareness, and the Perception Action Cycle in a way that is
informed by our real-life insights in Chapter 4. Resembling the perspective of the data from
Chapter 4, the exploration-action model takes the point of view of an individual actor that is
interacting with a shared system. In short, it describes how the actor uses information to build
up an understanding (awareness) of the shared situation. This awareness informs the actor’s
considerations, which can be characterized as the attitude towards interaction, the subjective norm
surrounding shared use, and perceived control over the system. The interplay between people’s
awareness and their considerations result in a decision that directs action.
Figure 5.4. The exploration-action model
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Introducing the Components and Relations
The main components of the exploration-action model are divided over two clusters (in
grey): the external components of the shared system and the internal cognitive components
of the actor. These two clusters (shared system and actor) are connected by two different
activity cycles: exploration activities that sample information to update awareness, and actions that
contribute to the primary objective of the actor by altering the system output. Below, we describe
all components in detail and we argue why they were included in the model.
External Components: System, Environment, and Other People
The external components are the system, the environment, and the other people that are within
the system’s influence. The system represents all connected input and output devices and the
system’s logic. In the case of a lighting system, this would be the interface and sensors (input
devices), the server, all luminaires, and the light output (output devices). Other people are all
other people that are involved in the shared system, and that are relevant to the actor at a
moment of interaction (e.g., people sitting at the same table). Environment includes the space
and all relevant objects within, other than system components and other people (e.g., the table
arrangement or the amount of light coming in from the windows). These three components
correspond with the subjects of information that we identified in Section 4.3 (see Table 4.3).
It is not common in awareness models to further define the source of information. The reviewed
awareness models (Adams et al. 1995; Endsley 1995; Neisser 1976; Smith and Hancock 1995)
only specify ‘environment’ as a source of information. This ‘environment’ includes not only
the space in which the interaction occurs, but also includes the cultural and social constructs
surrounding interaction – commonly referred to as ‘place’ (Ciolfi 2013). Although the division
between three external components compromises simplicity of the model, we think it is useful
to distinguish between different sources and subjects of information that are located within
the all-encapsulating ‘environment’. We expect that this distinction can help designers in
specifying relevant information types and in identifying particular information requirements.
Internal Components: Considerations, Awareness, and Decision
The internal components describe the internal decision-making process of the actor. They
consist of people’s momentary considerations during interaction, which together with people’s
awareness of the current situation result in a decision on how to interact.
The considerations during interaction can be classified in three categories: attitude, subjective
norm, and perceived control. Attitude is determined by the actor’s beliefs about the potential
benefit (or cost) of performing an action, in combination with the actor’s evaluation of the
importance of the benefit (or gravity of the cost). Subjective norm is determined by the actor’s
estimation of whether other people approve or disapprove of the action, weighted by how
important the actor it finds to comply with these other people. And perceived control is determined
by the actor’s beliefs about his/her abilities to perform the action and how difficult or effortful
the action would be (see Figure 5.1). Naturally, not all considerations are equally important
in every scenario. For example, in individual use scenarios, attitude and perceived control
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are more important than subjective norms – even though people might still consider general
norms about how to handle jointly owned objects (Gruning and Lindley 2016).
Awareness is the actor’s knowledge about the state of the external components that is built
up and kept up-to-date through information from those components. There is an on-going
interplay between awareness and considerations. A consideration can come with certain awareness
needs and can thus trigger exploration for additional information. This information can help
people to get a better understanding of the current situation, which can lead to more accurate
behavioral beliefs (determining attitude), normative beliefs (determining subjective norm), and
control beliefs (determining perceived control). The other way around: becoming aware of
particularities of the current situation can trigger considerations. For example, noticing that
someone else is working in the area that the planned lighting adjustment will affect is likely
to trigger consideration of subjective norms. The considerations can also make ‘objective’
information about the environment normative. For example, a dim environment can be
considered ‘too dark’ in light of the actor’s current goal of ‘taking photos of a prototype’.
This is information from the environment weighted by attitude. Or an actor might expect s/he’s
able to get brighter light by putting in a reasonable amount of effort given the location of the
interface and current light setting (system information weighted by perceived control). And when
the actor thinks the adjustment can be made without asking consent from the other person
sitting at the same table, this results from awareness of other people, weighted by social norms.
From the interplay between the considerations and awareness a decision can be made. This
decision represents the how of interaction: the plan of action. Although we chose to use the
terminology of Endsley’s model (decision) instead of the that of TPB (behavioral intention)
to avoid confusions about the nature of the arrows (descriptive, not predictive); our decision
is closely related to a near-future description of behavioral intention: “When the target is in
the near future, people generally focus on the feasibility, or the how of the behavior.” (Suh and Hsieh
2016:1084). An example of such a decision could be ‘walking up to the interface, turning up
the brightness a little bit and based on whether people react, turning it up a bit more’. This
example illustrates that the decision should not be seen as deterministic: it can be revisited
and adjusted if needed during the interaction, for example, if new awareness information
becomes available that triggers other considerations.
Relations: Information-Exploration and Action-Output
The internal and external components in the exploration-action model are connected through
two cycles: exploration activities resulting in information, and actions that alter the system output.
These two cycles are derived from the adapted version of the PAC (Figure 5.3).
The prominent outline of the model is formed by the action-output cycle. An action is the
interaction with the system that influences the system state and the system output in a way
that contributes to the actor’s primary objective. This system output can, in turn, impact the
environment and other people within, which matches with our description of shared use. We
have only included actions that affect the system in the model. Actions that contribute to the
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primary objective could also be directed at the environment (e.g., ‘moving to another desk
because there is better lighting there’) or other people (e.g., ‘asking someone else to change
the lighting for you’). However, since those actions are less within the designers’ influence
than actions that concern the system, we decided to leave those arrows – from decision to
environment, and from decision to other people – out of the model.
The inner loop in the model is the exploration-information cycle. Information from the external
components is needed to feed people’s awareness. This information could for example include
the time of day, outside condition, and use of space (information about the environment); status,
preferences, location, and activities (information about other people), and system abilities, author,
and content of previous interactions (information about the system; see Table 4.3). The actor
perceives information as a result of exploration. Exploration activities can, for example, be:
‘looking up at the interface or lamps to see the current setting’, ‘listening to hear whether a new
person is entering the room’, and ‘monitoring the expressions of people to look for reactions
to an adjustment’. As noted, explorations do not directly contribute towards the overarching
objective of the actor. Instead, they serve the secondary aim of maintaining awareness to
inform the primary activity, and therefore require different support from the interface.

Interpreting the Components
We would like to highlight three important notes on how to interpret the components in
the exploration-action model. First of all, the components are all situation specific, rather
than system specific. They adhere to the now – to a moment of interaction – and have to be
updated continuously based on changes in, e.g., context, objective, or the state of the external
components. This might make it difficult to define the components when using the model to
analyze situations. For example, an endless stream of information can be retrieved from the
external components, but not all information is equally important in every interaction. And
people might have many subjective norms stored in their memory but not all apply to one
specific setting. In order to prioritize and filter what the components capture, it is important
to realize that awareness is not a goal in itself: it is a secondary goal to inform a primary goalrelated action with the system. Every component in the model should therefore be seen in
light of the objective of the actor. Examples of such objectives are ‘working concentrated’,
‘waking up’, and ‘understanding the interface to prepare for the interview’.
Secondly, that the components are situation specific does not mean that information cannot
build up. The persistent information types in Table 4.3 demonstrate that information can
remain relevant over time. Also, as reviewed in Section 2.2, research has shown that people use
pattern-matching mechanisms to draw on long-term memory structures to quickly understand
a given situation and to base decisions upon (Betsch and Haberstroh 2005; Endsley 1995;
Klein 1993): “attention to an object is sufficient to cause retrieval of whatever information has been associated
with it in the past” (Logan, cited in Endsley 1995:46). So although we believe that the decisions
are constructed in the moment, routines still play an important role by providing default
information, informing beliefs, and facilitating short-cuts in the process.
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Thirdly, decision-making theories have been critiqued for not taking the inevitability of
constraints in time, information, and mental effort into account (Gigerenzer and Todd 1999)
and for overly emphasizing rationality (Rogers 2011). For this reason, we emphasize that the
exploration-action model consists of components that designers have to consider, because they
could be a part of the interaction – not because they always are part of that interaction. Also,
the model does not specify the quality of the outcome: the resulting action is not necessarily
the best action to fulfill the primary goal. There are numerous ways in which the decisionmaking process can be flawed. For example, on the side of awareness, information can be
sparse, attention demands to perceive the information can be unrealistic, or the situation can
be too unfamiliar (Adams et al. 1995; Gigerenzer and Todd 1999). And on the side of the
considerations, people’s beliefs about governing subjective norms can be different form each
other, and attitudes can fail to be logical: “These reasons, made up of a person’s behavioral, normative,
and control beliefs, determine his attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived control, regardless of whether those
beliefs are rational, logical, or correct by some objective standard.” (Montaño and Kasprzyk 2008:76).

OPERATIONALIZING THE MODEL
The exploration-action model presents an overview of the components that could potentially
play a role in people’s interactions with systems that are shared in use. Although the model
has not been evaluated in use, we can speculate about how to use the model when designing
interactions with shared systems. We see three main activities in which the model could be of
help in a design process: in structuring contextual insights and identifying the need to consider shared use,
in identifying interaction design requirements, and in evaluation of interface concepts.
First of all, the model might help designers in getting a better overview of the context and
system they are designing for. The abstract character of the model – the components have
been generalized to describe categories, rather than content – makes it applicable to a wide
range of situations and application areas. When using the model in a design process, the
first step would be to color the model again with the specifics of the interaction scenario and
systems that the designer is designing for. Questions to ask are:
•
•
•
•
•

Who are the potential actors in the system?
What are potential objectives of the actor(s)?
What are the system’s output possibilities and how might they contribute to the actor’s objectives?
Who might be impacted by the system’s output and in what way?
What are relevant aspects of the environment in relation to the system?

The analysis can be repeated for different scenarios, which can result from thought experiments
or from real-life observations of interactions. Next to providing valuable contextual insights,
the answers to the above questions highlight whether a situation is potentially shared in use –
if other people are potentially impacted by a certain interaction, they are actors in the system
and should be taken into account in the design process. In this way, the model prevents the
designer from focusing only on the direct users of the interface.
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If a situation is indeed shared in use, the model could be detailed further to identify information
and action requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What considerations are prominent in the scenario?
Are these considerations triggered internally or externally by the information?
What information might be needed to answer the considerations?
What information is currently available?
What exploration activities are required to retrieve this information?
What action possibilities do people have?
What is the impact of these actions on other people?
Can people choose to modify their action to have a smaller impact?

Although the answers to these questions could be speculative, they highlight opportunities for
improvement. For example, in the information-exploration cycle, exploration opportunities could
be increased by explicitly communicating information in the interface if people do not have
the right information available to answer their considerations. Or if people are likely to forget
to consider important aspects, an information push could be provided to trigger consideration
of certain aspects (e.g., by explicating social norms, clarifying the system’s abilities, or
decreasing the effort required for interaction). In the action-output cycle, the action possibilities
in the system could be altered to match people’s intention – for example, by providing more
detailed control parameters that allow people to decrease the impact of their interaction on
others. Since we aim at interaction designers, the most obvious possibilities for improvement
are within the system and the interface. However, if the design challenge allows for this, the
other external components could also be considered. For example, one could consider reorganizing the layout of furniture and placement of other people to make certain information
more visible.
Lastly, after proposing new design ideas, the exploration-action model can perhaps provide a
vocabulary for comparing concepts and analyzing their quality in scenarios of shared use. By
differentiating between three types of considerations, three information sources, and two types of
actions the model supports more detailed explanations of how different interaction proposals
support people in building up awareness, in answering and triggering relevant considerations,
and in modifying intended interactions based on the shared context.
Note that none of the three steps are new to designers: gathering contextual insights, identifying
interaction design requirements, and comparing and selecting concepts are standard steps in
any design process. The model therefore aims to form an addition to the designer’s toolbox
that can be used whenever designing interactions with systems that are shared in use.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this section, we have created a new model that visualizes our understanding of how people
interact with shared systems: the exploration-action model (Figure 5.4). It describes how an
individual actor considers his/her attitude towards interaction, understanding of the subjective
norm, and perceived control. The interplay between these considerations and the actor’s awareness –
resulting from exploration of information about the other people, the environment, and/or the system
– then leads to a decision on how to act.
The model aims for three main contributions. First of all, it visualizes our definition of systems
that become shared as a consequence of use – a system in which actions of one actor can have
an impact on other people in the system. We expect that this visualization of shared use can help
to understand and recognize shared use in interaction scenarios. Secondly, the model might
give insights into the complex interplay between external components, perception, beliefs,
and considerations. Designers can use the model to analyse specific scenarios or observations
to reflect upon the possible considerations and information and action requirements people
might have. The model aims to help interaction designers in such a reflection by highlighting
different components that could potentially play a role. Thirdly, by explicating the cycles that
connect the different components – the action-output and the exploration-information cycle
– the model aims to support designers in identifying information and action requirements
that people have during interaction. This could inspire new design strategies, like easing
exploration of relevant information to support consideration, kindly reminding the actor of
certain governing social norms in order prevent mistakes, or offering action possibilities that
give access to collaborative or compromising alternatives.
The exploration-action model has not been formally validated in use, which makes the
contributions to designers as described above speculative. Although the model combines
insights from three mature interaction models – the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), the
model of Situation Awareness (SA), and the Perception-Action Cycle (PAC) – the relations
that we have made between these models are not empirically validated, which means that the
model should be used with care and should only be used as a tool for reflection and analysis.
However, the combination between the three models as presented in the exploration-action
is inspired upon our findings from Chapter 4, which gives some confidence in the quality of
the model. Concerning the generalizability of the model, the accounts from Chapter 4 were
about interaction with a lighting system, but the other foundations of the model – the TPB, the
model of SA, and the PAC – are all used to understand a wider variety of interactions and
situations. And since the model has been abstracted beyond the level of the limitations of our
study in Chapter 4 – the participant group, type of context, or content of the considerations
and information are all not specified in the model – this suggests that the exploration-action
model can be used to explain interaction with a wide variety of shared systems.
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5.3 The Designing for Awareness in
Shared Systems (DASS) FRAMEWORK
In the previous section, we have presented the exploration-action model. This model focuses
on the what of shared use: it can be used to identify what information and action possibilities
people require, but gives little support to the designer in how to design interfaces that match
these requirements. In this section, we want to create a design tool that can help designers in
making the translation from requirements to information visualizations.
In Chapter 3 (Section 3.3) we found that when visualizing the required information in the
interface, certain design considerations on the availability of information and control options
are of importance: content, explicitness, abstraction level, and placement of the information; the
granularity of control, possibility of pre-evaluation, and retrievability of previous settings. In analysis
3 in Chapter 4 (Section 4.5), we confirmed some of the above considerations and identified
more specific interface characteristics that impact the availability of information and control
possibilities, which are: visibility of the interaction, ownership over the interface, attention to context during
the interaction, expressiveness of the interaction style, and verification of the impact before applying
a setting. As a next step, we aim to make such insights more generally applicable than just to
our own lighting interface designs and present them in a way that make them useful for other
designers. Also, we want to extend and verify these considerations with those identified by
other designers and researchers that have been working on awareness.
To address these aims, we construct the Designing for Awareness in Shared Systems (DASS) framework
in this section, based on a thorough review of literature from the field of CSCW. We first
describe the thematic analysis of literature that the DASS framework resulted from. We then
introduce the framework and explain the relevance of the design considerations it consists of.
This section is concluded with a description of how the framework can be operationalized.

CONSTRUCTING A NEW FRAMEWORK
We are certainly not the first ones to investigate how to design for awareness (see Section 3.2).
In parallel to our own design explorations and evaluations, we have therefore been working
on an extensive literature review of design implications, guidelines, and considerations when
designing for awareness. In the search for relevant work, we started with broader search
queries on topics like ‘multi-user interaction’, ‘shared use’, ‘awareness information’ and ‘social
translucence’. Through further snowballing on the most relevant findings, we constructed a
library of 123 papers that we summarized on a number of pre-defined topics (e.g., keywords,
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main contribution, design examples, methodology). While reading, we highlighted papers that surface
intermediate design knowledge and combined insights into frameworks or considerations.
This resulted in a selection of 23 papers1, which were then used as input in a thematic analysis.
In the thematic analysis, we considered the presented conclusions and design recommendations
of the selected papers in light of interactions with contemporary systems that are shared as
a consequence of use. We searched for overlap and identified gaps between our own insights
(especially from Section 3.3, 4.4, and 4.5) and the ones presented in the selected papers.
This resulted in a first thematic clustering structure, based on which we revisited our full
library of 123 summarized papers, which mostly described detailed design examples. We
tried to look for evidence that design decisions from our clustering were also made implicitly
in these designs. We also conducted additional searches on the topics of the draft themes
to find more examples and refine our understanding of the state-of-the-art knowledge.
Throughout this process, the thematic clustering was iteratively refined to eventually come to
11 themes: important topics to consider when designing for awareness. These themes are: type
of information, detail & abstraction, inference & explicitness, privacy & control, embodiment & placement,
effort & intentionality, initiative & presence, persistence, anticipation & revisability, interaction alternatives,
and recoverability & intervention. Within each theme, the related literature and design examples
were summarized in design considerations: important questions to ask oneself when designing
for awareness.
In the 11 themes, we recognized the structure of the descriptive framework of workspace
awareness by Gutwin and Greenberg (2002), who structure their framework around three
questions: What information makes up workspace awareness?, How is workspace awareness information
gathered?, and How is workspace awareness used in collaboration?. These questions follow the logic
of the Perception-Action Cycle by Neisser (1976): the first question refers to the type of
information that makes up the ‘environment’, the second question asks how this awareness is
retrieved and used to modify awareness, and the third question relates to how the awareness
can be used to direct further exploration and action (see Figure 5.3). Since we also used
the components of the PAC in the exploration-action model, we decided to structure our
11 themes along these three questions as well. In this way, we ensure that our framework
can be used together with both our model and with related literature on awareness. We
slightly rephrased the questions to make them more generalizable, leading to the following
overarching structure of the framework:
•
•
•
1

What information is needed for awareness?
How can the awareness information be embodied?
How can the awareness be used effectively in interaction?
Namely: (Ackerman and Starr 1995; Bellotti and Edwards 2001; Benyon and Mival 2015; Dabbish et al. 2012;
Dieberger et al. 2000; Dourish 1997; Dourish and Bellotti 1992; Dourish and Bly 1992; Easterbrook et al. 1993;
Erickson 2002, 2003; Erickson and Kellogg 2000; Grudin 1994; Gutwin and Greenberg 2002; Gutwin et al.
1996; Hornecker et al. 2008; Hornecker and Buur 2006; Margery, Arnaldi, and Plouzeau 1999; Markopoulos et
al. 2005; McDonald et al. 2012; Morris et al. 2006; De Ruyter et al. 2005; Yuill and Rogers 2012)
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THE DASS FRAMEWORK
In Table 5.1, Table 5.2, and Table 5.3, we present the Designing for Awareness in Shared Systems
(DASS) framework. In total, the framework presents 11 themes that are structured around
three main questions. In every theme, design considerations are presented that can support
reflection on the visualization and design of awareness information in interactions. Below, we
introduce each of themes within the main three questions of the framework and we briefly
discuss the relevance and origin of the considerations.

What information is needed for awareness?
Awareness is both the knowledge that people have about the state of the environment, and
the process of maintaining this awareness by retrieving information to update awareness
(Gutwin and Greenberg 2002; Neisser 1978). This makes the question of what information is
needed for awareness a starting point when designing for awareness (Table 5.1). Probably, not
all information about the environment is equally useful for the interaction with a certain
system. “The first question to be addressed thus is, of what are actors supposedly aware when we in CSCW
use the term ‘awareness’: awareness of what?” (Schmidt 2002:288). This requires consideration
of the information type (Theme 1.1), the level of detail (Theme 1.2) and the explicitness of that
information (Theme 1.3). Also, since sharing information about people compromises privacy,
control over sharing should be considered (Theme 1.4).

Table 5.1. Part one of the DASS framework: What information is needed for awareness?
Theme

Considerations

1

What information is needed for awareness?

1.1

Type of
Information

•

What type of information do people need in order to gain awareness?

1.2

Detail &
Abstraction

•

What level of abstraction is possible to still have meaningful
information?
Do people have access to more direct communication if more detail
is required?

•
1.3

Inference &
Explicitness

•
•
•

Is there a risk of misinterpretation?
Can the information lead to socially awkward situations?
Does the information allow for deception?

1.4

Privacy & Control

•

Is all the information that is shared sufficiently useful to justify the
inference on privacy?
Do people have control over what information is shared? Is the
information sharing symmetrical?
Do people know what information is shared of them at what moment?

•
•
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Type of Information
Defining what information people need, requires first of all a specific selection of the information
type (Theme 1.1). While it might be tempting to just provide people with all information
available in the hope that they filter out the useful cues to build up awareness themselves,
this is probably not the best way to go: the approach “to just ‘throw everything you have’ at the
problem [...] is expensive and time-consuming, is difficult to justify when it is not clear that the information
will even be of value, and may still omit critical information.” (Greenberg and Gutwin 2016:285).
Therefore, the decision of what information people can explore using the interface should
be based on a thorough understanding of what people need awareness about in order to
coordinate shared use amongst each other. This, in turn, depends on the envisioned use of
the system, the surrounding social dynamics, important considerations during interaction, the
degree of interaction between participants, the dynamic of the information, the anticipated
conflicts, and the foreseen mistakes – all of which are highly system and context dependent. In
order to help designers make a more precise selection, taxonomies of awareness information
(e.g., Bellotti and Edwards 2001; Dourish and Bellotti 1992; Gutwin and Greenberg 2002;
McDonald et al. 2012) or our own table of information types (Table 4.3) might be of use.
Detail & Abstraction
The selected information type can be presented in different levels of detail (Theme 1.2).
Finding the right level of detail to present can be challenging. There are a number of
benefits to using more abstracted information: abstracted information can give people a sense
of overview (Erickson 2003; Gutwin et al. 1996), is generally easier to perceive and more
peripheral (Pedersen and Sokoler 1997; Weiser and Brown 1997), and form a useful way
to deal with privacy concerns (Hudson and Smith 1996; Markopoulos 2009; Pedersen and
Sokoler 1997). However, as we found in the evaluation of the authorship information in the
Pointer interface in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4), information that presents too little detail can
become less useful – a finding confirmed by Khan et al. (2007) and Markopoulos (2009).
Therefore, precision when selecting the right level of abstraction is required, to make use of
the benefits of abstraction as much as possible but to still have meaningful information. Also,
since it is possible that in specific situations more detail is required than on average, Dabbish
and colleagues (2012) stress that it is important to have more direct two-way communication
channels available when more detail is required. For more detailed techniques and examples
of abstracted information, we refer to Hudson and Smith (1996), Markopoulos (2009), and
Pedersen and Sokoler (1997).
Inference & Explicitness
Information does not directly equal awareness: awareness results from processing and
interpretation of this information (Neisser 1978). With AI developments and with the potential
of widespread sensor networks presented by Internet of Things, an interesting approach
could be to have systems interpret the data and to present people with such interpretations,
instead of only portraying actions. In awareness research, system-made interpretations have
been a topic of debate and many researchers argue that systems should refrain from making
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interpretations (e.g., Erickson 2003; Grudin 1994; Gutwin and Greenberg 2002), for different
reasons. Firstly, context is much more complex than an accumulation of sensor data and it can
be debated how correct the system-made interpretations (Erickson 2002). Secondly, people
often use system-features or information in ways unanticipated by the designer (Dabbish et al.
2012; Erickson 2003; Grudin 1994). And thirdly, explicating inferences could lead to awkward
situations when shared publicly (Grudin 1994) and system-made interpretations make it more
difficult to hold up appearances (so-called plausible deniability, which is essential to safeguard
privacy (Erickson 2003; Greenberg and Gutwin 2016; Price, Adam, and Nuseibeh 2005).
Nevertheless, it is also not a given that the interpretations that people make are necessarily
the correct ones (Fogarty, Lai, and Christensen 2004), as we also found in Chapter 4, where
expressing preference by drawing a boundary on the Canvas was often interpreted as a negative
acceptance of change. Therefore, the risk of misinterpretation needs to be considered.
Privacy & Control
Issues of privacy are inseparable to the sharing of information: “Simply stated, the more information
about oneself that leaves your work area, the more potential for awareness of you exists for your colleagues.
Unfortunately, this also represents the greatest potential for intrusion on your privacy.” (Hudson and Smith
1996:248). This inevitable trade-off between awareness and privacy has discussed by many
(e.g., Borning and Travers 1991; Erickson and Kellogg 2000; Gaver et al. 1992; Hudson and
Smith 1996; Patil and Kobsa 2009; Pedersen and Sokoler 1997) and forms an important –
arguably even the most important – topic of consideration when designing for awareness.
As a rule of thumb, it is useful consider if all inference of privacy that comes from information
that is presented needs to be justifiable by the usefulness of that information in the interaction.
However, this optimal balance between information requirements and privacy differs
per person (Lowry, Cao, and Everard 2011), it can be wise to give people control over what
information is shared about them (Borning and Travers 1991; Gaver et al. 1992; Markopoulos
2009). To ensure that this customization of awareness through control does not compromise
mutual awareness (Erickson 2003:846), control over information should be combined with
symmetry or reciprocity in information sharing (Borning and Travers 1991; Erickson 2003; Yuill
and Rogers 2012). Or in simpler words: “if you can see full live video of me, I should be able to see full
live video of you” (Borning and Travers 1991:14). Moreover, it is important to provide feedback
about what information is shared at what moment, e.g., by presenting the information from a
3rd person point of view (Erickson 2003), through audio notifications (Gaver et al. 1992), or
in feedthrough (see Theme 2.1).

How can the awareness information be embodied?
Now that type of information, level of detail, and explicitness of the information is defined,
this information needs to be gathered and presented back in the right way and at the right time
so that it can lead to increased awareness (Table 5.2). Naturally, this second question is closely
related to the first question in the DASS framework – what information can be represented depends
also on the retrieval mechanisms and embodiment. Nevertheless, this question is more about
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Theme

Considerations

2

How can the awareness information be embodied?

2.1

Embodiment
& Placement

•
•

2.2

2.3

2.4

What information needs to be represented in the interface? Can
information be harvested from the environment or other people?
Can the information be placed situated or is separation necessary? Are
interface elements expressive enough to be used as feedthrough?
Should providing information require effort or initiative from people or
can the information be retrieved as a consequence?
Is the information kept up-to-date? Is accuracy ensured?

Effort &
Intentionality
when providing
information

•

Initiative &
Presence when
retrieving
information

•
•

Is information that has an alerting function present at the right moment,
without requiring extra initiative from people?
Is the information sufficiently present, yet not obtrusive?

Persistence

•
•
•

How long does the information remain relevant?
Does persistent information result in meaningful structures or patterns?
Should individual instances be visible, or can information be accumulated?

•

Table 5.2. Part two of the DASS framework: How can the awareness information be embodied?
the ‘how’ rather than the ‘what’. We review considerations on how to embody and where to
place the information (Theme 2.1). We also look at effort and intentionality when providing the
information to the system (Theme 2.2). When presenting information, initiative required to
retrieve the information and the presence and obtrusiveness should be considered (Theme 2.3).
Lastly, we look at the time for which the information should persist (Theme 2.4).
Embodiment & Placement
Gutwin and colleagues (1996) – based on Dix et al. (1993) and Norman (1993) – describe
five different mechanisms that people use to obtain information from their environment:
direct communication, indirect productions, consequential communication, feedthrough, and environmental
feedback. In these five mechanisms, we can identify three embodiments that correspond with
the information sources in the exploration-action model (Section 5.2): information can be
embodied in other people (in speech, expressive gestures, or indirect observations), the environment
(observation of ambience, use of space, or a lighting change), or in the system or interface (in
status changes of interface objects, or in separate visualizations). Embodying information
in the interface requires most of the design effort. When visualizing information in the
interface, this information can be presented situated or separated from the location where it was
retrieved (Gutwin and Greenberg 2002). The separated placement of information (as, e.g.,
done in social proxies) generally requires a better understanding of the system from people
to avoid misinterpretation. Situated information is generally easier to understand, because it
is represented in the same way as it was produced. Situated information is often based on the
concept of feedthrough – information that is retrieved by observing the effect of a manipulation
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on an object (Dix et al. 1993) – a feature that is a main strength of tangible interactions
(Gutwin and Greenberg 2002; Hornecker and Buur 2006; Ullmer and Ishii 2000) and that
in the Canvas and Pointer also lead to more verbal communication (Section 4.5). However,
situated information can be limited in terms of presence (see Theme 2.3), as we found in the
Floorplan (Section 4.4), where the situated placement of the activity icons in the interface
made that people had to start up the application before being able to see the information.
Effort & Intentionality when providing information
In order to present information in the interface, this information needs to be obtained. In the
five mechanisms that people use to obtain awareness information (Gutwin and Greenberg
2002) reviewed in Theme 2.1, there is a difference in whether the information is provided
intentionally (through an explicit action) or consequentially (as a side effect of another action) – this
is also called explicitly and implicitly by Markopolous (2009) and by us in Chapter 3. When
deciding between the two types of information, it is important to consider how much effort
people would be willing to spend to provide this information, and whether there is a direct benefit
for them in providing this information (Grudin 1994). If the providing of information takes
additional effort without resulting in direct benefit – if people have low collaboration readiness
(Olson and Olson 2000) – it is likely that people will refrain from providing or updating the
information, as we also found in the evaluation of the Floorplan and Canvas interface (Section
4.4). Since information that is retrieved as a consequence requires, per definition, no initiative
or extra effort from the user, it is most suitable in cases where information is crucial, does not
result in a direct benefit to the person providing the information, and where this information
has to be accurate and up-to-date at all times. However, consequential information might not
be noticed by people, and thus presents a higher risk on privacy invasion. Also, deceiving (also
see Theme 1.3) could be more difficult in consequential information than if the information
is intentionally provided. Therefore, if information is additional, does not require frequent
updates, represents potentially sensitive opinions or values, or if people need to be aware that
the information is retrieved, intentional ways of providing information could be better.
Initiative & Presence
In order to increase awareness the information needs to be perceived. Therefore, it is important
consider at what moment and on who’s initiative the information becomes available, as well
as how much attention the information should attract. An important function of awareness
information is to alert people (Ackerman and Starr 1995), of, for example, the acceptability
of their own changes or the indented changes by others. In order for information to fulfill
an alerting function, it information needs to be available without requiring initiative from
people (Ackerman and Starr 1995; Gutwin et al. 1996; Stefik et al. 1987). So the information
should not be hidden in personally manipulable views (Stefik et al. 1987) or behind extensive
menu-structures (Gutwin et al. 1996). However, it is likely that not all information is equally
important for alerting. Background information can be available on the actor’s initiative. To
ensure that people notice alerting information, the presence – or visibility – of the information
should be considered. Presence of the information depends on many other design choices,
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such as the detail (Theme 1.2), embodiment & placement (Theme 2.1), the persistence (Theme
2.4), and the timing of the information. And information is crucial and cannot be missed,
more explicit signaling techniques could be of use (for an overview of notification levels, see
(Pousman and Stasko 2006). However, more present information is not always better, because
of the fine line between presence and obtrusiveness (Gutwin and Greenberg 2002; HincapiéRamos et al. 2011; Pedersen and Sokoler 1997). The power of awareness information is that
it generally stays in the periphery of attention, providing people an understanding of what is
going on without requesting specific attention (Dourish 1997). Therefore, sometimes it could
be better to accept the risk that some information might be missed.
Persistence
The information can be designed to persist for different durations, including for a given amount
of time (e.g., a few seconds to make it noticeable), until the next interaction (to support synchronized
use and present information about the past; see Section 3.3), until it is removed explicitly (to ensure
that the information is noticed and evaluated), until a certain event has ended (to give awareness
about a process or social norms surrounding a certain event), or indefinitely. Depending on
the duration, persistent information can aid presence (see Theme 2.3), support asynchronous
shared use and turn-taking (Dourish 1997; Dourish and Bellotti 1992), and can allow people
to recognize patterns and make to make inferences beyond the information that is shown
(Dabbish et al. 2012; Erickson 2003; McDonald et al. 2012). For example, making the position
of the tokens persist in the Canvas interface for a longer duration of time could have made it
possible to inform the ‘normal use’ of lighting (see Section 4.5). However, trade-offs with other
considerations need to be taken into account, since in persistent information, the possibility
that the information is misinterpreted increases because of a lack of context (see Theme 1.3),
and the risk of privacy invasion increases (Patil and Kobsa 2009).

How can the awareness be used effectively in interaction?
In this last section of the framework (Table 5.3), we assume that all actors in the system ‘know
what is going on’ – that people are aware of all the information required to communicate more
easily, coordinate interactions, anticipate on actions of others, to assist where needed, and
to hold each other accountable. However, awareness is never a primary goal; it is a way to
help people to interact with the system in a away that matches the social context (Gutwin
and Greenberg 2002). It is likely that awareness is not the only requirement to do so. In
other words, having awareness does not directly mean that people are able to use the awareness
effectively in their interactions. For example, anticipating on the needs and wishes of other people
requires the ability to predict the effect of an interaction and to revise the interaction if needed
(Theme 3.1). Secondly, to support people in making compromises, the system should offer
sufficient interaction alternatives so that people can change their original interaction (Theme 3.2).
Lastly, there is always a possibility for errors to occur. Therefore, people that are not directly
interacting with the system but that are influenced by interactions of others need to be given
a way to intervene and to recover from errors (Theme 3.3).
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Theme

Considerations

3

How can the awareness be used effectively in interaction?

3.1

Anticipation &
Revisability

•
•

Are people supported in estimating what the effect of an interaction will
be on other people?
Is there a possibility to explore without affecting others directly?

3.2

Interaction
Alternatives

•

Are there sufficient alternatives to change the planned interaction based
on awareness?

3.3

Recoverability
& Intervention

•
•

Is it possible to intervene in an interaction by other people?
Is it possible to recover from errors?

Table 5.3. Part three of the DASS framework: How can the awareness be used effectively in interaction?
Anticipation & Revisability
Anticipation is the ability to act based on a prediction of the future state of those elements
(Endsley 1995). In order to anticipate, people require awareness as well as an understanding of
the system’s functioning and abilities, build up through experiences in prior interactions (Klein
1993; Neisser 1976) as a basis for their predictions upon (also see the role of prior knowledge in
decision-making, explained in Section 2.2). In device ecologies of connected devices, chances
are that this understanding of the system is less developed because of the larger number of
possible systems states. This makes that even if people are aware of other people, they might
not know a system well enough to anticipate on the possible outcomes of the interaction to
act upon this awareness. Therefore, it is crucial to make people aware of the effect of their
interaction before the interaction takes place. Information about the result of an action that
is available before that action takes place, is known as feedforward (Bellotti and Edwards 2001;
Djajadiningrat, Overbeeke, and Wensveen 2002; Vermeulen et al. 2013). Feedforward of an
interaction on other people could be provided by previews and two-step interaction sequences,
which allow people to experience the effect of an interaction in private, before applying the
setting and impacting other people (see for example the evaluation of the two-step sequence
in the Floorplan and Pointer interface in Section 4.5). Revisable interactions can be more
effortful – the ‘apply’ requires an extra action – but can still be a good option if the effect of
an interaction is difficult to predict or if it si difficult to recover from errors (see Theme 3.3).
Interaction Alternatives
Awareness allows people to coordinate activities amongst each other, in order to avoid potential
conflicts (Dourish and Bly 1992; Gross 2013; Gutwin and Greenberg 2002; Hornecker et al.
2008). As discussed in the creation of the exploration-action model (Section 5.2), interactions
can be seen as moments of decision-making where people choose their preference from the
available alternatives, based on a consideration of their own and other people’s objectives,
needs, and wishes. If people’s own concerns differ from those of others, there is a possibility of
for conflict (Section 2.2). As seen in Section 4.3, collaborative or compromising strategies formed the
most preferred way of resolving conflict, which highlights an important system requirement:
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if people want to resolve conflicts by searching for a better suiting alternative, the system
should present sufficient alternatives to choose from. This means that shared systems need to
provide people that are interacting with the system with a certain granularity in the control (Dix
2016; Dix et al. 1993), with control referring to “the ways in which users can effect changes in actions
within the system and hence decisions within the group.” (Yuill and Rogers 2012:1:5).
Recoverability & Intervention
In any situation of shared use, mistakes can be made and conflicts are likely to occur. As
discussed in relation to the exploration-action model in Section 5.2, people might miss
important information (see Theme 2.3), misinterpret the information (Theme 1.3), or act
upon that interpretation in a conflicting way (Theme 3.1), there is always a chance that the
designed awareness information is presented in the wrong way or that the information just not
as useful as expected. Moreover, well-designed awareness could even increase the number of
conflicts, as found by Hornecker et al. (2008), because the more fluid interactions and quicker
resolving of interference can lead to more risk-taking interactions. For all these reasons, it is
important to design for recoverability and give people the ability “to take corrective action once an error
has been recognized” (Dix et al. 1993:270).
In order to recover from mistakes people need to have resources available to negotiate
(Hornecker et al. 2008). At the most basic level, this would mean that the people that are being
affected by the interaction should also given a way to respond (Bellotti and Edwards 2001),
requiring two-way communication. However, although directly holding others accountable
for undesired adjustments is a core concept in the strategy of awareness (Erickson and Kellogg
2000), this can be difficult to do (2004), as we also found in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3). Therefore,
it should be possible for people to retrieve previous settings. Even better than recovering from
errors would be to prevent errors in the first place, and to allow possible impacted people
to intervene before the interaction even occurred. As found in Section 4.5, this requires that
the intention to interact is visible to all actors in the system. More tangible interactions seem
especially promising for this because they have physical presence in the space (Theme 2.3).

OPERATIONALIZING THE FRAMEWORK
The DASS framework is meant as a design tool: it aims to help designers to design for awareness
by presenting them with relevant questions to answer in the process. Although one might argue
that questions still do not help the designer in getting grip on ‘how to design for awareness’, we
deliberately choose to present design considerations instead of design guidelines – questions instead
of answers. This is firstly because most of the themes seem to be connected and, as we also
found in Section 4.5, a design decision on one of the considerations can affect others. Often,
the considerations even form tradeoffs: for example, presenting more detailed information
might result in more detailed awareness of other people in the system but can negatively
influence privacy (see Theme 1.2 and 1.4). Secondly, designing for awareness is highly context
dependent. Although some of the considerations express general recommendations – e.g., the
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consideration ‘What level of abstraction is possible to still have meaningful information?’ recommends
abstracting information where possible – exceptions to those recommendations can easily
be imagined (see Section 4.6). Therefore, we envision the use of the framework as a tool
for reflection. Designing for awareness becomes finding the optimal solution to each of the
considerations by trading off options in light of the specific context and application domain.
When operationalizing the framework, we advice to start with the overview of considerations,
presented in Table 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. The themes aim to provoke discussion and help designers
to consider factors that might otherwise be overlooked. And the considerations aim to trigger
consideration of the availability of awareness information in the interface proposals. If doubt
arises about how to implement or interpret a certain consideration, the corresponding section2
can be referenced. The cross-relations between the themes could help to recognize trade-offs
and interrelations between different design decisions. And the pointers to additional literature
allows designers to draw inspiration from other designs and to contrast his/her own system
with existing ones.
Although the usefulness of the framework has not been validated at this point, we expect
that it can be of use in different activities in the design process. The most obvious use of
the framework is at the moment that an initial interaction concept has been selected but
requires further detailing and refining. The considerations can serve as a guide to ensure that
the consequences of design decisions for shared use are considered in this process. Another
moment in which the framework could be helpful is in earlier idea generation where the
considerations could help to diverge. For example, a topic for the brainstorm might be to
come up with as many different embodiments of the information as possible. When using
the framework in earlier stages it is important to realize that designing for awareness is not a
primary goal: the system’s functionality and control requirements for the interaction should
be clearly set on forehand. Lastly, we can envision that the themes in the framework might
form a helpful basis when defining criteria for the evaluation of the interface.

CONCLUSIONS
In this section, we have constructed the Designing for Awareness in Shared Systems (DASS)
framework. The framework gives a structured overview of important design considerations
when designing to aid awareness in interaction. The design considerations that are presented
in the framework are based on a combination of CSCW literature and our own findings on
design for awareness in Chapter 3 and 4. Although we have formulated the considerations
in the DASS framework in a neutral manner – i.e., independent of the application domain,
2

In the publication of the framework (currently under review at TOCHI), we present detailed essays per theme
in which the considerations are illustrated with design examples from literature. These essays are meant to form
a reference guide with background information for designers. Such a structure for a framework, with overviews
and stand-alone background essays, is inspired upon the ‘assertions of conflict’ by Easterbrook and colleagues
(1993). In this dissertation, we have only presented the overview tables of the framework and briefly explained
the relevance of the considerations for reasons of brevity.
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context, or type of awareness system – it is likely that the relative weight of the considerations,
as well as the phrasing has been influenced by their background in literature on collaboration.
When broadening the scope from collaboration to include shared systems in general, we see
three topics on which the framework could be improved or extended.
Firstly, much of the research that we reference investigates distributed interactions. Many
of the interactions with other interactive systems that are potentially shared in use – climate
control, entertainment, and transportation systems, just to name some – take place in
a collocated setting. This collocated setting brings new opportunities for communication of
awareness information, including overhearing, a shared visual space, shared spatial memory
on artifacts, and more tangible interaction styles (all highlighted by, e.g., Dabbish et al. 2012;
Gross, Stary, and Totter 2005; Hornecker et al. 2008; Olson et al. 2002). We have reflected
upon these opportunities in Theme 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, and expect that more can be said about
the differences in designing for awareness in collocated or in distributed scenarios.
Secondly, in groupware and collaboration systems, the actors within the system often seen as a
rather homogenous group in terms of engagement, activeness, access, and benefits – although
it can be questioned whether this represents reality (Grudin 1994; Niemantsverdriet and
Erickson 2017). Moreover, even people that have no direct access to the interaction or interface
can still be influenced by an interaction of others and form an actor in the system (see Section
5.2). This group of people brings additional challenges for the considerations in part two of
the framework (how can the information be embodied; Theme 2.1-2.4), since information placed in
the interface is most likely not visible to this person. We have tried to bring the perspective
of the person being influenced by an interaction into the framework (most explicitly in part
three of the framework (Theme 3.1-3.3), but we think that there are more yet-to-be-explored
opportunities to increase awareness for the people impacted by interactions of others. It might
be relevant, therefore, to differentiate between different types of actors in the framework.
Thirdly, the themes related to part three (how can the awareness be used effectively in interaction;
Theme 3.1-3.3) received least attention in literature. Most of these considerations derived
from our insights in Chapter 3 and 4, and from the action-output cycle in the explorationaction model (Section 5.2). It is likely that more features could help people to use their gained
awareness more effectively in interaction.
Opportunities for improvement aside, we expect that the DASS framework presents relevant
contributions to the design-research community. The framework structures design knowledge
from the field of CSCW into a comprehensive overview and provides an access point to
further reading material, which might especially be beneficial to designers that are new to
awareness. The thematic clustering of literature underneath workable design considerations is
expected to make the background knowledge easier to operationalize within a design process.
Lastly, the comprehensive list of design considerations aims to serve as a design tool that can
stimulate reflection at different moments in the design process.
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5.4 CONCLUDING THIS CHAPTER
In this chapter, we have formalized our insights in two ways. Firstly, we have constructed
a model that explains how people interact with a system that is shared in use (Section 5.2).
Secondly, we have constructed a framework of important design considerations when
designing for awareness (Section 5.3).
The exploration-action model (Figure 5.4) combines three interaction models from literature
– the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen 1991), Endsley’s model of Situation Awareness
(1995), and the Perception-Action Cycle (Neisser 1976) – in a way that can explain people’s
accounts of how they interact with the lighting system in situations of shared use from Chapter
4 (Section 4.3). It describes how an actor uses information to build up an understanding of the
shared situation. This awareness informs the actor’s considerations on his/her attitude towards
interaction, the subjective norm surrounding shared use, and perceived control over the system.
Together, the awareness and considerations result in a decision that directs action.
The Designing for Awareness in Shared Systems (DASS) framework (Table 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3) gives an
overview of important design considerations when designing for awareness, clustered in three
main questions. When deciding on what information is needed for awareness, the type of information,
level of detail & abstraction, inference & explicitness, and privacy & control require consideration.
When designing how the information is embodied (presented) to people, topics of consideration
should be the embodiment & placement of information, effort & intentionality when providing the
information, initiative & presence related to retrieving the information, and persistence of the
information. Lastly, to make sure that the increased awareness can be used effectively during interaction,
it could be relevant to enable anticipation & revisability, offer sufficient interaction alternatives, and
allow for recoverability & intervention. The framework lists more detailed considerations for each
of these themes, and provides pointers to relevant background literature.
Our aim in this chapter was to formalize and generalize our insights, so that they can become
a useful support to interaction designers when engaging in three main activities identified
in Chapter 3: determining the need to support shared use, identifying people’s information and control
requirements, and visualizing the required awareness information in the interface. The exploration-action
model primarily aims to support these first two steps. A design process generally starts with
getting an understanding of the context and situations one is designing for, in order to define
the design challenge and sharpen the problems and opportunities. The exploration-action
model can be used as a tool in this phase, to look at the context through the lens of shared use.
By filling in the model with the specifics for particular situations, the designer can identify the
actors in the system, the potential impact people have on each other, and considerations that
are in play. From this analysis, requirements for the exploration-information and action-output
cycle can be specified. Step three – the translation of these requirements in the interaction
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design – is primarily supported by the DASS framework. The overview of important design
considerations in the framework can stimulate reflection on the consequences of detailed
design decisions on the availability of awareness information.
Although the model and the framework each have their own purpose and were developed
independently from each other, we expect that they can complement each other when
designing for shared use. Since “the term ‘awareness’ is only meaningful if it refers to a person’s awareness
of something” (Schmidt 2002:287) and since awareness is not a goal in itself but a means to
allow people to interact with everyday systems in a way that matches the (social) context; the
DASS framework can never be a starting point for design. Contextual insights are required
to inform the considerations that are brought up by the framework. In order to make these
contextual insights match the structure of the DASS framework, the exploration-action model
can be of use. The exploration-information cycle in the model connects with the first two questions
in the framework (what information is needed for awareness, and how should the information be embodied)
and the action-output cycle in the model directly links to the third question in the framework (how
can the awareness be used effectively). The other way around, the themes in the DASS framework
can serve as a vocabulary when using the exploration-action model. For example, to specify
awareness and control requirements in more detail or to interpret observations during
evaluation of an interface.
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MAIN INSIGHTS
•

The accounts of how people interact with a lighting system in situations of shared
use in Chapter 4 can be explained by literature on awareness in combination with
the Theory of Planned Behavior. People’s considerations during interaction can
be classified in three categories: attitude, subjective norm, and perceived control. The
interplay between these considerations and people’s awareness (of the environment,
other people, and the system) results in a decision on how to act (Section 5.2).

•

When designing interfaces for shared use, information can be made more
prominent to emphasize certain considerations, exploration possibilities
can be enhanced to increase awareness and inform decision-making on the
considerations, and action possibilities can be increased or adjusted to enable
compromises and collaborating strategies (Section 5.2).

•

When designing for awareness in interfaces for shared use, important questions
to ask are what information might be needed, how the information can be gathered and
embodied in the interface, and how people can use the awareness effectively in their
interactions. When choosing relevant information, one should consider the type
of information, level of detail and abstraction, inference and explicitness, and privacy and
control. Making the information available requires consideration of embodiment
and placement of the information, effort and intentionality when providing the
information, initiative to retrieve and presence of the information, and the persistence
of information instances. Lastly, to make it possible to use the awareness
effectively in interaction, it is important to consider people’s ability to anticipate
and revise, the number of interaction alternatives, and opportunities to recover from
error and intervene in interactions by others (Section 5.3).
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conclusions

6.1 INTRODUCING THIS CHAPTER
In this dissertation, we have investigated how to design interactions for systems that are
potentially shared in use: that is, where an interaction by one person can impact multiple other
people. The research that we presented consisted of four steps: scoping, exploring, evaluating, and
formalizing.
In the scoping phase in Chapter 2, we presented three studies that jointly investigate the
implications of our theoretical starting points (of preferences and conflict) within the
application domain of shared lighting use. We concluded that instead of focusing on resolving
situations of conflict, interfaces should provide people with confidence to interact in shared
situations by increasing people’s awareness of others and of the social context. This scoped
our research aims towards an investigation of design for awareness.
In Chapter 3, we explored what design for awareness might look like in lighting interfaces. We
preformed different design activities and reflected on both our process and the conceptual
outcomes. By reflecting on the process, we identified design activities that require additional
support. From the interfaces, we derived a number of preliminary design considerations that
seem of relevance when designing for shared use. We captured some of these considerations
in three lighting interfaces for a shared office environment.
The evaluation of these three interfaces during longitudinal use – presented in Chapter 4
– allowed us to further investigate and validate relations between interface characteristics
and sharing behavior. Furthermore, it gave detailed insights into how people interact with a
lighting system that is shared in use, including on people’s common considerations and the
role of awareness. Overall, the evaluation confirmed that designing for awareness is a valuable
approach to designing interactions with (lighting) systems that are shared in use.
We formalized our insights from the exploration and evaluation phase in Chapter 5, where
we constructed two design tools that can be used when designing interactions with systems
that are potentially shared. The first tool is the exploration-action model, which describes
important components that influence interactions in situations of shared use. The model can
be used to identify the need to consider sharing and opportunities to improve the interaction.
The second tool is the Designing for Awareness in Shared Systems (DASS) framework, which
offers a comprehensive overview of design considerations when designing for awareness in
shared systems.
In this final chapter, we present our main conclusions on the research questions we formulated
in the beginning of this dissertation, and we summarize our main contributions. We end with
recommending directions for future research, based on the limitations of this work and the
new opportunities it opened up.
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6.2 CONCLUDING THE RESEARCH
We have investigated how to design interactions with systems that are shared in use. In this
section, we present our outcomes and conclusions in relation to the research questions. Also,
we describe in brief what we consider to be the main contributions of our research.

ANSWERING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
To operationalize our rather broadly-scoped research topic, we specified three more specific
research questions in Chapter 1, that together explain how to design interactions with systems
that are shared in use:
RQ1: How do people interact with lighting systems that are shared in use?
RQ2: How can design choices in interfaces influence shared lighting use?
RQ3: How to design interactions that support people in coordinating shared use?
In this section, we present our conclusions per question. We start with formulating a conclusion
on the research question, based on the findings per chapter. We then discuss the contribution,
validity, completeness, and generalizability of this conclusion, and we end with a brief overall
answer to the question.

RQ1: How do people interact with lighting systems that are shared in use?
Before being able to identify how to improve designed interactions, we first required a better
understanding of how people interact with lighting systems that are shared. We defined
interactions as moments of decision-making, where the actor selects a preferred alternative
from a range of alternative settings offered by the system. In Chapter 2, we found that when
interacting with a modern lighting system, people’s decision-making process – as well as the
resulting choice and their satisfaction with that choice – can be influenced by many factors.
Such factors include the system’s abilities, the initial lighting condition at the moment of
interaction, the interface characteristics, and people’s understanding of the system (Section
2.3). This indicates that people’s lighting preferences are generally not strong: the preferences
form ‘sufficiently satisfying’ settings for that moment and can easily be re-constructed
depending on contextual factors. In Chapter 4, we found that the most influential contextual
factor that makes people reconsider and compromise individual preferences, is the presence
of the other people that might be impacted by the interaction.
Throughout this dissertation, we have observed ways in which people take each other into
consideration in their interactions with the lighting system. In Chapter 2 we found that in
situations that are familiar, people often rely on pre-established agreements to coordinate
shared use. Such agreements included, for example, the purpose of certain lamps (Section
2.4) or the liberties given to children (Section 2.5). Although conflicts still occurred – caused
by differences in activity, preference, or attitude (Section 2.4) – the conflicts were often resolved
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before they became manifested through compromises that were informed by the agreements.
In less familiar situations, with a new lighting system and a bigger group of people (as studied
in Chapter 4), such agreements did not exist and were difficult to establish. This resulted in
more in-the-moment coordination of shared use. With contemporary IoT-like systems being
more dynamic in their setup and offering adaptive and new services, it is likely that this in-themoment coordination will become more prominent (Section 2.6).
In order to coordinate shared use in the moment of interaction, people need to have an
understanding of ‘what is going on’ (Section 3.2). This awareness can be built up by exploring
relevant information cues from the system (e.g., the system’s abilities and current light setting),
from other people (e.g., their current location, activity, and lighting requirements), or from
the environment (e.g., atmosphere, spatial layout, time of day). In Chapter 4 we found that
awareness can help people to estimate the impact of their planned lighting adjustment on
others.
The estimation of other people’s concerns can then be balanced with people’s own reasons for
interacting to come to a decision on how to proceed with the interaction (e.g., by negotiating,
asking for consent, changing certain lighting parameters directly, or avoiding interaction all
together). Other people that are impacted by the interaction have similar considerations and
awareness needs to determine whether and how to respond to undesired adjustments (Section
4.3). Although people prefer coordination strategies based on collaboration and compromise
– i.e., strategies where the lighting needs of all actors are taken into consideration – people
generally seem little assertive in accomplishing their own needs and easily accommodate to
their interpretation of the lighting needs of others. Collaborative coordination strategies are
easier when people have more knowledge of each other’s needs, wishes and intentions; when
relationships are closer, when people’s preferences are stronger and their understanding of the
system’s abilities is more developed, or when the threshold to start verbal communication is
low (Section 4.3 and 4.5).
In general, we can say that when interacting with systems that are shared in use, people
consider the benefits they see in interacting, the concerns of other people and norms
surrounding use, and their perceived control over the system and interface. The interplay
between these considerations and people’s awareness of the current situation together result in a
decision on how to act, which directs interactions with the system (Section 4.3). This process can
be well explained by a combination of different interaction models from literature (Section
5.2). People’s considerations that lead to an intention on how to interact are recognizable in
the attitude, subjective norm, perceived control, and behavioral intention components of the Theory of
Planned Behavior (Ajzen 1991). The role of awareness as a determinant in decision-making is
reflected in the model of Situation Awareness by Endsley (1995). And the dynamic updating
of awareness through exploration of information is well explained in the Perception Action Cycle
(Neisser 1976). To make this description of how people interact with systems that are shared
in use more operational, we developed the exploration-action model in Chapter 5 (Figure 5.4).
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We see the exploration-action model as one of the primary contributions of this research. The
model visualizes our definition of shared use: it describes how the interaction of one actor
can impact other people that are influenced by the system output, which might help designers
to recognize systems as potentially shared. The model also visualizes the interplay between
external components – system, environment, and other people – and the decision-making of
the actor (including types of considerations and awareness). Although the model has not been
formally evaluated in use, we expect that the model can be a useful tool when observing and
analyzing situations of shared use, since it can highlight detailed components for reflection
and provide a vocabulary to describe what is going on.
The exploration-action model does not specify a particular application domain, and aims
to be generally applicable when investigating or design for shared use. Although the model
is only based on people’s accounts of interacting with a lighting system, there are reasons to
assume that the model can be applied more generally. First of all, the theories it is inspired
upon – Theory of Planned Behavior, Situation Awareness, and the Perception Action Cycle
– are all used to explain a large range of behaviors and domains. Secondly, the model is
rather abstract in its descriptions. It specifies the components that could be in play in an
interaction but does not specify, for example, what information about other people might be
relevant, or which particular subjective norms are in play. This abstraction aims to make the
model useful for a broader range of interaction designers. However, the abstract nature also
but compromises the detail of the answer it can give to the question of ‘how do people interact
with systems that are shared in use’. Therefore, it is crucial to color the model with the details of a
specific context before using the model in a design process (also see the conclusion of RQ3).
When designing interactions with lighting systems, such contextual details can be found in this
dissertation.
Our conclusion on RQ1 is formulated from the perspective of an individual actor. Although
one could argue that the individual perspective is an odd choice when being motivated by the
observation that designers tend to focus too much on the individual; this perspective forms a
logical consequence of our theoretical starting point – looking at interactions as a process of
decision-making places the decision-maker central. Furthermore, the perspective matches with
our overarching aim of improving the user experience in situations of shared use. Nevertheless,
the point of view compromises the completeness of the conclusion that we present, since it is
likely that alternative theoretical starting points would have lead to a different conclusion and
different contribution. For example, we could have taken a system’s perspective, by starting
from interactive machine learning or from context-aware computing research. Or we could
have described shared use from a birds-eye perspective, by starting from social theories like
actor-network (Law 1992) or participatory sense-making (De Jaegher and Di Paolo 2007),
in order to focus on the quality and acceptance of the result of a shared interaction. We
acknowledge that research that starts from any of these alternative perspectives could bring
valuable additions the overall understanding of shared use.
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Answering RQ1
In short, when looking at interactions during situations of shared use from the perspective of
an individual actor, people interact with the system based on the interplay between people’s
awareness (of others, of the environment, and of the system) and their considerations (that can
be characterized as attitude, subjective norm, and perceived control). Together, this leads to a
decision on how to act with the system. The components of this process are described in the
action-exploration model, which can be used to understand and analyze people’s interactions
with systems that are shared in use in a wide range of application domains. In lighting
interactions, we found that considerations on subjective norms are especially prominent,
which can lead to conflict avoiding behavior. To give a brief outlook to the conclusion on
RQ2: these findings indicate that increasing people’s awareness of others (to inform subjective
norm considerations) and raising their understanding of the systems abilities and functioning (to
inform attitude and perceived control considerations), could lead to more collaborative behavior.

RQ2: How can design choices in interfaces influence shared lighting use?
Our second research question (RQ2) concerns how the design of the interface can influence
how people interact with a shared lighting system. Throughout this dissertation, we have
identified many ways in which people’s interactions are influenced by the characteristics
of the interaction. For example, we found that interfaces that present a low granularity of
control, that give people awareness of the number of alternatives to choose from, and that
combine multiple parameters in one control action, lead to a more structured decisionmaking process (Section 2.3). This structured process, in turn, raises people’s confidence in
the resulting preference but also limits the opportunities to resolve conflicts collaboratively
(Section 2.5 and 3.3). In contrast, interfaces that present separate control parameters and
allow for adjustments with high granularity of control relative to the current setting, result in
a less structured decision-making process and lower confidence in the outcome (Section 2.3).
Yet, they present more opportunities to mediate in conflicts and resolve them collaboratively
(Section 2.4 and 3.3). To give another example, we found that individually-owned interfaces
lead to individual desicisions and assertive conflict resolution, whereas interfaces that are
shared between different people result in more accomodative behavior around potential
conflicts (Section 2.5 and 4.5).
To give a more structured answer to this research question, let us take a look at the explorationaction model (Figure 5.4). The model visualizes two ways in which the actor’s decisionmaking process during interaction is influenced by the system’s design, namely through the
information it provides to the actor (the exploration-information cycle) and through the control
possibilities that the system offers (the action-output cycle).
Concerning the exploration-information cycle, design choices in the interface impact what
information becomes available to the actors in the system. Depending on the interaction
style that is chosen, the interface can make the person that is interacting visible, express the
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decisions of the previous actor, preview the expected result of a planned interaction, or direct
attention towards other people in the context and their current lighting needs (Section 4.5).
Having such information available during interaction can, firstly, help people to get a better
understanding of the current situation. This increased awareness informs the considerations
and leads to more accurate behavioral beliefs (determining attitude), normative beliefs
(determining subjective norm), and control beliefs (determining perceived control; see Section
5.2). In this way, the chance that people decide not to interact because of the risk of evoking
conflicts decreases, since the existence of potential latent conflicts and opportunities to resolve
those conflicts become known (Section 2.6). For example, if people know that the author of
the current light setting is sitting on a different table, an adjustment to the light above their
own table will probably be accepted (Section 4.3). Also, the increased understanding of the
current situation can ease verbal communication and negotiation. For example, if the identity
of the previous author is known, this person can be asked for consent (Section 4.3 and 4.5).
Secondly, perceiving information during interaction can steer people’s considerations and
make certain types of considerations more prominent. For example, if the interface makes
people look at the area they are about to adjust, the consideration of subjective norms about
impacting others becomes more prominent in their interactions than when people look at the
interface screen while interacting (Pointer vs. Floorplan; Section 4.5).
Looking at the action-output cycle, the design choices in the interface influence the action
possiblities that people have and the alternatives that people can choose from. This most
directly impacts people’s control beliefs (which are influenced by the effort and understanding
of the interaction) and their attitude towards the benefits that the system could provide
(influenced by experience with the output of the system). More specifically on shared use, the
control possibilities can allow or inhibit collaborative conflict resolution strategies, depending
on whether the parameters can be controlled relative to the current setting, the granularity
of control that is offered, and whether the parameters can be revised before they are applied
(Section 4.5). Also, the control that the interface provides can explicate certain subjective
norms and can determine what behavior other people accept. For example, the control
distribution and location of the interface explicate subjective norms about who is allowed to
make adjustments where (Section 2.5 and 4.5).
In terms of the validity of our conclusion to RQ2, an important limitation of our designoriented research should be noted. The identified relations between design decisions
and shared lighting use are primarily informed by the studies presented in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 4. In these studies, the interfaces varied on a number of aspects at once, such as
ownership, distribution, dedication and interaction modality and sequence (Chapter 4). Although these
combinations allowed us to identify a broader range of potentially relevant design choices,
they also make it difficult to clearly parse out the exact relations between characteristics and
coordination of shared use – especially because the way in which the variations are presented
in the interface designs cannot be set apart from the results. To give an example, the expression
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of the parameters that was especially high in the Canvas interface has been partially attributed
to its tangible modality in Section 4.5, since expressiveness is known to be a quality of tangible
interfaces (Section 3.5). However, this does not mean that expressiveness can only be reached in
tangible modalities. We could have designed a graphical user interface that presents the same
grid of color temperature and luminous intensity as the Canvas interface, which would likely
have similar level of expression. As a result, the relations that we identified in this dissertation
need to be interpreted with care, and should not be used directly as design guidelines.
In relation to the completeness of our conclusion, there is – next to the information and
control possibilities that are presented to people – a third aspect that is likely to impact shared
use, and that has not been part of our research. This involves the initiative that the system can
take. In this dissertation, we have only investigated interactive systems where all control over
the system output is given to people. This decision was made after our scoping activities in
Chapter 2, where we identified limitations of automated approaches to conflict resolution
(Section 2.6). However, it is likely that in the near future systems will increasingly take a more
active role – looking at developments in sensing and artificial intelligence – which makes
research on the implications of system initiative on shared use an important future direction
(see Section 6.3).
Answering RQ2
Throughout this dissertation we have identified and demonstrated that design choices in the
interface influence shared use. Although the limitations of our design-oriented approach
can make the detailed relations between characteristics and coordination of shared use
questionable, two more general ways can be identified in which the interface influences
interactions during shared use. Firstly, the information that the interface provides can increase
people’s awareness about the current situation. This awareness informs considerations and
can make people’s beliefs correspond better with reality, or can make certain considerations
more prominent during interaction. Secondly, the control possibilities that the interface offers
impact the conflict resolution strategies that people can deploy, and can determine default
behavior. Anticipating the conclusions on RQ3, the relations between interaction style and
shared use demonstrate that designers need to consider the potential consequences of their
design decisions when designing interactions for systems that are potentially shared in use.

RQ3: How to design interactions that support
people in coordinating shared use?
The relations between interface characteristics and shared use – as explained in the conclusion
on RQ2 – indicate that common design decisions can impact shared use later on. This
emphasizes the importance of considering shared use when designing interfaces for everyday
systems. This third research question (RQ3) concerns how other interaction design researchers
and practitioners can benefit from our findings, by concluding on how interactions can be
designed for systems that are potentially shared in use.
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Hardly any system is always shared in use or always used individually. Instead, most systems can
shift between the two depending on the context of use (Chapter 1). Therefore, a starting point
when designing is to identify situations in which the system is shared, in order to determine
whether those situations should be better supported (Section 3.3). Since actors do not always
have to be active users – in fact, some actors might not even have access to the interface –
it can be difficult to determine who they are. To make this identification easier and more
systematic, we developed the exploration-action model (Figure 5.4) to serve as a lens through
which the context of use can be observed. By filling the components of the model with the
specifics of particular situations, designers can reflect upon who the actors in the system are,
what potential impact people can have on each other, and which considerations might be
in play (Section 5.2). If people can impact each other with their interaction in important
scenarios of use, the system and interaction should be regarded as shared.
The next step would be to determine how the interaction can be improved to better
support people in their interactions with the shared system (Section 3.3). In our conclusion
on RQ2, we described two different ways in which the interface can support shared use:
the interface can make information available to increase awareness of the current situation
and to emphasize certain considerations during interaction; and the interface offers control
possibilities that determine default behavior and which conflict resolution strategies people
can deploy. These functions of the interface can be used when designing: information can
be made more prominent to emphasize certain considerations, exploration possibilities can
be enhanced to increase awareness and inform decision-making on relevant considerations,
and control possibilities can be adjusted to enable compromises and collaborating strategies.
Which of these strategies are needed, and what information and control requirements people
have, is highly context specific. Although the usefulness of the model requires validation,
we expect that the exploration-action model can help designers to reflect upon people’s
information requirements in contextual observations. For example, by (1) identifying the
prominent considerations that people have in a specific scenario, (2) speculating about types
of information that are needed in that particular situation, and (3) listing the information that
people have currently available; missing information can perhaps be identified (Section 5.2).
As a last step, the identified control and information needs should be made available in the
interaction. We found that much of the required information can become available implicitly,
as a consequence of the chosen interaction style (e.g., by exposing the person interacting,
expressing current parameters, showing a preview of the expected impact, or directing
attention towards the context; Section 4.5). This means that designers should consider the
impact on information for the design choices that they make. From the design explorations
in Chapter 3 and evaluation of three interfaces in Chapter 4, we have identified interface
characteristics that are particularly likely to influence the availability of information and
coordination of shared use, and that deserve special attention in the design process. Such
characteristics include: the ownership, distribution, and expressiveness of the interface; the sequence
of interaction; revisability, verification, and retrievability of settings; granularity of control; and
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the direction of attention (Section 3.3 and 4.5). When the interaction style doesn’t render the
required information sufficiently visible, the information can be communicated more explicitly
through the interface. Doing so requires careful consideration of the timing, presence, level of
detail, and accuracy of the information (Section 4.4).
This last step – making information available in the interface – can be difficult, as we found
out from experience (Chapter 3). While designing for a certain level of control is in the core
of interaction design, looking at interfaces from the perspective of awareness information
can be new – at least it was to us. We found that there are many interrelations and trade-offs
between the different aspects on which decisions have to be made, which makes it difficult
to envision the usefulness of the information. This ‘breakdown of intuitive decision-making’
(Grudin 1994) that we experienced, is best illustrated by the study in Chapter 4 where many
of the explicit ways of communicating information that we designed in in the interfaces were
not used like we envisioned (Section 4.4). Therefore, we developed the Designing for Awareness in
Shared Systems (DASS) framework in Chapter 5 with the aim of supporting designers in making
design decisions when visualizing awareness information in the interfaces.
The DASS framework (presented in Table 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3) structures design knowledge from
the field of CSCW and our findings into a comprehensive overview of design considerations.
The framework clusters important considerations when designing for awareness in three main
questions: what information is needed for awareness? How is the information embodied? And how can
awareness be used effectively during interaction? For each of these aspects, themes of consideration are
described that resulted from a thematic clustering of literature from CSCW, in combination
with our own findings. When choosing relevant information, one should consider the type of
information, level of detail and abstraction, inference and explicitness, and privacy and control. Making
the information available requires consideration of embodiment and placement of the information,
effort and intentionality when providing the information, initiative to retrieve and presence of the
information, and the persistence of information instances. To make it possible to use the
awareness effectively in interaction, it is important to consider people’s ability to anticipate and
revise, the number of interaction alternatives, and opportunities to recover from error and intervene
in interactions by others. The themes and considerations in the DASS framework should be
seen as a tool for reflection – a way to make design questions explicit that are otherwise often
made implicitly or that can easily be overlooked. The framework is not complete: striving
for completeness would probably be an exercise in vanity, given the context-dependency of
awareness. Instead, it forms a consolidation of the state of research on awareness at this
moment, which can form the foundation for further research through design implementations.
The three steps around which we have structured our conclusions on RQ3 can perhaps
come across as a linear roadmap. However, it is important to note that we have not aimed at
developing a sequential step-by-step guide to designing ‘good interfaces for shared use’. In the
steps, activities that are familiar in any design process can be recognized, such as investigating
the context, defining design requirements, and translating the requirements in the interface.
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We recommend designers to pay additional attention to shared use within those activities and
we have provided tools – the exploration-action model and the DASS framework – that can
be of use when doing so.
Answering RQ3
When designing for shared use, it is important to consider (1) in what situations the system is
shared, (2) what the information and control requirements are in those situations, and (3) to
make this desired control and information available in the interaction. To support designers
in these activities, the exploration-action model and the DASS framework can be used as
design tools. The exploration-action model is aimed to serve as a template to for contextual
observations. By filling in the model with details of specific scenarios, the need to consider
shared use and the information and control requirements could be reflected upon. The
DASS framework, by listing important design considerations when designing for awareness, is
expected to be of help when reflecting upon the impact of design decisions on the availability
of awareness information.
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MAIN Contributions
•

In this dissertation, we have proposed a broad view on systems that are shared
in use, as systems where an interaction by one can impact other people. We
have demonstrated how consideration of other actors influences people’s
interactions with a lighting system. Based on these insights, we have argued
that shared use should be considered when designing interactions for most
everyday interactive systems.

•

The exploration-action model makes our insights into how people interact with
systems that are shared in use operational to interaction design researchers
and practitioners. The exploration-action model is, to our knowledge, the first
model that combines the longer-term and goal-oriented decision-making from
theory of planned behavior with the more momentary and contextual view on
decision-making through awareness.

•

We have presented detailed insights into how different interface characteristics
can impact people’s coordination of shared lighting use, based on rich real-life
observations. We have explained this impact by looking at the availability of
awareness information in the interaction, and we have presented a range of
illustrative design examples of lighting interfaces that present particular types
of information.

•

The Designing for Awareness in Shared Systems (DASS) framework gives an
extensive overview of design considerations that are important to consider
when designing for awareness. It provides a tool for reflection in the design
process, a starting point for the novice designer to designing for awareness, and
a foundation to build upon for research on designing for awareness.
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6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
In this section, we describe the opportunities that we see for future work on designing for
shared use. We divide these opportunities in two sections: future work that can improve upon
our research, and work that can extend our findings.

IMPROVING UPON THIS RESEARCH
For every research activity in the separate chapters and for every conclusion in Section
6.2, we have discussed limitations of the approach taken in light of the conclusions drawn.
These limitations should be addressed in future work, to improve upon the understanding
of designing for shared use. We describe the prominent limitations and opportunities for
improvement below.
Firstly, our participants in the studies are not always representative of a larger population. For
example, our most important study (Chapter 4) had students of design as main participants,
which has likely influenced people’s understanding of the system, interest in the system, and
evaluation of the features and characteristics of the interfaces (e.g., our participants were very
enthusiastic about tangible interaction). Also, the student workspace is likely to have different
subjective norms in play than a more professional, or a more social environment would.
Moreover, all of our studies were conducted in The Netherlands. This makes that the findings
on sharing are likely to be biased towards the Northwest European situation. Since there are
likely to be cultural, contextual, and interpersonal differences in sharing behavior and conflict
resolution (Easterbrook et al. 1993), future investigations should investigate different contexts.
Secondly, we have aimed to contribute to a broader field than lighting interaction only with
this dissertation, even though all our studies have been investigating shared lighting use.
The reason for this generalization is that we recognize potential situations of shared in the
majority of systems, and that we expect that shared use becomes even more prominent in
device ecologies. However, there are certain characteristics specific to lighting systems that
could have biased our findings, including the novelty of personal control over lighting
parameters and underdeveloped tastes, the relative low number of interactions with lighting
systems during the day, and people’s high tolerance resulting from the human’s ability to
effortlessly adapt to different light conditions. It would be interesting to validate our results
in another application domain – preferably in one that differs from lighting systems on the
above-mentioned characteristics. We would recommend looking at shared use that is more
in the center of attention, where people have stronger tastes and lower tolerance, and where
the preferences are more context-dependent. For example, music and entertainment systems
could be an interesting start, as well as shared but personal transportation systems such as cars.
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Thirdly, all our research has been qualitative, explorative, and in-context. We have argued in
Chapter 1 why such an approach matches best with the challenges of research and we are
confident that the approach has increased the ecological validity of our findings. Nevertheless,
we see ways in which alterative research approaches could contribute to the research as well.
For example, the approach we chose in this research makes it difficult to draw conclusive
answers. The myriad of uncontrolled external factors in our studies, the variations on
a combination of design choices in our interfaces, and the low number of participants in
Chapter 2 make it impossible to unambiguously parse out the relationships between cause
and effect. More controlled research could help to validate specific relations between interface
characteristics and shared use or could be used to better explain underlying mechanisms
around the considerations and role of awareness in the exploration-action model. Another
limitation of our chosen approach is that in-context evaluations are rather time-consuming.
Perhaps, the understandability and representation of awareness information in the interface
could be investigated in a more lightweight manner. We can imagine that hypothetical
evaluations of design proposals – based on, for example, co-design methods (e.g., Ozcelik
Buskermolen and Terken 2012) or comparative techniques (e.g., Hassenzahl and Wessler
2000) – can give quicker insights on how to represent awareness information in the interface,
which could be of use to improve the considerations in the DASS framework. Lastly, we found
that with in-context evaluations, it can be difficult to evaluate whether interfaces result in
better coordination of shared use. This is because success depends on indirect measurements,
such as the number of interactions, people’s confidence during interaction, how much people
know about other people’s needs and wishes, how often people feel that their wishes are
taken into consideration, or how effortful, error-prone, or effective communication is. For
work-related collaboration, various researchers have developed sets of positive and negative
indicators of awareness to evaluate success (examples of such indicators include time it takes
to shift between tasks, use of deictic references in conversation, and whether people display
visual evidence of understanding (Gutwin et al. 1996; Hornecker et al. 2008; Leichtenstern
and André 2009). Developing specific success-criteria for shared use of interfaces for everyday
IoT like systems, such as lighting, would be helpful for future evaluations.
Fourthly, we recognize opportunities for improvement in the two tools that we presented. The
DASS framework currently only focuses on designing for awareness, whereas designing for
shared use should also concern the considerations that people might have. We see opportunities
for alternative design frameworks that copy the structure of the exploration-action model.
Such a framework could, for example, present design considerations based on the three
categories of consideration: attitude, subjective norm, and perceived control. Considering the
exploration-action model, it is currently rather abstract. While this helps with generalization,
as argued in the conclusion to RQ1, its abstract nature makes the model vulnerable to our
own critique on the awareness literature (Section 3.2) or to critique on theory in general as
eloquently expressed by Thomas Erickson (2000) in his poem ‘Theory, Theory’:
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“The world is messy, fuzzy, sticky, theoretically ‘tis all quite tricky.
Theories keep it at a distance, cov’ring up the awkward instance.”
Because the exploration-action model is alienated from the contextual details, it conveniently
fits a range of situations. Yet, this makes the design practitioner or researcher that wants to
use the model responsible for making the translation back to the context again. We know
that it can take considerable effort to understand the components well enough to do so, and
it remains questionable whether the current setup is most helpful to designers. Therefore, we
would recommend validation of the model in design practice, to see if it can be improved as
a way of “framing, talking, predicting, bonding; evoking discourse – Others responding” (Erickson 2000).
It would also be interesting to offer contextual stories and scenarios, aligned with the model,
for a range of common environments and system types.

EXTENDING THE RESEARCH
The conclusions that we presented in Section 6.2 raise new opportunities for research. Since
our work is multi-disciplinary by nature – positioned at the crossing of social psychology,
cognitive psychology, computer science, and design – there are other perspectives that could
inform the overall understanding of shared use. In this section, we highlight a few key
opportunities to extend the research on designing for shared use.
Firstly, we have so far only regarded a small circle of direct actors in the system: the people
interacting and the people being influenced by an adjustment by someone else. However,
when zooming out a bit, many more possible stakeholders could be considered as part of the
system(van de Werff, van Essen, and Eggen 2017). Think of the owner or purchaser of the
system, the person responsible for maintenance, the manager of the environment and space
it is used in, the developer of similar systems, and other people using the same type of system
somewhere else. Many of these stakeholders could be considered impacted by interaction and
could definitely benefit from having access to the detailed use data that awareness information
consists of. When extending the research to include a broader group of stakeholders there is
one particular topic that should receive more attention, which is privacy. When sharing the
information gathered for awareness amongst a larger group of people, the risk on privacy
infliction goes far beyond our current privacy discussion in the DASS framework (Section 5.2,
Theme 1.4). The realization that data sharing has consequences for privacy is not new, and
many Internet of Things researchers have provided excellent insights – see, for example, the
review of privacy issues in ubiquitous computing systems by Price and colleagues (2005), or
the discussion on data integrity, privacy, and digital forgetting by Atzori et al. (2010:2797). However,
since designing to aid awareness is inherently about data gathering and sharing, this research
– and especially the DASS framework – should include privacy considerations for a broader
range of stakeholders. Considering what information can be accessed and by whom is a
responsibility of the designer, and including such considerations more prominently in the
design tools can help designers to be aware of this responsibility.
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Secondly, in our research we have looked at the impact of system sharing on the experience
and behavior of individual actors. We have not considered the quality of decision-making or
the quality of the resulting preference – e.g., whether the resulting light levels match objective
standards or whether they contribute to people’s activities or wellbeing. Also, we have not
prescribed what ‘proper’ or ‘desired’ sharing behavior is. We can imagine that there are
situations in which designers have a clear understanding of the type of use they want to
stimulate or the settings they would like to recommend. Even in lighting interaction, evolving
insights into the effects of lighting on well-being and cognitive performance might give
ground for recommendation or assessment of the quality of the resulting setting. We have
discussed how information might trigger certain considerations in Chapter 5, but this function
of information could be extended much further. We expect that valuable connections could
be made between shared use, research on persuasion, and research on recommender systems.
Thirdly, in light of current proliferation of Artificial Intelligence (AI), it is quite likely that
many systems will start to play a more active role in shared use. Although we still stand by our
reasoning to avoid automated approaches to conflict resolution in Chapter 2 (Section 2.6), we
also acknowledge the opportunities that more autonomous system behavior could bring to
everyday interactions. For example, in the first study in Chapter 1, we identified ways in which
a more active system could stimulate and support people in making decisions about their
lighting preferences. Although we did not follow up on this direction ourselves, it would be an
interesting lead to extend towards shared use. We expect that there could be benefit in giving
autonomously acting systems similar responsibilities in shared use as a human actor currently
has: systems should be developed to take other actors into consideration, provide information
about their actions, to negotiate and compromise their own needs, and to account for their
decisions. The idea of having the system part-take in collaborative setting and act based on
information, awareness, and accountability similar to human actors is not new. For example,
Dourish (1997) claimed that awareness information can be used in single-user systems as well
as in shared systems, to synchronize the mental models that users have of the system’s behavior.
Similarly, Bellotti and Edward’s key features for interaction with context-aware systems (2001)
– intelligibility and accountability – have much overlap with constructs from awareness, such as
Erickson and Kellogg’s (2000) social translucence principles, and Clark and Brennan’s (1991)
factors to avoid conflict. This earlier research makes it likely that the components of the
exploration-action model and the design considerations in the DASS framework can form a
starting point when designing the system to be a collaborative and communicative actor. To
end with the words of Donald Norman (2007:9):
“As machines start to take over more and more […] they need to be socialized; they need to
improve the way that they communicate and interact and to recognize their limitations. Only
then can they become truly useful.”
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Appendix A: materials of Study 1
Materials belonging to the study reported in Section 2.3.

Interview Protocol
Overview of the interview
• Welcome & general introduction
•

3x Choice Task, order of the interfaces:
• Activity Cube
• Cozy/Lively Interface
• Room Tablet

•

Closure

•

Feedback & Reflection on the session setup

Explanation of the Choice Task
Please set the light in a pleasant setting using this interface. Please talk aloud and eplain every
step. Talk as if you are alone in this room. You can take as long as you want to set the light,
until you are satisfied. Afterwards I’ll be asking you some questions.
Questions after completing the choice task:
• Can you please describe step-by-step what you just did to come to this setting?
• What did you try to accomplish with the light setting?
• How would you describe this light setting?
• How satisfied are you with the result on a scale from 1 tot 10?
• What would be a 10?
• Can you write down the requirements you had in your mind for the light setting?
• Can you indicate how important each requirement is on a scale from 1 tot 10?
• Can you indicate how well each requirement is met, on a scale from 1 tot 10?
• How important was it for you to get the light just right on a scale from 1 tot 10?

The requirements form that people were
asked to fill out during hte interview

Materials of study 1 (section 2.3)
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Appendix B: Materials of Study 2
Overview of exercises in the probe booklets and the interview protocol belonging to the study
reported in Section 2.4. The PDF of the probe booklet in original layout can be downloaded
at www.karinniemantsverdriet.com/downloads/appendixB.pdf

Probe Booklet exercises (in Dutch)
The two probe booklets were identical, apart from the layout. The exercises are summarized
below (all in Dutch).

Introductie
Welkom in dit werkboek, en alvast hartelijk bedankt voor je deelname aan dit onderzoek over
lichtgebruik in huis. Dit werkboek is helemaal van jou, de opdrachten die er in staan zijn
persoonlijk en individueel. Er is dus ook geen goed of fout in deze opdrachten, en het is ook
helemaal niet erg als je ergens anders over denkt dan je partner. Ik ben juist geïnteresseerd wat
jij vindt, denkt, doet en ziet. Veel succes, en vooral veel plezier!

Opstart Opdrachten
Deze opdrachten kun je maken wanneer je wilt, bijvoorbeeld op de eerste dag dat je het
boekje krijgt.
Lichtplan
Teken de plattegrond van jullie loft op de daarvoor bestemde poster. Deze opdracht kunnen
jullie samen doen als je wilt, hij is in elk geval maar een keer nodig. Vul daarna wel individueel
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de onderstaande vragen in.
•
•
•
•

Hoe blij ben je met het licht in je loft? Geef een cijfer van 1 tot 10.
Waar ben je vooral blij mee? Waarom?
Wat zou je willen veranderen? Waarom?
Wat is je favoriete lamp? Waarom?

Geef ook per lamp en manier van bedienen nog wat meer informatie. Gebruik dezelfde
lampnummers als op de plattegrond.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wat is de belangrijkste functie van deze lamp?
Hoe gebruik je deze lamp vooral? Waarom?
Hoe zou je het licht omschrijven?
Hoe tevreden ben je met deze combinatie van lamp, licht en bediening, op een schaal
van 1 tot 10?
Waar ben je vooral blij mee? Waarom? Denk aan het licht, de lamp en de bediening.
Wat zou je eventueel aan het licht, de lamp en/of de bediening willen veranderen?
Waarom?

Doorlopende Opdrachten
Deze opdrachten zijn doorlopend. Wanneer je deze week een situatie tegen komt van een
veel voorkomende activiteit, of waarin je samen sprak over het licht, of waarin je beiden iets
anders wilde van het licht, dan mag je deze opdrachten invullen. Lees de opdrachten vast
door, dan weet je waar je op kunt letten.
Gewoontes
Iedereen heeft bepaalde gewoontes bij het instellen van het licht. Hoe stel jij normaal
gesproken je lampen in tijdens verschillende activiteiten? Daar gaat deze opdracht over. Maak
deze week als je een van de onderstaande situaties tegenkomt, een foto van je lichtsetting.
Je kunt hiervoor bijvoorbeeld je telefoon gebruiken. Stuur de foto door naar mijn telefoon
[nummer] via Whatsapp of SMS, of via email [email adres]. Vermeld er wel even bij om welke
activiteit het gaat.
Beschrijf op de bladzijdes hierna het licht in meer detail. Als je nog andere typische lichtsettings
of activiteiten toe wilt voegen is dat natuurlijk ook prima, maar beschrijf in elk geval deze vijf:
Dineren • Een avond met vrienden • TV kijken • Werken / studeren • Gaan slapen.
•
•

•
•
•

Om welke activiteit gaat het?
Welke lampen staan aan en welke instelling hebben deze lampen? Denk bij de instelling
aan alle dingen die je kan bedienen (dus bijvoorbeeld gewoon aan, 60% gedimd, op een
warm oranje kleur, of op de bank gericht).
Waarom gebruik je juist deze lampen?
Hoeveel moeite kost het om deze combinatie in te stellen? Waarom?
Hoe tevreden ben je met het licht van deze combinatie voor deze activiteit? Geef een 1
van een tot 10. Waarom ben je wel of juist niet tevreden?
Materials of study 2 (section 2.4)
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•
•
•

Hoe zou je de sfeer omschrijven die het licht geeft?
Gebruik je deze combinatie bij nog meer activiteiten? Zo ja, bij welke?
Hoe vaak gebruik je deze combinatie?

Meningsverschillen
Zijn er in de afgelopen week situaties voorgekomen waar in je beiden ander soort licht wilden
hebben? Kleine meningsverschillen of discussies hoor ik graag, maar ook als het niet eens
tot een gesprek is gekomen, kan de situatie relevant zijn. Elke keer dat je geen, of juist wel
rekening houdt met de ander in het bedienen van het licht is een interessante situatie. Schrijf
ze hieronder op. Ik hoor graag zo veel situaties als je je kunt herinneren. Als je meer ruimte
nodig hebt zijn er achterin extra pagina’s. Beschrijf elke situatie in zo veel mogelijk detail.
Schrijf er een lopend verhaal, dat mij precies vertelt hoe het ging. Probeer daarbij zo veel
mogelijk van de onderstaande vragen te beantwoorden:
•
•

•

•

De oude situatie: Wat was je aan het doen? Waar bevond je je? Wat was de ander aan het doen?
Redenen voor de nieuwe instelling: Wie nam het initiatief om het licht aan te passen? Waarom
voldeed de oude lichtinstelling niet meer? Waardoor kwam dat? Welk doel had de initiatiefnemer voor de
nieuwe instelling? Was dit ook relevant voor de andere persoon?
Het conflict: Waarom was die nieuwe lichtinstelling niet geschikt voor de andere persoon? Was de
initiatiefnemer hiervan op de hoogte? Indien ja: Hoe wist de initiatiefnemer dat de lichtinstelling niet
geschikt was? Indien nee: hoe maakt de ander de onvrede kenbaar?
De oplossing: Hoe kwamen jullie tot een oplossing? Is er over gesproken? Zo ja: wat en op welke manier?
Wat was de lichtcombinatie die de oplossing vormde? In hoeverre voldeed dit aan de wensen van beide
partijen?

Gesprekken
Kan je je nog gesprekken herinneren die jullie over licht hebben gevoerd? Schrijf ze hieronder
op. Schrijf zoveel gesprekken uit als je wilt, maar in elk geval drie. Als je meer ruimte nodig
hebt, gebruik dan gerust meer pagina’s achterin. Als je de gesprekken liever op een andere
manier op schrijft kan dat natuurlijk ook.

Opdrachten voor een Specifieke Datum
Voor deze opdrachten heb je een vaste dag nodig. Op de eerste dag is afgesproken op welke
data je deze opdracht uitvoert.
Lichtveranderingen
Houd vandaag een horloge, een stapeltje post-its en een pen bij de hand, want je gaat ze nodig
hebben! Schrijf elke keer als je iets verandert aan het licht de tijd, het nummer van de lamp
(volgens de plattegrond van opdracht 1), en de belangrijkste reden dat je het licht veranderde
op een post-it. Aan het eind van de dag heb je dus evenveel post-its als lampen die je bedient
hebt. Plak alle post-its hier op.
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Tijdlijn
Teken hieronder een tijdlijn van vandaag. Als je alleen ’s avonds thuis was, dan is een tijdlijn
van de avond genoeg. Schrijf je belangrijkste bezigheden erbij, de tijdstippen en wat je
wanneer aan het licht veranderde. Je kunt de post-its erop na slaan als herinnering.
Berichtjes
Vanavond krijg je een aantal keer een berichtje op je telefoon. In het berichtje staat een
opdracht. Voer die opdracht direct uit als je hem hebt ontvangen, maar vertel niet aan je
partner wat je opdracht is. Vul daarna de bijbehorende vragen in.
Berichtje 1, opdracht 1 (verzonden per SMS):
•
•

Parter A: Ga op de bank lezen, en stel je lichten daar zo perfect mogelijk op in. Vul als je een tijdje hebt
gelezen de vragen die bij opdracht 1 in het boekje horen in
Partner B: Ga op de bank TV kijken, en stel je lichten daar zo perfect mogelijk op in. Vul als je een tijdje
TV gekeken hebt de vragen die bij opdracht 1 in het boekje horen in

Berichtje 2, opdracht 2 (verzonden per SMS):
•

•

Parter A: Stel het licht in op een prettige stand voor wat je nu aan het doen bent. Zelfs als je denkt dat
het licht al goed staat kan je waarschijnlijk nog wel iets doen om het nog perfecter te maken. Probeer maar
uit! Als je helemaal tevreden bent met het licht om je heen, kan je doorgaan met wat je aan het doen was.
Maak over een uurtje de vragen bij opdracht 2 in het boekje.
Partner B: Wacht tot je partner klaar is met het instellen van het licht. Wacht daarna nog 10 minuten.
Verander dan het licht in op een prettige stand voor wat je nu aan het doen bent. Zelfs als je denkt dat het
licht al goed staat kan je waarschijnlijk nog wel iets doen om het nog perfecter te maken. Probeer maar uit!
Maak daarna de vragen bij opdracht 2 in het boekje.

Vragen voor na de berichtjes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wat was je aan het doen toen je de opdracht ontving?
Hoe stond het licht toen je de opdracht ontving? Gebruik de lampnummers en precieze
instellingen.
Wat heb je veranderd aan het licht? Gebruik de lampnummers en instellingen.
Waarom heb je juist dit veranderd?
Waar was je partner ondertussen mee bezig?
Heeft je partner iets aan het licht veranderd? Zo ja: wat en waarom denk je?
Hebben jullie gesproken tijdens het uitvoeren van de opdracht? Zo ja: waarover?
Zaten jullie elkaar in de weg tijdens het uitvoeren van de opdrachten?
Hoe veranderde de sfeer tussen jullie tijdens het uitvoeren van de opdrachten?
Hoe voelde het om de opdracht uit te voeren?
Hoe blij ben je met het resulterende licht? Geef een cijfer van 1 tot 10. Waarom?
Hoe blij denk je dat je partner met het resulterende licht is? Geef een cijfer van 1 tot 10.
Waarom?
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Interview Protocol
•

General Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•

How did you select and distributed the lamps that you have?
Did you take different roles in that process?
Did you have different opinions about the selection and placement of lamps?
Light setup and satisfaction:
What makes a lamp ‘good’?
What makes a light setting ‘good’?

•

Specific questions about answers that stood out in the booklets

•

About living in a single-room apartment
•
•
•
•

•

Closing questions & evaluation:
•
•
•
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What are the advantages of living together in a single-room apartment?
What are the disadvantages of living together in a single-room apartment?
What are the disadvantages related to lighting?
If you image the smartest light system in the world that can do everything you can
think of, how would that system help you to live together in a single-room apartment?
How was it to participate in this study?
What did you think about the exercises?
Is there anything else that you think I might need to know?
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Appendix C: Materials of Study 3
Overview of exercises in the workbook and the interview protocol belonging to the study
reported in Section 2.5. The PDF of the workbook in original layout can be downloaded at
www.karinniemantsverdriet.com/downloads/appendixC.pdf

Workbook exercises (in Dutch)
Introductie
Welkom in dit werkboek, en alvast hartelijk bedankt voor jullie deelname aan deze studie over
lichtbediening in de huiskamer. De studie is opgedeeld in drie situaties, die elk twee dagen
duren. In dit boekje staat precies wat je moet doen. Aan het eind van elke twee dagen zijn
er een aantal vragen die jullie met het hele gezin samen kunnen invullen. Mocht je te weinig
ruimte hebben bij een van de opdrachten dan zijn er achterin dit boekje nog lege bladzijdes.
Veel succes, en veel plezier gewenst!

Dinsdag en Woensdag
Op dinsdag en woensdag gebruiken jullie met z’n allen alleen controller 1. Leg hem op een
vaste, centrale plaats die jullie allemaal handig vinden. Bijvoorbeeld op de salontafel of naast
de deur. De controller mag niet opgepakt of meegenomen worden gedurende deze twee
dagen. Je kan het licht dus alleen bedienen door naar de controller toe te lopen. Jullie mogen
de controller verplaatsen als de uitgekozen plek toch niet zo handig blijkt te zijn, maar probeer
dit niet te vaak en in overleg te doen. Vul op woensdagavond samen de opdrachten op de
volgende bladzijdes in. Vanaf donderdag komt er weer een nieuwe situatie.
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•

Geef elk poppetje een andere kleur, en schrijf er de namen en leeftijden van de gezinsleden
onder. Deze kleur blijft bij deze persoon horen bij elke opdracht in dit boekje.

•

Wie heeft het licht in de afgelopen twee dagen het vaakste bediend? En wie daarna?
Schrijf hieronder jullie namen op in volgorde van hoeveelheid aanpassingen.

•

Kunnen jullie je een gesprek herinneren dat jullie hebben gevoerd over het licht? Schrijf
dit gesprek hieronder op. Geef de poppetjes de kleur van de personen die het gesprek
voerden (zoals in opdracht 1). Natuurlijk hoef je niet alle poppetjes te gebruiken, en kan
je er zoveel ballonnetjes bij tekenen als je nodig hebt. Meer ruimte kan je indien nodig
achter in dit boekje vinden.

•

Teken hieronder per persoon een grove tijdslijn van de afgelopen twee dagen. Het gaat
vooral om de momenten dat je weg en thuis bent. Vergeet niet eigen kleur (van opdracht
1) te gebruiken!

•

Teken hieronder een plattegrond van je huiskamer. Geef met een kruisje aan waar de
lampen staan. Geef met een rondje aan waar je de controller neer hebt gelegd.

•

Hebben jullie de controller wel eens verplaatst in deze twee dagen? Zo ja, waarom? En
wie nam de leiding? Wat was de handigste plek waar de controller gelegen heeft? En
waarom was dit de beste plek?

Donderdag en Vrijdag
Op donderdag en vrijdag krijgen jullie allemaal je eigen je controller. Iedereen kan dus zelf
het licht bedienen. Hang de controller direct om je nek als thuis komt, zodat je hem altijd bij
de hand hebt. Geef nu vast aan wie welke controller heeft in opdracht 7. Die controller blijft
van jou deze twee dagen. Op vrijdagavond vullen jullie samen weer de opdrachten op de
volgende bladzijdes in. En vanaf zaterdag komt er weer een nieuwe situatie.
•

Geef de poppetjes hier onder de kleuren van opdracht 1. Schrijf de naam en het nummer
van de controller van die persoon er onder op. Je kunt het nummer aan de achterkant
van de controller vinden. Zorg dat iedereen altijd zijn eigen controller gebruikt deze twee
dagen!

•

Teken hieronder per persoon een grove tijdslijn van de afgelopen twee dagen. Het gaat
vooral om de momenten dat je weg en thuis bent. Vergeet niet eigen kleur (van opdracht
1) te gebruiken!

•

Wat vonden jullie van deze manier van het licht bedienen? Waren er problemen waar je
tegen aan liep, of waren er momenten dat het juist heel handig was? Schrijf per persoon
kort je ervaringen op. Kleur wel even het poppetje in je eigen kleur (van opdracht 1).

•

Wie heeft het licht in de afgelopen twee dagen het vaakste bediend? En wie daarna? Schrijf
ieder op een apart kaartje de namen op in de volgorde van hoeveelheid aanpassingen.
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Het is niet erg als jullie het niet eens zijn met elkaar over de volgorde. Daarom heeft
iedereen juist zijn eigen kaartje! Kleur wel even het poppetje in jouw kleur.
•

Kunnen jullie je gesprekken herinneren dat jullie hebben gevoerd over het licht? Schrijf
hieronder en hiernaast twee van zulke gesprekken op. Geef de poppetjes de kleur van
de personen die het gesprek voerden (zoals in opdracht 1). Natuurlijk hoef je niet alle
poppetjes te gebruiken, en kan je er zoveel ballonnetjes bij tekenen als je nodig hebt.
Meer ruimte kan je indien nodig achter in dit boekje vinden.

Zaterdag en Zondag
Op zaterdag mogen drie controllers weer opgeborgen worden. Op zaterdag en zondag houdt
namelijk slechts 1 persoon zijn of haar controller om. De andere gezinsleden zullen dus aan
deze persoon moeten vragen of hij of zij het licht aan wil passen. Jullie mogen zelf kiezen wie
de controller deze twee dagen om krijgt, maar je mag daarna niet meer van persoon wisselen.
Vul op zondagavond met het gezin samen de laatste opdrachten in het boekje in.
•

Teken hieronder per persoon een grove tijdslijn van de afgelopen twee dagen. Het gaat
vooral om de momenten dat je weg en thuis bent. Vergeet niet eigen kleur (van opdracht
1) te gebruiken!

•

Aan wie hebben jullie de controller gegeven deze twee dagen? Waarom?

•

Hoe zijn jullie tot deze keuze gekomen?

•

Hoe was het voor drie van jullie om geen eigen controle te hebben? Waren er problemen
waar je tegen aan liep, of waren er momenten dat het juist heel handig was? Schrijf per
persoon wat bevindingen op.

•

Kunnen jullie je gesprekken herinneren dat jullie hebben gevoerd over het licht? Schrijf
hieronder en hiernaast twee van zulke gesprekken op. Geef de poppetjes de kleur van
de personen die het gesprek voerden (zoals in opdracht 1). Natuurlijk hoef je niet alle
poppetjes te gebruiken, en kan je er zoveel ballonnetjes bij tekenen als je nodig hebt.
Meer ruimte kan je, indien nodig, achter in dit boekje vinden.

•

Vragen voor de persoon die de controller had:
•
•

•
•

Hoe was het om de controller om te hebben? Vond je het fijn, of juist helemaal niet?
Schat eens in: hoe vaak heb je het licht veranderd in de afgelopen twee dagen?
Hoeveel keer daarvan was dat voor jezelf ? Hoeveel keer daarvan was dat door een
vraag van een ander?
Wie vroeg het vaakste om een aanpassing van het licht? En wie daarna? Schrijf
hieronder de namen op in volgorde.
Heb je ook verzoeken om het licht te veranderen niet uitgevoerd? Zo ja, van wie?
En waarom?
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Interview Protocol
•

About the scenarios of use:
•
•
•

•

Specific questions about the answers in the booklet (examples):
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

What did you draw?
Mom/dad, how would you feel about having such a system?
What would be your ideal system?

Closing questions & evaluation:
•
•
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Did you make any agreements about use of het system?
How did other family members influence your way of adjusting the light? Did you
ever take them into account? Or did you ever respond to others?
Do you prefer having a controller for yourself or would you rather share it?
Do you prefer having the controller with you or would you rather have it at one fixed
location?
Where there any situations in which this way of using the light wasn’t useful/
practical?
Where there any situations in which it was useful/practical?

Drawing exercise for the children:
Could you design a lighting system for me? What would it look like? Where would it be in the room? How
would you control it? Would you have a button, or a remote, or do you need to clap or shout?
•
•
•

•

Dad seemed to have controlled the light most often. Why was that?
I noticed a lot of rapid switches during scenario 2. What happened there?
Why did you decide that mom would get the controller in scenario 3? Who made
that decision?
In the beginning, you changed to many different settings, but in the weekend it was
only switched on or off. How come?

About lighting use and coordination:
•
•

•

Which of the three scenarios of use was the most fun?
Which of the three scenarios of use was het most useful/practical?
Which of the three scenarios of use resulted in the best light?

How was it to participate in this study?
Is there anything you think I might have missed?
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Appendix D: Materials OF Study 4
Surveys and Interview protocols related to the study presented in Chapter 4. The quantitative
data resulting from this study – including the logdata, results of the surveys, and the comparative
scales – can be downloaded at: data.4tu.nl/repository/uuid:7e4c84ad-921a-44c1-bcf9-2b4c8bcfbea6

Surveys
Weekly Reminder Surveys Session A
These questions were sent out weekly to the participants in Session A, through a Google Form.
Introduction
We would like to ask you some questions to inform the lighting interaction study that you are
participating in. The questionnaire takes about 5 minutes to complete. Your honest answers
will help us tremendously! Thanks!
•

•

•

What is your participant ID? (This is the personal identification number that you received at the start
of the study and that you can use to unlock the interface. For your information, the questionnaire is not
anonymous and we might follow up on some of your answers in the interviews. Of course your data will
be handled strictly confidential and your identity will only be known by the research team)
How often were you in the Muji player space during this last week?
Choose between: Not once; One day, for some hours; A few days, for some hours; Every day for some
hours; Every day for the main part of the day; Other…
Did you interact with the lighting interface?
Choose between: Yes I did interact with the lighting interface at least once; No, I did not interact with
the lighting

In case you interacted with the system at least once
If you interacted with the light more than once, please just pick one situation that you
remember most clearly and fill in all the questions based on that interaction
•

At what moment did you interact with the light?
Choose between: I interacted with the light upon entering the space; I was in the space for a while
already when interacting with the light; I interacted with the light upon leaving the space; Other…

•

In which area were you sitting yourself ?
Choose between: Green (large vertical table on the left side near the window and next to the office); Red
(large horizontal table near the window); Blue (small squared black table near the PhD space); Orange
(high MDF table near the PhD space); Other…

•

In which area(s) did you adjust the lighting? (Check all that apply)
Choose from: Green (large vertical table on the left side near the window and next to the office); Red
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(large horizontal table near the window); Blue (small squared black table near the PhD space); Orange
(high MDF table near the PhD space); Other…
•

How many people were in the space at the moment of your interaction?
Choose between: I was alone; There were only me and the people I was working together with at that
moment (e.g., team members); A few other people (approximately 1 to 4); Quite a lot of other people (5 to
10); It was busy (more than 10); Other…

•

Why did you decide to adjust the light? (Check all that apply for this specific interaction)
Choose from: The lighting didn’t match my activity; I didn’t like the light setting; I didn’t like the
atmosphere in the room; I adjusted the light for someone else; I wanted to save energy; I wanted to play
around with the lighting/interface; Other…

•

Did you change, overwrite or delete a light setting of someone else during this interaction?
(Check all that apply for this specific interaction)
Choose from: No, I only changed the light in an area where the lights were turned off; Yes, but the people
that had set the light were sitting in another area so was entitled to changing it; Yes, because the area of
the color that had created the setting was empty (the people that set the light setting had left); Yes, but I
asked the people in the area of the color that created the setting for permission; Yes, but I didn’t really think
about it; Other…

•

What information did you take into account during the interaction? (Check all that apply for
this specific interaction)
Choose from: The activity I was doing / was going to do; The activities of other people that I observed
in the space; The activity of the people in the area of the color that had created the light setting before
me; The number of people in the room at that time; The current light settings that I observed by looking
at the lights; The setting of the sliders as set by other before me on my controller; My lighting preferences;
The lighting preferences of other people in the space; The use of space that I observed in the room; The
areas I wanted to ‘claim’ by setting it to my color; The areas that were ‘claimed’ by others and set to their
color; Other…

•

How did you decide whether the new light setting was satisfying? (Check all that apply for
this specific interaction)
Choose from: I knew what setting of the sliders I was looking for on forehand; I estimated the effect on
the room by looking at the preview light on the controller; I estimated the effect on other people by looking at
the preview light on the controller; I looked in the space to see what the effect was on the room after applying
it; I looked in the space to see the reaction of other people; I talked with other people during the interaction;
I readjusted the setting a couple of times before I was satisfied; Other…

•

Is there anything you would have done differently if you were in the space alone? (Check
all that apply for this specific interaction)
Choose from: No, because I was alone; No, I adjusted everything in the exact way that I wanted; Yes,
I would have made a bigger adjustment in color temperature or intensity; Yes, I would have adjusted more
areas; Yes, I would have gone for a completely different light setting; Other…
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In case you did not interact with the system this week:
• Did you ever consider interacting with the lighting system? (check all that applied this week)
Choose from: Yes, but it was too much effort; Yes, but I didn’t know what light setting I wanted; Yes,
but someone else adjusted the light for me; Yes, but I didn’t want to affect other people in the space with
my lighting adjustment; Yes, but someone kept the controller to himself/herself; Yes, but I didn’t want to
overwrite/change/remove interactions done by others; Yes, but I didn’t understand / like the controller; No,
the thought of interacting never occurred to me; Other…
•

Under what conditions would you interact with the lighting system? (Open question)

Thank you
• Do you have any other comments or remarks? (Anything you think we might misinterpret
from your answers? Any frustrations or negative experiences? Any positive comments on
having this interface? Any ideas on how this situation could have been improved? Any
difficulties in filling in this questionnaire?) All your feedback is highly appreciated! (Open
question)

Survey B1 (After Use of Canvas)
These questions were sent out in the second week of session B, through a Google Form.
Introduction
We would like to ask you some questions about your interaction with the Canvas interface,
to inform the lighting interaction study that you are participating in. The questionnaire takes
about 510 minutes to complete. All the questions are about the last two weeks, the period
where you used the Canvas Interface for the lighting interaction in the Muji Player space.
Your honest answers will help us tremendously! Thanks!
•

•

What is your participant ID? (This is the personal ID number that we use to compare your answers
between the surveys. It should be filled in automatically. For your information: the questionnaire is not
anonymous but your data will be handled strictly confidential (hence the number instead of your name).
Your identity is only known to people in the research team).
How often were you in the Muji player space in the past two weeks?
Choose between: Every day; A couple of times per week; Just once or a few short time during the twoweek period; I was not present once; Other…

•

How often did you interact with the Canvas interface?
Choose between: Multiple times per day; About once a day; A couple of times per week; Just once or
a few times during the two-week period; I did not interact with it at all; Other…

•

How often did you draw a boundary on the Canvas interface?
Choose between: Every time I interacted with the canvas; In about half (or more) of my interactions
with the Canvas; In less than half of the interactions with the Canvas; Once or twice, but just to try out
how it worked; Never.

•

Can you describe one specific interaction with the Canvas interface? Think of the
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moment of interaction (did you just enter the space, or where you already there?), the
situation in the space (were there other people?), your motivation (why did you decide
to change the light?), the information you took into account (your activity, the previous
light setting, other people?), the lighting adjustments you made (how many areas did you
adjust?), and the process of interaction (did you fine-tune or change it again? did you put
effort into the interaction?) (Open question)
Evaluation of the Canvas Interface
In the questions below, you are asked to rate several aspects of the interface on a 5point scale.
If you feel that the question does not apply at all, please just leave it open.
•
•
•

How much did you enjoy interacting with the Canvas interface? (Not at all – Very much)
How much effort did interacting with the Canvas interface take? (None at all – Very much)
Was the connection between tables and colors understandable? (Not at all – Very much)
Every area had its own color, indicated by the coloured ring on the ceiling and the color
of the corresponding token. If you feel that the question does not apply at all, please just
leave it open.

•

Was placing a token (representing an area) on a field of lighting parameters a useful
interaction style? (Not at all – Very much)
The round, colored objects are called tokens. If you feel that the question does not apply
at all, please just leave it open

•

Was the meaning of the boundaries understandable? (Not at all – Very much)
The boundaries are the lines you could draw with the laser pen. The lines indicated
the extend to which others allowed changes in the light. For example, a very narrow
boundary around the token was probably drawn by someone who didn’t like any changes.
If you feel that the question does not apply at all, please just leave it open.

•
•
•
•

Were the boundaries useful? (Not at all – Very much)
How satisfied were you overall with the lighting in your workspace during these past two
weeks? (Very dissatisfied – Very satisfied)
How satisfied are you overall with the Canvas interface? (Very dissatisfied – Very satisfied)
How does the Canvas interface compare to using light switches to control the light? (The
canvas is much worse – the Canvas is much better)
With ‘light switches’ we mean the traditional way of controlling light in the LaPlace
building, using the on/off switches that are located near the entrance of each space.

•

Do you see any points of improvement for the Canvas Interface? (Open question)

Comments or Questions
• Anything you think we might misinterpret from your answers? Any frustrations or
negative experiences? Any positive comments on having this interface? Any ideas on how
this situation could have been improved? Any difficulties in filling in this questionnaire?
All your feedback is highly appreciated! (Open question)
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Survey B2 (After Use of Pointer)
These questions were sent out in the fourth week of session B, through a Google Form.
Introduction
We would like to ask you some questions about your interaction with the Pointer interface,
to inform the lighting interaction study that you are participating in. The questionnaire takes
about 510 minutes to complete. All the questions are about the last two weeks, the period
where you used the Pointer Interface for the lighting interaction in the Muji Player space.
Your honest answers will help us tremendously! Thanks!
•

•

What is your participant ID? (This is the personal ID number that we use to compare your answers
between the surveys. It should be filled in automatically. For your information: the questionnaire is not
anonymous but your data will be handled strictly confidential (hence the number instead of your name).
Your identity is only known to people in the research team).
How often were you present in the Muji player space in the past two weeks?
Choose between: Every day; A couple of times per week; Just once or a few short time during the twoweek period; I was not present once; Other…

•

How often did you interact with the Pointer in the past two weeks?
Choose between: Multiple times per day; About once a day; A couple of times per week; Just once or
a few times during the two-week period; I did not interact with it at all; Other…

•

Was this more or less often than with the Canvas interface?
Choose between: Less often; Just as often; More often.

•

Can you describe one specific interaction with the Pointer interface? Think of the
moment of interaction (did you just enter the space, or where you already there?), the
situation in the space (were there other people?), your motivation (why did you decide
to change the light?), the information you took into account (your activity, the previous
light setting, other people?), the lighting adjustments you made (how many areas did you
adjust?), and the process of interaction (did you fine-tune or change it again? did you put
effort into the interaction?) (Open question)

Evaluation of the Pointer Interface
In the questions below, you are asked to rate several aspects of the interface on a 5point scale.
If you feel that the question does not apply at all, please just leave it open.
•
•
•
•
•

How much did you enjoy interacting with the Pointer interface? (Not at all – Very much)
How much effort did interacting with the Pointer interface take? (None at all – Very much)
Was pointing at the lights you wanted to adjust a useful interaction style? (Not at all – Very
much)
Were the connections between tables/controllers and colors understandable? (Not at all
– Very much)
Was it useful to see who adjusted the lighting in an area? (Not at all – Very much)
You could see who adjusted the light by looking at the color of the little LED ceiling
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indicator. If the LED in the ceiling indicator was orange, the orange controller had set
that light. If you feel that the question does not apply at all, please just leave it open.
•

Was it useful that your own color was visible in the indicator light after an interaction? (Not
at all – Very much)
The LED in the ceiling indicator you pointed at took over the color of your controller.
If you had the orange controller, the LED became orange to indicate to others that you
had adjusted the light. If you feel that the question does not apply at all, please just leave
it open.

•

How satisfied were you overall with the lighting in your workspace during these past two
weeks? (Very dissatisfied – Very satisfied)
How satisfied are you overall with the Pointer interface? (Very dissatisfied – Very satisfied)
How does the Pointer interface compare to using light switches to control the light? (The
Pointer is much worse – the Pointer is much better)
With ‘light switches’ we mean the traditional way of controlling light in the LaPlace
building, using the on/off switches that are located near the entrance of each space.

•
•

•

How does the Pointer interface compare to the Canvas interface? (The Pointer is much worse
– the Pointer is much better)
The Canvas interface was the first interface you used in this study, consisting of the board
with tokens on a central position in the space.

•

Do you see any points of improvement for the Pointer Interface? (Open question)

Comments or Questions
• Anything you think we might misinterpret from your answers? Any frustrations or
negative experiences? Any positive comments on having this interface? Any ideas on how
this situation could have been improved? Any difficulties in filling in this questionnaire?
All your feedback is highly appreciated! (Open question)

Survey B3 (After Use of Floorplan)
These questions were sent out in the sixth week of session B, through a Google Form.
Introduction
We would like to ask you some questions about your interaction with the Floorplan interface,
to inform the lighting interaction study that you are participating in. The questionnaire takes
about 510 minutes to complete. All the questions are about the last two weeks, the period
where you used the Floorplan interface for the lighting interaction in the Muji Player space.
Your honest answers will help us tremendously! Thanks!
•
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What is your participant ID? (This is the personal ID number that we use to compare your answers
between the surveys. It should be filled in automatically. For your information: the questionnaire is not
anonymous but your data will be handled strictly confidential (hence the number instead of your name).
Your identity is only known to people in the research team).
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•

How often were you present in the Muji player space in the past two weeks?
Choose between: Every day; A couple of times per week; Just once or a few short time during the twoweek period; I was not present once; Other…

•

How often did you interact with the Floorplan in the past two weeks?
Choose between: Multiple times per day; About once a day; A couple of times per week; Just once or
a few times during the two-week period; I did not interact with it at all; Other…

•

Was this more or less often than with the Pointer interface?
Choose between: Less often; Just as often; More often.

•

How often did you add an activity with the Floorplan interface?
Choose between: Every time I interacted with the Floorplan; In about half (or more) of the interactions
with the Floorplan; In less than half of the interactions with the Floorplan; Once or twice, but just to try
out how it worked; Never.

•

Did you install the Floorplan application on a personal device?
Choose between: Yes I installed the app on my laptop; Yes I installed the app on my phone; Yes I
installed the app on both my laptop and my phone; No.

•

On which devices did you use the Floorplan interface?
Mark all that apply: My own laptop; My own phone; Central tablet in the space; On a personal device
of someone else; Other…

•

Can you describe one specific interaction with the Floorplan interface?
Think of the moment of interaction (did you just enter the space, or where you already
there?), the situation in the space (were there other people?), your motivation (why did
you decide to change the light?), the information you took into account (your activity, the
previous light setting, other people?), the lighting adjustments you made (how many areas
did you adjust?), and the process of interaction (did you fine-tune or change it again? did
you put into the interaction?) (Open question)

Evaluation of the Floorplan Interface
In the questions below, you are asked to rate several aspects of the interface on a 5point scale.
If you feel that the question does not apply at all, please just leave it open.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How much did you enjoy interacting with the Floorplan interface? (Not at all – Very much)
How much effort did interacting with the Floorplan interface take? (None at all – Very much)
Was it useful that the Floorplan interface was located on a central tablet in the space? (Not
at all – Very much)
Was having the Floorplan app on your personal device useful to you? (Not at all – Very
much)
Was the ability to ‘claim’ an area in the space a useful feature of the Floorplan
interface? (Not at all – Very much)
Was the ability to add an activity icon (to indicate your intention with the light) a useful
feature of the Floorplan interface? (Not at all – Very much)
Was the ability to see lighting areas made by other people a useful feature of the Floorplan
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•
•
•
•
•

interface? (Not at all – Very much)
Was the ability to see activities of other people (indicating intention with the light) a
useful feature of the Floorplan interface? (Not at all – Very much)
Was the ability to remove activity icons without erasing a light setting a useful feature of
the Floorplan interface? (Not at all – Very much)
How satisfied were you overall with the lighting in your workspace during these past two
weeks? (Very dissatisfied – Very satisfied)
How satisfied are you overall with the Floorplan interface? (Very dissatisfied – Very satisfied)
How does the Floorplan interface compare to using light switches to control the light?
(The Floorplan is much worse – the Floorplan is much better)
With ‘light switches’ we mean the traditional way of controlling light in the LaPlace
building, using the on/off switches that are located near the entrance of each space.

•

How does the Floorplan interface compare to the Canvas interface? (The Floorplan is much
worse – the Floorplan is much better)
The Canvas interface was the first interface you used in this study, consisting of the board
with tokens on a central position in the space.

•

How does the Floorplan interface compare to the Pointer interface? (The Floorplan is much
worse – the Floorplan is much better)
The Pointer interface was the second interface you used in this study, consisting of the
remote controls on each table.

•

Do you see any points of improvement for the Floorplan interface? (Open question)

Comments or Questions
• Anything you think we might misinterpret from your answers? Any frustrations or
negative experiences? Any positive comments on having this interface? Any ideas on how
this situation could have been improved? Any difficulties in filling in this questionnaire?
All your feedback is highly appreciated! (Open question)

Interview Protocols
Interview A1 (Floorplan)
•

Welcome & Introduction

•

Permission to record

•

General questions:

•

• On average, how often were you present in the space?
• On average, how often did you interact with the lighting?
• Did you install the floor plan interface on your laptop or phone?
• Did you use the interface on all the devices you installed them on?
• What device did you use when? What did you prefer? Why?
Specific questions about the answers in reminder questionnaires
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•

About Interactions with the lighting:
•
•

•

At what moments did you generally adjust the lighting? With what reason?
What did you look at when adjusting the lighting? On what depended your final light
setting? How did you use that information? How did it influence your interaction?
• Did you ever adjust a light setting of other people? (overwrite, delete, change
parameters, change activity?)
• Did other people ever adjust your light settings? How did you feel about that?
• Did you ever talk about lighting adjustments with other people?
• Were there differences in interacting when you were in the space alone in contrast to
when you were in the space with other people?
• Did you ever consider interacting even though you didn’t?
Scales (same 5-point scales as in Survey B3, under ‘Evaluation of the Floorplan Interface’)

•

Closing Questions
•
•

What improvements do you see for the floor plan interface?
Anything else we might have missed?

Interview A2 (Pointer)
•

Welcome & Introduction

•

Permission to record

•

General questions:
•
•

•

On average, how often were you present in the space?
On average, how often did you interact with the lighting? Did this change over time
(e.g., more in the beginning than later?) How does this frequency compare to the
Floorplan interface?
Specific questions about the answers in reminder questionnaires

•

About Interactions with the lighting:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

At what moments did you generally adjust the lighting? With what reason?
What did you look at when adjusting the lighting? On what depended your final light
setting? How did you use that information? How did it influence your interaction?
Where was the interface generally located?
What did you do with the interface after interacting? Where did you place it?
Did you ever use another controller than the one on the table where you were sitting/
going to sit?
How did you feel about having a shared interface per table group? How does this
compare to the personal application and central interface of the floor plan?
Was there any advantage of being present in the area that you were adjusting?
Did you ever adjust a light setting of other people?
Did other people ever adjust your light settings? How did you feel about that?
Did you ever talk about lighting adjustments with other people? Was there a difference
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•

between the Pointer and the Floorplan interface in the number of conversations?
Were there differences in interacting when you were in the space alone in contrast to
when you were in the space with other people?
• Did you ever consider interacting even though you didn’t?
Scales (same 5-point scales as in Survey B2, under ‘Evaluation of the Pointer Interface’).

•

Closing Questions

•

•
•

What improvements do you see for the Pointer interface?
Anything else we might have missed?

Interview A3 (Canvas, First Part)
•

Welcome & Introduction

•

Permission to record

•

General questions:
•
•

•

On average, how often were you present in the space?
On average, how often did you interact with the lighting? How does this frequency
compare to the Pointer interface?
Specific questions about the answers in reminder questionnaires

•

About Interactions with the lighting:
•
•

•

At what moments did you generally adjust the lighting? With what reason?
What did you look at when adjusting the lighting? On what depended your final light
setting? How did you use that information? How did it influence your interaction?
• How did you feel about having only one interface in the space? What did you think
of the location of the interface? How did it influence your interactions?
• How many tokens did you generally move during an interaction?
• Did you ever adjust a light setting of other people?
• Did other people ever adjust your light settings? How did you feel about that?
• Did you ever draw boundaries? What did they look like? Why did you add them?
• Did you notice any boundaries that were drawn by other people? Did you take
boundaries of other people into account in your interactions?
• Did you ever talk about lighting adjustments with other people? Did the number of
conversations about the light differ during this period, compared to the other two
interfaces?
• Were there differences in interacting when you were in the space alone in contrast to
when you were in the space with other people?
• Did you ever consider interacting even though you didn’t?
Scales (same 5-point scales as in Survey B1, under ‘Evaluation of the Canvas Interface’).

•

Closing Questions
•
•
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What improvements do you see for the canvas interface?
Anything else we might have missed?
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Interview B (First Part)
•

Welcome & Introduction

•

Permission to record

•

General questions:
•
•

•

On average, how often were you present in the space?
On average, how often did you interact with the lighting? Where there differences
between the interfaces in the interaction frequency?
About Interactions with the lighting:
•
•

•

At what moments did you generally adjust the lighting? With what reason?
What did you look at when adjusting the lighting? On what depended your final light
setting? How did you use that information? How did it influence your interaction?
• Did you ever adjust a light setting of other people?
• Did other people ever adjust your light settings? How did you feel about that?
• Did you ever talk about lighting adjustments with other people? Where there
differences between the interfaces?
• Were there differences in interacting when you were in the space alone in contrast to
when you were in the space with other people?
• Did you ever consider interacting even though you didn’t?
Specific questions about personal use of the Floorplan, Pointer, and Canvas

•

Closing Questions
•

Anything else we might have missed?

Comparative Interview (Concluding Part of Interviews A3 and B)
•

Scales
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality of the preview. How helpful was the preview on the interface in estimating the effect of
your lighting adjustment?
Precision of control. How much precision did the interface offer you in adjusting the intensity and
color temperature of the light?
Mapping between light / lamps / space. How useful was each mapping between light, lamps,
and the space?
Being in control. To what extent did the interface give you the feeling of being in control over your
light?
Invitation to interaction. How much did the interface invite you to adjust the lighting?
Social threshold. To what extent did the interface raise a social threshold preventing you from
adjusting the light?
Social control. To what extent did the interface make you feel accountable for your lighting
adjustment?
Social information. How useful were the different types of social information (intention, identity,
and preference)?
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•

Closing Questions
•
•
•
•

What information do you need to estimate what lighting adjustments are appropriate?
Would you be willing to share that information with others too?
How do you think we can invite people to interact?
During this study, the control parameters didn’t vary across interfaces (intensity, color
temperature, four separate areas). What control parameters would you like to have?
What advice can you give us for lighting interaction design, based on your own
experiences during this study?

The comparative scales, as filled
in by one of the participants
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Designing Interactions with
shared Systems
Summary
Most of the interactive systems in our everyday lives are shared in use – either because
multiple people can interact with these systems, or because an interaction by one person can
affects others. However, contemporary interfaces are often designed from the perspective of
individual users, judging from the use of customized presets, individual data, and applications
on personal devices. In this dissertation, we investigate how to design interactions that support
people in using systems in a shared way. More specifically, our aims are: (1) to investigate how
people interact with lighting systems that are shared in use; (2) to identify ways in which design choices
in interfaces can influence shared lighting use; and (3) to give direction on how to design interactions that
can support people in coordinating shared lighting use. Our research explorative, based on real-life
insights, and design oriented, and consists of four main phases: scoping, exploring, evaluating, and
formalizing. We primarily investigate the application domain of shared lighting systems, but we
reflect upon broader implementation of our findings throughout the dissertation.
In Chapter 2, we start with scoping our research and defining our direction in future research.
Through three explorative and design-oriented studies, we gain first insights into how
people currently interact with lighting systems in situations of shared use. In the first study,
we investigate individual interactions with a lighting system through the lens of preference
construction theory. The insights disclose relations between interface characteristics and people’s
choice strategies, which implies that interfaces can be designed to support decision-making. The
second study is an in-situ investigation of lighting conflicts between couples living in singleroom apartments. Using probes followed by dyadic interviews, we find that people avoid
manifestation of conflict and easily compromise on their preferences. Resolution of conflicts
seems to largely rely on pre-established agreements, made as early as when purchasing the
luminaires. In the third study, we take a more disruptive approach and actively provoke
lighting conflicts in family living rooms to observe conflict resolution strategies. The results
show that people mostly apply conflict-avoiding and accommodating strategies. If there is a risk that
others are negatively affected by an adjustment, people rather not interact with the system at
all. This confirms our expectations that preferences and interactions are adjusted according to
the social setting, which confirms the relevance of designing for shared use. Based on all three
studies, we conclude that people require awareness of the social context to coordinate use amongst
each other. Therefore, instead of focusing on resolving situations of conflict, interfaces should
provide people with relevant (social) information to coordinate shared use amongst each other.
In Chapter 3, we explore our new focus of designing for shared use by increasing people’s
awareness of the social setting. We perform a number of design activities to gather conceptual
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lighting interface concepts that embody awareness information. By reflecting upon our
own thought process during the design activities, we specify three steps that could require
additional design support: (1) determining whether the system can be shared, (2) defining information
and control requirements for situations of shared use, and (3) designing the required information and control
in the interaction. By reflecting upon the resulting conceptual interfaces, we identify interface
aspects that might impact shared use, including: the type, explicitness, abstraction, and placement
of information, granularity of control, possibility of pre-evaluation, and retrievability. Based on these
insights, we develop three more mature lighting interfaces for a shared open-plan office. The
interfaces – called Floorplan, Pointer, and Canvas – systematically vary in the type of information
they allow people to share amongst each other, in their distribution over space and ownership, and
in their interaction modality and interaction sequence.
In Chapter 4, we evaluate the Floorplan, Pointer, and Canvas interface longitudinally in a
real-life open plan office. The evaluation aims to specify the role of awareness in people’s
interactions with a shared lighting system, and to investigate to what extent the three interfaces
can support awareness. We present three analyses on qualitative results of the study. In the
first analysis, we refine our understanding of decision-making when interacting with a shared
lighting system. We identify common considerations about other people and common types of
information people use to answer the considerations. The findings confirm that the lighting
system was perceived as shared, that people do take others into account in most interactions,
and that awareness of others can support people in interacting in more collaborative ways. In
the second and third analyses, we zoom in on the differences between the three interfaces. In
analysis two, we find that although the different types of information in the three interfaces
(intention, authorship, and preference) are all potentially useful, this usefulness can be compromised
by the way in which the information is visualized in the interface. Especially concerning timing,
detail, ambiguity, and accuracy. In analysis three, we find that the interaction style can affect the
amount of verbal communication during interaction, the extent to which people take each other
into consideration, and the perceived level of accountability. This emphasizes the importance of
considering shared use when designing interfaces for everyday systems. Based on the three
analyses together, we confirm that designing for awareness would make a valuable approach
to designing lighting interfaces, since (1) people take each other into consideration in their
interactions with the lighting system, (2) these considerations are both supported and triggered
by awareness information, and (3) decisions made during the design process of the three
interfaces influenced the availability of this awareness information.
In Chapter 5, we formalize the outcomes of this research in two ways. Firstly, we present a
new model that describes how people interact with shared systems: the exploration-action model.
The exploration-action model can be used to identify the need to support shared use, and to
specify awareness information requirements. Secondly, we construct the Designing for Awareness
in Shared Systems (DASS) framework. The DASS framework presents a comprehensive overview
of important design considerations when designing for awareness. We expected that it can
stimulate reflection and informs decision-making when designing for shared use.

Summary
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Looking back at our research aims, we conclude that people consider others in their
interactions with lighting systems. People decide on how to interact based on the interplay of
their awareness (of others, of the environment, and of the system) and their considerations (that
can be characterized as attitude, subjective norm, and perceived control). In interactions with lighting
systems, we found that the considerations of the subjective norms are especially prominent,
which can often lead to conflict avoiding behavior. However, we identified two ways in which
design decisions in the interface can impact the chosen coordination strategy and lead to more
cooperative behavior. Firstly, the information that the interface provides can increase people’s
awareness about the current situation. Such increased awareness informs considerations and
can make people’s beliefs correspond better with reality, or can make certain considerations
more prominent during interaction. Secondly, the control possibilities that the interface offers,
impact the conflict resolution strategies that people can deploy and can determine default
behavior. Together, these relations between interaction style and shared use demonstrate
that designers need to consider the potential consequences of their design decisions when
designing interactions for systems that are potentially shared in use. We have introduced the
exploration-action model and the DASS framework to support designers in doing so.
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Most of the interactive systems in our everyday lives are shared in use – because
multiple people can interact with these systems, or because an interaction by one
person can affects others. However, interfaces are often designed for an individual
user. In this dissertation, we investigate how to design interactions that support
people in coordinating shared use amongst each other. We primarily investigate
the application domain of shared lighting systems, but reflect upon broader
implementation throughout the dissertation.
We start this research with three explorative studies to develop an understanding
of how people currently interact with lighting systems in situations of shared use.
W¬¬e conclude that people require awareness of the social context to coordinate
use amongst each other. We continue with design explorations and develop three
mature lighting interfaces for a shared open-plan office, which systematically
differ in the awareness information they visualize. Longitudinal evaluation of
these three interfaces confirms that people take others into consideration in their
interactions, that these considerations are supported by awareness, and that
common design decisions can influence the availability of awareness information.
The outcomes of this research are formalized two ways. Firstly, we present
the exploration-action model, that explains people’s awareness requirements and
considerations during interactions with shared systems. Secondly, we present
the Designing for Awareness in Shared Systems (DASS) framework, which presents a
comprehensive overview of design considerations when designing for awareness.
The framework can stimulate reflection when designing for shared use.

